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ABSTRACT
There are two things that most people know about the ‘video nasties.’ The first is
that prior to 1984 the video industry was completely unregulated and the absence of
any regulation allowed a space for immoral and disreputable elements of the
businesses to thrive. The second is that a series of public complaints about the
advertising used to promote the ‘video nasties’ triggered a moral panic that led to
introduction of the Video Recordings Act in 1984. Neither of these statements is
entirely true, but both have allowed a popular history to persist that continues to hold
the independent distributor directly accountable for the events that led to a scheme of
government sanctioned censorship that continues to this day. Through exploring the
marketing and distribution of the ‘video nasties’, this thesis will challenge this
established history and will contextualise the ‘video nasties’ within the emerging
landscape of the wider home video industry. Moving beyond the explicitly social
readings that have dominated these histories and that have positioned them as an
explicitly British concern, this study offers a reading that considers the ‘video
nasties’ as part of, and not separate from, a broader global film industry and wider
industrial practice.
This will be accomplished over three sections. In the first section I will detail the
established social history before reconsidering the accuracy of this narrative when it
is considered alongside a previously neglected economic and technological history.
This context will provide the foundation for the rest of the thesis, providing a basis
that reconceptualises the ‘video nasties’ both historically and as part of wider film
markets. In the second section I will return to the claims made against the
promotional strategies of the early distributors and historicise this type of promotion,
tracing a lineage to the ballyhoo of William Castle and the early promotions of P.T
Barnum. This will provide context for a study that considers the marketing and
branding of both the films and the companies that produced them, following the
market through Video, DVD and Blu-ray. The final section documents the evolution
of both the product and the marketplace, considering how theoretical constructs
arising from film studies can help us understand the marketplace of the ‘video
nasties’. The thesis is a revisionist history that reconsiders the birth of the
independent video industry in the United Kingdom through the films and distributors
that were marginalised and castigated.
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INTRODUCTION: A VERY ‘NASTY BUSINESS’
Home video recorders first came on the market in the late ‘70s and the so-called
‘video nasties’ arrived very soon afterwards. While the major studios dithered about
whether or not to put their recent blockbusters out on tape, enterprising distributors
filled the shelves of the newly-opening rental shops with lurid shockers that would
never had stood the remotest chance of getting a cinema release. In fact in the early
days the only movies you could rent on video were low budget sex and horror titles.
For fans of exploitation cinema, it was a Golden Age!
Allan Bryce

The above quote introduces the book Video Nasties! From Absurd to Zombie Flesh
Eaters (1998) by Allan Bryce. It perfectly illustrates the dominant narrative of the
introduction of home video to the United Kingdom in the late 1970s and early ‘80s.
Though essentially a coffee-table book aimed at a fan demographic, this account is
useful and by no means unique in its perspective. In fact, it is precisely because of its
similarity to other accounts that it provides such a useful starting point to this thesis,
one that aims to deconstruct some of the more pervasive myths that have followed
the ‘video nasties’ and that continue to shape our understanding of the industry, the
medium and the period.
I come to this project having worked for many years as a designer but also as
a fan of horror films. Like many horror film fans of my generation, I read Denis
Gifford’s A Pictorial History of Horror Movies (1973) as a child. The book reprinted
early posters for James Whale’s Frankenstein (1931) and William Castle’s The
House on Haunted Hill (1958), and I was fascinated by the imagery for weird and
wonderful films that I never thought I would get a chance to see, films like The
Hands of Orlac (1924), The Cabinet of Dr Caligari (1920) or Freaks (1932). Over
time, I heard of even stranger films that were similarly difficult to find, having just
been banned as something called ‘video nasties’. I bought Allen Bryce’s book in
1998, by which time I had already spent several years trying to find the films from
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the list of ‘video nasties’ Though the excitement of seeking out and finding these
films has long since waned, what has never diminished is my fascination with the
imagery and the claims made against the imagery used to promote the ‘video
nasties’.
‘Video nasty’ is a colloquial term originating in the United Kingdom and
refers to 72 films that were removed from the shelves of commercial video stores
between 1982 and 1984 following criticisms over their violent content which
escalated into a ‘moral panic’ over the perceived detrimental effect that these films
would have upon society. This moral panic saw the Director of Public Prosecutions
(DPP) target films under the Obscene Publications Act 1959 (OPA), developing lists
of films that were perceived to be contentious, and proceed to prosecute both the
retailers and the distributors under charges of possession of an obscene article for
publication and for gain. This led to the institution of the Video Recordings Act 1984
(VRA), effectively outlawing any film that had not been classified by the British
Board of Film Classification (BBFC).
As will be demonstrated and examined within this PhD, Bryce’s account of
the ‘video nasties’ and home video culture shares several aspects typical of other
retrospective histories of the ‘video nasties’, all of which have limited critical
discussion by reinforcing a particular version of that history. For instance, Bryce’s
suggestion that the ‘video nasties’ arrived shortly after the introduction of video is
typical of language that deliberately constructs the ‘nasties’ as an external threat and,
consequently, as something different and ‘othered’ from the established film
industry. Bryce reinforces this notion of the invasion narrative and mythicized
controversies by suggesting that these ‘lurid shockers […] would have never stood
the remotest chance of getting a cinema release’ (1998:3). In actuality, over almost
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half of the films targeted as ‘video nasties’ had been released theatrically in the
United Kingdom. Although 6 were refused a theatrical certificate, and 35 were never
submitted to the British Board of Film Classification (BBFC), 31 of the 72 films
were released theatrically in the U.K. before 1984 and the introduction of the VRA,
muddying any real sense of these films collectively as new.
Equally, Bryce’s suggestion that ‘the major studios dithered about whether or
not to put their recent blockbusters out on tape’, while having a basis in fact, does
not attempt to map the marketplace in any meaningful way or interrogate the
motivations and investment of the major studios and what their introduction to the
video market might mean. Instead, Bryce constructs a populist narrative that
reinforces this as a Golden Age for exploitation, with shelves filled to bursting point
with challenging and transgressive films. This is the established version of the
history of the ‘video nasties’ and this narrative typically romanticises the period. It
constructs the independent home entertainment industry as both advocates of
exploitation and the good guys in a battle against moralistic campaigners and
overzealous censors. This is, however, a contradictory and imprecise history, as
often the same narrative that constructs independent distributors as the good guys
championing cult cinema simultaneously holds them, and the promotional methods
that they used to market the films to the public, responsible for the ensuing moral
panic and the censorship legislation that followed. It is this perspective that informs
Julian Petley’s account entitled ‘A Nasty Story’, which lays the blame for the moral
panic at the feet of ‘the video industry (or at least those sections of it eager for a
quick profit at any price’) (2011:23).
However, such ‘stories’ do not historicise the marketing methods used in the
promotion of the ‘video nasties’ as being part of a tradition that predates cinema and
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of wider entertainment strategies as a whole, which is what my project aims to
achieve. This thesis is a revisionist history that intends to complicate the popular
narrative of the ‘video nasties’ by reconsidering the films and the promotion of the
films as part of part of a broader global film industry and, by scrutinizing the claims
made about and against the industry that produced ’video nasties’. The study seeks to
examine five main research questions:
1) How extreme was the advertising used in the promotion of the ‘video nasties’
and how much can this be blamed for the reaction that followed?
2) When did the industry begin capitalising on the idea of the ‘video nasties’ as
a brand?
3) How has this branding contributed to our understanding of the ‘video nasties’
as a category or genre?
4) What effect does the evolution of the category have on both the ‘video
nasties’ directly and on historic conceptions of the exploitation marketing
more generally?
5) And, implicitly through all of that, how can this project be positioned as part
of (and be seen to inform) wider industrial film histories?
The thesis is organised into three sections and is primarily focused upon an
analysis of the marketing, distribution and economics of the industry that produced
the ‘video nasties’. Part One: Context and Rationale provides the essential
contextual material on which the study builds and, whilst this includes the literature
review and the methodology, this section is not simply a summary of notable
previous work and methodological approaches adopted. Rather this section seeks to
draw together the economic and technological histories that have previously been
neglected by the myths of the ‘video nasty’ business and incorporate these into the
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established social history in order to begin to challenge the established narrative
partly outlined here. Part Two: Marketing and Branding interrogates the claims
made around the form of promotions and the industry that produced them. Part
Three: Genrification and Gentrification examines the development of the category
of the ‘video nasty’ and the industry that has evolved around it since the 1980s.
Part One is organised into five sections that each addresses a different part of the
history or the approach that has been adopted for this thesis. The ‘Historical
Overview’ details the established history of the ‘video nasties’ before interrogating
some of the established facts of the campaign through new empirical research and
source material. The ‘Literature Review’ documents all prior work that takes the
‘video nasties’ and the aftermath in the wake of the Video Recordings Act as its
subject of study, assessing work from both inside and outside of the academy before
demonstrating how this project expands beyond earlier histories in its emphasis on
marketing and distribution. In the ‘Methodological Approach’ I detail how my
research methods draw upon the principles of the New Film History and attempts to
reconcile the binary of film studies and film history. In ‘Technology and Power’ I
consider the origin of the technology that became video and explore how these
markets were controlled, examining how such control impacted on the uptake of the
Video Cassette Recorder (VCR) and allowed a space for independent film
distribution to thrive. This leads to ‘Independence and Industry’, an exploration of
the marketplace for video in the early 1980s, considering what was popular and
where it originated from.
From the historical context provided in ‘Part One’, ‘Part Two: Marketing and
Branding’ turns its attention to the promotion of the ‘video nasties’, considering both
the marketing of the films and the branding of the companies that produced and
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distributed them. It is here that I assess the relative extremism of the ‘video nasties’,
first asking how extreme the advertising used in the promotion of the films was, and
attempting to quantify the degree to which this may be held accountable for the
reaction that followed. Secondly, I will seek to establish when the home
entertainment industry and film distribution companies began capitalising on the idea
of the ‘video nasties’ as a brand and how this in turn may have impacted on current
understandings of the ‘video nasties’.
Finally in ‘Part Three: Genrification and Gentrification’ I will consider how the
branding

of

the

distribution

companies

may

have

contributed

to

our

conceptualisation of the ‘video nasties’ as a category or genre. It will also consider
the effect the evolution of that category has had upon the gentrification of both the
‘video nasties’ themselves and on historic conceptions of exploitation marketing
more generally, examining the rehabilitation that has begun and demonstrating shifts
in the marketplace that belie the origins of the films as ‘trash’. Fundamental to this
entire project is the reconsideration of these films as part of broader global film
industries and to begin to historicise the traditions that these films and the
distributors that released them were drawing upon, moving the conversation beyond
the censorship debates that have dominated discussions of the ‘Nasty Story’, and
emphasising the economic grounding of this ‘Nasty Business’.
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PART ONE:
RATIONALE AND CONTEXT
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1 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW: INTRODUCTION1

The history of the Video Nasties has been frequently recited (Barker 1984; Barker
and Petley 1997; Egan 2007; Petley 2011) and the films which caused offence have
themselves been endlessly examined (Starr 1984; Jackson 2002; Petley 2005;
Edwards-Behi 2015; Mee 2015). With the apparent ubiquity of the ‘video nasties’ in
the fields of film, media, and cultural studies, and in criminology and psychology,
and also the prevalence of documentaries and publications arising from outside of
academic scholarship (Mathews 1994; Kerekes and Slater 2000; Martin 2007), it
would seem as if there was little more to say on the subject. In this chapter I will
draw upon this work to provide a historical overview, outlining key moments in the
campaign against the ‘video nasties’, before moving on to complicate the established
narrative and locate it within a broader tradition of legislative frameworks that
govern film, enabling a picture to emerge that is constructed economically (rather
than politically) and that complicates the established narrative of both the ‘video
nasties’ and the video industry.

1.1 THE ESTABLISHED HISTORY OF THE CAMPAIGN
In every account of the history of the ‘video nasties’, the catalyst that begins the
chain of events that leads to the introduction of the Video Recordings Act in 1985 is
always the same; with Television and Video Retailer magazine reporting on a
number of complaints made to the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) about the
nature of the advertising being used to promote the videocassettes of The Driller

1

This is an abridged history of the campaign, intended only to contextualise further discussion. For a
more complete history of the campaign please refer to Martin Barker’s contemporaneous account
Video Nasties – Freedom and Censorship in the Media (1984), Julian Petley’s account Film and
Video Censorship in Modern Britain (2011) and Jake West's documentary Video Nasties: The
Definitive Guide (2010).
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Killer (1979), SS Experiment Camp (1976) and Cannibal Holocaust (1980). These
anxieties regarding the artwork appear in February 1982 and predate any other
anxieties over content by a matter of months.
By May 1982 it was estimated that over 1.5 million homes had already
adopted home video, with predictions suggesting that this figure would grow to over
3 million by the end of that year (Renowden 1982). The technology was being
embraced at an exponential rate with little outward visible sense of regulation, and so
much so that James Ferman, the secretary of the British Board of Film Censors
(BBFC) intervened, expressing his anger at the lack of a regulatory body governing
video. Ferman furiously declared that ‘they are watching shocking scenes which we
would never allow in a cinema, even under an X-certificate’ (Graham 1982). The
BBFC’s existing purview, even theatrically was only one of recommendation,
functioning primarily as an advisory body that could still be overruled at a local
council level.
Gareth Renowden, the editor for Which Video? and video columnist for The
Daily Mail (two roles that did not necessarily fit comfortably together) articulated his
concern at the lack of a regulatory body or classificatory system governing video in a
piece for The Daily Mail entitled ‘The Secret Video Show’. The article cites a survey
conducted by Scarborough school teacher Richard Neighbour expressing his anxiety
that his research into teenager’s viewing habits had ‘revealed that their ‘top ten’
video tapes included titles like Scum (1979), Zombie Flesh Eaters (1979), The
Exorcist (1973), Flesh Gordon (1974), and The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974)’,
going on to suggest that ‘video gives the children access to something that the
parents may not be able to control’ (Renowden 1982). Despite both citing their
apprehension, both Renowden and Neighbour were quick to clarify that this was not
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Figure 1: The Driller Killer VHS cover

a call for censorship but merely a plea
for stricter parental controls in lieu of
an industry sanctioned classificatory
system. This article is significant in its
use of rhetoric centred on child
protection that would soon become
emblematic of the campaign that was
building.
Renowden’s

warning

to

parents

seemed to resonate throughout the
press and was reiterated in a piece that
would prove to be instrumental in the
ensuing panic. The Sunday Times ran an article by journalist Peter Chippendale
entitled ‘How High Street Horror is Invading the Home’ (Chippendale 1982), similar
in tone to ‘The Secret Video Show’ but would prove to be much more influential and
far reaching. The article speaks of “nasties” giving a name to what would soon
become collective fears, and which Julian Petley has cited as the first time the term
appeared in the national press (2013:36). The article singles out titles like Snuff
(1976), SS Experiment Camp, and The Driller Killer as archetypes of the depravity
of the ‘video nasties’ both of which had previously been targeted because of their
packaging (Figure 1). The article is also significant as it provides the template for
what would become the defining characteristics of what is now understood as the
‘video nasties’; ‘murder, multiple rape, butchery, sado-masochism, mutilation of
women, cannibalism and Nazi atrocities’ (Chippendale 1982).
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Just as tensions were growing, Conservative MP for Fareham Peter Lloyd
was presenting a Bill to the House of Lords to amend the existing Cinematograph
Act of 1909 (HL 1982). The 1909 Act had become the catalyst for the creation of the
BBFC in 1912

2

and Lloyd’s Bill was presented with the aim of tightening the

censorship governing films screened in cinema clubs, with current concerns beyond
the scope of the proposed amendment to the Bill. Lloyd conceded that the ‘Bill deals
with the problems of last year, but these video sales and rentals will be the problem
of next year and the year after that’ (Martin 2007:14). Despite the limitations of his
own Bill, Lloyd was quick to offer a solution in the form of the Obscene
Publications Act 1959, believing it would be ‘adequate if it was enforceable’, but
ultimately he felt that ‘the police [did] not have the man-power’ (Chippendale 1982).
Chippendale quickly followed up his article by interviewing the newly
appointed operational head of the Obscene Publications Squad, Superintendent Peter
Kruger.3 Kruger highlighted his concerns over the inherent functionality of the Video
Cassette Recorder and its ability play film in slow-motion, to freeze-frame, and
pause and rewind (Martin 2007:14). These technological concerns would become a
fundamental part of the argument that was developing, with anxieties focused on the
ability to watch scenes out of order and therefore out of context.
Peter Lloyd’s solution would be tested the following month when on June 9th
the Obscene Publications Squad, headed by Kruger, conducted raids on the three

For more information on the institution of the BBFC refer to Edward Lamberti’s Behind the Scenes
at the BBFC: Film Classification from the Silver Screen to the Digital Age (2012), James C.
Robertson’s Film censorship in Britain: The British Board of Film Censors, 1912-1951 (1985), and
an article by Nicholas Hiley entitled ‘"No mixed bathing" : the creation of the British Board of Film
Censors in 1913’ available in the third issue of the Journal of Popular British Cinema (200).
2

3

Kruger has since admitted that at that time, neither he nor his staff knew anything at all about video.
He himself had become aware because of concerns raised in the media and after obtaining copies of
The Driller Killer, Cannibal Holocaust, and I spit on your grave he approached the Director of Public
Prosecutions who in turn gave permission to apply for a warrant under the Obscene Publications Act
1959 (Ban the Sadist Videos 2005).
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video distributors that were most closely associated with what would now be known
as ‘video nasties’. Using the tabloid press as intelligence, Kruger and the Obscene
Publications Squad conducted raids on the premises of Astra Video Ltd., Go Video
Ltd. and VIPCO Ltd. seizing I Spit on Your Grave (1978), SS Experiment Camp and
The Driller Killer respectively from each of the three companies, with the forfeitures
totalling 1000 films. These confiscations were pending the preparation of a report for
the Director of Public Prosecutions to determine whether prosecutions can be
brought against the three companies (Video Business 1982:1). This raid of the
premises of the three companies represents a significant turning point in how the
police were approaching “the problem” of the ‘video nasties’ – shifting their
emphasis from the prosecution of retailers and consumers to stemming the tide at the
source by removing the product entirely at the point of distribution.
As the campaign against the ‘video nasties’ gathered momentum, the tabloid
press found an ally in veteran moralist campaigner Mary Whitehouse - President and
founder of National Viewers' and Listeners' Association (NVLA). The NVLA was a
pressure group developed to target media content that it deemed to be harmful or
damaging to society and since formation in 1965 the organisation had directed its
attention at a myriad of diverse programming; from the seemingly innocuous such as
Tom Baker’s 1975 incarnation as Doctor Who, described by Whitehouse as ‘teatime
brutality for tots’ (Hayward 2006), to the ostensibly educational, such as
Panorama’s coverage of the liberation of the Belsen concentration camp, described
by Whitehouse as ‘Filth’ and ‘bound to shock and offend’ (Pearson 1994).
Whitehouse was first made aware of the ‘video nasties’ when in 1982 the managing
director of Go Video Ltd, Des Dolan, sent her a copy of the company’s latest release
- Cannibal Holocaust. Dolan assumed that Whitehouse’s sense of outrage and moral
propriety would function as a no-cost advertising campaign and provide the
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company some much needed publicity for its latest release (Gregory 2005). It did,
but perhaps not in the way that Dolan had expected.
From May 1982, when the first articles began appearing, to the August of the
same year, there was a visible increase in the number of articles citing concern over
the problem that the ‘Video Nasties’ posed. In what would seem to be an effort to
quell any further political fallout, Norman Abbott, Director General of the British
Videogram Association (BVA) was reported as saying that ‘it is a competitive
situation and everybody was trying to outdo each other and be more outrageous. But
now the publishers have decided to put their own house in order’ (Martin 2007:14).
In an attempt to address these concerns, the BVA announced the formation of a
working party in conjunction with the British Board of Film Censors (BBFC) with
the aim of tackling the issue of ‘video nasties’ (Dawe 1982:7).
Concern quickly turned to blame when on 31st August 1982 a test case was
brought against the distributor VIPCO under the Obscene Publication Act (1959) at
Willesden Magistrates Court in North West London. The prosecution contended that
the video cassettes that were seized (Abel Ferrara’s The Driller Killer and Tobe
Hooper’s Death Trap (1976)), were ‘an extravaganza of gory violence, capable of
depraving and corrupting those that watched’ (West 2010) them and required that the
distributor forfeit 590 copies plus the master tapes to prevent any further
reproduction. When this was reported in the press, the presiding Judge was quoted as
saying that this should send a ‘clear warning’ to other distributors, and that if the
Department of Public Prosecutions was to seek prosecutions under Section 2 of the
act there was every likelihood of fines and/or imprisonment. Prosecutor Stephen
Wooler defended his decision stating that the case was ‘exceptional’ and was an
‘attempt to discover where the law stood’ and that, in future, distributors would be
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prosecuted (The Sun 1982: 5). This ruling would prove to be hugely significant, as it
provided a legal precedent for the prosecution of these cases and gave credence to
the claims of the tabloid press that these films were obscene with the ability to
deprave and corrupt. This marks a move from a rhetoric that was broadly one of
concern, to the beginning of a rhetoric of blame and the vilification of the
independent video industry. Following the success of this case, further prosecutions
continue as the Department of Public Prosecutions continue to target distributors and
retailers alike.

Figure 2: ‘The men who grow rich on bloodlust’ - The Daily Mail, 4 August 1983
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The ‘video nasties quickly became a general purpose explanation for moral
decline’ (West 2010), and the reporting of this moral decline oscillated between an
emphasis on the supposed detrimental effect that these films were having on society
and attacking the industry that produced them. Early headlines foreground issues of
child protection such as ‘Sadism for Six Year Olds’ (Miles 1983b) and ‘The Rape of
Our Children’s Minds’ (author unknown 1983), and one mother even attributing her
own son violently raping two women in Hounslow to the effect of ‘video nasties’
(Miles 1983). However, following the successful prosecution of the company
VIPCO in Willesden Magistrates Court, emphasis can be seen to shift toward the
distributors and their business practices. Headlines such as ‘The men who grow rich
on bloodlust’ (Harding 1983) named and shamed distributors, while the article ‘Fury
Over the Video Nasties – The Merchants of Menace “Get Off”’ (The Sun 1982)
documented Mary Whitehouse’s feeling that the ruling at Willesden Magistrates
Court did not go far enough (Figure 2). Distributors were increasingly depicted as
villainous to such a degree that even attempts by the managing director of Astra
Video (the company responsible for releasing I Spit on Your Grave and Blood Feast
(1963)) to clean up the company’s image were reported as the ‘Charity Shock from
the King of the Nasties’ (Miles 1983a) and with the Rev. Michael Newman, Vice
Principal of the National Children’s Homes, claiming that they ‘would not have
accepted the money had they known of the company’s involvement in so-called
‘video nasties’(ibid).
Shortly after this, the Conservative MP for Luton South, Graham Bright, was
approached by Mary Whitehouse who suggested that he propose a Private Members
Bill that would tackle the issue of the ‘video nasties’ directly.4 The Bill, known as
4

Bright famously claimed in an interview at this time that research was taking place that would prove
conclusively that videos such as the ‘video nasties’ were not only damaging to children but were also
detrimental to dogs (West 2007).
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‘the Bright Bill’, was introduced in 1983 and would require that all commercial
video recordings released in the United Kingdom to carry a classification certificate,
designating the British Board of Film Censors as the organisation that would provide
that classificatory system. This campaign was given further credence by a report
published by a group calling themselves the Parliamentary Group Video Enquiry.
The report was conducted by sociologist and theologian, Reverend Dr. Clifford Hill
and claimed that 4 in 10 children [had] seen a ‘video nasty’. Hill’s report, though
later debunked as methodologically flawed and fraudulent, was be instrumental in
providing a ‘scientific’ basis for the headlines that gave credibility to the cause for
the concern and helped propel a bill addressing these concerns through parliament.
The prosecution of distributors would continue to gather momentum
culminating on 3rd February 1984, when the managing director of World of Video
2000, David Hamilton Grant, was sentenced to 18 months in prison for being in
possession of over 200 copies of an obscene article for publication for gain. Grant
had released the film Nightmares in Damaged Brain (1981), a film which had
previously been granted a theatrical certificate from the BBFC release. However,
Grant’s version was marginally longer than the BBFC certificated release and was
prosecuted on that basis. Grant served 12 months of the 18 month sentence and his
company World of Video 2000 (and its parent company April Electronics) was put
into liquidation.
When Bright’s bill was read to the House of Lords in June 1984, Lord
Houghton of Sowerby highlighted that as early as December 1982 M.P. Gareth
Wardell had attempted to progress a similar Bill through the house but was
discouraged from doing so by the then Home Secretary Willie Whitelaw. Whitelaw
reportedly said that ‘there was a great deal more work which needed to be done on
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the matter before they could contemplate legislation’ (HL 1984) and remained
steadfastly committed to the introduction of a voluntary scheme by which the
industry could govern itself. A figure who remained committed to the introduction of
a voluntary scheme, Houghton suggested that the only thing that had changed in the
interim period was the Conservative Party’s manifesto. With the General Election
looming, the Conservative Party had decided to ‘brush aside the attempts of the trade
to get a voluntary scheme’ and to instead introduce Government legislation (HL
1984). Martin Barker’s account reiterates Houghton’s suspicion, suggesting that
following a series of political disasters including the Toxteth and Brixton riots in
1981, and the violence of the conflict in the Falklands that lead to the sinking of the
ARA General Belgrano and the battle for Goose Green in 1982, the Conservative
Government was not fulfilling its campaign promises and was looking for something
through which it could demonstrate resolve. It found this in the ‘video nasties’,
swiftly acting on a largely fictitious problem that had been whipped-up by moralists
and the right-leaning press (West 2007). Despite Houghton’s reservations, the Bill
passed through the House of Lords unchallenged, being given Royal assent on 12th
July 1984, and was slowly phased in from September of that year, coming into full
force by 1st September 1988. This three year grace period was given to allow the
BBFC, the organisation that had been charged with categorising films that were
released in video, enough time to censor and classify and the huge volume of films
that had been released up until that point. The BBFC’s status had moved from that of
a voluntary organisation that made recommendations which could be overruled at the
level of local council, to that of a governmentally approved statutory body. From that
day forward, any distributor hoping to release a film to the UK market was required
to submit the film to the BBFC. One consequence of this action was, when faced
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with the prohibitive costs associated with certificating their back-catalogues, many
independent distributors ceased trading almost immediately.

1.2 COMPLICATING THE ESTABLISHED NARRATIVE
While most modern accounts of this history agree on the benefits to the Conservative
Government at the time, none consider 9the industrial motivations, implications and
benefit to sections of the industry. Instead, there is a tendency within the established
narrative of the ‘video nasties’ to overplay the disreputability of the industry and to
exaggerate the degree to which the distributors themselves could and should have
been held directly responsible for the events that followed. By predominantly
framing the distributors as disreputable (c.f. Barker, 1984, Egan, 2007 Petley, 2011),
earlier accounts have failed to historicise the marketing methods employed in the
promotion of the ‘video nasties’ in these histories and have neglected an industrial
perspective with its own narrative, motivations and implications. Indeed, on reexamination of the source material, there is a clear sense of the industry attempting
to self-regulate in the face of vilification and criminalisation, and it is this
perspective that this section evidences and examines.
Prior to the complaints that were reported as appearing in Television and
Video Retailer, there had been no visible sign of concern over any of the advertising
being used in the promotion of horror films on video, although other genres had
raised concerns. John Martin’s account details that these complaints appeared in the
February issue of the magazine in response to an advert for SS Experiment Camp that
appeared on the back cover of the January issue. On re-examination although the
advert does appear on the back cover of the January issue, there is no letters page in
the February issue and the letters page in the March issue does not make any
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mention of the film or the advertising methods used in the promotion of the film.
There is one complaint in the letters page of the March issue of the consumer
magazine Television and Home Video that expressed the ‘disquiet’ of a customer
who felt that the advertising being used in the promotion of the Electric Blue series
of adult titles ‘would not be out of place in a hard-porn magazine’ (Wilson 1982:59).
Similarly, in April 1981, Video Review’s letters page featured a letter asking why the
magazine carried so many adverts for sex films. The magazine responded quickly
and clearly stating that their reason was twofold. Firstly, it stated that these titles
accounted for a large portion of the industry and that many distributors carried adult
titles, and that they were simply reflecting the market. Secondly, it also stated that,
‘there [was] not very much money being spent on advertising by the “major”
distributors as many of them [were] still not selling enough tapes to justify heavy
advertising’ (1981:67). In both of these accounts, the advertising raising criticism is
of a sexual nature, not horror, and in none of these magazines is there a record of
similar concerns over the advertising used in the promotion of the latter genre.
Given the unreliability of these reports it seemed prudent to query the alleged
catalyst; the initial complaints that were made to the Advertising Standards
Authority (ASA) over the gruesome nature of the artwork used in the promotion of
horror video cassettes. On further scrutiny it would seem as if this may be also be
unfounded. I contacted the ASA three times while conducting research for this
thesis. Though reported in numerous media outlets and part of the received history of
the ‘video nasties’ campaign, I was initially told that the ASA had no record of any
complaints made against the advertisements for The Driller Killer, SS Experiment
Camp and Cannibal Holocaust in Television and Video Retailer or in any other
magazine. The ASA’s records are extensive and accurate, containing hundreds of
thousands of entries going back to its incorporation in 1962. These records are
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catalogued against a variety of criteria such as advertiser name, complaint type,
media type, issue/code rule, complexity. As part of the preliminary research for this
project I had extensive communications with the archivists at the ASA. In the first
instance, and in spite of their system of cross-referencing and numerous attempts,
they were unable to locate a record of any complaint against any of the advertising
used against any of these films, suggesting that there were no such complaints.
However, I contacted them again in January 2017, this time to be met with a
different response. Whilst they no longer had access the relevant archives, and
explained that any complaints they received about the marketing of those films
would have been archived many years previously, the current Press Officer for the
ASA, Matt Wilson, had searched the 1982-83 Annual Report and found the
following statement in it which mentioned the case: 5
The Authority has noted the action being taken by the British Video Videogram
Association, in conjunction with the British Board of Film Censors, to establish
standards and a classification for video tapes. The Association is rightly anxious
about the standard of much of the packaging and many of the advertisements. The
BVA sent us several complaints against advertisements for videos so revolting (as,
for example, those entitled 'SS Extermination Camp' and 'Driller Killer') that we
were appalled by their publication and took stern action to prevent a repetition. The
Authority is pleased that the video trade is making efforts to ensure compliance with
BCAP and will continue to use the full range of sanctions at its disposal to repress
breaches of the Code. In addition, the Authority has welcomed the statement by the
CAP Committee that it will expect the standards of BCAP to be observed by all
advertisements carried on video tapes.6

What this seemingly innocuous report reveals is potentially of great
significance when it comes to establishing the origin of the initial complaints and has
far-reaching implications that problematize the entire received history of the ‘video
nasties’. All prior accounts of the ‘video nasties’ begin in the same way, with a
5

The in-house complaints database (which holds information about cases/rulings) for the ASA only
goes back as far as the late 1990s. After that, case files are removed from the in-house system to be
archived off.
6

In 1983, BCAP stood for the British Code of Advertising Practice. CAP is an abridged version of
that.
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series of complaints made to the Advertising Standards Authority about the
advertising being used to promote certain horror video cassettes. The British Video
Association then responds to these complaints publicly, concerned that ‘everybody
was trying to outdo each other and be more outrageous’ but also suggesting that
distributors ‘have decided to put their own house in order’ (Martin 2007:14). To
assist in this, the BVA announces the formation of a working party with the British
Board of Film Censorship to develop a classificatory system to help govern video. In
this narrative, the BVA pitch themselves as intermediaries and mediators
endeavouring to advise their members on best practice and the best way to respond
to these issues. However, in the annual report for the Advertising Standards
Authority quoted above, the complaints do not originate from the consumer. This
appears to be not the result of a public outcry, but the BVA sending the ASA
complaints against the advertisements used in the promotion of the videos S.S.
Experiment Camp and Driller Killer.

Given that in the ASA’s report S.S.

Experiment Camp is listed incorrectly as ‘SS Extermination Camp’ it would seem
that these issues weren’t a priority for the ASA. Even more problematic is the fact
that the BVA appear to be the origin of the complaints. Without wanting to speculate
on the BVA’s motivation to report their own industry, this is clearly demonstrative
of a division in the industry at that time. Most alarming is the fact that this was then
reported throughout the press as consumer complaints and becomes the trigger for
the moral panic and the chain of events that leads to the suppression of parts of the
industry and to government sanctioned censorship.
Stephen Woolley, the managing director of Palace Pictures, a company that
was built upon the success of the ‘video nasty’ The Evil Dead (1981), is unequivocal
in what he believes was the ultimate goal of the Video Recordings Act. He claims
that ‘on one hand it was partly a censorship thing, but […] more importantly it was
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how the majors wrested control again […] it was a way of supressing in many
respects, the importance of the independents’ (Gregory 2005). Though difficult to
prove, this perspective could have some basis in fact. It was widely known that there
was a great sense of trepidation surrounding video and the potential threat it posed to
the established cinematic industry, and that because of this, the majority of the major
Hollywood distributors were very late in joining the industry. Though it is difficult
to imagine now, especially given the revenue streams generated for the film industry
(first by the video and then by DVD and Blu-ray), just how great was the perceived
threat that video posed to the film industry on its introduction in the early 1980s.
So reticent were the major distributors that in a speech addressing a house
judiciary subcommittee of the 97th meeting of Congress in 1982, Jack Valenti, the
long-time President of the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) warned
that, ‘the VCR is to the American film producer and the American public as the
Boston strangler is to the woman home alone’ (Valenti 1982). Deliberately
provocative and hyperbolic, this statement by Valenti, an important and influential
figure in the American film industry at that time, was to establish whether the
recording of copyrighted television programing without the permission of the
copyright owner constituted an infringement under the Federal copyright law. While
the development and introduction of the technology is explored more fully in the
later section ‘Technology and Power’, and the profile of the marketplace is explored
more fully in ‘Independence and Industry’ section, it is useful at this stage
(particularly in light of Stephen Woolley’s claims about the industry and the new
evidence on the origins of the initial complaints) to try and map the industry before
and after the introduction of the Video Recordings Act.
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Prior to 1984 there was a competitive market with a wide array of companies
distributing a huge assortment of films from a variety of international film markets.
At this time Hollywood resisted the technology, fearful of the effect it would have on
their industry and their lucrative theatrical takings, concerned that video as a
technology was prone to copyright infringement and that they would struggle to
prevent the unlawful viewing of their films. This reticence was countered by an
entrepreneurial spirit, particularly in the UK where video was being adopted at a
phenomenal rate. Distributors were quickly established to meet the growing demand
for content, and unable to licence films from mainstream Hollywood studios, they
begin licencing films from Europe, often sub-licencing from established theatrical
distributors in London’s cinema district on Wardour Street. Companies appeared
overnight to meet the demand, and those such as Astra Video, Go Video, VIPCO,
VTC and Intervision, all established a foothold, whilst companies previously
successful in the Super 8mm market, like Derann, moved into video. Individual
businessmen did the same, such as the soon-to-be-prosecuted David Hamilton Grant,
who had been successful in film production and theatrical distribution and moved
into video with his company World of Video 2000. The major distributors, though
still hesitant, begin to join the market in the winter of 1981 and early 1982. For the
most part though, they concentrate on releasing films from their established backcatalogues.
Following the introduction of the Video Recordings Act in 1984, Hamilton
Grant was in prison and all films were now required to be certificated by the BBFC.
With the costs associated with certification estimated at £1000 per film, the majority
of the independent companies chose to not certificate their films through the BBFC,
feeling it to be prohibitively expensive. Instead they ceased trading altogether. The
market quickly became dominated by the major studios, by regional and national
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television stations, and established companies from the music industry like A&R,
EMI, Polygram and Virgin seeking to expand their production through horizontal
integration.
In September 1986, only one year after the implementation of the Video
Recordings Act, the British Videogram Association’s membership consisted of
precisely thirty full members (BVA 1986). Included in this were all of the
established Hollywood studios, recognisable from what would have historically been
understood as the ‘Big Five’ and the ‘Little Three’: the studios that shaped the
industry in the formative years of cinema. Warner Bros.; MGM (having recently
merged with United Artists to release their works through the imprint MGM/UA);
Paramount and Universal Studios (distributing through the imprint Cinema
International Corporation (CIC)); 20th Century Fox (who merged with the CBS
Corporation to form CBS/Fox); Columbia (who licenced their catalogue to Granada
Video through the imprint of The Cinema Club). Walt Disney joined the market in
November 1982 with the release of Pete’s Dragon (1977), a film that was at that
point already 5 years old. Outside of the established studios, many companies that
had begun life as music producers such as A&M Records, Chrysalis, Polygram,
Virgin or Picture Music International (PMI) - a division of EMI - were all making
inroads into the video market. What this demonstrates is that the overwhelming
majority of the film companies that held full membership with the British
Videogram Association in 1986, were either established distributors associated with
major studios, mini-major studios, the imprints for regional and national television
stations moving into the video arena, or the result of multinational record producers
extending into the video market. Clearly, by this time, the independent distributors
that had established the marketplace and developed the networks and infrastructure
had gone. This kind of oligopoly is not without precedent, especially if the British
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video industry is considered to be part of and not separate from Hollywood and its
markets. There are, indeed, parallels in the history of Hollywood cinema that are
worth acknowledging when considering the industry that gave rise to the ‘video
nasties’.
Richard Maltby has argued that ‘Hollywood was, is, and always shall be a
cinema censored by its markets and by the corporate powers that control those
markets’ (2012:237). It stands to reason then, that by extension, once Hollywood
became interested in establishing a presence on home video that the market in the
United Kingdom would be subject to the same pressures from the same corporate
markets that controlled Hollywood. The control of these markets has historically lain
in the hands of the major studios; that was until a landmark case in 1948 where the
United States Supreme Court heard the case of the United States v. Paramount
Pictures, Inc., 334 US 131. Known as the ‘Paramount decision’, the case challenged
the nature of the control that major studios held over the film industry, confronting
the studio system’s model of vertical integration, whereby the theatres were owned
by the major studios themselves, thus precluding independent competition by
refusing to screen anything that was not from their own company. Whilst Paramount
was the primary defendant, this applied equally to the remaining Big Five studios
(those who owned theatre chains); MGM, Warner Bros., 20th Century Fox, and
RKO Pictures, as well as the Little Three studios; Universal Studios, Columbia
Pictures, United Artists. All were implicated, along with larger independent chains.
The ruling is remembered as a victory for independence, where the government
intervened and smashed the studio system’s oligopoly, thus ‘remov[ing] of the final
barrier of exclusivity of the majors’ (Neale 2012:323). Whilst Janet Staiger has
commented that this was not the only factor, it nevertheless offers an interesting
parallel when applied to the British video market of the 1980s (2012:331). Each case
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features the government intervening and applying legislative control to the film
industry, although having a diametrically opposite effect. Whilst the Paramount
decision is considered a turning point in industrial control and contributing to a
flourishing independent landscape, the Video Recordings Act, irrespective of if its
intention, would appear to have returned control to the Hollywood studios whilst, in
the process, removing the independent sector.
A further parallel between the VRA and Hollywood history would be the
introduction of the motion picture Production Code of 1930 and its enforcement in
1934.

The Code was devised as a set of moral guidelines to be used in the

production of film but its implementation was not immediate and the traditional
narrative has it that between 1930 and 1934 a moral panic ensued whereby the film
industry came under increased scrutiny from moralist pressure groups like the
Catholic Legion of Decency. The group’s power was such that in 1934 following
sustained pressure, prominent Roman Catholic layman Joseph I. Breen was installed
as administrator of the implementation of the code ushering in what Robert Sklar has
referred to as Hollywood’s ‘Golden Age of Order’ after its ‘Golden Age of
Turbulence’ (1975:175.).
Often pitched as a reaction to the moral decline of the industry, Richard
Maltby suggests that the motivation to censor Hollywood was infinitely more
complex than this traditional narrative of moral panic would have us believe. He
argues that it was not simply about controlling the content of individual films but
was more concerned with what Maltby refers to as ‘the cultural function of
entertainment and the possession of cultural power (1993:41). In setting the scene for
his argument in that chapter, Maltby suggests that his account ‘revises this
[traditional] history in a number of respects’, adding:
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In suggesting that the issues and motivations behind “self-regulation” were more
complex and were determined more by economic considerations than by matters of
film content, it also argues that the events of July 1934 are best seen not as the
industry’s reaction to a more or less spontaneous outburst of moral protest backed
by economic sanction, but as the culmination of a lengthy process of negotiation
within the industry and between its representatives and those speaking with the
voices of cultural authority (1993:40)

In this way the history of Hollywood’s Production Code can be seen as analogous to
the history of the Video Recordings Act, and I would suggest that in-line with
Maltby’s observations (and therefore directly echoing his statements) the
motivations to censor the ‘video nasties’ were more complex than the narrative of
moral panic would have us believe. In other words, this was determined more by
economic considerations than by any concern over the content of the films.
Moreover, the Video Recordings Act can be seen as the culmination of a lengthy
process of negotiation between representatives of the industry and those speaking
with the voices of cultural authority.
The established history of the ‘video nasties’ is primarily a social history, and
one which only considers who would benefit from the introduction of the Video
Recordings Act in very narrow terms. By complicating that history through
technological and economic readings and by aligning this history with earlier
precedents arising from the American film industry we can begin to understand more
about the period.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In order to fully explore the industrial history, development, disappearance, and reemergence of the companies that produced and distributed the ‘video nasties’, it is
first necessary to outline the prior work that takes the ‘video nasties’ moment, and
the aftermath in the wake of the Video Recordings Act, as its subject of study. From
there, I will demonstrate how this project differs from these earlier histories in its
emphasis on marketing and distribution and I will illustrate how earlier work on the
‘video nasties’ can be roughly divided into two branches; work that arises from the
academic study which tends to take issues of censorship and media effects as its
focus; and a growing body of work from outside the academy which makes appeals
to a growing audience of fans, prioritising their experiences, memories and nostalgia.
As I will demonstrate throughout this literature review, neither of these two
categories is stable, and work that is broadly seen to be academic interventions
include the analyses of journalists and film critics and pieces that would be
categorised as non-academic often include contributions from noted academics.
While it may at first seem unusual in an academic study to include work from
outside of the academy, when approaching the ‘video nasties’ the proliferation of
these texts needs to be acknowledged, not least because their use of personal
archives and personal narrative has allowed them to be positioned through an aura of
academic and historical legitimacy, and in the absence of any new scholarship
related to the ‘video nasties’, these histories have then served to reinforce established
narratives.
Indeed, these established narratives are so embedded that even in Paul
McDonald’s thorough exploration of home entertainment history Video and DVD
Industries (2007), the ‘video nasties’ are given scarce attention, afforded only two
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pages and then only to reiterate the established history,7 suggesting that there is little
left to explore in the events that led to the introduction of the Video Recordings Act.
It is a similar assumption that informs Ben Thompson’s exploration of the archive of
the National Viewers’ and Listeners’ Association’s (NVLA) and the moralist
campaigner Mary Whitehouse, Ban this Filth (2012). The book omits any reference
to the involvement of either Whitehouse or NVLA in the campaign against the
‘video nasties’ and instead chooses to prioritize less obvious concerns. Moreover, in
Behind the Scenes at the BBFC: Film Classification from the Silver Screen to the
Digital Age (2012), a book released to celebrate the centenary of the BBFC, Sian
Barber’s contribution, ‘More Than Just a ‘Nasty’ Decade: Classifying the Popular in
the 1980s’, uses the discussion of the ‘video nasties’ primarily as a contextual
device, introducing the established public narrative of the ‘video nasties’ to frame a
broader discussion of BBFC policy and decision making in relation to popular
mainstream films of the 1980s. While Barber’s chapter is an important addition to an
understanding of the regulatory body and provides invaluable insight into the
decision-making process of the BBFC, the emphasis remains resolutely on
mainstream cinema with the title alone suggesting that, even in a book explicitly
focussed on the BBFC, the ‘video nasties’ have perhaps monopolised discussion for
too long.
To some degree, there is an element of truth here. There is, it seems, a wealth
of work published on the ‘video nasties’ but crucially and, as this chapter will
illustrate, much of it adopts the same approach, recounting the hyperbolic version of
that history. Very little of this work has come from scholarly intervention and the
work rarely offers a different perspective on the moral panic or attempts to move
It is also significant that in an accompanying page to illustrates the ‘video nasties’, the artwork for
the American releases is used. Since the films were not banned in America, then these images do not
represent the actual ‘video nasties’.
7
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beyond the confines of an established history – the easy narrative of an immoral
industry and an outraged society. Indeed, with the exception of Kate Egan’s
important interventionist work Trash Or Treasure?: Censorship and the Changing
Meanings of the Video Nasties (2007), which can be seen to act as a bridge between
earlier established academic histories and work arising from fan traditions, most
work can be seen to take the same focus – challenging media effects debates and the
rhetoric of censorship.
It is important that any research into this subject acknowledges the
interventions that came before and often came at great personal expense to those
involved. While this study takes the approach of a revisionist history, this is only
made possible by the measured interventions of, most notably Martin Barker and
Julian Petley, both separately and together, that challenged the prevailing consensus
that the ‘video nasties’ provide a catch-all explanation for social decline. This work
has become a touchstone and is essential for anyone interested in the media effects
debates that periodically return to dominate the public consciousness.
Martin Barker’s interest in the ‘video nasties’ debate came on January 2nd
1983 when The Sunday Times published an opinion piece entitled ‘The seduction of
the innocent’ (1983: page unknown). The title recalled the work of GermanAmerican psychiatrist Fredric Wertham who had argued in the 1950s that American
comic books were the leading cause of juvenile delinquency in the USA, making
Wertham a leading figure in the campaign for censorship in that period. David
Holbrook, the author of the article, made comparisons between the moral decline
promised by Wertham in the 1950s in relation to comic books, with the ‘problem’
that video posed, claiming that ‘children [were being] exposed to influences a
hundred times more powerful’ [than comic books] and concluded his already
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provocative piece with; ‘since children are the future, does this mean that we no
longer care about tomorrow?’ The article would prove to be instrumental in the
debate but perhaps not in way that Holbrook had hoped, and instead of functioning
as a call to arms against the threat of the ‘video nasties’, it galvanised Barker, who,
having just completed the research for his book A Haunt of Fears: The Strange
History of the British Horror Comics Campaign (1984), recognised the application
of the exact same rhetoric that had been fundamental to that campaign. Spurred on
by the ensuing media crusade, Barker offered in his own an opinion piece to the
magazine New Society entitled ‘How Nasty Are the Video Nasties?’ (1983), where
he sought to challenge some of the claims that had been levied against the ‘video
nasties’. Barker was himself then targeted by the press.
Undeterred, Barker followed up the article by producing a collection of
essays in 1984 that addressed some of the issues raised by the ‘video nasties’ moral
panic, offering a revised version of his New Society piece reworked as ‘Nasty
Politics or Video Nasties?’. This highlighted how the figure of the child had been
seen as an integral part of the rhetoric that propelled the campaign forward. A second
chapter, ‘Nasties: A Problem of Identification’, challenged the prevailing consensus
about how a ‘video nasty’ should be defined. Geoffrey Pearson’s contribution,
‘Falling Standards: A Short, Sharp History of Moral Decline’, details the tendency
and ease with which the past is romanticised at the expense of the present and argues
that celebrating the traditional values that reside in the past ‘is neither morally nor
empirically sound’ (1983:103). The collection includes the work of author and film
critic Nigel Andrews, in which he expands on two pieces previously published in the
Financial Times shortly after the second reading of the Video Recordings Bill in the
House of Commons. His chapter ‘Nightmares and Nasties’ reworked ‘Video Nasties
or Video Nazis’ (originally published 3rd December 1983) and ‘The Video Nasty
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Debate – Sense and Censorship’ (originally published 10th December 1983),
examining the hysteria of the media and newspaper exchanges. Graham Murdock’s
piece ‘Figuring out the Arguments’, attempted to sift through some of the confusion
of the campaign, historicising that kind of media effects argument, and Marco Starr’s
chapter launched a critical aesthetic defence of the controversial rape/revenge film I
Spit on Your Grave. The most significant entry in the collection comes from Brian
Brown, the former Head of the Television Research Unit at Oxford Polytechnic.
Brown is credited as the associate director of the Parliamentary Group Video
Enquiry who had fought to distance himself from the research following the
publication of the ‘Video Violence and Children’ report, arguing that the group had
falsified the results of their research and that this bogus research had led to
newspaper headlines, such as one in The Guardian claiming that ‘nearly half of
Children Aged 7 to 16 Ha[d] Seen a Nasty’ (1984: 68).The whole volume was the
first sustained academic work on the ‘video nasties’ that challenged the prevailing
consensus, and was the only book length examination published at the time.8 Julian
Petley entered the frame in March of 1984 with the reflective article ‘A Nasty Story’
in Screen that tried to make sense of the previous three years and the events that had
ushered in the Video Recordings Act. He followed this with a piece for Monthly
Film Bulletin entitled ‘Two or Three Things I Know About the Video Nasties’
(1984), which attempted to historicise the ‘video nasties’ within the sphere of
cinematic horror (Figure 3).

8

It is important to note here that there is a precedent for non-scholars like Nigel Andrews and Marco
Starr to write on the ‘video nasties’, here journalists and film critics, but later fans writing about their
own experience.
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Figure 3: ‘Two or Three Things I Know About the Video Nasties - BFI Monthly
Film Bulletin (1984)

These texts, as significant as they all are, represent the imitated academic
intervention during the period. It is later, ex post facto, that other contributions have
been made, including an in-depth examination by both Barker and Petley in Ill
Effects (1997). This book is broader in scope than just the ‘video nasties,’ consisting
of these the films alongside other moral panics and media effects debates. It is,
however, Petley’s monograph Film and Video Censorship in Modern Britain (2011)
that represents the most sustained examination of the forces governing video but, as
the title suggests, it still takes censorship as its main focus at the expense of further
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sustained analysis of the industry that produced the films. In many respects, this
aligns the work closer to other work on censorship such as Sian Barber’s Censoring
the 1970s: the BBFC and the Decade That Taste Forgot (2011), or even journalist
Tom Dewe Matthews’ work Censored: The Story of Film Censorship in Britain
(1994).
Beyond these notable interventions, much other academic work moves
increasingly further away from my intended focus of study by prioritizing issues
such as the following; moral panics (Cohen 2002; Critcher 2003; and Thompson
2005); children and the media (Cumberbatch 1994; Walkerdine 2000; Buckingham
2008) and the qualities of the films themselves (Clover 1992; Jackson 2002; Egan
2007). While all these provide compelling cases in their own right, they have less
relevance when constructing an industrial history, particularly one focused on the
marketing practices of the distributors associated with the ‘video nasties’. Indeed,
outside of Kate Egan’s Trash or Treasure?: Censorship and the Changing Meanings
of the Video Nasties (2007), much of the earlier work serves as little more than
context for my project. Egan’s is the most recent academic intervention to date. As
well as an important work in its own right, it can also be seen as a transitional piece
of work that has extended this area of study by bridging earlier approaches to the
‘video nasties’ that prioritized censorship and media effects with a study that
explores the role of cults, collectors and cultural memory, mapping fan cultures and
the identities visible within ‘video nasty’ communities. Beginning with the historical
event, examining the moral panic, media effects, and censorship more generally,
Egan then extends that history into a history of audience reception and engagement,
examining cultures of collecting and the consumption practices that have surrounded
the ‘video nasties’, while also beginning to consider ways in which distributors
capitalised on the idea of the ‘video nasty’. This is the first work that substantially
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considers the role of the fan in the construction of the meaning of the ‘video nasty’,
examining how communities have embraced the term, accepting it as a distinct subgenre with specific qualities and properties.
Non-academic interventions begin relatively early and from fairly
inauspicious beginnings. Many of the figures that have been key to the continued
presence of the ‘video nasties’ were involved in some way, however peripherally, in
the fanzine culture of the mid-1980s. So, for instance, fanzines like Flesh and Blood,
Diabolik and Eyeball, now seen as important publications, constituted the tentative
steps of cult publishing house FAB Press, who would go on to become a specialist in
the field of cult film book publishing. FAB Press was one of the first to publish
books on the artwork of the early video companies, providing an important historical
overview of the ‘video nasties’ period in both The Art of the Nasty (2009) and Shock!
Horror! Astounding Artwork from the Video Nasty Era (2005).9 These books consist
largely of reprints of the sleeve artwork for the videos, accompanied by some kind of
commentary, either an essay or an anecdote. The model of reprinting the original
video sleeves and commenting on the period was first introduced in 1998 when The
Darkside Magazine of the Macabre and Fantastic published its first collection of
‘video nasty’ artwork The Original Video Nasties: From Absurd to Zombie FleshEaters (1998). This was followed up later by Video Nasties: v. 2: Strike Up the
Band: A Pictorial Guide to Movies That Bite! (2001) and is a model that continues to
appeal, with both Shock Horror! (2005) and The Art of the Nasty (2009) adopting
much the same format.

FAB Press also published books on individual films such as Wes Craven’s The Last House on the
Left: The Making of Cult Classic (1997), on particular directors such as Ruggero Deodato in Cannibal
Holocaust and the Savage Cinema of Ruggero Deodato (1999); Lucio Fulci in Beyond Terror – The
Films of Lucio Fulci (1999), and Abel Ferrara in Abel Ferrara: The Moral Vision (2004).
9
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Alongside FAB Press, another publishing house indelibly associated with the
cult horror film is the London based Headpress. Headpress describe themselves as
carrying ‘acclaimed titles on topics ranging from bad mags to b-movies [sic], bad
gigs to counterculture superstars’ (2010) and was formed after David Flint, David
Kerekes and David Slater had some success with a limited edition release of Jörg
Buttgereit’s cult oddity The Death King (1990). The company developed fanzines
before moving into book publishing in 1992. As with FAB Press, Headpress carry a
variety of publications that are related to the ‘video nasties’. This includes studies of
individual films like The Bloodiest Thing Ever to Happen in Front of a Camera:
Conservative Politics, Porno Chic and Snuff (2016), which takes the film Snuff as its
basis. Other publications are devoted to the work of directors, such as Fascination:
The Celluloid Dreams of Jean Rollin (2016). Meanwhile, others have a wider, more
cultural focus, such as Killing for Culture: An Illustrated History of Death Film from
Mondo to Snuff (1993) and Xerox Ferox: The Wild World of the Horror Fanzine
(2013). While all these publications are applicable to the ‘video nasties,’ the
publication from Headpress that explicitly devotes time to the ‘video nasties’
moment is See no Evil: Banned Films And Video Controversy (2005), a great deal of
which is given over to the ‘video nasties’ themselves. Here, the authors situate the
‘video nasties’ at the beginning of a longer tradition of censorship of films released
on video in the United Kingdom, considering the broader cultural contexts in
accessing banned film by assessing the black markets that appeared to meet demand.
The central preoccupation of documentarian Jake West’s Video Nasties:
Draconian Days (2014) is the black market, the author documenting his own, and
others, experiences of the community that appeared in the wake of the Video
Recordings Act. Meanwhile, his prequel, Video Nasties: Moral Panic, Censorship &
Videotape (2010), enabled a number of producers and distributers to collectively
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retell the story of the ‘video nasties’ from their own perspective, emphasising the
excitement and the experiential qualities associated with the period. Through these
documentaries, West has become an important figure in the historiography of the
‘video nasty’, one who has done more than anyone else in recent years to draw
attention to the films and, in particular, the effects that the Video Recording Act has
had upon film culture in the United Kingdom.
Many of these non-academic books and documentaries remain important for
any study of the ‘video nasty’, particularly for a study of the social history of them.
These certainly provide a useful starting point for this and other kinds of projects.
They also provide a clear overview of the period, giving a clear sense of the people
involved and the arguments that have persisted in the thirty-plus years since the
introduction of the Video Recordings Act in 1984. However, they have also framed
and continue to frame the ‘video nasties’ in a particular way. For example, in an
interview, Jake West conceded that, ‘as much as [he is] opposed to censorship, it
gave [his] generation of film viewers a thrilling sense of the forbidden’ and ‘that
thrill is gone from cinema now’ (2014). Here, he goes on to discuss the sense of loss
over the community and the camaraderie of video collectors in the early days of
censorship. West’s recollections are typical and work to reframe the wider discussion
in a particularly significant way. Setting aside the inherent issues in the objectivity in
a documentary that presents itself as an authoritative history despite its failure to first
acknowledge and question West’s own position as fan and collector, Video Nasties:
Draconian Days reconstructs the introduction of the Video Recordings Act as a
positive, community-forming event. This can be seen as an attempt to not only depoliticise the established discourse but also to limit and deter future enquiry,
particularly when combined with the popular simplistic narrative of British cultural
conservatism and distributors as predatory ‘merchants of menace’ corrupting society.
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The prevailing discourse in all of non-academic work (but most visible in the
documentaries of Jake West and Marc Morris) is that the ‘video nasties’ and the
attendant moral panic that ensued can be broadly attributed to two inter-linked
factors that, and as I will argue below, both have limited further discussion. The first
attributes the moral panic and the introduction of the Video Recordings Act to
Britain’s “island mentality”, to, in other words, an innate sense of moral superiority,
as well as a desire to build a wall around Britain’s film industry and popular cultures
in order to block out the corrupting force of the outside world. The second supports
the notion that the distributors were the root cause of the panic and that they not only
invited these repercussions, through the use of gratuitous artwork and their continued
release of challenging films, to the point where they can be seen to have revelled in
the chaos that these created. Both of these perspectives can be seen as having only a
partial basis in fact but the persistence of this apparently simple narrative has
prevented more complex readings being developed.
Whilst FAB Press’s The Art of the Nasty (2009) and Shock! Horror!
Astounding Artwork from the Video Nasty Era (2005) both offer thorough
explorations of their various subject matter, it should be noted that they were
produced primarily for an audience of horror film fans. The rhetoric used here
certainly reflects this. For instance, the blurb used to promote Shock Horror! begins
as follows:
The place: Great Britain. The year: 1980. The dawn of the video age. With new
video companies appearing on a weekly basis, competition for shelf space was
fierce. Eye-catching video cover designs were essential to succeed in this saturated
marketplace. Video was new, unregulated, and out of control. These were the outlaw
years. As their malevolent influence spread across a previously innocent land, many
of these videos were banned or otherwise suppressed by the Government of the day,
terrified of the consequences of allowing the impressionable youth of the country to
be exposed to the unimaginable horrors within...
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Obviously, the deliberately dramatic phrasing used here is designed to appeal
to the readership of FAB Press and is acceptable within in that context. However, as
a contributing factor towards the formulation of a ‘video nasty’ historiography, it
seems much more problematic given that the narrative reads like the introduction to
a dystopian novel, perpetuating a particular narrative about the video industry as the
‘the outlaw years’. It not only accepts but also reinforces the rhetoric of the
newspapers, conceiving of video as a malevolent force creeping across Britain’s
green and pleasant land. Meanwhile, it does nothing to deconstruct or challenge the
rhetoric of the press campaign against the industry because, fundamentally, it seeks
to maintain an image of both the films and the industry producing them as dangerous
and illicit. All be it indirectly, this and other non-academic publications construct
themselves as being as dangerous and illicit as the ‘video nasties’. While it is, of
course, possible to read between the lines of this rhetoric given the amount of ironic
overstatement being employed here, it should nevertheless be acknowledged that
such accounts have played a major role in the enduring popular narrative of the
‘video nasties’. While such contributions could be interpreted as ironic, there
remains a danger that they perpetuate myths about the video industry in the early
1980s that cannot be substantiated by more industry-focused accounts. Yet these
books have proven to be important touchstones amongst the community of collectors
10

and have extended the emphasis from the original ‘video nasties’ to include other

cult or marginal films, which, although not part of the original ‘video nasty’ list, are
nonetheless considered as “important” or “canonical” film.
Attributing the moral panic to Britain’s “island mentality”, especially
retrospectively, allows a detachment that minimizes the actual effects of the moral

Listings on Ebay are no longer listed simply as ‘video nasty’ but are also often listed as ‘The Art of
the Nasty’ title.
10
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panic but also removes any need for further investigation of its origins. By
understanding this phenomenon as being part of a long tradition of British cultural
conservatism, then there is no need to try and understand the motivations and
implications of industry or government and their involvement in these events.
Moreover, if this were born simply out of a fear of outside forces, of challenging the
dominance of international cinema, a cinema that included American cinema, then
the introduction of the Video Recordings Act would have arguably placed tighter
control on those films arriving from the United States. Yet, as discussed earlier in the
Historical Overview section, the Video Recordings Act effectively removed any
competing international markets, allowing the major American distributors to
dominate the British video market. Similarly, accounts that regard the moral panic as
simply indicative of parochial Britain fail to acknowledge the social, technological
and economic factors at stake for all of those involved, preclude further
investigation. As I will demonstrate, however, the idea that the distributors were the
root cause of the panic through their use of gratuitous artwork and immoral business
practice, fails to historicise the advertising strategies used in the promotion of the
‘video nasties,’ lending credence to the idea of a ‘new threat’ (explored in greater
detail in Chapter 2). Clearly, such a narrative has, and continues to have, value for
both distributors and fans seeking to position their object of consumption as horrific
and distinct from that of mainstream consumption.
Kate Egan’s exploration of the audience offers a link to the wealth of nonacademic work that has been published on the ‘video nasties’. Indeed, with the
comparatively small amount of work on the ‘video nasties’ arising from academic
scholarship, an understanding of the ‘video nasties’ has been informed by the work
that has been produced in the intervening years by non-academic sources. Although,
and as stated earlier, much of this work features contributions from noted academics
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associated with the field and while many of these interventions are rigorous in
approach, they are not subject to the same rigours as academic scholarship and this
(and the purpose and target market) must be considered when assessing the value of
these contributions. This is not to disparage these publications, since they have made
significant contribution to the historiography of video nasties, but it should
nonetheless be acknowledged that, to a large degree, current knowledge of the period
is filtered through the lens of this work and, at the same time, through the nostalgic
memories of horror fans, many of whom grew up during the moral panic and went
on to become writers, publishers, documentarians and media producers. The
interpretations and critiques of these figures have been shaped by their particular
outlooks on (and dispositions towards) the whole era. In particular, an underlying
celebration of underground subcultures has informed this work, along with an
emphasis on subcultural challenges to the mainstream and the formation of a strong
community identity, all of which can be discerned in the discourses that have been
produced. While academic work typically foregrounds the political events that
surrounded the ‘video nasties’ and prioritisation of censorship and media effects
debates, work that has emanated from outside of the academy has perpetuated an
established narrative while prioritising the films themselves and the personal
consumption experiences of the producers, distributers and fans. While both are
useful as cultural context they also have their limitations when constructing an
industrial history. Despite the limitations of these approaches they do however
provide a basis on which to build, offering a possibility to draw together elements
from both the academic and non-academic accounts but to move beyond their focus
of study toward something more original, objective and comprehensive
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3. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES: INTRODUCTION

As demonstrated in the Literature Review, the majority of prior work on the ‘video
nasties’ has been concerned with issues of censorship, often functioning as
contemporaneous interventions that challenge some of the more ‘common-sense’
assumptions about the effects of challenging media forms. With an emphasis on the
cultural and the sociological, methodical approaches have varied but have often
incorporated audience research and discursive analysis as a means of measuring
popular opinion and challenging some of the worst rhetoric of the campaigns against
this sector of the film industry. Since the majority of this work (particularly the
earlier interventions), has come from journalists, from sociologists, or from scholars
specialising in media or cultural studies, emphasis has tended to favour reinforcing
these approaches and perspectives. The moral panic has cast a long shadow and even
Kate Egan’s thorough exploration of the ‘video nasties’ which is the first sustained
academic work on the subject arising from film studies traditions, can be seen as a
transitional work, with one foot still firmly in the cultural studies camp by
foregrounding cultures of collecting.11
While readings that draw upon cultural studies traditions are incredibly
valuable, not only shedding light upon the motivations to censor but also responses
to that censorship. Egan’s work aside, they have also limited discussion of the ‘video
nasties’ by continually framing the argument only ever as an example of the media
effects debate and often at the expense of any other questions, particularly those that
complicate the image of the industry that produced these films. This thesis redresses
that balance by reconsidering the ‘video nasties’ first and foremost as an example of
In many ways Egan’s Trash or Treasure can be seen to be part of a broader trend in film studies
toward a greater degree of methodological sophistication that is crystallised in The New Film History
(2007) and which was published two months earlier.
11
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film, and by applying methodological approaches that are typical of a project arising
from the discipline. This section will detail the approaches that this study will draw
upon, firstly summarising the philosophies of the New Film History and their
applicability to this project, before introducing what can be seen as subsets of this
approach; production studies and paratextual analysis, before finally acknowledging
the importance of the methods employed in older approaches to film history and how
they might benefit a study of this kind and how we might reconcile these two
approaches.

3.1 THE NEW FILM HISTORY
Though I have made a distinction between work arising from media and cultural
studies traditions, and work that has arisen from film studies traditions,
methodologically speaking, these disciplines are increasingly convergent. In his
polemical article as far back as 2001, Toby Miller suggested that a break from the
orthodoxy that has dominated film studies as a discipline was required, arguing that
we should adopt a cultural studies approach, and acknowledge ‘policy, distributional,
and exhibitory protocols of the screen’ and consider ‘nation, political economy,
cultural policy, the law, and cultural history’ (2001:307). Indeed, these ideas are
among the founding principles of James Chapman, Mark Glancy, and Sue Harper’s
The New Film History (2007), which similarly called for a greater degree of
methodological sophistication and for a shift in emphasis, away from staid guiding
tenets historically employed in the study of film. In this way The New Film History
builds upon Robert C. Allen and Douglas Gomery’s Film History: Theory and
Practice (1985), which argued that the aesthetic, the technological, the economic and
the social be considered as key concerns when researching the history of film.
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Chapman, Glancy and Harper broadly divide what is now seen as the ‘old’ film
history, into two established paradigms – the first of which was primarily concerned
with the aesthetics of film and establishing, reinforcing and maintaining the idea of
film as art, and a second approach which considered film as a mirror reflecting
society. They argue that
[F]ilms are shaped and determined by a combination of historical processes
(including, but not limited to, economic constraints, industrial practices, studio
production strategies and relationships with external bodies such as official
agencies, funding councils and censors) and individual agency (representing the
creative and cultural competences of their art directors, composers, costume
designers, directors, editors, producers, stars, writers, etc.) (2007: 6).

They also suggest that all of these factors should be considered when
evaluating film. To accomplish this, The New Film History advocates revisionist
histories that are informed by three founding principles, and which have been
succinctly summarised by Tim Bergfelder, Sue Harris and Sarah Street as an
approach that is ‘centred less on text than context, not on authors but on institutions,
not on abstract spectators, but on actual, historically defined, audiences and their
specific reading practices’ (2014:17), and by considering the many and varied
contexts of production and reception, offering a more rigorous approach to the
analysis of film.
As this thesis does not take the film itself as the primary object of study but
rather considers a range of ephemeral items and the strategies and approaches
employed in the marketing, distribution and branding of the ‘video nasties’, the
study is clearly part of the New Film History. By taking distribution companies as
the focus, the development of the product can be tracked, tracing the shifting sense
of what is perceived to be valuable within that arena. Meanwhile, several things
come to light when the history of the video nasties is divided into three periods
consisting of the following: (i) pre-certification, before the BBFC’s remit was
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extended to cover the DVD market; (ii) the sell-through DVD market in the early
1990s; and (iii) the High Definition Blu-ray market of today. This periodization
reveals a clear evolution from a period where marketing was less sophisticated and
there was no clear sense of a cohesive brand, to a period where companies became
specialists and developed a ‘banned brand’, one that leads on to a marketplace that is
less concerned with the notoriety of the films and more with the cultural status of the
films; that is, as the canonical works from auteurs.

3.2 PRODUCTION STUDIES
Drawing on earlier work into the often previously neglected role of the film producer
(c.f. Spicer, 2004, 2011, Porter, 2012) in 2014, Andrew Spicer, Chris Meir and
Anthony McKenna provided a summary of the negative stereotypes and the
caricatures that have followed a function that is often difficult to define. They
attribute the persistence of the stereotype, initially at least, to what they describe as
‘the dichotomy between art and commerce’ (2014:3), a difficulty from academia and
from film criticism to reconcile the profit motive. They also suggest that the role is
often seen as grubby or distasteful because the role of the producer is so indelibly
linked with the financial side of the filmmaking process. They go on to argue that
much of our current understanding of the role of the producer is based upon histories
and self-perpetuated myth, an idea which closely parallels dominant perceptions of
the distributors of the ‘video nasties’.
As explained in more detail in the literature review, during the period of the
moral panic there was a tendency to stereotype independent distributors as immoral
dealers, to frame them as ‘the men who gr[e]w rich on bloodlust’ (Harding 1983:19),
or as ‘the merchants of menace’ (Author unknown 1982:5), and to liken the effect of
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the films to that of an addictive drug. This romanticised image of the independent
industry as ‘cowboys’ blazing an exploitative trail through a new frontier has been
perpetuated by those sectors of the industry that still seek to capitalise on the illicit
connotations and associations of the ‘video nasty’. In this way, the distributors of the
‘video nasties’ can be seen as having significant parallels with the role of the
producer, as observed by Spicer, McKenna and Meir. When reconsidering the
industry that produced the ‘video nasties,’ it is important to contextualise the
distributors’ practice within that of the broader industry and to scrutinize the claims
made against them. It’s just as important not to accept the negative stereotypes and
caricatures that have often been self-perpetuated as industrial strategy. These need to
be stripped away to reveal the actual motivations and industry that lie underneath,
one which worked within economic constraints. In a sector of the industry that has
been portrayed as immoral and unethical and the product presented as having a
corrupting effect on society and likened to the effect of a drug, it is important to
reconsider this industry. The gauge for the measurement of this morality was the
films themselves, something which is largely a matter of personal taste. There have
been no deeper economic studies of the video industry that consider the business
practice of the independent sector alongside that of the major distributors, and
certainly none that reduce that to a moral line. In order to begin to acknowledge the
contribution of the independent sector to British film culture, it is necessary to
dispense with pervasive myths about the industry and the various businesses that
made up that industry.
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3.3 BEYOND THE TEXT
While the approach that I have adopted moves away from the absolute value that was
traditionally placed on film itself as the text, to consider film through the
distributional and exhibitory strategies and frameworks employed, it does not do this
at the expense of textual analysis. On the contrary, this methodology is applied to the
supplementary materials that surround the film, or what Jonathan Gray has referred
to as ‘paratexts’. In Show Sold Separately: Promos, Spoilers, and Other Media
Paratexts (2010), Gray (drawing on the work of French literary theorist Gerard
Genette) explores how the materials that surround film contribute to our
understanding of the film itself, arguing that these extratextual elements play a
pivotal role in how meaning is constructed. He also argues that our understanding of
any film is prefigured by exposure to its posters, its advertisements, and its reviews,
suggesting that what might variously be referred to as ‘hype’, ‘synergy’, ‘promos’,
‘peripherals’ and ‘extratextuals’, do not simply originate as industrial marketing
strategies but are also constructed discursively from enumerable sources which
continue to augment meaning and complicate readings even further. In many ways,
the ‘video nasty’ is a category that is defined by its paratexts and, as this thesis will
explore, in many ways the category continues to be shaped by its paratextal
elements. By foregrounding archival research, empirical research and emphasising
the ephemeral, this project will use an archival project to answer a theoretical
question.
This project initially drew upon established archives, such as the magazine
and newspaper collections at The British Library and the National Library of
Scotland, on the personal archives of Mary Whitehouse and the National Viewers
and Listeners Association housed in The Albert Sloman Library at The University
Of Essex, and on the personal newspaper archive of Martin Barker. However, as
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useful as all of these varied archives were, they do not take the video industry as
their primary focus, and, as such, they neglect much of the material that would prove
to be fundamental to a project of this kind. Arguably, given the impact that the moral
panic provoked by the ‘video nasties’ has had upon British film culture, one would
expect an archive of materials to be freely available. However, no such public
collection exists and, in this way, video can be seen to have been regarded just as
film was in the early days of cinema, which, as James Chapman has noted, was ‘as
commodities first and foremost rather than as cultural artefacts’ (2003:19). So, the
collection and curation of what might be broadly considered as ephemeral items
related to period has been fundamental to this project. This has been a long and ongoing process, in which I (along with other academics and collectors) have begun the
task of piecing together an archive of materials on which these histories can be
built.12

3.4 THE OLD FILM HISTORY
The New Film History is defined by a review of the methods, sources and
approaches used by modern film historians. As such, it represents a shift away from
traditional forms of film history, more accurately referred to as film studies and
which was primarily concerned with establishing, reinforcing and maintaining the
idea of film as art. Because of this shift, there can often be a desire to discount the
various theoretical, historical, and critical approaches available to scholars that were
traditionally employed in the academic study of film. However, a number of these
older frameworks are still useful when considering the creation, application and
perception of value in relation to any film, particularly when the role the distributor
12

Johnny Walker and I have amassed such an extensive collection that we have curated an exhibition
of this material at the Abertoir Horror Film Festival in Aberystwyth, Wales (2015) and have been
invited to curate a second in the Shelley Theatre in Bournemouth.
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plays in all of this is considered. Theoretical concepts like genre and canon, national
cinema and auteur theory, once fundamental in the elevation of film as an art form
are now often critically neglected in favour of methodologies that complicate the
sites of production and consumption, methods that extend into reception studies and
that consider the reaction to any given film as important as the film itself, or that
focus as much on the context of production and distribution as the film itself. The
idea of film simply as an art form or as a reflection of society, is increasingly out of
step with modern approaches to film history, suggesting that a more contemporary
approach to film would be seen as out-of-step with the founding principles that once
elevated film as an object that was worthy of study. Nevertheless, these principles
are, of course, all still useful and are, to a lesser degree, still constituent parts of the
approach detailed in Chapman, Glancy and Harper’s The New Film History. As this
PhD relies so heavily upon a range of ephemeral items, from interviews and archival
data, to packaging and promotional materials, it can be seen to belong to the New
Film History and, yet, methodologically, it seeks to reintegrate the old into the new
by analysing the ways in which the concepts of genre and cannon, of national cinema
and auteur theory have been employed by distributors as strategies and mechanisms
to communicate value and meaning, as well as the ways in which these are received.
While these concepts draw up aesthetic histories of film, I am not interested in
constructing or revising a canon of ‘video nasties’ but rather to consider how the
canon was devised in the first place and how it has continued to be revised over time.

3.5 SUMMATION
James Chapman has argued that a fundamental difference between the
‘characteristic[s] of the New Film History, as opposed to the old, is that it regards all
films, whatever their critical or cultural status, as worthy objects of analysis’
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(Chapman 2007: 55). This addresses an earlier preoccupation within film studies to
prioritize only cinema that was deemed to be worthy of study. While few would
argue for the elevated critical status of many of the films understood as ‘video
nasties’, there is a tendency among academics researching cult film to romanticise
the marginality of the representation of cult film within the academy. In actual fact,
since the publication of Jeffrey Sconce’s hugely influential article ‘Trashing the
Academy’ in Screen in 1995, there has been a steady stream of academic work that
has addressed what Sconce referred to as ‘all manner of cultural detritus’ (1995:372).
However, a significant amount of this work concerns itself with reinforcing the
perceived difference in the marginal film from its mainstream counterpart and busies
itself in reinforcing these binaries. The legal status of the ‘video nasties’ has
marginalised the industry that produced these films and has contributed to a sense of
the industry and the object as other, a position that the industry itself has been keen
to capitalise on (see Part 2: Marketing). It is not my intention to reinforce these ideas
any further. Rather, this thesis reassesses the industry and the mechanisms that
produced the ‘video nasties’ by collapsing the binaries that surround this sector of
the independent film industry and finally consider them as part of, and not separate
from, conventional film distribution.
Although the ‘video nasties’ were defined during the moral panic that lead to
the institution of The Video Recordings Act in 1984, they have also (and in line with
Chapman, Glancy and Harper’s argument), been shaped and determined by a
combination of historical processes, only one of which was the constraints of
censorship. Many factors shaped and determined the consensus on the ‘video nasties’
and almost none of these factors is related to the content of the films themselves.
Rather, this includes the following: the economic constraints of the distributors
handling them; the industrial practices governing their reintroduction into the
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marketplace, from the promotional strategies employed the marketing and
distribution of the film to the relationships - both real and perceived - with external
bodies, such as the British Board of Film Classification (BBFC) or the Advertising
Standards Authority (ASA); and the design and placement of the product in the
marketplace by distribution companies through to their audience reception. By
allowing the investigation into the ‘video nasties’ to move beyond the issue of the
moral panic, the ‘video nasties’ can be seen as representing an era of great
independence, one that is part of and not separate from the wider global film
industry; where independent producers worldwide, sold their films to independent
distributors, which were then sold through independent wholesalers to independent
retailers. At the same time, it can also be regarded as something that has a value for
film historians beyond its placement as a cult curiosity or as an example of the media
effects debate.
To summarise the methodological approach adopted in this thesis, I return to
the work of James Chapman and of Robert C. Allen and Douglas Gomery. In
Cinemas of the World (2003), Chapman offers a useful distinction between film
studies and film history, suggesting that while film studies has grown out of English
literature and is largely an interpretive discipline that allows for a wide range of
readings and analysis, film history is instead an empirical discipline that deals not in
interpretative readings but in research. He argues that ‘the film historian sets out to
assemble, assess and interpret the facts concerning the production and reception of
films’ (2003:19). However, different histories can often emphasise different aspects
of history and Allen and Gomery’s four taxonomies of film historiography remain
useful here: that is, the aesthetic; the technological; the economic; and the social.
The aesthetic history is perhaps most recognisable as the guiding principles of what
was discussed earlier as ‘the old film history”. In other words, a history that
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constructs film as an art form and that prioritizes only the best of that art form.
Indeed, the founding tenets of film studies can be found within such aesthetic
traditions. Theoretical constructs like genre and canon, national cinema and auteur
theory can all be used to elevate individual films as art and to discriminate against
films that do not meet with the same criteria.
Clearly, my project is historical. It is, indeed, a revisionist history that
reconsiders the birth of the independent video industry in the United Kingdom
through the films and distributors that were marginalised and castigated. ‘It sets out
to assemble, assess and interpret the facts concerning the production and reception of
films’ and, in so doing, it must primarily consider economic and technological
histories. Previous histories of the ‘video nasties’ have confined themselves largely
to social and aesthetic issues, exploring the cultural implications of censorship or the
qualities of the films themselves, either as a means of challenging issues of
censorship or to revel in their gory glory. Here, the social history is provided
primarily as context (see the ‘Historical Overview’ section). My study, on the other
hand, is informed by an aesthetic history. Moreover, I draw upon various concepts
central to aesthetic film history, such as genre and canon, national cinema and auteur
theory, in order to better understand how these have been mobilised by cine-literate
distributors when marketing video nasties. These factors, as I shall indicate, have
obvious economic implications, which remain at the heart of my project. Yet, while I
would say that mine is primarily an economic history, it does also consider the
relationship between the video industry and its audience, which is a defining aspect
of the social film history. Yet mine is also in part a technological history, one that
details the conditions that allowed the independent sector to dominate the first few
years of the British video market. This technological history (presented in the
‘Technology and Power’ that follows) plays a key role throughout the thesis, as I
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chart the various shifts in the marketplace, from analogue videotape to DVD, from
DVD to Blu-ray. Of course, Allen and Gomery’s taxonomies allow a plurality of
approaches to be adopted by film historians rather than advocate that scholars should
reinforce artificial binaries and boundaries. On the contrary, film historians are
encouraged to consider how these different approaches and distinctions can
productively overlap in any one study. My study certainly does so and, moreover,
provides an opportunity to reconsider the historic binary of film history and film
studies, as highlighted by Chapman, in a bid to facilitate a much-needed dialogue
between the old film history and the new film history.
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4. TECHNOLOGY AND POWER

4.1 INTRODUCTION
A great deal of this study is dependent on an understanding of what are considered to
be two separate histories; a history which prioritises technological innovation and the
industrial

motivations

that

influenced

the

introduction,

acceptance

and

commercialisation of the Video Cassette Recorder (VCR), and a second more
visible, and well-documented social history (as explored in the Historical Overview
and in the Literature Review), which prioritises the responses and collective
experience observed in the adoption and application of that technology. The history
of the ‘video nasties’ is resolutely framed as belonging to the latter, always pitched
as a cultural concern, with technological development and industrial motivation
playing only a peripheral role in that narrative. Any discussion which does consider
the technological development, typically does so to highlight the cultural concerns,
over the inherent functionality of the video recorder itself, in its ability to freezeframe, rewind and to watch unregulated content in any order. This chapter will offer
a bridge between these histories and (building upon the context provided in the
Historical Overview and Literature Review) will shift attention away from the
political agenda explored by Martin Barker and Julian Petley, to instead consider
how industrial motivations may have influenced, impacted on and, in some cases,
been instrumental in events playing out as they did.
By tracing the development of magnetic tape into a viable consumer product
this chapter will consider the reception of the technology on its global introduction,
while charting the attempts that were made to suppress the technology against an
unprecedented scale of adoption. It will consider how the expected use of the
technology evolved, from that of (a) a ‘time-shifting’ device used primarily to record
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television, to (b) its pairing with early video cameras that enabled people to build a
library of home recorded videos, and finally to (c) the viewing and hiring of prerecorded tapes. In so doing, this will explore how each of these different uses created
a different possibility for the application of the technology and changed the meaning
of the medium.

4.2 TRACKING HOME VIDEO 13
Video technology and the industry that has been built around it, pervasive as it is,
has its origins in a far less ambitious goal. In September 1951 in Princeton, New
Jersey, David Sarnoff – the chairman of the board of the Radio Corporation of
America (RCA)14 and founder of National Broadcasting Company (NBC)15 was
celebrating 45 years with RCA.
Sarnoff, who had been a pioneer in the world of radio and had played a
pivotal role in the development of television, extended a challenge to the guests that
were assembled; for his on his 50th anniversary Sarnoff requested three gifts: “’an
electronic air conditioner, a true amplifier of light, and a television picture recorder
that would record the video signal of television on an inexpensive tape’ which he

For a more complete history of these technologies refer to Frederick Wasser’s Veni Vidi Video
(2002).
14
Owen D. Young founded the American electronics company RCA as the retail arm of the American
based multinational conglomerate General Electric Corporation (GE). The companies were bound
together from 1919 until 1930 when, steered by Sarnoff, they separated with RCA going on to
become globally significant in its own right (Mahon, 1990). RCA has played a pivotal role in the
consumer electronics industry, from demonstrating an all-electronic television and the New York
World’s fair in 1939, RCAs innovations have helped shape the 20 th century, developing colour
television, the electron microscope, CMOS based technology, heterojunction physics, optoelectronic
emitting devices, liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs), Video Cassette Recorders, direct broadcast
television, direct broadcast satellite systems and high-definition televisions (rcaaudiovideo.com).
13

15

The National Broadcasting Company (NBC), now a subsidiary of Comcast, is the oldest American
commercial broadcast television network and was founded in 1926 by the Radio Corporation of
America (RCA). Along with ABC (the American Broadcasting Company) and CBS (formerly the
Columbia Broadcasting System), NBC dominated the televisual landscape in the U.S as one of’“the
big three’ television networks.
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referred to as the ‘videograph’ (Lardner, 1987:54) (Figure 4). In the years since
Sarnoff extended the challenge, his motivation to develop the ‘videograph’ have
been the subject of much speculation, over whether he imagined that this technology
would primarily be an aid to industry or whether he imagined it as a consumer
development. While Historian Margaret Graham insists that RCA had always
developed its products with the consumer in mind (Wasser 2002:58), the
development of the technology would certainly solve a costly problem that NBC was
facing on a day to day basis. Because of time-zone differences in the United States, a
programme broadcast live on the east coast would need to be filmed on 35mm or
16mm film, the film developed and then transferred to the west coast in a three hour
window to ensure broadcasting at the same local time. The process, known as
telerecording or Kinescope, was fraught with problems and was incredibly
expensive. Wolpin attests that, ‘[f]ilming a half-hour show could cost as much as
$4,000 and by 1954 the American television networks were using more film than
Hollywood’ (1994:53).
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Figure 4: ‘Sarnoff sees No.1 wish come true!’, Time 15 February 1954.
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Sarnoff’s call seemed to resonate on both sides of the Atlantic and, in Britain, the
BBC began development of its own video technology in 1952. With the
quintessentially British name of Video Electric Recording Apparatus (VERA), the
technology would be in development for six years. Richard Dimbleby was the first to
demonstrate it live on-air for Panorama on 14th April 1958 (Panorama 1958).
Although the technology produced compelling results, the BBC’s technology was
already two years out of date.
RCA began promoting their device in 1954, claiming that it had already been
demonstrated two years ahead of time but the Corporation was ultimately unable to
beat the competition and on 14th March 1956 at the National Association of Radio
and Television Broadcasters in Chicago, RCA’s competitor Ampex demonstrated the
VR-1000. The VR-1000 was the first of Ampex's line of 2 inch Quadruplex
videotape recorders and in the four days following the demonstration Ampex
received over $5 million worth of orders, ensuring the format was almost universally
adopted and earning the company an Emmy award the following year for
technological innovation. However, the prohibitive costs of $45,000 in 1956 ensured
that the technology remained an industrial device rather than a consumer level
entertainment system.
It would be almost two decades before the earliest viable and commercially
successful consumer-friendly version of the video cassette recorder came into being.
Following the success of his long playing record, Peter Goldmark began developing
a home video system at CBS as early as 1960. This technology was initially funded
by CBS and then subsequently by an exploratory grant from the US military. The
playback-only unit, with the contradictory name of Electronic Video Recording
(EVR) was met with favourable press when it was unveiled in 1968, but the system
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proved too costly for CBS, who by 1970 had invested over $14 million into the
project (Wasser 2002:61). In August 1970 Time magazine cited the EVR system as a
contender in the video race but, nevertheless, the project was ultimately shelved
toward the end of 1970, the company citing some problems in the ‘transition from
prototype to manufacturing’ (Time online, 1970). The costly and high-profile EVR
system became the first casualty in the consumer video race that was gradually
building for domination of the home video market.
Alongside the EVR, companies across the world were scrambling to be the
first to produce a viable home video recording unit, utilising a variety of different
technologies. German company NordMende had developed a sealed cartridge
version of the traditional super 8mm, building on the concept of a cartridge-loading
movie camera that had been introduced by Kodak in 1936. (Eastman Kodak).
Normende’s adaptation of Kodak’s concept meant that the images produced could be
viewed on domestic television sets rather than via the cumbersome projection
equipment traditionally associated with screening super 8mm, thus making it a much
more attractive option. A partnership between the German Telefunken and the
British Decca company produced the Television Disc (TeD), a plastic phonograph
not dissimilar to the conventional record but capable of rendering video. However,
the Television Disc (TeD) was ultimately doomed to failure due to its inability to
deliver more than ten minutes of film per disc.16
In 1969 Sony made a breakthrough when the company introduced the Sony
U-Matic, one of the earliest systems to house magnetic tape inside a plastic cassette.

16

There were many failed formats prior to the successful development of the Video Cassette
Recorder: Matsushita VX-100 and VX-2000, Matsushita AutoVision, Toshiba/Sanyo V-Cord, Ampex
InstaVision, CBS Electronic Video Recording, RCA HoloTape, Sears/Cartridge Television
Cartrivision and MCA DiscoVision/Magnavox Magnavision. All failed in their goal with the latter
technology being the basis for what would ultimately become Compact Disc, Digital Versatile Disc
and Blu-ray.
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The U-Matic was the result of an agreement between Sony, Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co. (Panasonic), and the Victor Co. of Japan (JVC) who agreed to ‘cooperate on the specifications of the machine’ (Wasser 2002:70), choosing to share
the patents for technology between the partners, a decision that would have dramatic
implications on the future of both Sony and JVC (Rothman, 2009). Sony’s desire to
see the U-Matic adopted as a successful entertainment medium was in part hindered
by the high-cost of the cassettes, which would lead to the company re-thinking the
marketing approach for the successor to the U-Matic, the Sony Betamax. Logic
dictated that if the cassettes were prohibitively expensive, then it would make sense
for the consumer to reuse them. To that end, Sony took the decision to market the
Betamax machine as a ‘complement to television’, as a ‘time-shifting device,’
(Wasser 2002:71) to free consumers from the tyranny of scheduled broadcast times.
The U-Matic, despite being almost universally adopted by the industry, 17 had failed
in its objective to be the first commercial Video Cassette Recorder adopted by the
consumer largely due to the high production costs and resultant retail price (Ascher
and Pincus 2008). Undeterred, Sony forged ahead with the development of the Sony
Betamax video cassette recorder, an evolution of their U-Matic machine that used a
½ inch format tape, rather than the 3/4 inch of the U-Matic. A company synonymous
with miniaturisation, Sony developed a cassette roughly the size of a “pocket book”
with a running time of one hour (Sanderson and Uzumari 1995:770). However, this
decision to “miniaturise” would have radical implications on the success of the
system as it would, at least initially, limit the running time of the cassette Once again
Sony extended a collaborative arm to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. (Panasonic)
and the Victor Co. of Japan (JVC). JVC was now developing its own technology,
which based upon the shared patents of Sony U-Matic. This was the Video Home
17

Because of the higher quality of the Sony U-Matic system, it became the format that was used as
master tapes to dub to the VHS, Betamax and V2000 formats.
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System (VHS), which JVC effectively pitted against the Betamax in a ‘head to head’
race to get the product to market.

4.3 THE ‘BETAMAX’ CASE
Sony launched the Betamax format in 1975 but was met with immediate resistance
from the film industry. Sony’s failure to successfully market the Betamax’s
predecessor as a home entertainment system with films available to hire had led to
the decision to market its successor primarily as a ‘time-shifting’ device, enabling
the audience to record programmes off television. However, the Walt Disney
Company and Universal Studios were fearful of that the technology had the potential
to enable copyright infringement and responded with a legal action that challenged
the ‘legality of the manufacture, sale and home-use of VTRs (VCRs) to record
copyrighted motion pictures from television broadcasts without compensation to the
copyright owners’ (United States, Supreme Court. 1984:3) Sony Corp. of America v.
Universal City Studios, Inc. or the ‘Betamax case’ as it became known, continued up
until 1984, with the Disney Corporation and Universal Pictures pushing for a
decision that would nullify the recording capabilities of the technology. However,
despite a continued investment in the lawsuit, Disney had established its own video
distribution operation in 1980, Walt Disney Telecommunications and Non-Theatrical
Company (WDTNT), while Universal established its own MCA Videocassette, Inc.
However, it should be noted that early releases were typically older titles and since
court proceedings continued until 1984, infringement of copyright remained a
concern, shifting the focus from that of broadcast television to ‘tape-to-tape’ piracy,
which was becoming a growing problem for the industry.
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The case became hugely significant and set a legal precedent that continues
to be cited in technological copyright cases today, protecting technological
developers from lawsuits from the entertainment industry, irrespective of whether
the technology has the capacity to be used in the infringement of copyright,
providing that the technology has uses that are not related to copyright infringement.
Pamela Samuelson suggests that ‘the Sony decision is the most significant legacy of
Justice Stevens in the field of intellectual property law and its significance is likely
to continue in mediating disputes between copyright industries and creative
information technology developers and users of information technology’ (Samuelson
2006 1831). Moreover, it has been used in such cases as the file-sharing programs
KaZaA (2001) and Grokster (2005).
Whilst Sony was embroiled in the court case, JVC had developed its Video Home
System (VHS) to the point that it was ready to bring it to market. Despite refusing to
partner with Sony in the development of Betamax, JVC was not averse to partnering
with other companies in order to make its product widely available. So in 1976, the
company adopted an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) model of
dissemination, sub-licencing its technology to parent company Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co. (Panasonic), who in turn approached RCA to distribute the machine in
the United States. Competitor Sony had already failed in its attempts to secure a
distribution deal via RCA due to its refusal to let RCA re-brand the machine as a
RCA product and being unable to reach an agreement on the cost per unit (Wasser,
2002:73). RCA cited concerns to Sony regarding the limited recording time available
on the Betamax, which at 1 hour (a limitation initially governed by the compact size
of the Betamax cassette) was almost universally criticised as inadequate. Sony
remained steadfast in its resistance, feeling that to accomplish the extended tape
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length it would need to sacrifice the overall quality of the playback, and that this
would have a greater impact on sales. It was finally proven wrong, of course.
Matsushita, recognising the fundamental role a powerful U.S. distributor
would play in the success or failure of the product, agreed to let RCA rebrand its
VHS, but RCA had one stipulation that would prove pivotal in the race for the
domination of the home video market. Since the VCR’s primary function would be
that of a ‘time-shifting’ device, RCA felt that the running time of two hours afforded
by the current cassettes was insufficient, recognising that customers would want to
use the technology to ‘time-shift’ televised American football games and that would
need a longer cassette. Matsushita, unlike Sony, was not as concerned about the
impact of quality of the recording, recognising the importance of a distribution deal
with RCA, and a 4 hour cassette was introduced in 1977, following discussions with
JVC. RCA competitively marketed the VHS at $300 less than Sony’s Betamax,
which at $1300 ensured that the technology would be primarily adopted by the
higher income groups. Zenith, the U.S. Betamax distributor adjusted its price to
compete but, by 1978, the Sony Betamax had clearly lost its market share, based
largely upon the price and the restrictions imposed by the length of the video cassette
being offered.
By the time the format war entered the UK, the discrepancy in tape length
was minimal, being 3 hours 35 minutes to Beta and 4 hours to VHS. However, it was
the prohibitive costs of this new technology that would determine the market in the
UK. In 1978, a VHS video recorder was priced at £798.75, the equivalent of about
£3,000 today (BBC 2004). Consequently, given an economic downturn in the UK,
this expanding market relied heavily upon rentals. High street rental stores, such as
Radio Rentals and DER, introduced the VHS to UK market in 1978 under a similar
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OEM model of distribution as the one that had proven so successful for RCA in the
United States. As Radio Rentals and DER were subsidiaries of Thorn EMI, and
Thorn EMI was partnered with JVC, it is unsurprising that they actively promoted
the JVC product, VHS (c.f. Hindley 1985). This, combined with the fact that JVC
was quick to licence the VHS format to other electronics manufacturers, ensured that
the market in the United Kingdom was largely dominated by the VHS format.
Unsubstantiated reports persist that a decision by Sony to restrict
pornography on the Betamax system became a contributory factor in Sony losing its
market share, leading to a subsequent defeat in the format war (Gibbs 2015). Whilst
it is conceivable that this was the case in the US, pornography on video in the UK
remained heavily regulated until the early 1990s, so this factor had little or no effect
in Britain. Moreover, because of the Obscene Publications Act that covered explicit
material in the UK, hardcore pornography would be accessed via the black market
and, as such, would not be regulated by any jurisdictive control that Sony may have
tried to exercise. Within one year, the number of Video Cassette Recorders imported
to the UK went from 30,000 units in 1977, to 260,000 in 1978, reaching almost 5
million by 1982. The VHS accounted for 70 percent of these sales, with the
remaining 30 per cent divided equally between Sony’s Betamax and, relative
newcomer, the Phillips’ V2000 system (Strange 1993:200).
In the years since the demise of Betamax, the format has become a cautionary
tale. ‘Betamaxed’ has become the term used to describe a technology overtaken by
an inferior but better marketed competitor. ‘Techies’ can still be found expounding
the superiority of Sony’s pioneering machine, while Guardian columnist Jack
Schofield argued that the fuller picture is more complex than that. Couching his
argument in marketing terms, he suggests that:
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‘The core product’ - such as a car, a computer, or a video recorder - is just the start.
You have to add on all the things like reliability, service and support (the expected
product), its expansion capabilities (the augmented product), and its potential for
future development (the potential product) to get ‘the whole product’ (2003).

Traditional arguments favour “the core product” but, as Schofield suggests, it was
not “the core product” that had failed. By 1978 Sony’s reluctance to enter into OEM
deals had resulted in the VHS system receiving a wider circulation, while concerns
over running time had favoured VHS. Technological benchmarks aside, the VHS
was a more attractive prospect, being “the whole product,” as it were. As 1978
turned into 1979, new distributors were beginning to appear providing pre-recorded
films to the British public (as explored in greater detail in the next section,
‘Independence and Industry’).

4.4 HOME ENTERTAINMENT BEFORE VIDEO
Prior to the advent of the home video recorder, Super 8mm was the mainstay of the
film enthusiast, with companies like Derann, Mountain Films and Iver Film Services
supplying the demand for film in the U.K. Derann was a family-owned business,
formed in Dudley by cinema projectionist Derek Simmonds and his wife Anne, and
the company began life in 1964 by hiring out by 8mm films from a bedroom at their
home in Stourbridge. Quick to recognise the buoyancy and viability of the market,
they began licencing films ‘B’ movies initially before approaching MCA, the parent
company of Universal Pictures at this time, with the aim of releasing Psycho (1960)
under the Derran banner. Derann went on to secure a deal with EMI, releasing an
abridged version of The Scars of Dracula (1970) which would become their most
profitable release, selling over 1,400 units, a figure that may seem modest when
compared with the sales figures set by video. However, super 8mm wasn’t adopted
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in the same way that video would be later. Sales figures aside, Derann was
considered an important company in Super 8mm distribution, attracting key film
companies into distribution deals (Derann 2014) and, in spite of the limited numbers
the Super 8mm market, obviously represented sufficient interest to attract major film
companies. In the next 14 years, Derran added United Artists, 20th. Century-Fox and
eventually Disney to its catalogue, although Disney was a relative latecomer and the
market had begun to change by 1978. Derann’s 1,400 units (Derann 2014) of sales
for The Scars of Dracula was dwarfed by the 260,000 VCRs that entered the country
at this time and it was clear that the tide was turning, so that to continue as a
profitable company Derann would need to quickly adopt the new format. It therefore
shifted the emphasis of its distribution from that of the Super 8mm into the more
prolific world of video and, as others followed suit, the Super 8mm films that were
largely offered in truncated form gave way to the new user-friendly cartridge format
of VHS, Betamax and V2000.

4.5 THE LAST PICTURE SHOW
Important to any examination of the emergence of video must be an
acknowledgement of the perceived threat that video posed to its most immediate
relative: cinema. Between the threat of copyright infringement through the Video
Cassette Recorder and the perceived threat to theatrical revenue, it is clear that the
film industry was scared, as demonstrated in the court cases that went on from 1975
until 1984. This most popular of narratives persists and is reiterated in a report
published by the House of Commons in 2012 that lays the blame for cinema’s
decline squarely at the feet of video in its title, ‘Video Killed the Cinema’s Star’
(Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons 2012). Statistics illustrate a steady
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decline in U.K. box office from a peak of 1.6 billion takings in 1946 (which equates
to ‘every man, woman and child in the UK going to the pictures 33 times that year
(Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons 2012). However, to put that figure
into context, only 0.3% of households had television sets in 1948, a figure that would
swiftly rise to 52% in just 10 years and reach a figure of over 90% by the end of the
1970s (Hamill 2000:61). The significance of this, when technological innovation is
mapped to cinematic revenue, is that the most substantial drop can be seen in the
1950s, which can be attributed to television. These statistics perhaps account for the
belief that the introduction of video had a similar effect, especially as the VCR was
becoming more and more widespread in 1984, cinematic returns hit an
unprecedented low in the UK with only 54 million tickets sold. However, the
statistics clearly demonstrate a trend for an industry in steady decline for over 30
years prior to the introduction of the VCR. Mirroring the American market, which
was reported in much the same way as the UK market. Michelle Pautz suggests that,
‘in 1930 weekly cinema attendance was 80 million people, approximately 65% of
the resident U.S. population, however, in the year 2000, that figure was only 27.3
million people, which was a mere 9.7% of the U.S. population (2002:1). However, in
the UK at least, as video was becoming an essential technology and ownership
exceeded 84 per cent in 1998, cinematic returns increased and continued to rise
steadily alongside the sales figures of the VCR and then DVD player. Indeed, while
the House of Commons report takes great care to underline the popular version of
that history, it has to be remembered that these numbers and these reports reflect a
broader industrial concern from the major film studios rather than an actual
downturn.
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4.6 THE MAJOR DISTRIBUTORS
Toward the end of 1977, in a pioneering deal with 20th Century-Fox, Magnetic
Video became the first company to enter the US video market by releasing a series
of films that had been sub-licenced from Fox’s back-catalogue. For Fox, these were
tentative steps into the video market. The deal guaranteed Fox half a million dollars
a year and a royalty of $7.50 for every cassette sold (Wasser 2002:95) Moreover,
Fox’s stipulations clearly demonstrate that their priorities were elsewhere. In an
agreement that runs counter to contemporary release patterns, Fox insisted that the
films were at least two years old and that they had already been aired on network
television, ensuring Fox maximum theatrical return and a maximum return on its
release to network television before it would even consider releasing its films on
video cassette. It was clear that there were still concerns over the perceived threat of
the video cassette recorder. However, by entering into a deal with Magnetic Video,
Fox could monitor the development of the industry without any investment on its
part (other than allowing its back-catalogue to be used), and without any real risk to
it as a company. Contemporary markets are accustomed to the convention of
cinematic distribution first, followed by Blu-ray/DVD/Video, Pay Per View
screenings, subscription television and then finally terrestrial television. However, in
an untested video market, and with an absence of Pay-per-View and Satellite
television services, Fox chose to protect the revenue streams that received from
cinematic releasing and broadcast television in 1977, considering video as only a
tertiary concern. Columbia and Paramount soon followed the example set by 20th
Century-Fox preferring to form their own home video divisions in 1979. Other major
labels remained more cautious, with Disney, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) and
Warner all starting home video divisions in 1980 and United Artists (UA) and
MCA/Universal following in 1981 (2001:96). These tentative steps into the
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uncharted waters of video did not represent a worldwide adoption of home video
distribution. Still, alliances continued to be formed. Columbia, for instance,
partnered with RCA, creating RCA/Columbia Pictures in 1981. In 1982, United
Artists (UA) leased foreign home video rights to Warner Bros. and, following
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s (MGM) acquisition of United Artists (UA), this new
consortium formed the home video division MGM/UA. The same year, 20th
Century-Fox partnered with the video arm of American commercial broadcast
television network CBS to create CBS/FOX. Meanwhile, the introduction of the
Hollywood majors into the UK’s video market continued at a slow pace, this
reticence affording a space for independent UK distributors to thrive.18

18

While I will explore the market in more detail in the next section, it is worth acknowledging here,
that to some degree, the major studios were right to have their reservations about video, though not
perhaps in the way they might have predicted. Although video, and then subsequently DVD, Blu-ray
and now digital download have gone on to be hugely profitable arenas for all of the major studios, it
was Sony, the developer of the Betamax that would become a real threat. Following the format wars
of the 1980s, which saw Sony, JVC and Phillips fight for market dominance with their respective
VCRs, Sony (either alone or with partners) developed the floppy disc, the compact disc, the mini-disc
and the Blu-ray. Sony developed the Walkman, as well as telephones, cameras and games consoles
and, most significantly, moved into film production with Sony Pictures Entertainment Inc. Indeed, so
successful has this been, that Sony is now recognised as one of Hollywood’s major film studios and is
a member of the Motion Picture Association of America.
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5. INDEPENDENCE AND INDUSTRY

5.1 BEYOND THE NATIONAL
Writing in 1983, Martin Barker suggested that ‘the word “nasty” [was] designed to
stop us asking questions about the nature of the films included in the “video nasty”
list’ (1984:106). Barker argued that this simple label was mobilised in an effort to
close down discussion as a way of furthering a particular political agenda and,
although Barker was discussing the qualities of the films themselves (and, even then,
explicitly in relation to censorship debates), it is nevertheless a useful starting point
when considering an industrial history that has continued to be critically neglected.
Barker’s argument is equally applicable to this neglected industrial history, where
negative assumptions hold sway over the industry and marketplace that produced
these video-cassettes. This rhetorical function as a dismissal is not isolated, and of
the many pervasive myths that have contributed to the repetition of particular
versions of this history, perhaps the most pervasive is the construction of the moral
panic that surrounds the ‘video nasties’ as somehow being indicative of a
quintessentially British response.19 As illustrated in the Literature Review,
retrospective accounts frequently frame the response to the ‘video nasties’ as
indicative of Britain’s parochialism and provincialism, as well as insular attitudes,
attributing these qualities to a fundamental sense of national identity and Britishness.
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While historically there have been many instances of cultural concern that are frequently framed as
moral panics, critics have suggested that these are frequently exaggerated and are rarely truly
indicative of the classic traits of an actual moral panic (Barker 1984; Morrison 2016). Moreover
sociologist Kenneth Thompson (1998, 2006) has argued that a distinction must be drawn between the
ways in which British and American scholars categorise moral panics, suggesting that that American
moral panics typically foreground psychological factors, while British moral panics prioritise crises of
capitalism. This debate extends to the ‘video nasties’, with some deliberation about whether the crisis
surrounding the ‘video nasties’ actually constitutes a typical moral panic, refer to Petley 2012 and
Barker 2012.
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This reductionist rhetoric, though not generally politically motivated or, at least

not in the same way as observed by Barker, has nevertheless had similar effects
when it comes to limiting discussion. Indeed, (as argued in the Literature Review in
relation to the ‘island mentality’) by attributing the response to an innate sense of
‘Britishness’, such accounts remove the need to ask broader questions about the
investment and motivation of the various parties involved. The explanation is instead
reduced to a caricature of an inherently ‘British’ sensibility, one heavily reliant upon
stereotypes and over-simplifications.
It is from this concept of Britishness and this sense of the national that I shall
begin to reconsider the ‘video nasties’, situating them within a broader global stage
and as part of a transnational film industry. Indeed, as much as retrospective
accounts emphasise the intrinsic ‘Britishness’ of the moral panic, the
contemporaneous rhetoric was clearly one of distance and external threat,
emphasising the influx of undesirable film. An invasion narrative that, as Egan has
observed, linked the ‘video nasties’ to ideas of ‘contamination’, ‘disease’, ‘invasion’
and ‘infection’ with the implication ultimately being, American (2007:87).

So

pervasive is this rhetoric of external threat that media scholar Chas Critcher reiterates
this history in his account, arguing that ‘no attempt was made to regulate the
production or importation of horror videos’, before going on to suggest that the
external attempts to regulate the video industry targeted distributors first before
moving on to retailers (2009:69). Critcher’s account is problematic, however. In
actual fact, the retailers were the first to be targeted in the raids that began in 1982
and continued throughout the decade. Secondly, Critcher’s suggestion that ‘no
attempt was made to regulate the production or importation of horror videos’ not

20

For a more detailed examination of constructions of British national cultural identity refer to
Cultural Identities and the Aesthetics of Britishness by Dana Arnold 2004.
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only reinforces the idea of this being an attack from outside forces (constructing the
object of concern as a foreign external threat) but also, as already explained in the
Historical Overview, is factually inaccurate. Evidence shows that the industry had
tried to establish a voluntary code through which it could govern itself. However,
Critcher’s invasion narrative is not uncommon. A similar perspective informs James
Kendrick’s exploration in ‘Social Panics, Transnationalism, and the Video Nasty’
(2004:164). Here, the discussion is framed through ‘the manner in which Britain has
historically policed its cultural boundaries’, in an article that seeks to challenge, but
ultimately reinforces myths about ‘Britishness’.
The reality of the early British video industry is sadly much less exotic than
these invasion narratives would suggest, yet still they raise intriguing questions
about national borders and how we define transnational film markets.21 As a
methodological tool, Kendrick surveys the origin of the films themselves,
highlighting their largely foreign origin and reinforces the established narrative of an
assault on ‘Britishness’ by an ‘invasion’ by the external forces. However, while the
content of the films may have been foreign in origin - coming primarily from the
United States and Italy - the source of the actual cassettes was much less remarkable
and was much closer to home. Of the thirty-nine films that were banned outright and
the thirty-three films that were ultimately removed from the final list, most were
distributed by individual and companies nowhere more exotic than Rotherham, near
Sheffield.22 While this may seem like a flippant remark, it nevertheless illustrates an
important and critically overlooked issue, film is a transnational industry. The ‘video
nasties’ were not separate from that industry. Indeed, as internationally-produced
21

In a recent roundtable discussion Will Higbee and Andrew Higson attempted to address, among
other issues, a workable definition of transnational cinema (2016).
http://framescinemajournal.com/article/transnational-cinemas-a-critical-roundtable/.
22
For a full directory of addresses for the distributors associated with the video nasties please refer to
Appendix IV.
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films sold to individual markets and packaged to appeal to those markets, the ‘video
nasties’ were emblematic of transnational cinema. The narrative of invasion,
however, forces a consideration of the borders of global film markets, despite raising
interesting questions about how we might define the sites of production and
consumption within different marketplaces. In his influential essay, ‘The Concept of
National Cinema’ Andrew Higson suggests that, ‘the parameters of a national
cinema should be drawn at the site of consumption as much as the site of production
of the films’ (1989:36) This fascinating idea provides a useful starting point in
reconceptualising notions of the national, as they relate to the industry that produced
and distributed the ‘video nasties’. 23
It is with this idea in mind that I shall now concentrate on three particular
strands of the industry that produced and distributed the ‘video nasties’. In ‘Markets
and Economics’, I map out the territory, concentrating on the video markets in the
early 1980s and examining similar global studies, while adapting and applying these
back to a British-centric market. This is primarily as a way of situating the ‘video
nasties’ within a broader global context and as a way also of examining global
trends. This will naturally segue into ‘The Politics of Independence’, which focuses
on how ideas of independence are generally understood but also on how these ideas
were distorted in relation to the independent distributors who were targeted during
the ‘video nasties’ moral panic. Here I shall assess how the narrative of invasion
from a foreign, external force (namely, the United States) was quickly distorted to
enable the targeting of a domestic internal threat.

I am not suggesting that the ‘video nasties’ should necessarily be reconsidered as British national
cinema (even though the claims of an innate sense of ‘Britishness’ in the UK’s response to the ‘video
nasties’ would seem to allow for this). What is important here for me is that the idea provides a useful
starting point in reconceptualising notions of the national as they relate to the industry that produced
and distributed the ‘video nasties’.
23
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5.2 MARKETS AND ECONOMICS
In a pioneering study of the characteristics displayed in the development of the West
German video market, Radevagen and Zielinski (1984) observed that video
technology progressed through three distinct phases before being successfully
adopted, progressing into full market diffusion. They observed that initially the
introduction of video was characterised by early adopters producing software that
was primarily educational in nature. From there, the second stage, referred to as the
‘video boom’, saw the market dominated by genre films, including Westerns,
Easterns

24

, war films, horror films and pornography. The third and final stage saw

the adoption of the technology by large multinational companies producing high-cost
theatrical films aimed at a wider demographic. Though the British video market does
not follow this model exactly, it is nevertheless useful in attempting to establish
exactly what the differences and similarities are, and in attempting to map the British
video market. While the first stage of Radevagen and Zielinski’s model is not
evident in any meaningful way, the second and third stages offer a comparable
trajectory to that demonstrated in the British video market.
As suggested in ‘Technology and Power’, most accounts of the introduction
of VCR attribute its unprecedented success to its links with pornography. Indeed, in
his exploration of the development of the American video industry, Frederick
Wasser insists that the adoption of the technology in the United States was
intrinsically linked to the recognition and early acceptance by porn distributors, who
trail blazed into the new market that video afforded. Wasser cites a report by Merrill
Lynch that claims that towards the end of the 1970s ‘X-rated cassettes accounted for
half of all pre-recorded sales’, going on to claim that x-rated material ‘created the

I am assuming that ‘Easterns’ means film of East-Asian origin, however the term is not elaborated
on in their chapter.
24
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infrastructure for video distribution (2002:95)’. Similar assertions are often made
regarding the marketplace in the United Kingdom, with largely anecdotal reports
about the prevalence of pornography and the measurable part that it played in the
successful adoption of the video. Television and Home Video magazine in May 1980
estimated that between 60% and 80% of videos distributed in the UK at that time
were adult in nature (1980: 32).
However the article is contradictory and also features an interview with the
managing director of Ann Summers, Ron Coleman. Ann Summers was a company
well placed to fully exploit the video boom in Britain but, in spite of this, Coleman
cites disappointing sales, insisting that at that time the company was only selling
around 40 tapes a week, which equated to around £2000. Coleman says that ‘[he]
was told by various people, since proved wrong, that video cassettes were going to
be the greatest explosion since colour television’. He was also very clear in
attributing the modest sales to the OPA, saying ‘we are stymied by the Obscene
Publications Act (OPA) which restricts the kind of tapes we can sell’ (1980:33).
Similarly Tony Peters of adult label TCX reiterates the difficulties his company
experienced of working under the restrictions imposed by the Obscene Publications
Act: ‘We will not distribute anything that is not legal in this country, all our films are
carefully vetted by a solicitor before we will put them on the market’ (ibid). This
illustrates the difficulties companies had in releasing adult material on video in the
U.K. at that time. Kerekes and Slater address the inflated statistical evidence with the
observation that the ‘estimated 60% of all pre-recorded videocassettes sold in 1978
were pornographic in nature wasn’t so much down to this being the material that was
most favoured by the general public, but more to do with there being little other
product available’ (2000:14). When this is combined with Coleman’s claims of
being ‘stymied by the Obscene Publications Act’ and contrasted against a database
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of adult film releases of the period25, what becomes clear is that Television and
Home Video’s suggestion that between 60% to 80% of all video cassettes sold were
adult in nature was likely not representative of official video releases but rather that
of black market distribution and is consequently difficult to measure and therefore
unreliable. So, while it is conceivable that pornography was the forerunner for
universal adoption of the technology, Wasser’s assertions about the adoption of
home video in the US cannot simply be applied to the UK market, no matter how
plausible it may appear.
In actual fact, the quantitative data that we do have appears to minimise any
“official” role that sex and pornography films may have played in the early adoption
of video, both in the United Kingdom and the United States. In a hugely significant
but critically neglected study from 1985, Finnish Scholars Heikki Hellman and
Martti Soramäki performed a cultural comparison of the British and American video
markets, assessing the performance of different types of film but also whether they
were released by an independent or a major distributor. Both Hellman and Soramäki,
and indeed Radevagen and Zielinski, draw upon communication scholar Everett
Rogers’ Diffusions of Innovation theory in the development of their arguments. The
theory attempts to explain how, why and at what rate new ideas or technology are
spread through cultures and, more specifically, the rate at which any particular
innovation is adopted. The theory places innovation into five stages of adoption:
innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards. Innovation
must reach a certain critical mass point of adoption or it will most likely fail. At the
time of their study, Hellman and Soramäki place Britain at the point of “early
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The pre-cert forum has the most complete database of all video titles release prior to the video
recordings act in 1984. www.precert.co.uk. See Appendix VI for the listings of all releases for 1979.
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majority” with the United States still viewing the VCR as a luxury item at the stage
of “early adopter” (1985:124).
The study, which considers the years 1982-1983, broadly categorizes the films
based upon their content and defining genre. There are five categories, containing
more specific subcategories. (a) Social and psychological drama, (b) suspense and
violence (containing the five subcategories of thriller, crime stories and spy and
agent films, adventure and fantasy, Westerns, horror and science fiction),

(c)

humour and light entertainment (containing the five subcategories comedy and farce,
cartoons, musicals and live concerts and music videos, (d) sex, and (e) others, which
contained anything not easily categorised, such as exercise videos like Jane Fonda’s
Workout (1982).Though the categories are generalist, they are sufficient to provide
an overview of the marketplace at that time and help to dispel some of the myths that
surround the early days of video. In their study, pornography accounts for less than
one per cent of the US rental market, with the category of suspense and violence
dominating at 36.4%, and the category of drama following closely behind at 35.6%.
What is perhaps most surprising, given the claims about the prevalence of
pornography during this period and indeed something which is commented upon
within the research, is the ‘presence in the mass-market of sex films’ (1985 130).
Although films that were sexual in nature accounted for only 4.1% of the British
rental market, it is a significantly greater representation than was demonstrated in the
United States, especially given how restrictive British legislation governing
pornography was at that time. Hellman and Soramäki acknowledged that although
films that were sexual or pornographic in nature were visible in both video markets
at that time, they tended to be accessed via unofficial outlets, reinforcing the sense
that there was a black-market economy dealing in video (something that is beyond
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the scope of this thesis) and, as such, were not typically represented in mass-market
charts.
The prevalence of videos arising from the category of suspense and violence that
account for almost 50% of the entire British market is significant, whilst within that,
the totals for the subcategories of horror and thriller account for 63.8% of the entire
category. What is perhaps most revealing is the percentage of videos that arise from
the suspense and violence category that are attributed to the independent sector:
57.6% of all videos that thematically dealt with suspense and violence, and the
subcategories associated with that, were distributed by the independent sector. This
perspective is anecdotally supported in an interview conducted with video
wholesaler Barry Gold of Gold and Sons Ltd. As a wholesaler, Gold insisted that
right across the industry, majors and independent’s alike, horror films consistently
sold better than any other genre and, for him, the only difference between the majors
and independents was the percentage of profit that he made on the title. Gold’s
account suggests that even though the major studios joined the market late, there was
an expectation that their product be given priority, often for little or no remuneration.
Returning briefly to Radevagen and Zielinski’s staged model for market
penetration, it is clear that the introduction of video to the UK market was not
characterised by early adopters producing primarily educational videocassettes in the
same way that the West German market had been. Rather, it moved straight to the
second stage, the ‘video boom’, which saw a market dominated by genre films,
particularly horror films. What is perhaps most surprising, is how the British market
moves away from the ‘video boom’, away from a market defined by genre films and
into the third stage, with a market dominated by large multi-national companies
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producing high-cost theatrical films aimed at a wider demographic, facilitated and
expedited by the Video Recordings Act.

5.3 THE POLITICS OF INDEPENDENCE
John Berra has argued that independent cinema carries with it a wide variety of
meanings, expectations and associations (2009:9). He suggests that it evokes images
of an industry unencumbered by the constraints of Hollywood, of artistic integrity
unchallenged by the demands of commercial markets and of a product that is
inherently politicised in its opposition to the mainstream. The realities are, of course,
infinitely more complex, much less romantic and far beyond the scope of this thesis.
Suffice to say, rarely in these constructions does independence bring with it negative
connotations. Yet that is precisely what happened in the case of the ‘video nasties,’
ironically under a Conservative government that encouraged a free-enterprise
economy based upon free trade, and which (in their General Election Manifesto of
1979) had claimed they would prioritise industry, commerce and job creation. While
the Tories emphasised the importance of the small business to the country’s
economy and declared that they were opposed to what they described as ‘socialist
panacea-import controls’ (claiming that this ‘would restrict consumer choice, raise
prices and invite damaging retaliation against British goods overseas’), they
simultaneously backed a bill that devastated the independent video industry in the
United Kingdom, one resulting in the restriction of consumer choice and the raising
of prices. A government reneging on the promises of its election campaign is not, of
course, surprising. Here, I am not interested in returning to the work of Martin
Barker and the various governmental benefits of the bill. Rather, I am primarily
concerned in this section with the ways in which the positive connotations usually
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associated with independence became distorted in the campaign against the ‘video
nasties’. To do this, I must briefly return to the often contentious subject of British
national cinema.
Sarah Street, in her introduction to British National Cinema (1997), clearly
divides the territory into two camps. The first is a British film industry that, though it
may include investment or participation from overseas, has clearly defined economic
boundaries in the production and classification of its own product. This product
could depict but it is not limited to the depiction of what might be considered
‘British themes or preoccupations’. The second lies in a group of films that directly
address British themes and preoccupations, films that help establish and reinforce
ideas around nationhood and national identity, contributing to what Street, drawing
on the work of Benedict Anderson (1983), defines as ‘a collective consciousness’
(1997:1). Here, Street suggests that, ‘we have inherited a dominant conception of
what it is to be British, a collective consciousness about nationhood that has, in part,
been constructed by cultural referents, including cinema’ (1997:1). Of the two
definitions, the latter is perhaps the most pervasive. Indeed, the notion of a populist
collective consciousness (something explored by Street) is one that tends to favour
particular histories, reinforcing particular definitions that often disavow other
perspectives.
In British Trash Cinema (2013), I.Q. Hunter offers another perspective. Here,
he cites a survey conducted by the BFI to determine the 100 ‘best’ British films,
observing that the ‘consensus was that Britain could be proud of its numerous world
classics, most of which were indeed, as you might expect, literary adaptations,
‘heritage films’ and realist26 dramas in the kitchen-sink tradition’ (2013:1). Hunter
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observes an emphasis placed on film produced in the 1960s, so within that list films
produced by Hammer studios (one of Britain’s most productive film studios of the
period) would surely expect to be included. Sadly, though perhaps not
unsurprisingly, Hammer films are not listed.
In a chapter subtitled ‘The problem of British horror’ (1993), Peter Hutchings
details the reductive manner in which the moniker of Hammer films was applied
(which in a similar manner as suggested by Barker in the application of the term
‘video nasty’), diminishes the name to a descriptive category. Hutchings suggests
that, ‘merely to invoke [the name of Hammer] implies a certain type of film, and in
particular a certain type of horror film. Merely to invoke it implies a critical response
which no longer requires elaboration’ (1993:3). Hutchings cites Alexander Walker’s
exploration of the British film industry in the 1960s, Hollywood England (1974), in
which Walker criticises what he sees as Hammer’s exploitation of genre convention,
describing it as formulaic, clichéd,27 but, crucially, as ‘more characteristic of
Hollywood than the British film industry’(1993:10). Walker’s dismissal is
significant, as it returns the argument to one of invasion, where Hammer’s output is
dismissed due to its similarity to the generic, formulaic and clichéd American film.
Though the example of Hammer is quite specific, such dismissals are not
peculiar to the horror film and are, of course, instead indicative of a broader
dismissal and/or repression, and/or refusal to valorise particular kinds of film. What
is most significant in all of this is how separate these ideas are from the usual
qualities that one would associate with independent film. Ideas of artistic integrity
going unchallenged by the demands of commercial markets, of a product that is
inherently politicised in its opposition to the mainstream, of a resilient creativity in a
27

It is noteworthy, and is indeed mentioned by Hutchings, that although Walker is quick to criticise
Hammer for its formulaic and clichéd output, he devotes a whole section to the quintessentially
British icon James Bond, a character which reinforces a positive image of Britishness.
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difficult marketplace, and of potential of the unfettered imagination to dominate.
Instead independence is seen as being indicative of a lesser quality, as disreputable
and as having little value and it is this idea of independence that prevailed in 1984.
Whilst I have complicated the traditional narrative of the ‘video nasty’ by
challenging the economic assumptions of the marketplace and by tracking those
invested in the development of the technology, and how that shaped the marketplace,
this still only offers a partial revision. In order to establish the most comprehensive
and accurate account from an industrial perspective it is necessary to historicise the
promotional strategies employed by the early distributors in the early days of video.
In the next section I will historicise this kind of promotion, looking to antecedents in
film and in theatre and will assess the relative extremity of the marketing of the
videos and the branding of the companies.
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PART TWO:
MARKETING AND BRANDING
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6. HISTORICISING THE NEW THREAT

Julian Petley has argued that there are two major misconceptions that have
contributed to our current understanding of the ‘video nasties’: firstly, that ‘they
represent some kind of homogeneous category or self-contained genre’, and
secondly that ‘they are representative of a new threat, owing nothing to the traditions
of cinematic horror’ (1988:45). While I will explore the application, motivation and
implications of categorising these films as their own unique subset or finite genre in
the third and final section of this thesis, in this section I will apply Petley’s second
observation, and begin to challenge the idea that these films were representative
some kind of new threat. To do this, I will first historicise the films themselves,
assessing their relative newness, and the visibility of films of this type in the British
market place, but then, and more specifically, I will historicise the marketing
methods employed in the promotion of these films, tracing a lineage from the ‘video
nasties’ to the excessive hyperbole of exploitation cinema and the hype and ballyhoo
of early promoters like P.T. Barnum. Irrespective of the challenge I have already
made to the dominant narrative of the ‘video nasties’ in the Historical Overview,
popular opinion still insists that it was the marketing methods to blame for the events
that followed. This chapter aims to assess any parallels between this and earlier
forms of promotion and in doing so begin to challenge the dominant idea of the new
threat.
While it is important to acknowledge that there a number of challenging films
contained within the category of the ‘video nasty’, none are without historical
precedent in horror cinema. While MP Graham Bright claimed that ‘all too many
people believe that a nasty is something like a hotted up Hammer movie’ insisting
that is wasn’t and that it was ‘something entirely different’ (2011:46), it is in fact
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possible to draw a clear line between the output of Hammer and many of the films
contained within the ‘video nasties’ list (something that I will explore in greater
detail later in the chapter). To position the ‘video nasties’ as something new or
different is to ignore that heritage. Outside of any thematic concerns, and in simple
chronological terms, many of the films included in Department of Public
Prosecutions (DPP) list pre-date their British video release by more than 10 years,28
with the earliest entry, Herschel Gordon Lewis’s Blood Feast (1963) receiving its
original American theatrical release a full twenty years before its problematic UK
video introduction. So from that perspective these films could hardly be considered
as new by anyone’s reckoning. The issue of their relative newness is further
complicated by the fact that 30 of the films, that is almost half of the films included
in the DPPs list, 29 had already received a British theatrical release in the years prior
to their introduction on video, and that to enable their theatrical release, each film
had passed through the British Board of Film Censors for classification prior to that
exhibition and had been certificated as suitable for public consumption. Accepting
then, that many of the films cannot legitimately be considered as either thematically
new or chronologically new, raises interesting questions about what was actually
new.
What clearly was new, was the placement of the product and the use of
promotional advertisements in video magazines and in shop windows. As already
detailed in the Historical Overview, most accounts of the ‘video nasties’ usually
attribute these early promotions as the catalyst for the moral panic - the complaints
that were allegedly made to the Advertising Standards Authority about the nature of
28

See Appendices I, II and III for a full a complete list of titles targeted by the Department of Public
Prosecutions ‘video nasties’ both theatrically and on video.
29

This includes twelve of the thirty-nine titles that had prosecutions withheld against them and 18 of
the thirty-three titles that were eventually dropped from prosecution charges despite appearing on
earlier iterations of the list.
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the marketing materials being used to promote certain horror videos in 1982. While I
have already challenged the reliability of these accounts in the Historical Overview,
it is nevertheless, the accepted version of events, and irrespective of the origin of the
complaints or validity of the narrative, it is important to acknowledge that the
established history of the ‘video nasties’ attributes the moral panic to the
promotional tactics of the distributors. Julian Petley has suggested that
It was these various forms of advertising […] that first aroused the moralists’ wrath,
and so it could be argued with some justification that the video industry (or at least
those sections of it eager for a quick profit at any price) was itself partly to blame for
the moral panic soon to be whipped up by the National Viewers’ and Listeners’
Association (NVLA), the tabloid press, teachers, churchmen and others (2011:23).

And it is a view that is reiterated in journalist and film critic Kim Newman’s
assessment of the situation, suggesting that ‘to a great degree, the whole ‘video
nasties’ scandal was whipped up by the advertising methods rather than the content
of the films themselves’ going on to argue that ‘the video trade should take
responsibility’ since their advertising methods they used dared the audience asking
‘can you watch our latest gruesome horror?’ (West 2010). I would argue that most
horror marketing works on similar parameters, making appeals that challenge or dare
the audience, there are elements here, particularly in Petley’s statement that are
worth drawing out. Most accounts of this history follow this very simple cause and
effect narrative that is reliant on a pervasive binary of good and bad distributors,
indeed, Petley himself creates a distinction between ‘those sections of [the industry]
eager for a quick profit at any price’ and those that were presumably more measured
and moralistic in their approach.
All histories of the ‘video nasties’ rely upon this idea as a central tenet,
indeed, in an otherwise excellent article, Julian Upton rather problematically divides
the industry during this period into two groups – the ‘opportunistic independents’
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and the ‘respectable independents’ (2016:25), and in doing so, he reinforces the good
/ bad binary by assigning a perceived value based on moral judgements about what
are largely economic decisions. Somewhat ironically, given Petley’s recognition that
the prevailing consensus of the ‘video nasties’ was reliant on a misconception that
failed to historicise the content, and that, claimed that the ‘video nasties’ were
representative of a new threat that owed nothing to the traditions of cinematic horror
(1988:45), both he and Newman, fail to historicise the marketing methods or indeed
to acknowledge that this type of promotion has been an integral part of the wider
global ‘traditions of cinematic horror’ since the beginning of cinema, and in doing
so, they both give credence to the notion that the marketing, if not the ‘video nasties’
themselves were indicative of a ‘new threat’. This approach is limiting, not least
because it suggests that the distributors should have predicted where these events
would lead, but mainly because it assigns blame for what would have internationally
been understood as an intrinsic and integral part of the tradition of cinematic horror –
hyperbolic and excessive marketing and promotional techniques.
As many of the ‘video nasties’ either originate in the United States, or owe a
debt to America’s long-established tradition in the hyperbolic marketing, it is useful
to foreground the American marketplace as the origin of this kind of exploitation (or
at least the most visible example of this type of promotion). This enables an
examination of the promotional materials used to advertise a series of horror films in
an American context, but then also, as a means of measuring any differences or
similarities between the British and American markets, a consideration of the
advertising used to promote the exact same films in a British context. In this way it is
possible to measure any cultural difference in the sales strategies used to sell the
same product.
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To ensure that the films chosen were released in both markets
contemporaneously, I have chosen Hammer Films as a case study. The popularity of
Hammer during this period, and their distribution partnerships with major American
studios, such as Warner Bros. ensures that films would have been released in both
territories, and as such, will allow a more sustained analysis of the differing
approaches adopted when marketing the same films to different markets. While this
entire section may not at first seem directly applicable to an examination of the
‘video nasties’, it provides an essential context that has been neglected in earlier
examinations of the ‘video nasties’, namely attempting to measure if there is any
perceivable differences in the promotional strategies employed in the UK and the US
markets, and to try and ascertain whether this could have contributed to the
censorious reaction that followed.
From the foundation that this provides, I will begin to historicise the
marketing of the ‘video nasties’ themselves, examining the trailers, taglines and
tactics employed directly in the promotion of the ‘video nasties’ on video in the early
1980s, considering both the national and international antecedents but also the
validity of the claims made against the distributors as ‘opportunistic independents’
that were ‘eager for a quick profit at any price’. This will also consider the campaign
that called to ‘Ban the Sadist Videos’ as what it retrospectively has become– the
largest and most pervasive marketing campaign ever afforded to a disparate group of
independent films. The final section will consider those the companies that returned
to the ‘video nasties’ in the 1990s and that attempted to capitalise on the notoriety
and create a sense of the sense of the films as a cohesive and identifiable brand,
examining how, often through this branding, the companies themselves have become
irrevocably associated with these films.
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6.1 DEFINITIONS, ORIGINS, AND THE AMERICAN MARKETPLACE
FOR EXPLOITATION CINEMA

Pam Cook has defined the exploitation film as a commercial category and ‘a market
term for those films produced at minimum cost for maximum return which take up,
“exploit” the success of other films – replaying the themes, star-stereotypes and
genres of more lavish, up-market productions’ (1976:122). Thomas Doherty argues
that the term is perhaps more nuanced, suggesting ‘three distinct and sometimes
overlapping meanings’ (2002:2). In his first definition, Doherty argues that
exploitation is first and foremost a promotional strategy, used as a means of
attracting an audience into the cinema. In this definition the exploitation refers to the
exploitation of the film itself by the advertising campaign, as a means of capitalising
on any asset associated with the film, no matter how tenuous that might be. In his
second definition, Doherty suggests that exploitation can used to denote to a
communicative strategy, where the term ‘refers to the dialogue a movie establishes
with its viewers’ (2002:5). In this definition, Doherty argues that the ‘exploitation’
refers to the audience being exploited by the film. In Doherty’s third and final
definition, he suggests that in later evolutions, citing an article that appeared in
Variety in 1946, the term has been used as ‘a pejorative description for a special kind
of motion picture’ (2002:6, emphasis in original). He describes these as ‘films with
some timely or current controversial subject which can be exploited, capitalised on,
in publicity and advertising’, and in to which he includes ‘the bizarre, the licentious,
and the sensational’ (2002:7). More recent definitions tend to politicise the
exploitation, if for no other reason than because of its perceived marginality, and its
opposition to an equally amorphous mainstream. The reading of these films as
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overtly politicised, mirrors what Jeffrey Sconce defined as ‘paracinema’, arguing
that paracinema was;
Less a distinct group of films than a particular reading protocol, a counter-aesthetic
turned subcultural sensibility devoted to all manner of cultural detritus. In short, the
explicit manifesto of paracinematic culture is to valorize all forms of cinematic
“trash”, whether such films have been either explicitly rejected or simply ignored by
legitimate film culture (Sconce 1995:372).

Though all of these definitions are useful and have some influence over what and
how we understand exploitation cinema, for the purposes of this discussion I am
primarily concerned with the promotional methods employed in the marketing of
films that are by design, or come to be labelled as exploitation. Even though this
kind of promotional strategy was perfected in American cinema of the 1950s, Eric
Schaefer has argued that this type of promotion pre-dates cinema, tracing a lineage
from the exploitation cinema of the 1950s to the turn of the century carnival
“barkers”, epitomised by the outlandish promotions of P.T. Barnum. Barnum is
perhaps best known as the figure that popularised the circus sideshow in the US and
famously exhibited physical deformity as entertainment, as well as producing a
series of hoaxes designed to draw in the crowds. The phrase ‘there's a sucker born
every minute’ is commonly attributed to P.T. Barnum, and although there is
evidence to suggest that it was a competitor of Barnum’s and was intended as a
comment on Barnum’s business practice, it is a useful starting point when discussing
this type of promotion (Brooks: 1982).
In her exploration of American Film Cycles Amanda Ann Klein observes that
typically, ‘advertising for exploitation films […] promised an experience they did
not necessarily deliver’ (2012:7), and what could be understood as hype and
showmanship may have dishonest or devious connotations evoking hucksterism and
ballyhoo. However Eric Schaefer has argued that these interactions were more
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complex than that and that the audience were complicit parties in the showmanship.
Shaefer claims that not only would this hucksterism and ballyhoo have been
understood and hype and showmanship, but that was integral to turn of the century
promotions that relied upon what Schaefer describes as ‘that noisy, vulgar spiel that
drew audiences to circuses and sideshows’, and that was a ‘was a hyperbolic excess
of words and images that sparked the imagination’ (1999:103).
As the technology of cinema became more widespread, the circuses and
sideshows gave way to cinemas. Beth Kattelman has noted that ‘many of the earliest
producers and distributors of exploitation films were, in fact, already working with
stage shows prior to getting involved in motion pictures, so they just adapted already
familiar stage ballyhoo techniques to the selling of films’ (2011:63). Often
transgressive or titillating, the product developed reflecting the changing social
mores: in the 1920s and 1930s it was the cautionary tale that drew the audiences,
films like Reefer Madness (1936) and The Wages of Sin (1938), that capitalised on
drug use and prostitution respectively and which were both considered problematic
under the Motion Picture Production Code.
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Figure 5: Mom and Dad (1945)

In the 1940s, it was the sex hygiene films that would inform and titillate in equal
measure, with the most successful of these, Mom and Dad (1945), criss-crossing the
country in true carny style (Figure 5). The film was introduced by eminent hygiene
commentator Elliot Forbes. Of course, Forbes was simply a pseudonym for any
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number of actors travelling with the show, bringing with them an imprimatur of
medical credibility and a hook to entice audiences. In the 1950s, the nudist film, a
genre popular since the early 30s was revived. Expounding the benefits of a naturist
lifestyle, Garden of Eden (1954) was a thinly veiled guise to show nudity on the
screen. The film’s reception however was not without its problems. In the United
States the film led to a landmark ruling by Judge Sam M. Driver that ‘nudity per se
[was] not obscene’ (1999:300). Shaefer asserts that the decision ‘was one of the
crucial decisions that effectively ended the ban on nudity in motion pictures and also
contributed to the breaking of the New York censor board’ (1999:300). In many
respects these debates over nudity can be seen to mirror the earlier controversy
surrounding the bedroom or sex farces of playwright Avery Hopwood and his
censorship battles on Broadway in the 1920s. Hopwood was famously became
embroiled in a high profile court case that attempted to ban his play The Demi-Virgin
(1921). The case simultaneously earned the producer, Al. Woods, a reputation for his
involvement in the censorship struggles, however Ronald H. Waiscott argues that
that for Woods the case was ‘more a function of economics than artistic integrity’
and that the publicity provided by the court case had made the play a huge financial
success (1997:90).
As the hyperbolic claims of the ‘carny barkers’ gave way to hyperbolic
posters, often displaying graphic representations with legends of extravagant claims
mimicking the rhetoric of the early showmen. Kevin Heffernan has commented that
the typically these independent films ‘were publicized with an unusual emphasis on
their topical or horrific content’, and that ‘these shrill come-ons were a direct
consequence of the marginal or at least secondary role these films played in the
exhibition marketplace’ (2004:64).
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Similarly, this trajectory can be seen to follow that of the American theatre
which by the late 1920s was losing popularity and its mainstream audience to
cinema, displayed a similar reliance on controversy as a means of attracting
customers. For instance the plays of Eugene O’Neill such All God’s Chillun Got
Wings (1924) were considered hugely shocking at the time for their depictions of
mixed-race relationships, or indeed Tenessee Williams work such as The Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof (1955), or Streetcar Named Desire (1957) for their depiction of
homosexuality. In a similar way the musical Hair: The American Tribal Love-Rock
Musical (1967), which promised audiences the spectacle of full frontal nudity, drugs
and free-love can be seen to be building on these traditions in its reliance on
shocking or scandalous depictions to attract customers.
During the 1950s, increased cultural anxiety over communism and the rise in
radical leftism contributed to a wave of films that can be seen as either fuelling or
responding to the “the Red Scare”. In horror and science fiction this allowed for
metaphorical depictions that were more nuanced and less direct in approach. Indeed,
perhaps the most famous science fiction film of the 1950s is Invasion of the Body
Snatchers (1956), a film that is most often read as a warning against communist
invasion and brainwashing. However, alongside films like this, in 1955 Roger
Corman directed The Day the World Ended. Often credited as the first postapocalyptic film, the story is prefaced with ‘what you are about to see may never
happen… but to this anxious age in which we live, it presents a fearsome warning…
Our story starts with…THE END’. Rhetoric of this kind is hugely significant in the
evolution of horror and science-fiction film promotion, and it can be seen as marking
the beginning of promotions such as those seen in Blood Feast (1963), that address
the viewer suggesting that they will ‘recoil and shudder as you witness the slaughter
and mutilation of nubile young girls – in a weird and horrendous ancient rite!’ and
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that lead to the rhetoric of The Last House on the Left (1972) that urges you ‘to avoid
fainting keep repeating that it’s only a movie’. This can be seen as the beginning of
what we might understand as modern horror film promotion.

6.2 CINEMA, VIDEO AND THE BRITISH MARKETPLACE FOR
EXPLOITATION CINEMA
Although in recent years there have been several notable interventions into the
previously uncharted territory of the British exploitation film: from Leon Hunt’s
British Low Culture: From Safari Suits to Sexploitation (1998), to Chibnall and
McFarlane’s The British ‘B’ Film (2009) and more recently, I.Q. Hunter’s British
Trash Cinema (2013). The marketing of the exploitation film in the United Kingdom
has received comparatively little attention, and while it is far beyond the scope of
this thesis to offer anything beyond an cursory examination of the marketing
methods employed by UK based producers and distributors (which I will do in the
next section using Hammer as measure of cultural specificity), it is nevertheless
important to provide an overview of the British marketplace, mapping the
differences and similarities between this and the American market and where
necessary introducing key figures and companies operating in this market.
Perhaps the most striking difference between the market of the UK and the
market of the US is the starting point and trajectory. Where American cinema’s
fascination with transgressive cinema has a long and illustrious history going all the
way back to Edison’s early experiments with film, examinations of the British
marketplace reveals very little sign of diversity until the 1950s and the release of
Garden of Eden. The film was received with similar consternation from the British
censor as it was in the United States. The British Board of Film Censors initially
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refused to certificate the film; however, since the BBFCs ruling could be overturned
at local authority level, savvy distributor Nat Miller submitted the film to London
County Council who determined that ‘there was absolutely nothing obscene about it
at all’ (Sheridan 2001:11) ensuring the film did receive a release. Galvanized, Miller
petitioned and 180 of the 230 local authorities around the UK agreed to screen the
American import. Shortly afterwards, the BBFC were forced to bend to public
opinion and award the film a certificate and this in turn encouraged British film
makers into capitalising on the films’ success by creating their own nudist films.
Sheridan cites this as ‘the roots of the British sex film’ (2001:10), as London’s film
district on Wardour Street busied itself capitalising on the newly liberated attitudes
of the censor, and within a few years, the precedent set by the nudity allowed in the
naturist film had provided a foundation to produce a wide variety of films that
incorporated nudity.
The tentative steps made in America via the cautionary tale of Reefer
Madness, through to the sex hygiene film of Mom and Dad, and then finally the
naturist film Garden of Eden, all of which had paved the way to relaxed legislation,
were not indicative of a British cultural experience. In the United Kingdom, the
evolution of the British market can be seen to run counter to the evolution of the
American market, but ironically still sees the naturist film Garden of Eden as a
catalyst for change. Indeed Garden of Eden can be seen as the starting point, the
point at which British producers begin making ‘home grown’ naturist films, and
those films quickly becoming a staple part of the British exploitation canon in those
early years. By the early 1960s, British companies had moved into producing films
that Sheridan attests, ‘Highlighted the ills of modern society […] teenage
pregnancies, juvenile delinquency […] venereal disease […][and] underage sex’
(2005:13), the cautionary tale, as demonstrated in the US with Reefer Madness,
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Wages of Sin, or Because of Eve (1948), films that at once warned of the dangers
whilst simultaneously titillating audiences with the prospect of glimpsing the taboo.
By the end of the 1960s, Britain could even be seen to be embracing the sex film; the
nudist films had led to the sex based morality plays, and in mainstream cinema, the
innuendo laden, bawdy postcard humour of the Carry On series had proven
successful, though not without raising an eyebrow or occasionally attracting the
attention of the censor.30
However in 1969 the innuendo of the Carry On series must have seen
comparatively tame, when the BBFC received two films that would challenge what
was deemed as acceptable in a commercially released film. Ken Russell’s still
controversial adaptation of D. H. Lawrence’s Women in Love (1969) has become
emblematic of the censorship struggles in the United Kingdom, but it was a now
little known sex-education film that proved to be the more divisive of the two. Love
Variations (1969)31 was a film produced by David Hamilton Grant, a figure now
more closely associated with the ‘video nasties’ moral panic (and a figure who will
be explored in more detail later). Pitched as sex-education film, Love Variations was
considered too problematic to allow a full national release, with John Trevelyan, the
then Secretary of the British Board of Film Censors refusing to award a certificate.
How both he, and Lord Harlech, the President of the BBFC expressed their ‘joint
approval of the manner and the integrity with which the film had been made’ (Barber
2011:25), suggesting that it was not exploitative in tone feeling that it had loftier
educational goals. Hamilton-Grant shrewdly requested an endorsement from the
BBFC to this effect, and both Trevelyan and Harlech obliged advising HamiltonGrant to approach local authorities, in much the same way Nat Miller had for his
see Sian Barber’s Censoring the 1970s: The BBFC and the Decade that Taste Forgot (2011) for
further reading on the problems facing certificating the Carry On series.
30

31

The film was adapted from Grant’s book of the previous year
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release of Garden of Eden. Trevelyan championed Hamilton-Grant’s intentions even
further by suggesting to Harlech that the BBFC enter the film in their records as a
rejected film, sparing Hamilton-Grant the costs associated with a formal submission,
feeling that ‘this small company has probably not got much money in hand and
applications to Local Authorities will involve certain expenses’ (Barber 2011:25).
The film itself would only receive a limited exhibition with London County Council
agreeing to show the film at selected cinemas in the West End. Oppidan Film
Productions distributed the film; a company formed by Grant and exploitation
filmmaker Ray Selfe. Alongside Miracle Film Productions, New Realm, Eagle and
Tigon, Oppidian became one of ‘the most prominent sex film distributors of the
seventies’ (2005:22), Selfe is described by Simon Sheridan as ‘the workhorse of the
British film industry’ and is largely remembered in his role as a producer, developing
titles such as Under The Bed (David Hamilton-Grant, 1977), Four Dimensions of
Greta (Pete Walker, 1972) and Sweet and Sexy (Anthony Sloman, 1972). In relation
to the latter, Selfe explained that:
It was a co-operative film whereby most of the people involved would not get paid,
not even the actors, in order to save money, after being shown the door by Tigon, we
literally crossed over Wardour Street and fetched up at Miracle Film Distributors,
who liked the idea straight away and accepted it (Sheridan 2005:73).

The significance of this is not in Selfe’s production methods but more in the
cartography of the industry at that time. In a few relatively small steps it is possible
to go from the nudist films of the 1950s, to the cautionary tale of the 1960s, and on
to the sex films of late 60s and early 1970s. And in doing so, have introduced people
and companies critical to the history of the ‘video nasties’. While I will explore
David Hamilton-Grant’s involvement in the history of the ‘video nasties’ in more
detail later in the Marketing chapter, it is important at this stage to acknowledge the
significance of Miracle Film Distribution to the history of the ‘video nasties’, indeed
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to the history of European cinema in Britain. Beginning in 1954, Miracle Film
Distribution became successful offering what was known as euphemistically as
continental art cinema, films often French or Italian in origin that would often
contain nudity and would often play as second features. Despite this, in the process
Miracle released some very significant films, from the film that credited with
launching Brigitte Bardot’s international career; And God Created Woman (1956) to
the film that helped define the Swedish film industry of the 1960s I am Curious
Yellow. The company released films by Bernardo Bertolucci, Rainer Werner
Fassbinder, Federico Fellini, Jean-Luc Goddard and Pier Paolo Passolini, and as the
70s developed, they released horror films, from the UK, from US and from Italy.
They released The Bogey Man (1979), Cannibal (1977), The Toolbox Murders
(1979), The Living Dead at Manchester Morgue (1974), Zombie Creeping Flesh
(1982), and Zombie Flesh Eaters (1980), all significant, in that they were all banned
as ‘video nasties’ on their release to video market. The distributor VIPCO licenced
many of these, along with Caged Women (1976), Hot Sex in Bangkok (1975), Bed
Hostesses (1976) Sweet And Sexy (1971), Island Of Mutations (1979), and Psychic
Killer (1975) from Miracle Films. Zombie Creeping Flesh was released on video by
Merlin Video, a short-lived video company that was owned by Martin Myers, the
son of the Managing director of Miracle, Michael Myers32. These links are
important, not only because it historicises the films, but more importantly because it
locates them as part of a long established tradition of exploitation cinema in the UK
going back to the 1950s.

Miracle under the control of Michael Myers released John Carpenter’s films to the United Kingdom
and Carpenter attributes much of his success to Myers and the company. So much so in fact that when
Carpenter was creating the film that would come to define his career, Halloween (1978), he named the
central character after Miracle’s Michael Myers.
32
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6.3 HAMMER HORROR AND CULTURAL SPECIFICITY OF
PROMOTIONS

Figure 6: The Quatermass Xperiment UK Cinema poster

Although not playing to the marginal travelling cinemas of depression era
America, or even necessarily to the romanticised grindhouse cinemas of New York’s
42nd street, the genre productions of Hammer represent Britain’s most successful, if
somewhat respectable (retrospectively at least) entryway into the global exploitation
/ horror market. The company, whose output prior to 1955 had been diverse, became
defined by a series of horror and science fiction films that continued up until the late
1970s and that began with The Quatermass Xperiment (1955). The Quatermass
Xperiment was adapted from the 1953 BBC television series The Quatermass
Experiment (1953) and was Hammer’s first foray into this kind of genre filmmaking. Hammer retitled the film from Experiment to Xperiment in order to
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emphasise the BBFC’s new compulsory X certificate classification,33 the X
certificate denoting adults-only content and for Hammer, in true exploitation fashion,
an opportunity to capitalise on the illicit associations of the newly formed
classification. The poster for The Quatermass Xperiment (1955) depicts an image,
described by Marcus Hearn as ‘the tragic astronaut’ (2010:20), Victor Carroon,
infected with an alien virus and reaching out from the confines of the poster (Figure
6). However the imagery plays a secondary role to the title The Quatermass
Xperiment; a bold white, serif font, with the X of Xperiment given prominence
through its exaggerated size and red colouring. All this, when contrasted with the
green hue of the poster suggests a bloody wound, ripped and slashed directly into the
background. Although perhaps naïve by today’s standards, the poster represents
exploitation in its purest form; capitalising on an association. Traditionally
exploitation film marketing utilises an element that can be exploited in the promotion
of the film, whether that be nudity or sex, violence or (in the case of The Quatermass
Xperiment), an idea; the illicit connotations brought by the association with the
newly introduced adults-only X certificate. This was an idea that Hammer would
return to, both in the Quatermass sequels and in X the Unknown from 1956.

33

The BBFC certification system was revised in 1950. The voluntary H (horror) classification was
replaced by the mandatory X (adults-only) classification and despite 5 years having passed since its
introduction, The Quatermass Xperiment (1955) was only the twelfth film to qualify for a X
certificate. For more information see Denis Meikle’s A History of Horrors: The Rise and Fall of the
House of Hammer (2006:20)
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Figure 7: Dracula cinema hoarding (Hearn 2010: Frontispiece)

Despite often supplying the BBFC with scripts for approval prior to shooting
Hammer was not immune to either censorship or derision from much of the press.
The Gothic tradition for which Hammer became known began in 1957 when the
studio produced The Curse of Frankenstein (1957). Frankenstein is significant, not
only because it indelibly associated Hammer with the uncanny, but also because of
the vitriol it provoked in the press. Dilys Powell of The Sunday Times wrote, ‘for
years I have rushed to defend the cinema against the charge that it debases. In the
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case of the current series of horror films I have changed my mind’ (2008:43).
Similarly film critic Derek Hill commented that ‘only a sick society could bear the
hoardings, let alone the films’ (Hutchings 2004:84) (Figure 7). Peter Hutchings has
observed that ‘the […] films are seen as both the product of a broader cultural
degradation and potential instigators of further degradation’, and in that respect,
despite their contemporaneous reappraisal, and as acceptable as The Curse of
Frankenstein may appear today, the meanings and associations of the film have
changed over time, and what once appeared lurid and exploitative, may now appear
quaint to a modern audience. (ibid). In this way the reaction to Hammer’s output can
be seen as corresponding to that of the ‘video nasties’.
Whether Hammer’s early output would be considered as indicative of
exploitation cinema today is debatable, classifications vary and exploitation cinema
historically suggested marginal films, often produced inexpensively for maximum
return, and which often, due to budgetary constraints, relied upon emphasising the
shocking and the transgressive elements of the film. However, the marketing
strategies demonstrated by Hammer, and indeed the reaction that the films provoked
in the marketplace certainly locates the films within that tradition.
However, by considering the promotions of Hammer films both domestically
and internationally, a significant difference in approach is clear. With early examples
the imagery used within the posters remains largely consistent, neither the American
nor the British posters are overly gratuitous, and for films where an alternative
artwork is used, it is typically comparable in style and tone. The most significant
difference lies in the taglines used in the different territories. British posters on the
whole refer to the narrative, an early example of this being the UK cinema poster
The Curse of Frankenstein that says; ‘No-one who saw it lived to describe it’,
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referring both to the narrative of the film and to the creature. The US poster on the
other hand displays self-referential quality that is not present in the majority of the
British posters, an acknowledgement of the construction of the film within the
marketing, suggesting that it ‘will haunt you forever – please try not to faint’.
Similarly the UK marketing for The Mummy (1959) reads, ‘Torn from the tomb to
terrify the world!’ whereas the US version reads ‘Fear will freeze you when you
face… The Mummy’.
This acknowledgment of the part that the audience will play through their
engagement with the film gives the taglines of the US marketing a hyperbolic quality
that isn’t typically present in the UK promotions. The claims of the effects that you
will experience when viewing the film part of the ballyhoo tradition going back to
P.T Barnum. Without that tradition of ballyhoo the taglines for the UK campaigns
follow a more conservative line and less direct. This is not to suggest however, that
this approach was never adopted by UK promoters. Indeed, in 1961, Hammer’s
promotion for Taste of Fear (1961) claimed:
This is positively the only photograph we are allowed to show you. Under no
circumstances may we give away any of the startling secrets of this Great Screen
Thriller. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT YOU VIEW IT FROM START!
- THE MANAGEMENT. (Figure 8)

The campaign in both the UK and the US was (if not actually produced by) very
reminiscent of the work of Saul Bass and the campaign appears to be an attempt by
Hammer to capitalise on a success of Hitchcock and borrow that aesthetic. In the US,
the poster ‘was commended as the best of 1961 by the Motion Picture Association of
America’ (Hearn 2010:75), though this acclaim did not translate into commercial
success on either side of the Atlantic. The lack of success in the promotion of this
film might explain why Hammer returned to a more conservative approach for their
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UK marketing, even in 1966 when an opportunity to blend the ballyhoo traditions of
the American ‘B’ movie with the gothic traditions of Hammer presented itself in the
form of The Old Dark House (1966). The film was a co-production between William
Castle and Hammer and was directed by Castle, famous for the gimmick laden ‘B’
movie cinema of the 50s and 60s. Castle is perhaps most remembered for his use of
gimmicks, capitalising on promotional devices such as ‘Emergo’, where a skeleton
was propelled across the auditorium towards the end of The House on Haunted Hill
(1959), ‘Percepto’ in The Tingler (1959), where the audience are urged to scream by
Vincent Price, triggered buzzers fitted to the seats of the theatre. ‘Illusion-o’ for 13
Ghosts (1960), which allowed the brave to view or the frightened to remove ghosts
by watching through the ‘Ghost Viewer/Remover’. And for Homicidal (1961) where
he offered the audience a ‘fright break’, an opportunity to leave if the experience was
too shocking and they were too frightened. The theatrics employed by Castle relate
more to the spectacle than to the narrative of any given film and for many, Castle has
become synonymous with ballyhoo, identified almost exclusively by his imaginative
film campaigns. However his partnership with Hammer was more restrained in its
emphasis. There were no gimmicks used in the promotion and even the posters
showed restraint, erring on a more traditional emphasis on narrative rather than an
emphasis on spectacle or the affective response you might experience when watching
the film. This discrepancy highlights the most intriguing difference between the
promotions used in the UK and the promotions used in the US and, going forward,
offers a basis by which to scrutinize the promotions used in the marketing of the
‘video nasties’.
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7. MARKETING

7.1 TRAILERS, TAGLINES, AND TACTICS:
SELLING HORROR FILMS ON VIDEO IN THE EARLY 1980s
In 1983, Sam Raimi’s inaugural, independent, “splatstick” offering The Evil Dead
(made for an estimated $375,000 in 1981), was placed alongside Stephen Spielberg’s
big-budget, studio backed, action-adventure The Raiders of the Lost Ark (made for
an estimated $18,000,000 in 1981) in video stores across the United Kingdom
(IMDb). The democratic republic of the video rental shop provided a level playing
field in which packaging and posters would compete for the attention of the
consumer and, irrespective of production budget, they would both be afforded the
same amount of space upon the shelves. Promotional strategies varied, though most
(including those of the major distributors), were not as sophisticated as might be
imagined. They certainly did not fully reflect the established promotional strategies
of theatrical exhibition.
The dominant narrative suggests that the independent distributors’ adopted a
direct marketing approach that was both hyperbolic and excessive as a means of
differentiating their product from that of their mainstream competitors. An overreliance by independent distributors’ on lurid and graphic imagery to promote their
films has been established in both contemporaneous and retrospective accounts as
the major cause of concern of regulatory bodies such as the Advertising Standards
Authority (ASA), The British Videogram Association (BVA), and the British Board
of Film Classification (BBFC). While the censorious reaction that followed could
itself be seen as excessive, one explanation for the vehement reaction of the censors
can be found in the cultural specificity of the promotional strategies being employed
by video distributors (as demonstrated in the previous section through the strategies
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of Hammer films). This suggests that these early distributors simply borrowed
promotional strategies from their American counterparts and that, in so doing, these
promotions were deemed to be too excessive within a British context. In this way,
the ‘video nasties’ could be seen to represent of a kind of “culture-shock”, the
resultant moral panic being indicative of a conservative British reaction to American
exploitation marketing techniques and, in this way, could be read as reflecting the
invasion rhetoric that was so prominent during the period.
In this section, I will reconsider the promotional materials employed in the
marketing of the ‘video nasties’, providing a historical context for these marketing
practices by understanding them to be both a continuation of established British
horror film promotional strategy and, where appropriate, considering them as an
extension of American exploitation marketing practice in order to align particularly
excessive examples with similar promotions demonstrated in wider international
markets. In this way, it becomes possible to measure the any relative difference
between the promotions used in in the video market, and established strategy arising
from cinematic promotions as a means of attempting to measure the relative
extremity of the promotions of the ‘video nasties’.

7.2 COMPLICATING THE PROMOTIONAL HISTORY
Early video promotion was reliant on the film poster. The degree to which other
established forms of promotion (like the trailer) were used varied, particularly within
the independent sector, where even films that had been widely exhibited in other
territories would often not be promoted using a trailer, even when those materials
were available. On rare occasions when trailers were used, they often took the literal
form and trailed after the movie. Moreover, in stark contrast to today’s market,
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distributors only promoted their own catalogue (meaning that any trailers that were
screened would be limited to that distributor’s own releases), thus limiting the
exposure that any film could receive. The film poster, on the other hand, was a cheap
and viable alternative. By simply reproducing the artwork that was used as the front
cover of the video sleeve, distributors had an inexpensive and easy advertising
campaign. The images would simply be reproduced as magazine advertisements and
as posters to be displayed in video shops. These posters were often included as
enticements for retailers to purchase the latest editions of magazines like Video
Business, a practice that was typically dominated by independent distributors. It was
through these various magazines that the first complaints were alleged to appear,
calling into question the marketing methods of certain parts of the industry.
Kate Egan, in her assessment of the marketing methods used to promote the
‘video nasties’ in pre-certification era Britain, has argued that this material was so
effective that the distributors themselves ‘had given moral campaigners and the press
all of the rhetorical materials they needed to construct and power the rhetoric of their
law and order campaign’ (2007:72). Egan acknowledges the historic traditions of
promotion that the distributors were drawing upon, acknowledging also that that
many of these traditions may have been outside that of British cultural experience,
and locating them in their original distributary and exhibitory contexts. Yet, and in
spite of these acknowledgments and a desire to complicate this history, Egan
nevertheless returns to a binary that reinforces an image of a sector of the industry
that is composed entirely of opportunistic and ‘duplicitous’ distributors (ibid). This
is in part to address what she sees as an oversimplification in the narrative of the
‘video nasty’, in its ‘almost black and white retelling of a small, innocent video
culture swallowed whole, and destroyed by the evil machinations of a censorious
establishment’, going on to argue that these narratives need to be complicated
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(2007:47). Egan cites Kim Newman’s account of the early days of video, a golden
age of exploitation, before the small independent video industry fell victim to the
right-wing censorious press (much like the Allen Bryce quote that introduced this
thesis), suggesting that accounts such as these have romanticised the period and
reinforced a binary of the ‘good guys’ of the video industry and the ‘bad guys’ who
destroyed it.
Whilst I would agree that there are many accounts of the ‘video nasties’
moral panic that seek to reinforce this binary, I argue that all do so ideologically, and
at the expense of any real empirical data. It is not my wish to suggest that the
independent distributors were innocent in the reaction that followed. Rather, it is
important to acknowledge that the same narrative that constructs the independent
video industry as victims of an oppressive governmental legislation simultaneously
constructs the same industry as opportunistic, immoral and duplicitous. The period is
often depicted as ‘the wild west’, with the independent distributors cast as either
‘cowboys’ or wheeler dealers. This perspective has prevailed partly because this
narrative serves both the fans and the industry, since both factions remain invested in
the ‘video nasties’, reinforcing an idea of an illicit heritage, that was outside of
governmental control and beyond the fringes of popular taste. This is a narrative that
also needs to be complicated.
Therefore, this section will consider the marketing materials used in the
promotion of the ‘video nasties’, situating them as part of, and not separate from the
promotions used in global film markets, while attempting to measure any differences
and similarities to mainstream forms of promotion. To accomplish this, I will draw
upon Janet Staiger’s analysis of the early advertising discourse surrounding turn-ofthe-century Hollywood cinema, adopting and developing this as a means of
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providing a useful framework through which we can measure the promotional
strategies of these distributors. From there I will begin by isolating specific
marketing campaigns, addressing those promotions that are either highlighted as a
result of the analysis, or that are frequently cited as problematic examples. In doing
so, I will locate the promotions of the ‘video nasties’ within that of the wider
industry.

7.3 AN ANALYTICAL MODEL TO MEASURE PROMOTION
To situate the marketing practice adopted in the promotion of the ‘video nasties’
within a broader historical context, it is first necessary to consider the aesthetics
common to all of the sleeves, before then isolating specific posters that deviate from
the shared aesthetic. To enable this, I have repurposed a model developed by Janet
Staiger for the analysis of the advertising discourse surrounding classical Hollywood
cinema. Work which suggests (though perhaps not as hyperbolic) that a reliance on
superlatives in advertising can be traced back to the earliest days of cinema. Using
three examples; Life of an American Fireman (1903), Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1903),
and The Great Train Robbery (1903), Staiger highlights a familiar emphasis on
novelty, genre, brand names, realism, authenticity, spectacle, stars and creators, as
well as an emphasis on the emotional experience of watching any given film
(1985:121). In highlighting these criteria, Staiger provides a useful matrix where the
emphasis given over to any particular element may be assessed in the promotion of
any given film.
To make Staiger’s matrix as relevant as possible to the ‘video nasties’, I have
appended the criteria to include two additional elements. Firstly, drawing on the
earlier analysis of the promotions of Hammer, there is a section to record whether
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the taglines make explicit reference to the narrative or not, and, secondly, a section
to record whether the sleeve or poster is an illustration or a photograph. The latter is
important, because it has implications on the degree to which an image can be
categorised as explicit, and also because photography and illustration carry with
them very different connotations, and are often assigned very different values
dependent on their application within the marketplaces (this is a feature that will be
explored in greater detail in the next section).
This final matrix consists of the following: novelty, genre, brand names,
realism, authenticity, stars and creators, affect, photographic/illustration, and
narrative. To explain each of these in more detail; novelty is used here only to
delineate something that could be considered more ballyhoo in nature, something
that draws upon the traditions of P.T Barnum and William Castle and can be seen as
hype and showmanship. Genre is only recorded here if the artwork itself makes a
specific reference to genre, i.e. ‘the horror of’, the terror of’. Brand names refer to
the use of company names, brand names, logos and symbols are all are recorded,
whether identifiable or not. Realism is noted only when there is a specific reference
to the realism of the film. Authenticity is noted when any strapline makes claims as
to the authenticity or to the authentic nature of the film. Spectacle is extended here to
incorporate anything that might constitute the spectacle or the spectacular within the
imagery. In this definition, this would include warning logos and straplines (unless
describing emotive or physical responses, when this would be attributed to affect).
Stars and creators refer here to both stars and creators being recorded in the
promotional materials, whether they are identifiable or not. Affect is drawn from
Staiger’s final criterion of the emotional experience of watching a film, though this is
reconceptualised through Carol J. Clover’s concept of ‘body genres’(1992) or films,
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which Linda Williams has suggested ‘privilege the sensational’ (1991:2).34

35

Photographic/illustrative is included as part of the criteria I am using to analyse the
promotional materials associated with video nasties in order to indicate whether the
imagery being used is photographic or illustrative as this has significant implications
for the degree to which the images can be deemed excessive, lurid or gratuitous.
Finally, narrative is used to record occasions when straplines refer explicitly to the
narrative. In so doing, this draws upon the earlier Hammer study, which observed
cultural differences in the straplines being used to promote certain films. The
intention of this model is to move discussion away from cultural valorisations and to
offer instead a useful framework with which to discuss the promotional strategies
employed in the promotion of these films, while also providing a means of grouping
and measuring their difference and similarity to the promotional strategies employed
when marketing mainstream films.

7.4 APPLYING THE MODEL
It might well be assumed that since Staiger’s list prioritises criteria such as
stars, creators and brand names, this would be largely inapplicable to ‘video nasties’:
that is, a category of film that has defined by its supposed difference to mainstream
cinema. Indeed, without familiar studios producing the films or recognisable

It should also be noted that the application of these categories builds upon Joan Hawkins’ analysis
of the language used to describe particular films in para-cinematic mail-order catalogues (2000). In
these catalogues, Hawkins observes a collapsing of the binaries traditionally associated with films
typically understood as arising from high art and low cultural traditions. Hawkins details listings for
Pier Paolo Pasolini’s Salò (1975) from the Encyclopaedia of European Cinema which takes care to
describe the film, linking it to ‘fascism and sadism, sexual licence [sic] and oppression,’ with which
she contrasts a listing from Mondo magazine which simply notes that the film ‘left audiences
gagging’ (2000:8), noting that the only point of differentiation in these catalogues would be the
affective response you might expect to experience while watching the film
34
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Whenever I discuss affect, I am using the traditional definition as applied to films arising from the
body genre, as developed by Clover and adapted by Williams. This places emphasis on the emotion
and bodily experience of engaging with horror, pornography, and melodrama and does not encompass
Deleuze and Guattari’s expanded definition.
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distribution labels releasing them, video distributors would seem to be limited in the
approaches that they could adopt when marketing these films, particularly since most
lacked bankable stars or named directors. In such cases, it would seem logical that
distributors would be forced to rely heavily upon bombastic, hyperbolic claims
regarding the affective qualities of their films. Analysis reveals, however, that this is
not the case.
Of the 72 films that make up the Department of Public Prosecution’s ‘video
nasties’ (including the 39 titles that were banned outright and the 33 that were
dropped from prosecution but still liable for forfeiture), no less than 37 make explicit
reference to the stars of the film, while 38 make reference to the creators. Perhaps
most surprising, however, is the fact that, in spite of the absence of recognisable
company names and logos, 60 out of the 72 sleeves include the branding of the
company, company name or logo. While I will return to examine branding more
thoroughly in the next chapter, it is worth noting at this stage that in traditional
discussions of the ‘video nasties’ these companies are always framed as transitory
and opportunistic. Nevertheless, analysis reveals that all of the companies invested in
brand identities by foregrounding their logos in packaging, posters and idents. This,
if nothing else, suggests a mode of sophisticated tactics in an attempt to create brand
awareness and recognition for their product.
Analysis also suggest that two of Staiger’s original criteria, authenticity and
realism, play only a minimal roles in the promotion of ‘video nasties’, with the only
example of this being the pseudo-documentary Faces of Death (1978) purporting to
be made up of actual footage of death and murder, categorising the film as ‘true life
horror’ in small text on the spine of the sleeve. References to horror as a genre and
its application as a marketing device are also surprisingly few. Given that all
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accounts of the ‘video nasties’ reinforce the ‘lurid’ or ‘shocking’ qualities present in
the promotion of the ‘video nasties’, what is perhaps most unexpected when
surveying these materials is that the categories that would be most likely to represent
such an aesthetic – namely, those of affect and of novelty - are only minimally
represented. There are, for instance, only 11 video sleeves that employ affective bylines, with only 2 utilising novelty. It is also notable that while 28 of the 72 sleeves
incorporate photographic elements, only one of these - The Driller Killer - can be
seen as deviating from typical approaches associated with more mainstream films.
Moreover, the cultural differences demonstrated in the overview of Hammer’s
promotion are not observed here in any meaningful way, with only 6 of the 72 films
following an American model of explicitly detailing the expected affective response
that one might experience when watching the film.
However, what is overwhelmingly visible when the publicity materials for
the ‘video nasties’ are scrutinised is that spectacle is used more than any other
category. Indeed, the use of spectacle in the promotion of ‘video nasties’ is
analogous with Tom Gunning’s notion of the ‘cinema of attractions’, which he
coined to describe cinema produced primarily before 1906, denoting an emphasis on
spectacle rather than narrative (1986:63). In his analysis of early one-reel American
films, Gunning detailed what he described as ‘the Hollywood advertising policy of
enumerating the features of a film, each emblazoned with the command, “See!”’
suggesting that this demonstrated ‘the primal power of the attraction running
underneath the armature of narrative regulation’ (1986:70). Eric Shaefer has
subsequently linked the kind of promotion highlighted by Gunning with the
promotions of American ‘B’ movies of the 1950s and 1960s. In his study Bold!
Daring! Shocking! True! (1994) Shaefer highlights that the B-movies display a
similar emphasis on spectacle, enumerating what viewers will see and feel, and that
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they similarly draw attention away from any narrative elements to prioritise both the
visual spectacle and the bodily affect one may expect to experience while watching
the film. Gunning, meanwhile, highlights how the earliest attempts to promote
American cinema according to spectacle rather than narrative can be aligned with the
carnivalesque and, more specifically, with the hucksterism and ballyhoo of P.T.
Barnum (1986:70). He further connects these elements to what he refers to as
Spielberg-Lucas-Coppola cinema of effects. In this way, the horror film can be seen
as a point of crossover, a genre that has historically emphasised spectacle, while
drawing directly upon those traditions of ballyhoo, to prioritize the affective qualities
of its entertainment through the celebration of the spectacle. This is, consequently, a
cinema that promises titillation and repulsion in equal measure.

7.5 SEX AND VIOLENCE AND BALLYHOO
Typically concern over the imagery used in the promotion of horror films falls into
one of three categories; (i) sexual imagery, (ii) violent imagery, or, and what is often
deemed to be more problematic, (iii) images of sexualised violence – images that
combine both elements, often to provocative effect. As demonstrated (and
challenged) throughout this thesis, it has been suggested that it was complaints over
the lurid and gratuitous nature of the artwork used to promote these films that
incurred the wrath of moralist campaigners and the right-leaning press alike. What
has never been measured, however, is how far the advertising used in the promotion
of these films can be seen to deviate from established norms, from that of its
mainstream cinematic counterparts, on the one hand, and from other forms of
publishing that were perhaps more visible in the public sphere, on the other.
Therefore, into this analysis of the more extreme sleeves that fall into one of the
three categories above, this section will consider mediums like the novel and the
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comic book, both of which would typically be illustrated as a means of promotion,
and both of which are often just as challenging as anything used to promote video
cassettes in the early 1980s.
Given the inconclusive results generated by the broad analysis of the sleeves
as a whole, I will instead isolate specific imagery that might be considered as
problematic on the grounds that the imagery is excessively sexual or excessively
violent in nature. I will then consider if this imagery has any historical precedence or
if similar imagery can be found elsewhere, such as in more mainstream sources
contemporary to the ‘video nasties’. This aims to determine the degree to which
these promotions can be seen as new or different by locating the design of the ‘video
nasties’ within the promotional strategies of contemporary publishing of the period.
It is certainly true that a number of ‘video nasties’ contain imagery that is
sexualised in nature; most notably, Beast in Heat (1977), Blood Feast (1963), The
Cannibal Man (1972), I miss you Hugs and Kisses (1978), I Spit on your Grave
(1978), Late Night Trains (1975), SS Experiment Camp (1976), The Toolbox
Murders (1978), Mardi Gras Massacre (1978), Prisoner of the Cannibal God (1978)
and Women Behind Bars (1975). Nevertheless, the degree to which the artworks for
these films can be seen as explicit remains a matter of opinion. Each incorporate the
naked or semi naked figures of eroticised women as part of their design, to varying
degrees. While this may have contributed to the furore that followed, the degree to
which these designs can be seen to deviate from established industrial practice is
debatable. It should be noted, for instance, that all of the designs listed above,
excluding I Miss You Hugs and Kisses, are illustrated (rather than photographic)
posters, and that while I Miss you Hugs and Kisses is photographic (showing the
protagonist Elke Sommer partially submerged in a swimming pool and in a wet t-
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shirt), it is far less explicit than the average semi-naked pin-up included on page 3 of
some of Britain’s best-selling tabloid newspapers of the period. In fact, most poster
designs do not appear incongruous or jarring but rather reflect the origin or the
narrative of the film that they are promoting. For example, the artwork used to
promote Blood Feast (1963) makes bold claims as to the content of the film,
exclaiming ‘nothing so appalling in the annals of horror’. Nevertheless, the general
aesthetic used here reflects the period and the location in which it was produced and
exhibited; most notably, drive-in exploitation cinema of the 1960s. Similarly, the
eroticised artwork for Prisoner of the Cannibal God, which depicts Ursula Andress
tied to a stake, draws upon a tradition of boys-own action adventures popularised in
comic books such as Sheena, Queen of the Jungle in the 1940s, being only
marginally more sexualised in nature. Indeed, while many of the films listed depict
sexualised imagery, most are not excessive by the standards of the time. Moreover,
as the majority of these images are primarily illustrations, it is difficult to gauge how
extreme or gratuitous these might have seemed to audiences at that time. There
certainly remains no record of complaint against this imagery.
There is continuity here with visual modes of promotion used to advertise
popular fiction. Book publishers such as Arrow Books and The New English Library
both published a range of horror titles related to the occult and black magic, both
rebranding these lines in the 1970s to include photographic imagery (Figure 8).
These covers, which are dominated by naked or semi-naked women, were available
contemporaneously with the ‘video nasties’ and did not cause a public outcry.
Significantly, for Arrow Books at least, this practice appears to have begun
following the rerelease of the novels that had already been adapted into films; most
notably, To the Devil a Daughter (1976) and The Devil Rides Out (1968). Both of
these were rebranded to capitalise on the imagery of the Hammer films adaptations.
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The adoption of photography in this way appears to have been in an attempt to give
this range of books the look and feel of a film, as well as to increase declining sales
in the wake of the video boom (Humphreys 2002). It is interesting to note that
despite the use of highly sexualised photographic imagery, these pulp paperbacks do
not seem to have been targeted by the censors and moralists in the same way as the
‘video nasties’.

Figure 8: Pulp cover comparison

It may not be entirely co-incidental that the films often considered as the most
problematic among the ‘video nasties’ are those that depict rape and, more
specifically, include the figure of the Nazi and the setting of the concentration camp.
With both subjects, there is an expectation that the material should be approached
with care and sensitivity, something which rarely happens in the world of
exploitation film, where the opposite usually occurs. Of the 72 films in the ‘video
nasties’ list, the 3 films whose promotional materials have been most frequently
cited as problematic in regards depictions of sex and sexual violence towards women
are SS Experiment Camp (1976), Beast in Heat (1977) and I Spit on your Grave
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Figure 9: S.S Experiment Camp VHS cover

(1978).

Consequently,

addressing

in

some

it

is
detail

worth
the

promotions used for each of these films
individually, as well as contextualising
them within broader industrial practice.
S.S Experiment Camp and The
Beast in Heat are both controversial
films with controversial titles. While S.S
Experiment

Camp

follows

the

consensual sexual experimentation on
the female prisoners of a concentration
camp, The Beast in Heat features a half-man, half-beast human hybrid that has been
genetically engineered by Nazis scientists to deliver the systematic rape and torture
of the male and female inmates of an internment camp. These are difficult films and
the promotional materials for them reflects this, although not in an overly excessive
way, especially when considered alongside other promotions of the period.
Nevertheless, Des Dolan, the managing director of Go Video Ltd., the distributor
responsible for releasing S.S. Experiment Camp, admitted that he thought some of
the advertising could be perceived as excessive, while conceding that his product
needed to stand out from that of his competitors in a highly competitive market.
Dolan also stated that, ‘the industry need[ed] some sort of guideline that video
advertisers [could] follow’ (Martin 2007:14). The cover image for S.S Experiment
Camp famously featured the body of a naked woman being tortured, crucified and
inverted, while a superimposed image of her Nazi captor looked on (Figure 9).
However, and in spite of the notoriety resulting from this, what received far less
publicity was the fact that Dolan himself had exercised a degree of sensitivity in
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relation to the cover images that were used to promote S.S. Experiment Camp. In an
act of self-censorship, Dolan had the image amended so that the female figure was
only topless, rendering it not more graphic than the average page 3 image from any
of the redtop newspapers; ironically, many of the same publications that led the
campaign against the video distributors. Indeed, since the images used to promote
S.S Experiment Camp were graphic illustrations rather than photographs, these seem
rather tamer than the tabloid pin-up girls.

Figure 10: Beast in Heat VHS cover
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The image used to promote The Beast in Heat is similar in its approach to
that of S.S Experiment Camp. Here, a clearly distressed woman is depicted running
away from the titular beast (Figure 10). Meanwhile, a swastika banner hangs over
the body of what can only be assumed to be the beast’s most recent victim. There is
no question that this is a difficult and problematic film but it nevertheless needs to be
contextualised

alongside

a

longer

tradition

of

Nazi

exploitation

films

(Nazisploitation) that have in part been inspired by art-house films, such as Liliana
Cavani's The Night Porter (1974), Pier Paolo Pasolini's Salò, or the 120 Days of
Sodom (1975) and Tinto Brass's Salon Kitty (1976). At this time, powerful voices
had been raised in defence of shocking, sexually explicit and violent by
internationally-acclaimed auteurs such as Pasolini. For instance, the often
contradictory figure of James Ferman, the secretary of the British Board of Film
Classification, became an oppositional voice against the censorship of Pasolini’s
provocative and divisive Salò in 1975. After the Department of Public Prosecutions
(DPP) had seized Salò under Section 3 of the Obscene Publications Act (1959),
overruling a decision the board had made some 3 years earlier to make it available
un-certificated to private members clubs, Ferman defended the BBFC’s original
position and argued that the DPP had been wrongly advised, declaring:
It seems to me that your advisors have misunderstood the law of obscenity in Britain
and have allowed their own sense of outraged propriety to colour their view of the
film’s legality. The portrayal of evil in works of art is not the same thing as its
endorsement (Ferman 1979).

Whilst it is unlikely that Ferman would have ever extended a similar defence to
include films like S.S Experiment Camp and The Beast in Heat, there are resonances
in his argument that need to be acknowledged here. Ferman’s suggestion that, ‘the
portrayal of evil in works of art is not the same thing as its endorsement’ has
significant ramifications for how these types of films may be approached, including
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how promotional material is considered. Granted, The Beast in Heat is not
equivalents of Pasolini's Salò, or for that matter Tinto Brass's Salon Kitty, but,
nevertheless, while these films may appear to some to be objectionable and tasteless,
that should not colour any assessment that tries to historicise promotional materials
of this type. Indeed, there are precedents for many of the promotional strategies
being

used

for

S.S

Experiment Camp and The
Beast

in

Heat.

For

instance, American men’s
adventure magazines like
Man’s

Epic

were

eroticising the image of
the Nazi as early as 1963
(Figure 11). These postwar
pulp

magazines,

squarely
market,

at

aimed

an

revelled

adult
in

reworking the image of the
Figure 11: Man's Epic - February 1965

Nazi

into

a

sexually

dominant figure that took great pleasure in torturing nubile women.
Of course, the degree to which magazines of this type would have been available in
UK is difficult to judge. What is for certain, however, is that these magazines were
available by 1963 and remained in circulation until the late 1970s, repeatedly
returning to the image of the Nazi as source of erotic depiction. What is also difficult
to determine is the degree to which magazines of this type may have influenced film
production. The earliest sexploitation film set in a Nazi camp is Love Camp 7 (a film
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which also features on the ‘video nasties’ banned film list), produced in America in
1969. This became a template for the modern nazisploitation film, possibly
influenced by the success of magazines of this type.
While the artwork used to promote I Spit on Your Grave did not depict a
nubile female being tortured by a Nazis officer, it proved to be just as contentious
and equally decisive. Ric Meyers argues in his book For One Week Only: The World
of Exploitation Films (2011:107) that the campaign for I Spit on Your Grave was ‘a
masterpiece of cunning ingenuity’ (2011:107). Here, Meyers describes ‘the richly
coloured photo of a bruised, scratched woman taken from the back’, noting that he
‘could just see how battered she was because all she was wearing was a flimsy,
ripped one-piece undergarment of some nature – exposing her back and her rear as
well as her arms and legs’ (2011:107). Conversely, Andi Zeisler argues in Feminism
and Pop Culture that this is less ‘a masterpiece of cunning ingenuity’ than an
indication of a problematic trend toward increasingly misogynistic depictions of
women (2008:72). Here, the emphasis is placed on the ‘image of the shapely rear of
its heroine barley covered by her ripped, dirt smeared underwear’ (2008:72). While it
is not my intention to minimise either of these perspectives nor to debate the relative
merits or failures of this imagery, what neither of these assessments acknowledges is
that fundamentally this image bears a close resemblance to a host of other
promotional images used to advertise any number of mainstream Hollywood films.
Frustrated by ‘the still standard practice of fragmenting, fetishizing and
dehumanizing the images of women we see in film, TV, book covers, and
advertisements’, in Marcia Belsky started the online project the ‘Headless Women of
Hollywood’ (2016). Belsky suggests that ‘by decapitating the woman, or
fragmenting her body into decontextualized sexual parts, she becomes an
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unquestionably passive object to the male gaze’, going on to suggest that, ‘the
consistent fragmentation of women’s bodies, with particular focus on the boobs, butt
and lips, separates the sexualized female body parts from her wholeness’ so that ‘the
viewer does not have to morally reconcile the woman who is being objectified with
her complete humanness’ (2016). The significance of Belsky’s research project here
is that it highlights that images of this kind are not limited to the exploitation film
market but that, on the contrary, they have been (and continue to be) a common trope
in the advertisement of established Hollywood film, part of a tradition going back
many years.
Laura Bates, in a recent Guardian article (2016), highlighted a distinct subset
of the Headless Women of Hollywood trend observed by Belsky in which the female
figure was fragmented by a view that was fixed through a character’s legs. Here,
Bates defines these posters as those ‘which seek to entice the potential moviegoer by
presenting them with a viewpoint from between a woman’s naked or stocking-clad
legs’. Interestingly, this is the same trope that is represented not only on the poster
for I Spit on Your Grave (2016) but also used to promote films as diverse as Mike
Leigh’s Naked (1993), the Farrelly Brother’s Kingpin (1996) and, perhaps most
famously, Roger Moore’s fifth outing as 007 agent James Bond in For Your Eyes
Only (1981). The approach has also been parodied in the Austin Powers sequel
Goldmember (2002) and been adapted for men in the campaign for 3:10 to Yuma
(2007). This is an established part of standard practice in the promotion of all films
rather than being limited to exploitation cinema. Yet, despite the fact that I Spit on
Your Grave and For Your Eyes Only were both released on video in the UK in the
same year, only the former was widely judged to be problematic.36

36

I Spit on Your Grave was released on video in the UK by Astra Video in January 1982, while
Warner Home Video released For Your Eyes Only in December 1982.
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Figure 12: For Your Eyes Only cinema poster and I Spit on Your Grave VHS cover

They both feature the ‘image of the shapely rear of its heroine barely covered’, to
borrow the rhetoric of Zeisler. In both images, the women’s bottoms and legs are
tanned, shiny and eroticised (Figure 12). Moreover, in both images the women are
seen holding a weapon in their right hand, a knife (I Spit on Your Grave) and a
crossbow (For Your Eyes Only). There is, however, nothing in the I Spit on Your
Grave poster to indicate that she is a rape victims. In fact, a viewer would need to
have seen the film first in order to glean this information from the both the posters
and the video sleeves. The sleeve of I Spit on Your Grave, however, does prioritise
the revenge component of the narrative by exclaiming that, ‘this woman has
just…cut, chopped, broken, and burned four men beyond recognition… but no jury
in America would convict her’, under which it reads ‘an act of revenge’. These
taglines only hint at the events that led to the enactment of this revenge, so as
problematic as the sleeve might at first appear in terms of potentially eroticizing
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rape, it needs to be considered alongside other films that have adopted similar
practices, films such as For Your Eyes Only, which while not depicting a rape
victim, eroticise and fragment the female form in the same ways. In this context, it
cannot be seen as any more problematic than those films advertised using the same
or similar fragmented and objectified the female body.
While there is an expectation of violence when approaching a category of
film that is defined by its notoriety and is perceived difference to mainstream
entertainment (i.e. the ‘video nasty’), there is a similar expectation when
approaching the promotional materials for these videos. After all, it is the
promotional materials that have been credited with causing the whole furore, yet, as
already demonstrated, the sexualised depictions used here were in line with those of
many mainstream promotions of the period and, in some cases, the ‘video nasties’
often appear more tame when compared with some of these (e.g. the sexualised
photographic pulp covers of Dennis Wheatley novels). This suggests then that it was
the violent imagery that was the root cause of any concern. However, evidence
suggests that, yet again, this is only partially true.
The imagery includes components common to the horror film, including
victims in peril and their assailants, along with skulls and blood splatters,
iconography typical of horror and semiotically no different in any fundamental way
than the imagery commonly used in the promotion of horror films, book and comics.
It is well documented that James Ferman had difficulties with the imagery and titles
of films that emphasised power tools. It is possible that this was a hangover from the
early days of video censorship, when (although the BBFC were not part of the
selection process that identified the ‘video nasties’) several films that made reference
to power tools in either their titles or cover designs, were highlighted as problematic.
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The most famous instance, of course, was The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, which,
while not a ‘video nasty’, was often linked to the list and, as such, was liable for
forfeiture. Alongside that, The Driller Killer and The Toolbox Murders figured
prominently in this respect. However, and alongside these, other films were targeted
when the imagery used to promote them made reference to power tools. Films such
as Jesús Franco’s Bloody Moon (1981), which featured the screaming face of a
female victim on the sleeve, alongside the blurred image of the blade of a whirring
circular saw. It is unclear if this film was targeted because of this image, although it
seems unlikely since it is fragmented almost to the point of abstraction and it is
therefore not immediately obvious what is being depicted. Moreover, when this
image is put alongside other similar images from the covers of the American comic
book Horror Stories, it seems no more shocking or contentious. This cover
incorporates similar elements, except rather than focus simply on the victim’s face
the image presents the full body of a partially naked female victim being
overpowered by two male assailants who are poised to dismember her with a giant
industrial circular saw (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Horror Stories front cover 1940 (Robinson et al 2002:336) and Bloody
Moon UK VHS cover 1980

Perhaps the most iconic image of the ‘video nasties’ moral panic, and one that
certainly gives credence to the view that the artwork was to blame for the ensuing
panic, is the video sleeve and poster for the VIPCO’s release of Abel Ferrara’s The
Driller Killer (see Figure 1: p.19). Here, a man screams in agony as a drill is pushed
into his forehead and the blood streams into his eyes. Above his face, the tagline
exclaims in block red lettering that ‘the blood runs in rivers and the drill keeps
tearing through flesh and bone’, while the title of The Driller Killer runs underneath
punctuated by graphic of a drill bit to form the I in the words ‘driller’ and ‘killer’.
Marc Morris and Nigel Wingrove, in their comprehensive collection of precertificate era video sleeves The Art of the Nasty, have speculated that The Driller
Killer could be ‘the most over-the-top video cover ever seen in the UK’ (1998:20). It
is, without question, a bold and challenging image. While there are many who are
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keen to credit the sleeve with the dubious honour of the most gratuitous, Morris and
Wingrove included, and there are few who would attempt to argue for the artistic
merits of such a design, it is certainly not without a precedent.
The trashy pulp fiction of the horror paperback offers the most immediate
visual parallel to the relative excess of The Driller Killer, with the most obvious
similarities in the imagery to be found in Herbert van Thal’s Pan Book of Horror
Stories series. The anthology series began in 1959 and initially had an aesthetic not
dissimilar to that of the 1950s American horror comics, such as EC comics (which
most famously published Tales from the Crypt, The Haunt of Fear and The Vault of
Fear). By the late 1970s, this aesthetic had developed, possibly in response to the
promotions of Arrow Books and The New English Library that were increasingly
using photographs and aligning themselves with a cinematic aesthetic. The
rebranding prioritised a central image of a human face typically contorted in a
torturous pose. While many featured images of the faces of dead people in various
stages of decomposition (such as the cover for the first, tenth and twenty-eighth),
others featured the decapitated heads of a figure; floating in a chamber pot, and on a
shelf, using the eye sockets, mouth and ears as a vase for flowers (the eighth and
twenty ninth respectively) (Figure 14). However, it is the covers for the twentysecond and twenty-third volumes that are the most intriguing, both in terms of their
similarity of the image used for the sleeve of The Driller Killer, but also in relation
to the period in which they were released.
Released in 1981 and 1982 respectively, the twenty-second and twenty-third
editions of The Pan Book of Horror Stories are contemporaneous to The Driller
Killer, which was released in February of 1982. The image on the cover of the
twenty-second edition features the blistered face of a woman on fire, looking up,
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clearly distressed as her face burns (Figure 14). The image used on the cover of the
twenty-third edition of the anthology, meanwhile, follows a similar narrative
featuring what appears to be the close-up of a burned and blackened face, screaming
as blood runs from their mouth and down their cheek. This sleeves are every bit as
gory and violent as the artwork used for The Driller Killer and they all emphasise the
death and torture of their central figure. The only thing that could possibly be seen to
be different from these images is the hyperbolic taglines of The Driller Killer, which
exclaims that ‘the blood runs in rivers and the drill keeps tearing through flesh and
bone’. This is something that is clearly typical of the ballyhoo, hype and
showmanship of exploitation promotion but is, perhaps, found less often in world of
book jacket design.

Figure 14: Assorted images from the covers of The Pan Book of Horror Stories
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To return briefly to the matrix developed by Staiger in her analysis of the advertising
discourse surrounding classical Hollywood cinema and adapted by myself to include
elements typical of the exploitation film, this kind of ballyhoo, hype and
showmanship can be seen as largely fitting into three categories, those of novelty,
affect and spectacle. In terms of novelty, these promotions that are evocative of, or
explicitly reference, the ballyhoo practice of the early promoters. Regarding affect,
they feature promotions that reference the affective response audiences are likely to
experience while watching the film, while spectacle is indicated by those elements
common to most cinematic promotions that emphasise the visually striking or
performative elements of any given film, prioritised over narrative. Those films that
can be seen as fitting into a traditional definition of ballyhoo (as explored in the
previous section) can also be seen to fit into two categories – that of novelty and
affect. Traditional ideas of novelty such as those seen in the promotions of William
Castle are relatively few in the promotions of the ‘video nasty’. Indeed there are only
two that closely reflect the carnivalesque elements of ballyhoo.
It is perhaps appropriate, given the notoriety of David Hamilton Grant, that
his company World of Video 2000 can most easily be aligned with the hyperbolic
exploitation tactics of the early ballyhoo showmen more than any other distributor.
Before his prosecution for the release of Nightmares in a Damaged Brain, Grant
landed himself in trouble when he attempted to capitalise on the notoriety of the
‘video nasties’ moral panic and the global success of Spielberg’s science-fiction
fantasy E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1983).
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Figure 15: E.T.n. VHS cover

Grant released a little known sci-fi horror called Night Fright (1967), repackaging
and retitling the film in an attempt to exploit the furore of the ‘video nasties’ moral
panic, capitalising on E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial, which had, up until that point, still
not been given a release on home video in the UK following series of copyright
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issues. E.T.n: The Extra Terrestrial Nastie reworked John Henry Alvin’s instantly
recognisable artwork for the original E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial poster, with a small
child’s out-stretched finger, tip to tip with that of an outstretched alien claw (Figure
15). It was this that alerted Universal International Pictures who quickly countered
with legal action, forcing Grant to withdraw the title, and to subsequently retitle the
film to The Extra Terrestrial Nasty, amending the artwork to something that was less
recognisably derivative of the Universal Pictures’ design. Undeterred, World of
Video 2000 moved on, orchestrating a fantastically carnivalesque campaign to
promote Nightmares in a Damaged Brain. In a strategy evocative of the sideshow
ballyhoo of Barnum, the company appeared at the Manchester software show in May
1982, where it invited attendees to ‘guess the weight of the human brain’ (Figure
16). The company had brought with them a human brain in a specimen jar, and while
the brain was, of course, prosthetic, the stunt was enough to generate a huge amount
of publicity.

Figure 16: ‘Guess the brain weight’ (author’s own archive)
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The stunt was the brainchild of Larry Utall, an American record company
executive with 28 years industry experience working with acts like Blondie, David
Cassidy, Gary Glitter and The Bay City Rollers. Utall had partnered with World of
Video on a UK distribution deal, and it had been his idea to retitle Nightmares in a
Damaged Brain from its original title of ‘Nightmares’ so as to avoid any confusion
with an Australian film of the same name. The film was released just as the ‘video
nasties’ moral panic was escalating in the press and, with a title as controversial as
that, the British press leapt on it. Rather than discourage the attention and diffuse any
building concern, Utall and World of Video 2000 decided to capitalise on the
controversy in the hope of maximising revenue. When he was interviewed in August
of 1982, Utall conceded that while it might have been tasteless publicity stunt that
had led to the film being seized by the police, it had also increased sales to 4000
cassettes at that point, with the expectation that this would climb to 5000 by the end
of the year (Hayward 1982:36). Of course, and as detailed in the historical overview,
the celebrations would be short-lived. On 3rd February 1984, Grant was imprisoned
for distributing Nightmares in a Damaged Brain and releasing a version of the film
that was fractionally longer than the BBFC certificated version. He was sentenced to
18 months in prison, becoming the last person in the United Kingdom to serve a
custodial sentence for being in possession of over 200 copies of an obscene article
for publication for gain.
The degree to which the ‘guess the weight of the human brain’ publicity stunt
contributed to that verdict is impossible to measure but the fact that Grant was the
only distributor to be sent to prison during the moral panic certainly reinforces the
case. Famously, in Grant’s defence, QC and human rights lawyer Geoffrey
Robertson solicited Derek Malcolm, the film critic for The Guardian as an expert
witness in the case. In Malcolm’s testimony he argued that the film, while not a
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classic, was well executed, to which the presiding judge replied ‘so was the German
invasion of Poland’ (Gregory 2005), a preposterous reply that seems to be trying to
align the production and distribution of low budget horror films with the systematic
industrialised genocide of the holocaust. World of Video 2000 was unique in its use
of promotion in this way, indeed, the only other distributor that incorporated novelty
in their marketing approach in a similar way was Palace Video. When it was
publicising The Evil Dead, it released the film both theatrically and on home video
on the same day and included in their video campaign a competition to win a year’s
supply of red meat. Despite the relative bad taste of this, a prosecution against Palace
and The Evil Dead was unsuccessful, leading Palace to rerelease the film with a
banner proclaiming ‘not guilty’ across the sleeve.
With relatively few distributors adopting the stunts and novelty evident in the
earlier theatrical and cinematic promotions, the taglines and straplines offer the most
visible acknowledgment of the tradition of which these films were part. While the
promotional materials for the Hershel Gordon Lewis film Blood Feast offers the
most obvious link to this past (simply repurposing the artwork from the 1963
American campaign), it is a reworking of the tagline for another Gordon Lewis film
which provides the basis for the promotions used in The Last House on the Left
(1972). In 1965, Gordon Lewis, the ‘godfather of gore’, released Colour Me Blood
Red. The film was promoted with the affective tagline ‘you must keep reminding
yourself, it’s just a movie, it’s just a movie’ (Figure 17). Although this tagline had
first been used the year before to promote William Castle's Strait-Jacket (1964), it
became inexorably linked with Last House on the Left when it was released in 1972.
The cinematic promotions reworked the tagline into a phrase that advised the
audience ‘to avoid fainting, keep repeating: It's only a movie, only a movie, only a
movie’ and, on the American theatrical release poster, this phrase was accompanied
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by images that asked ‘can a
movie go too far?’, displaying a
tongue-in-cheek attitude with a
warning declaring that the film
was ‘not recommended for
anyone over 30’.
For the British video
campaign, any hint of that
humour was removed. The
poster and front of the sleeve
were

not

embellished

by

Figure 17: The Last House on the Left VHS cover

photographs or illustrations. The image is purely typographic and is over a plain,
black background. The upper third of the image is taken up by the title The Last
House on the Left in bold red capital letters. Underneath that is the familiar tagline;
‘to avoid fainting keep repeating it’s only a movie…only a movie…only a
movie…only a movie…only a movie…only a movie…only a movie’. To the left of
that is a warning that insists that the film is ‘not recommended for persons under 18’.
Underneath that, again in red capital letters, is a disclaimer that suggests that ‘due to
the specific nature of the horrific and violent scenes in this film the front cover is not
illustrated to avoid offence’. Psychologically, this creates a sense of intrigue and
raises questions within the viewer about how horrific ‘too horrific’ might be. In the
UK, the effect of the plain, black background mirrored the effect of licensed adult
stores that were historically forbidden from displaying their products in their shop
windows under the Indecent Displays Act. The decision to not illustrate the cover at
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all is perhaps the most hyperbolic of all of the strategies adopted in the promotion of
the ‘video nasties’. 37
It keeps the viewer out; not even hinting at what might be so horrific behind
the blacked-out minimal design of the poster, while simultaneously calling them in,
challenging the viewer, telling them that they will be scared, so much so they will
need to reassure themselves that ‘It’s only a movie, it’s only a movie, it’s only a
movie’. These are the promotions that have the most in common with their
exploitation antecedents, because that is where they originated; namely, the ballyhoo
and hype of the Grindhouse and 42nd Street, New York.
When I interviewed Graham Humphreys, the artist responsible for The Evil
Dead artwork, I asked him about his inspiration for producing the first promotional
materials for Palace in the early 1980s. Humphreys’ response was that he was
inspired by the music of the American psychobilly band The Cramps when
producing the poster. Tracing this back, The Cramps took the retro style of their
image and their lyrical content from horror and sci-fi B-movie iconography. So when
Humphreys used this as an inspiration, he effectively drew upon the iconography of
American exploitation. As such, the artist’s design neatly demonstrates the dialogue
that exists between the markets of American exploitation cinema and the Video
Nasties.
It is impossible to measure how far the promotional materials used in the
marketing of the ‘video nasties’ can be blamed for the reaction that followed but,
nevertheless, there is clearly a significant dialogue between the UK and the US
markets. Since only a fractional amount of the designs can be seen to borrow from
the hyperbolic ballyhoo traditions so common in the US marketplace (and even then,
37

This is a technique that the distributor Replay would employ again in their equally challenging
release Cannibal Ferox (1981).
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those that do, do so conservatively), it is debatable how far we can attribute the
furore of the moral panic to these designs and marketing materials. These
promotions were by no means the only examples of challenging imagery in a wide
marketplace given that the pulp fiction and comic book market of the period often
displayed more extreme imagery than the video industry in the promotion of their
products. This raises interesting questions about why the artwork for the ‘video
nasties’ is remembered as a hyperbolic flurry of excess, independent of other
markets. If it is not the direct promotions of the ‘video nasties’ as a whole to blame,
then what else might have contributed to the historical construction of the ‘video
nasties’? This is something that will be explored in the following section.

7.6 PUBLICITY AS PARATEXTUAL MARKETING CAMPAIGN
Despite being possible to convincingly map the advertising strategies used in the
promotion of the ‘video nasties’ to the exaggerated hyperbole of the American
exploitation, there is little evidence that any of this can be held accountable for the
moral panic that followed in any meaningful way. In the absence of any conclusive
evidence, it is necessary to consider any other elements that may have indirectly
acted as a promotional tool, contributing to a broader cultural awareness and
understanding of these films: namely, the campaign that was mounted by the tabloid
press of the period against the distributors and the films. This section will reconsider
this tabloid journalism as an indirect extension of, and supplement to, the direct
marketing strategies developed by the distributors. In so doing, it will align the
rhetoric of the campaign with the rhetoric of American exploitation cinema of the
1930s and 1940s, while considering how this campaign (more than any intervention
from the distributors) contributed to a broader understanding of what a ‘video nasty’
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is, while establishing a lasting knowledge and recognition of the category as one of
excess.
Robert Cettl, in his archival volume American Film Taglines (2014), suggests
that exploitation cinema is reliant on sensationalism within both the content of films
but, more specifically, in the taglines used to promote these films. Cettl argues that
the emphasis on ‘emotion and indulgence’, as well as ‘aberration and extremism’,
situates the rhetoric of the genre closer to that of the headline-grabbing style of
tabloid journalism (2014). Indeed, in the absence of any substantive evidence to
support the popular narrative that attributes the moral panic and the effects of
censorship to the supposedly gratuitous and lurid packaging used by the distributors,
it is necessary to reconsider the campaign to ‘Ban the Sadist Videos’ as what it
retrospectively has become; the largest and most pervasive marketing campaign ever
afforded to a disparate group of unconnected independent films. Cettl’s association
offers an interesting parallel through which it is possible to reconceptualise the
rhetoric of tabloid journalism as the rhetoric of exploitation and, therefore,
consequently, as the rhetoric of promotion.
Martin Conboy, in his work on tabloid journalism, has argued that ‘it is in the
language of different types of newspapers, not in their layout, that the distinction
between tabloids and the serious press lies; that is, between the neutral language of
aiming to be considered as serious newspapers of record and the ‘emotionally
charged’ language of the popular tabloids (2005:14). Similarly, it is in the
emotionally charged language of the popular tabloids as they reported on the video
nasties that parallels can be found to the rhetoric of exploitation. Conboy suggests
that tabloid newspapers have demonstrated a preoccupation with documenting both
‘sensation’ and ‘human interest stories’. It is this way, that the tabloid coverage of
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the ‘video nasties’ moral panic can not only most easily be aligned with the
exploitation film but also the Public Services films of the 1930s and 1940s
(2005:15). As discussed earlier, the cautionary films like Reefer Madness (1936) and
The Wages of Sin (1938), and the sex hygiene film Mom and Dad (1945), purported
to take an explicitly moral line as a justification for depicting challenging material.
Such films reveal a similar emphasis on both ‘sensation’ and ‘human interest stories’
with the tabloid press reports of the video nasties. While this emphasis is perhaps not
as evident in the posters of the period, which are lacking in sophistication and do not
offer a sustained narrative in the same way as lengthy press campaign might, the
trailers for these early films can be seen to offer intriguing parallels.
The trailer for Reefer Madness is particularly revealing in its use of a familiar
narrative. It begins with an emphasis on innocence, showing high school boys and
girls innocently dancing at the local soda fountain, unaware of the dangers of
marijuana. What follows is a depiction of the ease and availability of the drug (here
shown growing in their neighbour’s yard), before the characters are seen to succumb
to a downward spiral of addiction, entering a world of ‘debauchery, violence,
murder, suicide’. The trailer is hyperbolic and excessive in its delivery and approach,
employing scare tactics as it moves through four key stages to communicate a
narrative of concern, before finally revelling in the frenzy created in the aftermath of
addiction. By isolating these four key stages, it is possible to map the degree to
which the ‘video nasties’ campaign can be seen to utilise the same or, at least,
similar elements, and to gauge how far the press campaign against the ‘video nasties’
can be seen to correspond to the marketing tactics employed in the promotion of
American exploitation cinema of the 1930s and 1940s.
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This sense of innocence at the start of the trailer for Reefer Madness where
the boys and girls are seen dancing at the soda fountain. is further underlined by the
narrator who refers to their innocence twice in the first ten seconds of the trailer. In
the second stage, this innocence is threatened, not by a distant and far off threat, but
from somewhere closer to home. Here, a drug user is shown hiding in a wardrobe
before the narrator announces that we ‘will see the ease with which this viscous plant
can be grown in [our] neighbour’s yard’. Proximity is critical here, a fundamental
part of the narrative is communicating the sense that this drug is a threat you (the
viewer), to your home, and your whole way of life. By the third stage of the
narrative, the story has turned to one of addiction, with the narrator summarising the
downward spiral of drug addiction before, in the fourth and final stage, the effect of
the drug is linked to innumerable social problems, from debauchery and violence, to
murder and suicide. The narrative is, of course, exaggerated for effect. This, one of
the most famous exploitation films of the 1930s, is a deliberately hyperbolic
narrative, which borrows the language of the popular tabloids. At the same time, it
revels in ‘sensation’ while being an ‘emotionally charged’ ‘human interest story’.
Even though the narrative of Reefer Madness is one of drug addiction, the
four stages that the narrative must pass through foreground the following: (i)
innocence, (ii) home, (iii) addiction, and (iv) the attribution of addiction to social
decline. All of these are equally applicable to the narrative constructed by the tabloid
press against the ‘video nasties’, providing an interesting template though which the
headlines of the tabloid press can be reconceptualised as a secondary advertising
campaign.
As already illustrated by Conboy, there is a measurable difference ‘in the
language of different types of newspapers […]’; ‘between the neutral language of
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those aiming to be considered as serious newspapers of record and the ‘emotionally
charged’ language of the popular tabloids’ (2005:14). While the popular tabloids can
rarely be considered as employing this ‘neutral language’ in regard to the ‘video
nasties’, the overall rhetoric used in the coverage of the ‘video nasties’ can be seen
to escalate over time, becoming more and more exaggerated and amplified as the
campaign developed. As with Reefer Madness, the narrative of the campaign begins
with a threat to innocence and a threat to the home. Here, it was the ideas of child
protection that would prove to be fundamental in the success of the campaign against
the ‘video nasties’. Beginning in May of 1982 with ‘How High Street horror is
invading the home’ (Chippendale 1982) and ‘This poison being peddled as home
entertainment’ (Dawe 1982), the newspapers were initially concerned with the threat
that these films posed to the home and society more generally. The figure of the
child, while present, played only a peripheral role at this point.
However, children and the protection of childhood subsequently became an
integral part of the rhetoric that was mobilised around the ‘video nasties’. Headlines
that can be seen as comparatively unemotional in their approach, such as ‘Children
in video peril’ (Dover 1982) and ‘Children turned on by TV horror’ (Merrin 1983),
quickly escalated into headlines declaring ‘we must protect our children NOW’
(emphasis in original, James: 1983). This culminated in The Daily Mail’s hugely
problematic headline ‘The rape of our children’s minds’ in November 1983. These
headlines about child protection became amplified and augmented by headlines that
liken the effect of horror videos to the effect of drugs, recasting the distributors as
drug dealers, who were seen as profiteering from the addiction of children. Headlines
like ‘the Hooking of the Video Junkies’ (Neighbour 1983) or ‘outlawing the sadismpushers’ become common-place, and it is from here that the narrative can be seen to
enter the fourth and final stage of the model, where (much like marijuana in Reefer
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Madness), the ‘video nasties’ are held to be the sole cause for all manner of social
problems, becoming a “catch-all” explanation for any deviance or aberration. On
28th June 1983, The Daily Mail’s front page read ‘fury over the video rapist’, the
article telling the terrible story of two women that had been attacked by 18-year old,
Martin Austin. Austin is described here as a ‘habitual glue-sniffer’ and as
‘emotionally immature’ with a ‘low IQ’. However, irrespective of all of this, the
attack was attributed to what was described as ‘an unremitting diet of horror videos’
(Miles 1983:1). A similar article that appeared on the front page of The Daily Mail
on July 13, 1983, entitled ‘A video nasty killer’ (White 1983:1). This suggested that
‘video nasties’ were the ‘trigger that finally turned a young psychopath into a killer’
when a young man with pre-exiting mental-health problems murdered his best
friend’. In ‘Sadism for six year olds’, Dr Clifford Hill of the parliamentary Group
Video Enquiry suggested that ‘we may be priming a timebomb which will explode in
the midst of our society’ (Miles 1983:1). Meanwhile, The Daily Mirror attributed a
horrific sexual assault of a horse with bottles and sticks to “‘video nasties” or a new
moon’ (Johnson 1984:5). As inconceivable as it is that any of these crimes could be
attributed to people watching horror films, this correlates with the last stage of the
model as demonstrated in Reefer Madness where, after a loss of innocence and a
threat to the home, society is lost through a downward spiral of addiction that
triggers rape, murder and deviance.
So pervasive is the rhetoric of the campaign that the underlying message that
resonates even now, more than thirty years later, functions not only as a critique of
the films but also of the industry that produced them. It has instilled a broader
collective cultural understanding of what a ‘video nasty’ is. Meanwhile, the realities
of ‘video nasties’ appear to have mattered less at that time, particularly the cinematic
traditions that were being drawn upon, which were widely ignored. What is perhaps
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most intriguing, however, is the way in which this rhetoric has continued to be
mobilised around the films, along with the value that this narrative continues to have
for contemporaneous distributors and fans who, together, seek to position these films
as illicit. In order to pursue this and further redress this imbalance in the existing
accounts, the following section will explore the ways in which this narrative was
perpetuated in the years immediately following the introduction of the Video
Recordings Act.
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8. BRANDING

8.1 INTRODUCTION
By now it should be clear that there was little that was inherently problematic
about the marketing strategies employed in the promotion of the ‘video nasties’, with
very little to differentiate it from those strategies typically used to promote
mainstream titles of films and books. Empirical evidence, meanwhile, does not
support claims that these promotions were to blame for the moral panic that
followed, which resulted largely from tabloid press reports. In fact, there was no
shared collective aesthetic common to the promotion of ‘video nasties’, just as those
films grouped under this heading were enormously varied in style and content.
Consequently, the argument that shared thematic traits in the marketing of these
films contributed to a cohesive sense of what a ‘video nasty’ is flawed and
unsustainable. Indeed, as Martin Barker has argued in a letter to The Guardian
newspaper in January 1984, it was the press that labelled ‘quite different kinds of
films […] as “nasty” without regard to form, narrative meaning or skill of making’.38
Similarly, Julian Petley has suggested that, ‘to talk about the ‘video nasties’ (except
in inverted commas) is to accept the definitions of the censors/policemen/moralists
(2011:46). However, thirty years on, both the category and the definition persists.
Current understanding is largely a retrospective construction, one that combines the
reductionist rhetoric of the press campaigns with subsequent sustained marketing and
branding campaigns capitalising on the notoriety of the ‘video nasties’ by the
distribution companies.
While definitions have changed and the terms being used and applied to
‘video nasties’ have become augmented, the current understanding of the ‘video
Julian Petley was resistant to Martin Barker’s attempt to try and find common tropes, this is
something I will return to in Genrification. (2011:46)
38
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nasties’ can be seen to have formed over two distinct periods. The first runs from
1982 to 1990, when the reports began appearing in the press. This includes the
introduction of the Video Recordings Act, the intervening years following
censorship, up to the moment that the films began to be re-released on video in the
early 1990s. The second period, meanwhile, runs from 1990 to the present day. This
includes the sell-through VHS market, the introduction of DVD and Blu-ray. It is
here that the idea of the ‘video nasties’ becomes both a cohesive brand and a sellable
commodity.
While the press construction of the ‘video nasties’ established the
terminology, with loose definitions and an idea about what might constitute a ‘video
nasty’, it was the distribution companies and their promotional strategies that created
a more cohesive brand identity surrounding for these films. This chapter will
consider the branding of the films and of the companies that produced those films
across these two distinct periods, examining the strategies that sought to build,
capitalise on and reinforce the ‘video nasties’ as a cohesive marketable brand.

8.2 THE BRANDING OF VIDEO COMPANIES IN THE
EARLY 1980s: LOGOS, IDENTS AND 8-BIT AESTHETICS
Despite the popular construction of the independent distributor as a specialist in sex
and horror, these early video companies were not specialists at all. Rather, they were
generalists, appealing to as wide a demographic as possible in a burgeoning video
market by carrying a diverse range of titles.39

It was not uncommon for a

distributor’s catalogue to include films designed to appeal to children or families,
while including music videos, sports videos, action and adventure videos, as well as

39

An exception to this would be the company Vampix, which, although specialising in horror was
only an imprint of the larger parent company Videomedia.
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horror and softcore adult/erotica titles. In fact, the concept of the specialist video
label that was genre-specific and designed to appeal to (or cater solely for) a
particular market quarter was something that would not emerge till much later; that
is, when the sell-through markets were established. Heikki Hellman and Martti
Soramäki suggest that historically, ‘large companies provide mass products for a
mass audience or a wide range of products for different groups of customers,
whereas a smaller firm may concentrate on a limited choice or few successful brands
targeted for a specific customer segment’ (1994:30). Michael E. Porter, meanwhile,
makes a distinction between differentiation and focussing (1980). With this in mind,
it is clear that the early years of video in the United Kingdom demonstrate an
emphasis on differentiation in their attempts to appeal to as broad a demographic as
possible. Here, even the smaller companies followed what Hellman and Soramäki
suggest is typical of larger industrial practice.
This accounts perhaps for the fact that the branding of the early independent
video companies was not dissimilar to the branding of any mainstream film, TV or
video company of the period. Rather than utilise branding that emphasised particular
tropes or genre-specific icons that might limit their appeal, branding was broad.
Moreover, it also attempted to create a sense of a quality, of a trustworthy brand or,
at the very least, that it was the product of an official or legitimate company. While
this was accomplished in many ways, it often relied on the reproduction of
established icons or symbols. Thematically, for instance, many distributors chose to
incorporate illustrations of a globe into their promotions. This created the illusion of
a global brand. This demonstrates that these companies were, at least on some level,
considering what and how they were communicating via their brand identity.
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Alongside attempts to create the illusion of a global presence, an 8-bit
computer generated neon aesthetic can be regularly observed, in addition to more
conventional typographic emblems and symbols, such as monograms and
rudimentary computer animations,. Many of the logos and idents reflect the fact that
this was not only the dawn of home video but also of home computing and the home
media revolution. Consequently, there is visible sense of many companies
attempting to position themselves as future-facing with technology at their core. So,
for instance, a common motif used by companies such as the Video Independent
Productions Ltd. (VIP), incorporates the horizontal line resolution of a television
screen. This is mirrored in the logos and idents for Probe Video, RPTA Video and
even the more established Rank Company, all incorporating these lines into their
branding. Moreover, while the italicised logo of InterVision illustrates what appears
to be an audio/visual waveform, companies like Neon utilised the effect of neon
tubing in their designs, providing a definite sense of modernity and contemporary
design that was further reiterated in the pulses and clicks of early synthesised
soundtracks that score the idents.
While many companies chose to emphasise the modernity of the product,
there were others that attempted to historicise video by emphasising video’s rich
lineage, usually by reinforcing the sense that this new technology was simply the
latest iteration in a long line of established audio-visual technologies. For example,
there are references to the nickelodeon movie theatres of the early 20th century, to
film reels (see the examination of VIPCO’s visual identity later) and to celluloid film
strips. There are even fanfares reminiscent of those used by 20th Century-Fox
throughout the studio era and beyond. However, nowhere is the desire to capitalise
on the icons and motifs of established cinematic culture more obvious than in the
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branding for the independent distributor Iver Film Services (henceforth IFS).40
Although perhaps latterly remembered in the UK as the distributor responsible for
the controversial The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974)41 and the far less notorious
‘video nasties’ Night of the Bloody Apes (1968) and Night of the Demon (1980), IFS
was nevertheless quite reserved in its promotions. The company clearly strove to
create the sense of an established “film” company by, for instance, capitalising on
the fact that its offices were on the site of Pinewood Studios, enabling the company
to bill themselves as ‘The Professionals at Pinewood’. IFS sought to legitimise its
brand even further by the incorporation of a golden statuette not dissimilar from the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences OSCAR®, thereby integrating the
brand associations of the Academy and, therefore, imbue a sense of quality within
their own products that this invokes award-winning films.
In a recent rebrand of the identity for the Academy, California-based design
studio 180LA suggested that the OSCAR® itself has become a symbol of aspiration
and excellence. The Oscars’ brand associations suggest not only that the Academy
was a leader in the film industry but also had a proud heritage associated with the
conferment of cinematic excellence (Armin 2013). These very qualities no doubt
appealed to IFS when they sought to emulate these in their own promotions.
However, at its most basic level, the OSCAR® is an award. Consequently, in its
association with the Academy’s award, IFS implied that their catalogue was
comprised entirely of award-winning films and, in doing so, attempted to introduce a
sense of legitimacy, quality and importance to its brand.

40

IFS, like Derann and many others, began life in the comparatively niche market of Super 8mm film
distribution. However, as licencing agreements typically did not specify output format, and video took
a foothold, they quickly transferred their catalogue to the more profitable arena of home video.
41

Although not included in the final list The Texas Chainsaw Massacre is in many ways the
archetypal ‘video nasty’ – a hyperbolic title that makes reference to power tools.
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While it may seem naïve to expect that an established icon like the OSCAR®
could simply be mapped onto a different source and that its original meanings could
be transferred to a different product. However, in other respects, there is a degree of
sophistication in the recognition that the OSCAR® carried with it particular qualities
or brand associations that could be exploited by others. There does, nevertheless,
seem to have been a lack of critical awareness that such an approach might equally
be considered as an act of plagiarism, being not only a disingenuous practice but also
an illegitimate one.
Given the desire to appeal to as broad a market as possible, the company that
outwardly appeared to be the most marginal and genre-specific was, ironically, the
company that made the most mainstream commercial and cultural impact. Palace
Video (later Palace Pictures). Originally conceived by Nik Powell and Stephen
Woolley as an imprint to release canonical art cinema, Palace quickly developed an
extensive range of videos. Woolley has subsequently suggested that the audience for
video in the early days was not very sophisticated and so the company achieved only
minimal success when releasing films like Aguirre, Wrath of God (1972), Mephisto
(1981) and Fitzcarraldo (1982).42 Ultimately, this led the company to capitalise on
the popularity of cult and horror films by investing in films like the The Evil Dead
(1982), Plan 9 from Outer Space (1958) and Basket Case (1981). It is this latter
group of films, moreover, that appears to have determined Palace’s ident, which
features the silhouette of a spooky mountainside castle on a dark and stormy night.
As lightning crashes around the castle, the silhouette is illuminated, while neon
lights edge the perimeter of the various towers and turrets with the uppermost of
those spelling out the name Palace Video Presents. This ident is without question the

Stephen Woolley began life as a theatrical exhibitor, first at Islington’s Screen on the Green and
then at the Scala cinema, off Kings Cross.
42
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most accomplished, developed and extravagant of all of the early independent
distributors. There is sophistication to the animation, the imagery and the graphics.
Moreover, it is cine-literate; evocative of any number of classic Universal Pictures
horror movies set in an old dark castle. However, and conversely, the branding does
send a mixed-message about the product being sold and the affinity of the brand,
with relatively little here to suggest the company’s more aspirational aspects. It
should be noted, for instance, that Palace developed a partnership with Channel 4
and with leading Irish art-house film director Neil Jordan, producing his films The
Company of Wolves (1984), Mona Lisa (1986), The Crying Game (1992) (the latter
nominated for the Academy Award for Best Picture), and Interview with the Vampire
(1994). Despite suggesting an association with one of Hollywood’s largest studios
(Universal Pictures), the Palace ident does, at the same time, convey something of
the aesthetic of low budget B movies.
American marketing consultant Phillip Kotler suggests that a brand consists
of ‘a name, term, sign, symbol or design or, alternatively, a combination of these
which is intended to identify the goods and services of one seller or group of sellers
and to differentiate them from those of competitors’ (1991:443). These individual
elements are known as ‘brand identities’ and are collectively understood as ‘the
brand’. This is the result of the brand image, which is formed via brand associations
by the consumer. While the majority of these early companies are branded, in that
they have a logo, name, term, sign, symbol or design, this is often the sum of their
engagement and, it could be argued, the simple incorporation of one of these
elements does not necessarily constitute a brand. Emphasis here is on creating brand
awareness, so that any given brand can be distinguished from another, recognised for
having particular traits, qualities and associations. In order for that to happen, the
brand needs to be understood. Meanwhile, for the message to be received, the
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individual elements or brand identities need to remain consistent. Unfortunately,
these early video brands were largely inconsistent but that changed as the sellthrough market for video became more established and the marketplace moved
towards the adoption of DVD, as discussed below

8.3 THE BRANDING OF VIDEO COMPANIES IN THE 1990S:
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF REDEMPTION AND VIPCO
Where the early distributors were generalists who tried to appeal to as broad a
demographic as possible, the rise of sell-through market for video in the 1990s
created specialist distributors that instead focussed on specific markets and only
carried particular kinds of film. Horror film distribution in the UK during this period
was dominated by three companies; Redemption Video, Tartan Video, and VIPCO.
Each was very different, although all carried ‘video nasties,’ to varying degrees. This
section will consider the branding used by these three companies to promote ‘video
nasties’, examining how this may have contributed to a collective understanding of
the genre.
Redemption Video was conceived as a coherent brand. This is due in no
small part to the fact that the Managing Director Nigel Wingrove spent his early
career as an art director and designer. Redemption was set up by Wingrove to release
what the company has referred to as ‘transgressive cult cinema’ (website). It was
formed in the wake of Wingrove’s own censorship struggles with the BBFC over an
18-minute short film that he had written and directed entitled Visions of Ecstasy
(1989). This depicted Saint Teresa of Ávila, a 16th century Spanish nun, caressing
the crucified body of Jesus Christ and culminated in a simulated sex scene. It was the
last film to be refused a certificate by the BBFC on the grounds of blasphemy. The
BBFC’s refusal to grant Visions of Ecstacy a certificate led to a lengthy legal battle
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lasting seven years, which took Wingrove to the European Court of Human Rights
(Wingrove v UK [1996]). During this period, the time and expense of the case took
its toll, Wingrove losing his home in the process. Although Wingrove claimed that
the ban infringed his right to freedom of expression, the court dismissed this claim
on the grounds that his right did not supersede the criminal law of blasphemy in the
UK. Despite receiving notable support from high profile figures, Wingrove was
ultimately unsuccessful in his case.43 Had James Ferman left Visions of Ecstasy
alone or had the Video Appeals Committee overruled his decision, Wingrove claims
that it is unlikely that Redemption Films would have been set up. Even the name
‘Redemption Films’ was a conscious nod to the allegations of blasphemy in the
BBFC’s ban (2012:26). 44
Given the contentious nature of its product and Wingrove’s own personal
investment in these censorship battles, Redemption could have capitalised on these
struggles more visibly, making an asset out of the company’s anti-censorship stance
and its refusal to conform. It is significant that the company did not. Moreover, in
spite of the expectation that exploitation be loud, crass and hyperbolic in its
promotions, Redemption’s branding remained subtle and artistic in its approach.
Employing only the limited colour palette of black, white and red, its design was
built around Wingrove’s own photography, which often featured his then partner
Eileen Daly as a model. This imagery was an extension of Wingrove’s earlier design
portfolio, which featured work for fetish magazine Skin Two, and the end result was
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Wingrove received support from various leading authors and filmmakers, including Salman
Rushdie (who has himself famously been targeted by the Ayatollah Khomeini over claims of
blasphemy in his book The Satanic Verses), Fay Weldon and Derek Jarman.
Visions of Ecstasy was not Wingrove’s only dispute, since he clashed with James Ferman and the
BBFC over their refusal to certificate Demoniac (1975), Sadomania (1981) and Bare Behind Bars
(1980). The banning of Demoniac, Sadomania and Bare Behind Bars came in the wake of heightened
anxiety over the possible effects of horror films after the terrible murder of the child James Bulger.
During the trial it was suggested that the horror film Child’s Play 3 (1998) had influenced the
murderers.
44
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a stylish and minimalistic brand design that prioritised graphic design, clear
typography and stark black and white photography.
While the imagery clearly appealed to Wingrove’s own design sensibility, the
final aesthetic was, more importantly, the result of an attempt to find a solution to an
industrial problem. Redemption had a diverse catalogue that extended from early
classics, such as The Phantom Carriage (1921), through to Jess Franco’s
sexploitation Vampyros Lesbos (1971) and Tinto Brass’ Nazisploitation Salon Kitty
(1976). The films not only come from different periods and territories but they had
previously been promoted in different ways, with varying degrees of success. Not
only did Redemption need to source the best quality negative of the film to ensure a
good quality reproduction, it also needed to ensure that there was consistency in the
way the product was packaged. However, because the films were so diverse it was
not always possible to source promotional materials of comparable quality, making it
difficult to maintain a consistency across the full range of the entire catalogue. This
problem led Wingrove to develop the company’s signature style, producing a series
of images that were often unrelated to the film being promoted but, nevertheless,
creating a brand identity across the catalogue that defined (and continues to define)
Redemption’s output. Wingrove’s decision to brand the company in this way created
a striking visual vocabulary that defined the product. It established a sense of a
cohesive and considered brand identity, one that, because of the use of photography,
reinforced a sense of quality, while aligning Redemption with an aesthetic most
associated with distributors of world cinema and foreign-language film, like Tartan
or Artificial Eye. This, in turn, imbued the product with a value that belies its
exploitation origins, repositioning the films as important canonical works (something
I will return to in more detail in Part 3).
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In Richard Stanley’s somewhat premature ‘Obituary for the Great British
Horror Film’, the author is quite dismissive of the output of Redemption Video
(2002:192). Here, for instance, he argues that the company had simply taken ‘films
which had fallen into the public domain and … routinely tarted [them] up with saucy
S&M-oriented covers’, before going on to suggest that, ‘being good little capitalists
[Redemption Films] were just out to make a fast buck by recycling cheap product
and flogging off creaky old warhorses that had already been playing the National
Film Theatre and late night television for decades’ (2002:192).45 However, Stanley
fails to acknowledge the value that Redemption brought to these films in the simple
process of repackaging, re-classifying and re-releasing films. Indeed, many of these,
in spite of Stanley’s claims, had never received a video release before. Richard
Falcon has argued that the process of re-releasing a film can provide ‘an opportunity
to reappraise’ forgotten or marginal films, often applying an increased value to
individual films, when positioned as part of a broader collection (again, something
that I will explore in greater detail in Part 3). Redemption Films certainly illustrates
this process.
The restraint observed in Redemption’s design extended to all aspects of the
company’s marketing strategy. Far from the “carny-barkers” of old, Redemption’s
branding dictated a more nuanced approach far removed from the more hyperbolic
ploys associated with exploitation cinema. The company’s website suggests that,

While Stanley’s point is to draw attention the types of cinema that are often considered as being
problematic in censorship debates, and that whilst he was in attendance at a parliamentary subcommittee meeting for what became known as The Alton amendment; an amendment to legislation
governing censorship proposed in the wake of the murder of James Bulger, various figures expressed
concern over the imagery used in Redemption’s catalogues. In other words, if successful, the
amendment could essentially legislate against classics of silent cinema: F.W. Murnau’s Nosferatu
(1921), Robert Weine’s The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari (1920), Benjamin Christensen’s Häxan
(1921) and Carl Dreyer’s Vampyr (1931). While pitched as a defence against censorship, Stanley’s
account simultaneously dismisses and minimises the contribution of Redemption Video in the
creation and extension of horror markets in the United Kingdom.
45
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Redemption was a genuine ground-breaking film label which brought the works of
Jess Franco, Jean Rollin, Dario Argento, Mario Bava, Bruno Mattei, Lucio Fulci, as
well as numerous other films that had previously been banned as video nasties or
that were just not available, to a wide mainstream audience. Redemption’s highly
distinctive black, white and red packaging became instantly recognizable on the
shelves of retailers and Redemption’s insistence on releasing films in their correct
ratios, in their original language and, UK censors permitting, uncut, rapidly
established Redemption’s reputation among horror fans. Since its founding the
Redemption label has gone through a variety of changes and challenges including
having had more films banned by the BBFC than any other distributor (Bare Behind
Bars, The Sadist of Notre Dame, Sadomania, Love Camp 7), launched in the United
States, and generally striven to maintain its reputation and commitment to cutting
edge and transgressive cult cinema.

If the prevailing sense of the marketing and promotion that surround the ‘video
nasties’ is one of hyperbole and extremity, Redemption definitely offered something
more subtle and restrained, despite the photography used being erotic in nature. The
emphasis here is upon quality, evident from the description above that foregrounds
the auteurs of exploitation46 before any mention of censorship or the notoriety of the
‘video nasties’. The emphasis on quality is again reiterated in ‘Redemption’s
insistence on releasing films in their correct ratios, in their original language and,
UK censors permitting, uncut’ (Redemption website), demonstrating a shift in the
perceived value of films, that had traditionally been dismissed as having very little
intrinsic value. Redemption’s construction of itself as a company that is respectful
of the films, recognizing them as important canonical titles, is also revealing of a
distinction between it and other companies, most notably VIPCO, a company that
became the target of much criticism over the lack of attention to detail in the overall
quality of its releases.
In Ken Gelder’s introduction to lowbrow low-budget horror, he conflates
Redemption’s ‘archival search for original, uncut, uncensored prints’ with what he
describes as ‘the fannish interest in low-budget horror’ (2000:312). This dismissal
46

Raiford Guins observes that directors were reframed in a similar way in the United States where
‘gut-slingers have become maestros’, repositioning as auteurs of the genre in reparation that appealed
to an amended sensibility around collecting (2005).
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seems to suggest that, for Gelder, Redemption’s attempts to source and restore the
best available print of any given film were tied to the fandom of company members
rather than being indicative of any industrial requirement. However, it could be
argued that Redemption’s continued efforts to source the best quality versions of
these prints were indicative of Wingrove’s recognition that his company needed to
respond to the transformations of the marketplace that had occurred since the early
days of video. In other words, for Redemption to continue to function in this new
marketplace, it needed to capitalize on the growing sense of value that was being
attributed to these films.
It is perhaps because of the emphasis placed upon the quality of the
presentation and the ways in which Redemption constructed a sense of value around
both its products and its company brand, that there is no reference on the packaging
to the fact that many of the films had previously been banned or censored, or that
they appeared uncut. This could seem incongruous given the overarching emphasis
given to the overall quality of the brand but it is telling that a decision seems to have
been taken to avoid capitalizing on something so central in the promotional materials
of many other companies; most notably, VIPCO.
In contrast, VIPCO can be seen to engage in a bombastic flurry of hyperbolic
promotion for its products. It is not coincidental, therefore, that the company that is
most closely associated with ‘video nasties’. Established in 1979, VIPCO quickly
became one of the earliest distributors, becoming notorious for releasing Andy
Warhol’s Frankenstein (1973) The Bogey Man (1980), The Driller Killer (1979),
The Slayer (1982) and Zombie Flesh Eaters (1980), all films that had appeared on
the DPP’s list at one time or another. The company also released Shogun Assassin
(1980), Nightbeast (1982), and The Nesting (1981), which were part of the
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supplementary list of films known as ‘Section 3 Video Nasties’. These, while not
prosecuted for obscenity, were still liable for seizure and destruction under a 'less
obscene' charge. Like most independent distributors, VIPCO disappeared in the
wake of the Video Recordings Act in 1984.
According to the established narrative, opportunistic and transient
distributors took the decision to not certificate their films due to a lack of financial
resource rather than any other reason. This seems feasible given that the cost to
certificate a film at that time was around £4.00 per minute of footage. For a
distributor like VIPCO with a back-catalogue of 68 films and an average film length
of 90 minutes, it would cost almost £25.000 to keep the company’s films in
circulation. Not surprisingly then, many chose to step away from distribution.
Instead, Michael Lee, VIPCO’s managing director, took the costly detour into film
production, financing and producing the film that would become Spookies (1986).
The budget for the film, originally estimated at $250,000, escalated to $300,000,
with some estimates running as high as $500,000 (Evry, 2014). Possibly in an
attempt to recoup some of the money lost on Spookies, Lee returned to video
distribution in the UK, releasing films through the label Snowchannel, as well as S.
Gold and Sons Limited, before signing an exclusive distribution deal with Gold and
Sons Limited, .apparently recognising the value that VIPCO might have due to its
association with the ‘video nasties’. Magazines, such as The Darkside – The
Magazine of the Macabre and Fantastic,47 and Video World heralded the return of
VIPCO in the early 1990s, hailing the company as a ‘legend’ and a pioneer of the
exploitation market (Bryce 1992).

47

Significantly, Allan Bryce, the owner/editor of Darkside Magazine also worked with Video World
and is himself responsible for many of the early articles devoted to VIPCO’s return, and (crucial to
the company), re-establishing its place in the marketplace.
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Under the banner of VIPCO’s Cult Classics, the company initially released
The Deadly Spawn (1983), The Groove Tube (1974), The Bogey Man (1980),
Spookies (1986), Zombie Flesh Eaters (1979), Shogun Assassin (1980), The Slayer
(1982), King Frat (1979), Death Trap (1976) and Psychic Killer (1975). These were
all films from the company’s own back-catalogue, for which the company had
presumably retained the distribution rights, although rumours persist that VIPCO
often released films for which it did not hold the rights. 48 To these titles, the
company added numerous other ‘video nasties’ or related controversial horror films,
like The Beyond (1981), City of the Living Dead (1980), House by the Cemetery
(1981), Night of the Bloody Apes (1969), Night of the Demon (1980), Cannibal
Holocaust (1980), Cannibal Ferox (1981). These films hadn’t previously been
distributed by VIPCO and, in doing so in the 1990s, the company aligned itself more
explicitly with the ‘video nasties’. Both the strategy and target market were clear and
focussed. The company was now, above all else, one that specialised in the re-release
of canonical cult film. Where VIPCO’s early branding was slight and somewhat
inconsistent, the new branding was focussed, targeted, consistent and deliberately
oppositional, setting out to appeal to the cult film market. Previously, VIPCO’s
branding had generally incorporated the company logo, a capsule-like shape that
housed the stylised spools of a video cassette, inside which sits the letters V I P C
and O.49 Occasionally, a rainbow band of colour was incorporated on the bottom
right corner of some the video sleeves but this only appeared intermittently,
indicating the inconsistency of the initial branding. However, in the 1990s, when the
company began specialising in horror films the branding become more consistent, or
48

In 1987 and 1988 Elephant Video, a company that specialised in releasing Italian films, released
Lucio Fulci’s The Beyond (1981) City Of The Living Dead (1981), and The House by the Cemetery
(1981), alongside Umberto Lenzi’s Eaten Alive! (1981). The films were ultimately unsuccessful due
to the amount of cuts the company was required to make.
For the company’s first releases, the O of VIPCO was formed by the second spool, meaning that the logo was
read as the acronym VIPC, with the intended O disregarded. This was quickly amended to include the O in the
acronym, meaning that the company name could be more easily read and crucially, pronounced.
49
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at least more in keeping with the product that they were increasingly aligning
themselves with. They maintained the logo but this now acted as a celebration of
video, something that would become increasingly important in the DVD market, as
marker of provenance. All inconsistencies from the earlier branding disappeared, the
rainbow stripe and global ident were gone, in favour of a company identity that
celebrated the illicit nature of the films with the previously banned logo or the
company’s new ident incorporated clips from the films with a bloody red overlay.
Over the next few years the company rewrote its own history, particularly
through the imprints of VIPCO’s ‘Cult Classics,’ ‘Vault of Horror’ and
‘Screamtime’ collections, explicitly aligning itself with the ‘video nasties’.
Promotional flyers warned fans to ‘buy them now before they ban them again! Yes
VIPCO fans they want to throttle our label yet again, make sure you get your
collection up to date - while you can!’ Of course, by this point there was no actual
threat of the films being banned again. Rather, this constituted an explicit attempt to
capitalise on the notoriety of the cultural cache of the ‘video nasties’. Another flyer
exploited the Orwellian parallels of the Video Recordings Act by exclaiming that ‘in
1984 Big Brother wouldn’t let you watch them! Now it’s your decision!’. Similarly,
in an interview for the Darkside Magazine, Michael Lee is referred to as ‘a canny
entrepreneur who spotted a gap in the market and filled it with zombie gut-crunchers
and cannibal capers’ (Slater 2002: 6). There is a proprietorial sensibility running
through such materials, which perhaps most evident in the name of an imprint like
VIPCO’s ‘Vault of Horror,’ implying not only ownership over the ‘video nasties’ but
also suggesting that it was VIPCO that released all of these films originally and it
was simply re-releasing films from it own vault.
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Fundamental to this construction were campaigns that sought to reinforce the
illicit quality of the ‘video nasties’, which is something that can be traced back to the
earlier incarnation of the company. Indeed, VIPCO can be seen to be one of the few
companies that knowingly and visibly capitalised on the lack of legislation
governing video prior to 1984. For instance VIPCO re-released an uncut version of
Lucio Fulci’s Zombie Flesh Eaters in November 1981, less than a year after the
film’s original release (i.e. in December 1980)50 In this case, the video cover
remained unchanged, other than the image of a red and white sticker on the front of
the sleeve that read strong uncut version. Lee later recalled the stunt:
‘after selling thousands of copies, ten months later I decided that I wanted to put the
cuts back in. Therefore, VIPCO released the "Strong Uncut Version." put the price up,
and sales rocketed like you've never seen before! Every cassette flew out the door and
we couldn't keep up with demand. And every time we printed a batch of video sleeves
- at a time we would print 5000-10,000 - a month later 1 would have to reorder more’.
(Slater 2002: 6)

These figures might be questionable. Nevertheless, it is clear that this strategy
worked as it is something that the company would employ repeatedly thereafter.
Unable to release strong uncut versions into the UK market, VIPCO released
versions of a number of films bearing the ‘strong uncut version’ label to the
European market, and VIPCO introduced the emblem of ‘previously banned’ in the
United Kingdom to emphasise the illicit origin of the films. In comparison to the
approach adopted by Redemption, VIPCO can be seen to be actively trading on the
illicit origins of the films and defining itself explicitly in those terms. It was,
however, still subject to the demands of the BBFC when certificating its films and
that would eventually lead to criticisms when re-releasing contentious material. For
50

Zombie Flesh Eaters (1980), Caged Women (1976), Hot Sex in Bangkok (1975), Bed Hostesses
(1976) and Sweet And Sexy (1971), Island Of Mutations (1979), The Bogey Man (1979), and Psychic
Killer (1975) were all licensed from Miracle Films Ltd, the theatrical distributor of other notable
‘nasties’, including The Toolbox Murders (1979), Cannibal (1977), The Living Dead at Manchester
Morgue (1974) and Zombie Creeping Flesh (1982). The latter was significantly released on video by
Merlin Video, which was owned by Martin Myers, the son of the Managing director of Miracle,
Michael Myers.
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instance, the company’s re-release of Zombie Flesh Eaters as part of the re-launch
for the Cult Classics range came under scrutiny when VIPCO, along with Allan
Bryce of the Darkside Magazine, was criticised for misrepresenting the specifics of
the release. The sleeve read:
ADVISORY NOTICE
‘Zombie Flesh Eaters’ has been listed as a banned video and been unavailable since
1984. This is the original cinema version and has NOT been cut by the British
Board of Film Classification for home video use. It is now passed as suitable for
persons over the age of eighteen. However, some may still consider the content as
unsuitable viewing material, and find certain scenes to be disturbing or offensive. IF
IN DOUBT, DO NOT VEW. VIPCO Ltd.

VIPCO was, however, somewhat economical with the truth of its advisory notice.
Zombie Flesh Eaters was, of course, a previously banned video and had been
unavailable in the UK since 1984. This was indeed the original cinema version (i.e.
the version that had been certificated by the BBFC in January of 1980 and exhibited
theatrically). However, this version was cut by the BBFC and, to obtain the theatrical
rating of X, cuts of 1’ 46” were required. What VIPCO had released was this
theatrical version, which had played in cinemas and had received no further cuts
beyond those required in January of 1980. This was also the original version that
VIPCO had released on video, before it had released the ‘Strong Uncut Version’ in
1981. Consequently, the company came under fire from fans, as did The Darkside
Magazine, when it reiterated the claims of this being the uncut, unexpurgated
version.
VIPCO’s deception is all the more surprising when it is considered within the
governing framework of The Video Packaging Review Committee (VPRC). Founded
in 1987, the VPRC is a voluntary scheme of regulation designed to monitor the
packaging used to promote video and, subsequently, DVD and Blu-ray. VIPCO was
a member of the VPRC and thus governed by its general guidelines, which related to
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various criteria: namely, legality (i.e., that the package conforms to the law and does
not encourage illegal activity); decency (that packaging likely to cause serious or
widespread offence is unlikely to be approved); honestly (that packaging must not
exploit the credulity, lack of knowledge or inexperience of consumers, e.g. by
leading the consumer to expect a product which is very different to the one being
offere; Truthfulness (that packaging must not mislead through inaccuracy,
ambiguity, exaggeration, omission or otherwise); safety (that packaging must not
condone or encourage unsafe practices); antisocial behaviour (that packaging must
not condone or provoke violence or anti-social behaviour). Additionally, VPRC
guidelines include areas to avoid or, at least, treat with care: namely, sexual violence
and threats of sexual violence, juxtaposition of nudity and violence, strong and
realistic threats to defenceless victims, torture, excessive gore, details of strong
violence, excessive blood (especially real), contemporary weapons, glamorisation of
real, contemporary weapons, overt sexual activity (including clear suggestion of
genital/anal sex, vulgar nudity, strong sexual references, text that promises brutality,
torture, sexual violence or humiliation). These categories obviously present
potentially huge problems for a company such as VIPCO, particularly one trading in
films that were previously banned, are contentious or dwell upon images of sex or
violence. The ramifications of these restrictions on packaging for a distributor
releasing ‘video nasties’ are clearly considerable.
Kate Egan has highlighted how the guidelines on the truthfulness of the
packaging are almost contradictory in their message. They clearly state that ‘”claims
made on packaging must be accurate and unambiguous”, while adding a disclaimer
that, “certain licence is extended to copy where it is clear that the facts are being
intentionally distorted by humour and exaggeration”’ (2007:209). Egan has
suggested that this disclaimer when applied to the promotion materials of the
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original ‘video nasties’ positions them as ‘blunt instruments, which, rather than
being seen as a moral outrage or threat by the BBFC, the VPRC or the media, may
now, in a contemporary British context, seem nothing more that harmless
“exaggeration” or “humour” (2007:211).
Although VIPCO’s advisory notice was not highlighted as a particular issue
by the VPRC, it does represent a turning point in the expectations governing
representations of the ‘video nasties’ in the market place. It could be argued, for
instance, the VPRC’s legislation of ‘exaggeration’ and ‘humour’ has potentially
limiting effects on the possibilities afforded to promotors that draw on the traditions
of exploitation cinema. In fact, it was not the ruling of the committee that began to
change the market so much as the response to tactics like this from the fans.
Evidence reveals that criticisms began to appear over the inaccuracy of the
description used for Zombie Flesh Eaters and that VIPCO garnered further criticism
over its practice of releasing unrelated films as sequels to successful releases. This
was most apparent in the case of Zombie Flesh Eater 3, which had formerly
circulated as the unrelated film After Death (1989). This was a practice common in
Italy, where many of these films originated. Indeed, the original Zombie Flesh Eaters
was itself created as an Italian sequel to George Romero’s Zombies: Dawn of the
Dead (1979). In Italy, this practice would have been understood as filone, which
Mikel Koven suggests literally translates as ‘vein’. Koven places the word in the
context of the phrases ‘sullo stesso filone’ (in the tradition of) or ‘seguire il filone’
(to follow in the tradition of), adding that the nearest English equivalent would be 'in
the vein of' (2006:5). However, and irrespective of how these films may have been
understood in their native Italy, when promoted as unofficial sequels to unrelated
films in the UK, they were not well received, evidenced in reviews of the DVDs that
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describe them as ‘a shameless cash in’51 and warn that ‘they are now renaming even
worse 80s Italian Zombie movies as unofficial sequels to the unofficial sequel’.52
‘don’t be fooled by the title of this movie’. At this point, VIPCO’s reliance on the
ballyhoo of excess was becoming increasingly out of step with public opinion.
By this time, these films had become canonised as important films, which
brought with it certain expectations that governed not only what but also how these
films would be presented. The crass hyperbole and hucksterism observed in earlier
forms of exploitation (the ‘video nasties’ included), became augmented at this point,
while the ballyhoo, hype and showmanship that was integral to turn-of-the-century
promotions gave way to a more deferential attitude to the films. The criticisms of
VIPCO were accompanied by a negative reception of the company’s product on
DVD, the brand becoming increasingly tarnished at this time. This brought with it an
expectation that films should be digitally re-mastered, as well as include
supplementary features. Yet VIPCO’s claims that films had been digitally
remastered led to further damages to the company’s brand when it released transfers
that were in the incorrect aspect ratio and that displayed damage typical of magnetic
tape, indicating that the DVDs had been copied from old VHS master tapes. This
marked a significant turning point for the company but also for the presentation of
the ‘video nasties’ more generally, as well as for cult and marginal cinema.
Consequently, the next section will consider the degree to which the introduction of
DVD may have influenced audience expectations of the product, considering the UK
in comparison to the US marketplace.

Mr. Russell C. Witheyman (2010) ‘not too bad’. Amazon.com. Available at:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/d/DVD-Blu-ray/Massacre-Dinosaur-Valley-Region-NTSC/B00029NM4K
51

The Soft Machine Operator (2002) ‘Zombie Dullards’. Amazon.com. Available at:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/productreviews/B00006CY93/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_paging_btm_2?ie=UTF8&reviewerType=all_reviews&show
Viewpoints=1&sortBy=recent&pageNumber=2
52
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8.4 THE BRANDING OF SPECIALIST VIDEO COMPANIES IN THE 2000S:
BRAND EQUITY: CATEGORIES, MEANINGS AND ASSOCIATIONS

DVD was introduced to the UK market in mid-1998 with the first full year figures
released by the BVA in early 2000. The uptake had been meteoric with sales
reaching 4.1 million units in 1999, equating to an extraordinary growth rate of 5,000
percent.53 David King, from the BVA's DVD Committee, attributed the monumental
uptake in DVD to an increased awareness of the technology but also to the eagerly
awaited DVD release of The Matrix (1999). This film was significant not only for its
impressive sales figures (selling over 200,000 units in December alone) but also
because it was one of the earliest DVDs in the UK to fully embrace the possibilities
afforded by the new digital format by including a range of innovative extras (Pearse
2000).

However, the addition of these supplementary features was not only

restricted to new releases. As Robert Alan Brookey has observed, the inclusion of
‘additional material on the DVD can be used as a very strategic marketing device …
fram[ing] the film historically … as an important piece of ... cinema’ (2007:199). As
a means of incentivizing consumers to replace their existing collections and purchase
films which they already owned, emphasis was placed upon the presentation of the
product. The expectation was that the film be digitally re-mastered, presented in its
original aspect ratio with an importance placed on peripheral materials such as
documentaries and directors’ commentaries. These quickly became critical factors in
the strategic campaign to persuade consumers to accept DVD.54
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Unlike its predecessor video, DVD was the result of collaboration between three companies:
Phillips NV, Sony and Toshiba. This collaboration meant that DVD emerged in a non-competitive
environment unlike the format wars experienced during the ‘video boom’ (Brookey 2007: 200).
54
Pitched as better quality than video, the output resolution of DVD was still in fact governed by the
local television standard: NTSC in the United States with a resolution of 648 x 486 and PAL in
Europe with a resolution of 720 x 486. So while the resolution was marginally better than Super VHS,
it would be several years before the widespread adoption of high-definition television sets that could
deliver on the promises of that pitch.
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For the ‘video nasty’, the transition from video to DVD was marked by
similar expectations.55 In the process, many of these films would be reframed from
what had previously been regarded as cinematic ‘trash’ to canonical cult cinema,
conforming to the expectations governing the quality of any mainstream cinematic
product. Moreover, where the original releases of the ‘video nasties’ had been
marked by a perceived scarcity that had contributed to the formation of communities
of collectors, the apparent ubiquity of the DVD at first appeared to negate the
collectors’ impulse. Nevertheless, as Barbara Klinger suggests:
Forgotten, out-of-print, cult, exploitation, non-commercial, wide-screen,
foreign, and other types of offerings that fall outside of the exhibition
mainstream help to constitute the uncommon, sought-after media object,
suggesting that the collector’s trade has found a way to construct the
categories of authenticity and rarity for mass-produced film artefacts (2006:
67).

This would account for the adoption of versions that may at first sight appear
inauthentic. For a set of films defined specifically in terms of the medium of video,
the notion of ‘video nasties’ on DVD initially seemed to be anachronistic.. This
contradiction could only be resolved through an expanded notion of what constituted
the authentic object. Unable to replicate the authenticity of the original films, the
category of what constitutes the authentic is reconstructed based on the capabilities
and expectations of the medium itself.
Raiford Guins discusses this reconstruction in his observation of the
transition of Italian horror from video to DVD in the United States, framing it in
strict binary terms. Here, Guins refers to the remediation of Italian horror, suggesting
that these films had historically been understood explicitly in terms of their dominant
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Research conducted by the Walt Disney Company found that 63 percent of their customers would
consider the inclusion of extras as a further incentive to purchase DVDs (ibid).
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mode of distribution (i.e., home video) but that because of several factors (e.g., a
lack of attention to detail paid to the packaging, poor translations used in the dubbing
tracks and an overall emphasis on extreme or gratuitous content in both fan discourse
and promotional strategies), the format of video itself had served to reinforce a
product that was deemed to be of low cultural value or what Guins defines as the
‘gore-object’.56 However, when DVD was introduced, Guins suggests that ‘another
set of discursive practices can be observed, which result in an elevation in the
perceived value of the ‘gore-object’ into an ‘art-object’ (2005). Guins contends that
the introduction of DVD was a reparative process and that in a format that
emphasized the restorative capabilities of the medium. Consequently, companies
drew on a shift in fan discourse and repositioned a raft of films as masterpieces of
the genre by utilizing an aesthetic usually reserved for ‘worthy’ directors. Guins
observes:
Whereas previously director’s names may not have appeared at all, or
received only marginal treatment on releases, titles on Anchor Bay and
Image Entertainment correct this oversight. Directors like Bava and Argento
are hailed as “auteurs” and “masters” of their respected works (which have
also shifted from “splatter” to “horror,” a shift in semantics as well as a shift
in value) (2005:26).

Where earlier incarnations of Italian horror had been marked by their emphasis on
‘gore’ or ‘splatter,’ DVD repaired and refashioned not only the product but also the
vocabulary used to describe that product.57
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Guins attributes this emphasis to these videocassettes being cut to satisfy the regulations imposed
by the MPAA.
Similarly, Kate Egan has observed that DVD extras played a critical role in redefining ‘video
nasties’ in a British context, writing that, ‘extra-textual materials (ranging from publicity materials to
DVD extras) have appeared to serve as “historical portraits” which frame the nasties as video titles
with a history and a… pedigree which is largely framed by the histories of the British distribution
companies that originally “made” them’ (2007:186).
57
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Guins’ distinction definitely has resonances with the British experience.
However, as useful as Guins’ framework is as a starting point, it also reveals a
significant discrepancy in the marketplace between the placement of products in the
UK and US territories. Although reappraisals similar to those observed by Guins on
DVD can be seen in the UK market in the 1990s (i.e., with the same types of film),
the strict binary of ‘gore-object’ to ’art-object’ becomes less distinct and not wholly
applicable in the United Kingdom. This framework is, nevertheless, useful as a
starting point when discussing the values attributed to and associated with specific
video, DVD or Blu-ray labels.58

A key component of this reappraisal is the

restorative process observed when moving from analogue to digital. Nathan Carroll
has suggested, however, that, in the case of DVD, this moves beyond the simple
restoration of the film print to a point in which ‘the term operates through artificially
restoring movie audiences’ memories’ (2005:18). This, he claims, exposes an
ontological crisis between the ‘restoration rhetoric of digitization’ and the ‘sense of
resurrecting the most authentic experience possible’ (2005:18). Carroll suggests that,
in this regard, DVD involves a process of ‘rearchiving the distribution of film
memories under the predominant filing system’ and, while the ‘restoration rhetoric
of digitization’ observed by Carroll can be seen to reinforce Guins’ claims that DVD
ushered in a binarized market for exploitation (i.e., that of the ‘gore-object’ and ‘artobject’), this binary begins to collapse when applied to the UK, as demonstrated by
the distinct approaches of Redemption Video and VIPCO.

The central tenet of Guins’ thesis is the acknowledgment of the restorative process that these films
have undergone in their transition from video to DVD, and he is keen to acknowledge the role which
sales outlets play in the placement of products; from Virgin Megastore through to specialist online
DVD stores like DiabolikDVD.com. There appears to be a reluctance on his part, however, to
acknowledge the role that the distributor and brands have played in shaping the market by what they
make available. Instead, there seems to be a sense of inevitability to Guin’s assessment, that film
being repositioned is not only organic, and largely the result of audience demand dictating the
catalogues but also a certainty.
58
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As already established, both of these British companies had a very distinctive
aesthetic, despite both specialising in releasing canonical European and American
horror, releasing films on VHS and on DVD. However, unlike the clear distinction
observed by Guins, the values attached to these films in the UK cannot be divided so
clearly. There is evidence of the reappraisal of these film in the early 1990s, most
apparently in the branding and marketing strategy of Redemption but also in the
reception to the company VIPCO and its traditional hyperbolic approach to
promotion. Perhaps the most obvious difference between the two companies lies in
Redemption’s black and white artistic aesthetic. The photograph, while
commonplace in most promotions, is not an aesthetic that is typically associated with
that of exploitation cinema, due no doubt to the perception that any depiction of the
fantastic or horrific requires illustration to simultaneously elevate through hyperbole
while (as is often the case with horror and horrific imagery) simultaneously
tempering the stark realities that a photograph might offer.59 There is also, however,
a lingering sense of the photograph as an accurate representation of the “real”, a
sense of captured immediacy that contributes to a collective sense that the image is
not only not constructed but also that it is authentic. This same sensibility, by
contrast, constructs illustration as an interpretation, mediated through the artist’s
hand. Exploitation cinema’s affinity with illustration lies perhaps then in its ability
to depict spectacle without excessive cost or, indeed, excess. That is, its ability to
titillate and horrify through suggestion, on the one hand, while remaining less

This could offer an explanation of the reaction to photographic imagery used for VIPCO’s The
Driller Killer, locating this as an example of a moment where photography was possibly seen to be
too literal a depiction.
59
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disturbing, on the other, due to the fact that, even at its most explicit, a drawing
remains a drawing.60
Here, it is perhaps worth bearing in mind Andre Bazin’s suggestion that both
photography and cinema are objective representations and that photography satisfies
our obsession with realism. He further argues that, ‘no matter how skilful the painter,
his work was always in fee to an inescapable subjectivity. The fact that a human
hand intervened cast a shadow of doubt over the image’ (2004:12). Indeed, it is this
sense of an inescapable objective reality to the photographic image that informs Tom
Gunning’s work, employing the term ‘truth-claim’ to interrogate the nature of the
“reality” that is being represented (2004:39). Yet, as Susan Sontag argues, ‘although
there is a sense in which the camera does indeed capture reality, not just interpret it,
photographs are as much an interpretation of the world as paintings and drawings
are’ (1979:4). Despite the challenges to Bazin’s claims, there nevertheless remains a
pervasive sense of the photograph as an accurate representation of reality. Nowhere
is this more apparent than the VHS, DVD, and Blu-ray distribution of cult film.
This sense of the authenticity of the photograph has been reinforced by
almost four decades of film distributors continuing to align their product with a
particular aesthetic, reinforcing a division that is most easily understood as a reliance
on either spectacle or narrative as a promotional tool. As already established, horror
and genre films more generally have displayed a reliance on the use of spectacle in
their promotions, primarily through illustrations that would highlight exciting film
sequences and combine these with hyperbolic taglines to create effective
60

Illustration became the form of promotion most closely identified with genre films. For decades the
horror film, in line with other forms of cinematic exhibition, carried illustrated posters, with producers
like Hammer Films in the United Kingdom and American Independent Pictures (AIP) in the United
States famously mocking-up posters speculatively prior to film production in order to gauge potential
interest in any given project. These projects would often only be approved following a successful
reception of the image.
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campaigns.61 Conversely, distributors specialising in canonical or world cinema,
films that would have typically been exhibited in art-house or specialist cinemas and
seen as inherently valuable and worthy cinematic contributions, relied upon the
narrative elements of their films and, as such, prioritised the photograph over the
illustration to promote them.
This is first visible in UK with the distribution company Tartan, a company
that became successful by specialising in releasing canonical world cinema, such as
the films of Bergman, Truffaut, Eisenstein and Godard. Tartan’s releases were
typically packaged in their signature minimalist white sleeves, which prioritised a
single image on the cover.62 This image usually occupied less than half of the
available space with the remainder given over to other graphical elements or simply
to negative space. The still on the cover was usually a single frame taken from the
film itself rather than a publicity still. These were often portraits and therefore
emphasised the human, emotive aspects of the potentially character-driven narrative
of any given film, thus avoiding an emphasis on the spectacle. Because of this, the
overall feel was one of restraint. There is an understated quality to these releases
that, by design, avoids exaggeration or embellishment in favour of simplicity. These
are the complete opposite of the promotions seen with something like I Spit on Your
Grave.

61

The distinction in value between photography and illustration being made here is not absolute by
any means. There are many high-profile exceptions to this rule, including Peeping Tom (1960),
Psycho (1960), Rosemary’s Baby (1968), The Last House on the Left (1972), The Exorcist (1973).
Even the UK cinema poster for The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974) and the US One-Sheet for The
Night of the Living Dead (1968) favour photographic imagery over illustration.
62

Tartan introduced the horror imprints Tartan Terror and Tartan Asian Extreme in 2002 and 2004
respectively. The company had a long-established branding, much of which would be reworked to suit
the demands of the various imprints. However, where Tartan had often relied on photographs in its
earlier releases, an inconsistency can begin to be observed in the marketing for Tartan Terror and
Tartan Asia Extreme, often moving between imagery that is illustrated and imagery that is
photographic from title to title, resulting in a less cohesive brand.
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This same minimalism can also be observed in the releases of Artificial Eye,
which, released world cinema to a British marketplace, often in conjunction with the
British Film Institute. These releases typically prioritise an orderly aesthetic
consisting of the following components: distributor branding; film still; film title;
film director; film review; film certificate; and, finally, the format of release. These
elements are common across various titles, being typical of all releases regardless of
their intended positioning in the marketplace. This places and reinforces an
importance on each of the component parts or constitutive elements, which, in turn,
contributes to the overall sense of these being an important product. Here, the
photographic image remains central to this sense of value and, crucially, constructs
an overall aesthetic that is reliant on narrative rather than spectacle.
This distinction remains largely consistent, with genre films typically
prioritizing spectacle through illustration and world cinema films typically
prioritizing narrative via photographic imagery. This was certainly the case until
Redemption Video took the decision to brand the company through the use of
photography. This not only complicates the idea that illustration is the domain of
genre and that photography is the domain of world cinema but it also collapses
Raiford Guins’ binary of VHS being the ‘gore object’ and DVD being the ‘artobject’. This clearly demonstrates that the values traditionally associated with the
horror film - and therefore horror film distribution - were beginning to be redefined
in the 1990s.
What is perhaps most important here is that even though this is the first
period in which the distributors were capitalising on the ‘video nasties’ as a bankable
brand, they were doing so in conventional ways, creating consistent brand
iconography, and attempting to build brand associations. The inconsistencies of the
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early releases were gone and the new marketing strategies reimagined the films as
part of a set and branded them accordingly, both as ‘video nasties’ and as films in the
catalogue of a particular distributor. However, distinctions were beginning to be
made about the quality and care of the releases and the films were beginning to be
reappraised, this in part because of the possibilities afforded by digital platforms. In
the next section I will continue to track the transition of the ‘video nasties’ through
the marketplace considering how the finite list of films became extended, taking on
generic associations and how continued reappraisals have contributed to an altered
sense of value within the product.
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PART THREE:
GENRIFICATION AND GENTRIFICATION
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9. GENRIFICATION

9.1 INTRODUCTION
Writing in 2007, Kate Egan observed that ‘over time and in different
contexts’, the ‘video nasties’ has been used to refer ‘to a set of film titles, a specific
set of video versions, a set of historical events and a personal consumption
experience’ (2007:5). Egan’s words demonstrate the inherent pluralism and
mutability of the term. Where prior academic attention around the ‘video nasties’
had largely prioritised the historical event, emphasising the moral panic, media
effects, and censorship debates more generally, Egan’s work explores this history
from a number of original and wide ranging cultural perspectives, especially
considering how the cultures of collecting and the personal consumptive practices
that have grown out of the ‘video nasties’ moment have altered what we mean by the
term. Egan argues that ‘in all these examples , then, the term “video nasty” remains
constant, but what it refers to changes – focus is placed on different aspects of the
videos, new objects, ideas and associations become attached or are detached from the
category’ (2007: 6). Building on Egan’s arguments, in this chapter I will explore
how a general acceptance of what the term ‘video nasty’ signifies has facilitated the
phrase taking on generic implications, evolving beyond a journalistic dismissal and
media moral panic into a distributive and productive category; a genre into which
films not historically thought of as being ‘video nasties’ can be included and
excluded. This chapter will begin by situating the ‘video nasties’ within a broader
discussion of the horror genre, examining how the category relates to other notable
sub-genres and considering how debates surrounding genre formation more
generally might contribute to our understanding of the ‘video nasties’. It will
examine how the term has evolved discursively from a finite list of films into
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broader functional industrial category. It will also consider the political implications
and what is at stake when we use genre in relation to the ‘video nasties’.

9.2 GENRE
Film genre is most simply defined as a type: a category into which we can
group films that share common elements. How we determine those common
elements however, is the subject of much debate, and for genre to function as it was
intended it requires a degree of what Andrew Tudor has called a ‘common cultural
consensus’ (1974:139) where a tacit agreement on what individual genres are
collectively believed to consist of can be observed. Achieving this consensus is
complicated even further when it is acknowledged that not all genres are created or
defined using the same criteria. For instance, the western, the war film, or the sci-fi
film are genres that are primarily defined by their location, and although other
elements may be central to the narrative, more often than not, it is the location that
influences the designation above any other narrative consideration. From a different
perspective of genre categorisation, Linda Williams (drawing on the work of Carol J.
Clover) positions pornography, melodrama and horror all as ‘body genres’. As such
these types of films are defined less by their location or narrative, but rather by their
ability to elicit an intense physical reaction; respectively - sexual arousal, tears, and
fear (Williams, 1991:2).
These conceptions of genre formation can be complicated even further when
analyses move beyond stylistic, thematic, or affective considerations to consider the
role that the film industry itself plays in genre formation. Barry Keith Grant suggests
that genre - but more specifically ‘genre movies’ - can be considered as an industrial
category. He defines genre movies as ‘those commercial feature films which,
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through repetition and variation, tell familiar stories with familiar characters in
familiar situations’ (1986b: ix). He suggests that in this way, genre has been
instrumental in ‘establishing the popular sense of cinema as a cultural and economic
institution, particularly in the United States, where Hollywood studios early on
adopted an industrial model based on mass production’ (1986b:ix). Grant’s
perspective is mirrored in Franco Moretti’s cartography of generic dispersion, Planet
Hollywood (2001), in which Moretti argues explicitly that the taxonomy is not a
scholastic construction but rather it is ‘a product of the film industry itself’, designed
to make ‘it easier to recognize the film, and to buy the ticket’ (2007).
Etymology aside, increasingly what might once have been understood as
fixed textual categories drawn from rigid structuralist methodologies, are now more
likely to be understood as a series of complex discursive negotiations taking place
between audience and industry. The earlier perception of genre as static and fixed
categories does not acknowledge the evolution and formation of new categories as
distinct sets or sub-sets of other genres; from Lars Von Trier’s Digressionism
(Romney 2014), to the non-representational films of the absolute film movement of
the 1920s (Elder 2007), to the aesthetics of the Neo-noir, or the hyperbole of the
Mockbuster (Calboli 2014). The development of these categories demonstrates a
negotiation indicative of what Rick Altman has called ‘the questions of permanence
and coherence’ that emphasize ‘generic fixity’, toward more nuanced debates
indicative of a ‘user-oriented approach’ to genre formation (1998: 2). It is through
this ‘user-oriented approach’ to genre formation that I wish to examine the evolution
of the ‘video nasties’, considering how, where and by whom the terminology has
been used, examining how an imposed cultural category has evolved to take on
generic connotations.
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In a discussion of the changeable boundaries of the horror genre, Brigid
Cherry argues that we should not think of horror as one genre, but instead suggests
that it is considered ‘as a collection of related, but often very different, categories
(2009: 3). Initially, she divides these categories up conceptually (drawing on the
works of Steve Neale and Robert Altman), suggesting that sub-genres, cycles, and
styles all be considered as subcategories and that horror is used as ‘an umbrella term
encompassing several different sub-categories, all united by their capacity to horrify’
(2009: 4). Cherry offers a selection of the sub-genres available, and in a list which by her own admission - is not exhaustive, significantly she includes an entry for the
‘video nasties’ which she groups with ‘exploitation cinema’ and ‘explicitly violent
films’. Cherry defines this sub-genre as ‘films focussed on extreme or taboo subjects,
including violence and torture, other controversial subject matter such as Nazi death
camps, rape and other sexual assaults on women’ (2009: 6). As examples, she cites
the ‘video nasties’ I Spit on Your Grave (1978), and Last House on the Left (1972)
alongside other films not typically thought of as belonging to or associated with the
‘video nasties’ including Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer (1986), Man Bites Dog
(1992), Hostel (2005), Saw (2004), Audition (1999), Ichi the Killer (2001), The
Devil’s Rejects (2005), and Irréversible (2002). All these films are listed as examples
of a pluralistic sub-category (specifically named as Exploitation Cinema, Video
Nasties and other forms of explicitly violent films) that sits alongside more
traditional and established sub-genres such as The Gothic, Supernatural, Occult and
Ghost Films, Psychological Horror, Monster Movies, Slashers, or the more extreme
delineation of Body Horror, Spatter and Gore Films (including postmodern
Zombies).
Cherry’s decision to include the ‘video nasties’ as sub-genre in their own
right is significant for two reasons; firstly, because the grouping of it with other
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extreme exploitation cinemas demonstrates that the term has evolved beyond its
origins, that it is no longer limited to the films contained on a prescriptive list drawn
up over thirty years ago; and secondly that this evolution has only been made
possible by the terminology passing into a synonym for ‘extremity’.

9.3 THE VIDEO NASTIES: POLITICS AND GENRE
In his essay on the evolution of the horror genre, David J. Russell suggests that
‘despite the easy recognition and popularity of modern horror movies with audiences
and critics, the exact boundaries of their collective definition as a genre have become
increasingly difficult to discern’ (1998: 233). Reflecting this in the wider public
sphere, in 2010 Horroronscreen.com attempted to map the generic landscape, and
suggested that all sub-genres are derived from four main horror branches; Killers,
Monsters, Paranormal, and Psychological horror. Into this Zombies, as a sub-set of
the monster movie, and Gore and Disturbing as a genre in its own right, are added
with the suggestion that these categories ‘are so popular that they can be considered
as proper genres’ [my emphasis] (2010). The diagram on the next page, details a
variety of sub-genres including one named Small Creatures, which the creators of
Horroronscreen.com suggest is a sub-genre of the Monster movie and into which
films like Critters (1986) and Gremlins (1984) should be placed (Figure 18).
Similarly, Torture becomes a sub-genre of Gore and Disturbing, into which films
like Hostel (2005) or Saw (2004) are located. Films are carefully grouped on
Horroronscreen.com based upon shared formal, thematic and structural features.
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Figure 18: Horror on Screen.com’s ‘Horror Genres and Sub Genres’

Significantly, the list does not follow Williams’ concept of body horror,
instead suggesting that body horrors are those films which centre ‘on the human
body, but instead usually involve body transformation, deformation and/or
destruction,’ including An American Werewolf in London (1981), The Fly (1986),
Society (1989) and Cabin Fever (2002) as notable examples. Alongside this, Teen
Horror is dismissed as not distinctive enough to constitute a genre in its own right,
with the suggestion that a film like Fright Night (1985) is a Vampire film first and
foremost. However, what is most significant – given the scope of this chapter - in
this public fan-orientated online discourse is the website’s dismissal of productive or
distributive categories, which excludes otherwise well-recognised sub-genres. There
is no place for Asian-horror because the website states that there should not ‘be a
genre for each country/continent’, or found-footage horror, which is described as
‘not really not a genre, but a way of shooting’.
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The emphasis on genre identification through shared textual commonalities,
typical of Horrorscreen.com’s approach, does not acknowledge either the formation
of newly created sub-sets that arise from specific productive or distributive contexts.
In recent years a number of new categories have entered the popular lexicon; most
notably, the French Extremism, J-Horror and Torture Porn. The ‘New French
Extremism’ was coined by Artforum critic James Quandt to describe a series of
transgressive films created by French directors in the twenty-first century, while JHorror (an abbreviation of Japanese Horror) has resulted largely from the
distribution strategy of the British distribution company Tartan Palisades and its
series Tartan Asia Extreme in the early 1990s and 2000s. Torture Porn, meanwhile,
originated as a reductive term coined by journalist David Edelstein in New York
Magazine to describe movies that he suggested were so ‘viciously nihilistic that the
only point seems to be to force you to suspend moral judgments altogether’ (2006).
Although not explicitly describing the type of narrative or necessarily
communicating very much beyond an expectation of either a cultural stereotype or
the affective ‘type’ of film, these categories can nevertheless be seen to function
discursively as sub-genres under the broader umbrella of horror.
The way in which ‘video nasties’ has come to be perceived as a series of subgenres was, as Kate Egan observes, less to do with ‘shared formal, thematic and/or
structural features’ than a specific set of ‘historical and political circumstances’
(2007:3). Indeed drawing on the work of Rick Altman, Egan challenges scholars to
move beyond the limited view of the ‘video nasties’ and to reconsider them as a
user-oriented discursively constructed genre. This re-conception was an idea that
was met with some resistance, most notably in Julian Petley’s review of Egan’s book
Trash or Treasure: The Changing Meanings of the Video Nasties (2007). Taking
issue with Egan’s re-positioning, Petley insisted that the term ‘video nasties’ denoted
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a cultural category rather than an explicit genre, and one reliant on reinforcing a
political meaning onto them. This approach suggests a perspective that rests upon
seeing the films as inherently unrelated to each other, and that therefore, their
primary distinctiveness is their political status, where – above all else - the
categorisation was one of government imposition, not of shared textual qualities.
Whilst Egan’s book focuses on the changing meanings of the ‘video nasties’,
Petley’s review instead prioritises only one meaning, demonstrating a reluctance to
let the discussion move beyond debates of censorship. Into his review, Petley
contextualises his argument within that contemporary climate. He introduces BBFC
figures for 2007, writing that during that period the BBFC ‘cut 206 of the 950 videos
which were passed at 18’, equating to 21.68 per cent of the total number submitted
for classification. From this he argues that that the Video Recordings Act ‘continues
to exert a malign and oppressive inﬂuence on British ﬁlm culture,’ (Petley, 2007:
331).
Petley’s apprehensions can be justified on the grounds that to acknowledge
the evolution of the category without first acknowledging that the events that gave
rise to that category is to forget the ‘video nasties’ complex and significant political
status, and that first and foremost the term was a governmentally imposed canon.
However, it is also important to acknowledge that culturally a shift has taken place
since the imposition of that category in 1984, and that for different groups of people
and in different contexts, not only can these two definitions exist but that, indeed,
both do exist. Furthermore, to acknowledge one does not invalidate the other.
Consequently, some of the implications of considering the ‘video nasties’ as a genre
can begin to be unpicked, and from this a useful example may be drawn whereby the
complexities of grouping together the ‘video nasties’ can also reflect wider questions
and debates around film genre formation more generally. Rick Altman’s examination
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of the application of the label ‘melodrama,’ for instance, offers a similar dualism.
Altman’s definition was written in response to a polemical article by Steve Neale, in
which Neale had argued for a fixed meaning and a collective acceptance that the
current use of the term ‘melodrama’ did not accurately reflect the original uses of the
category, and that film scholars had been incorrectly labelling romantic dramas and
weepies as melodrama. Neale argued that the films originally categorised as
melodrama by film scholars in the 1970s and 1980s had more in common with what
Hollywood critics, journalists and publicists understood and designated as action and
suspense based genres in the 1930s, ‘40s and ‘50s, and that this was therefore how
the term should be considered and employed. In response, however, Altman argued
that the features Neale had highlighted were merely temporary designations, and that
since genres grow and evolve, it is not only possible but also crucial for alternative
meanings to co-exist without one disavowing the other through a process Altman
called ‘genrification’ (1999:50-54).
Genrification, according to Altman, occurred over time and, in the right
contexts, when the categories used to describe cycles of film (invariably using
adjectives) mutate into fixed textual categories (i.e., nouns). Altman argued that this
could (and, indeed, would) give rise to the formation of new genres. As examples of
this, he cited comedy, melodrama, and epic, since these are genres that have all
evolved, all having their roots in descriptive terms for the “type” of
content/experience audiences might expect to receive but eventually becoming
fixed/named categories that denote other narrative and stylistic features. A similar
evolution can be observed in the application of the term ‘video nasty.’ This was
originally invoked as an adjective, being a descriptive journalistic term applied by
moralists and the most censorious elements of the British media, used specifically to
denote a series of unrelated films that were deemed to be too problematic for public
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consumption. Over time, and in specific contexts, the designation evolved into an
expanded category that was more likely to denote particular types of film, including
films from a particular historical period and even made by a particular group of
directors to become generally understood and used to designate a group of horror
films distributed on a particular format or, after technological and industrial
developments resulted in the obsolescence of the VHS format, on a new format that
retained distinct allusions to VHS.

9.4 THE INSTITUTIONS OF GENRE
It is worth acknowledging when discussing the applicability of genre to the ‘video
nasties’, that its deployment as a functional category can be separated out into two
areas, both of which are reinforced by the legal status of the films themselves and the
modes in which these films have been made available. This section will foreground
the distinction between the use of ‘video nasty’ to define a black-market commodity
associated with participatory cultures of subcultural fandoms, and its subsequent
application as a commercial industrial category. Henry Jenkins, speaking of the
forms of cultural production that fandom invariably embraces, has argued that
‘fandom generates its own genres, developing alternate ‘institutions of production,
distribution, exhibition, and consumption (1992:270). Significantly, the ‘video
nasties’ epitomize a genre that has evolved from the fandoms that surround them. As
I will illustrate, these fandoms have repurposed a disparaging moniker derived from
the name of the format combined with an implicit dismissal of the content of these
films into a commercial understood category.
To better understand the evolution of the term ‘Video Nasty’ and its
applications, recognising a distinction between distribution and circulation is
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important. In a later piece of writing, Henry Jenkins (working with Sam Ford and
Joshua Green) provides an insightful account of the proliferation of digital media
texts, which is useful when charting the passage and evolution of the ‘video nasties’
from discursive construct through to industrial category (2013: 1). Here, he suggests
that although media conglomerates may often cite “circulation” figures, ‘such
circulation is concerned with making audience members into receptacles for massproduced and mass-distributed content’ (2013:1) This refers explicitly to the
movement of media content that ‘is largely—or totally—controlled by the
commercial interests producing and selling it,’ which leads Jenkins, Ford, and Green
to argue that this approach is indicative of a model of distribution rather than
circulation. Instead, they argue that circulation should be considered as a more
complicated endeavour, being effectively the result of participatory culture, which
reconfigures the consumer as an active agent in the process, that is fundamental in
the ‘shaping, sharing, reframing, and remixing media content in ways which might
not have been previously imagined’ (2013:1). Although this distinction in this
context is largely the result of the interactive opportunities provided through
technological advances like Web 2.0, it is with the idea of media being shaped,
shared, reframed and remixed through the institutions of production, distribution,
exhibition, and consumption that resonate with the way in which participatory
cultures have contributed to a collective understanding of what constitutes a ‘video
nasty’. Just how this has in turn has contributed to the category of ‘video nasty’ is
central to a comprehensive understanding of the genre.
To effectively apply Jenkins’ institutional framework here, it must first be
acknowledged that the evolution of the ‘video nasty’ does not follow a simple
trajectory. Indeed, the very fact that distributors eventually adopted the term (that is,
freely using a category that has its origins as a disparaging journalistic headline),
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illustrates perfectly the shift of the ‘video nasties’ from discursive construct which
circulated illegally into a commercially viable industrial category and a product that
can be distributed legally. Whilst these distinctions are not intended to offer
absolutes, as there is a clear dialogue between a discursively constructed
understanding of the label of the ‘video nasties’ and the industrially reinforced
application and adoption of the label of the ‘video nasties’, this distinction is useful
as a means of isolating and understanding how genre has historically functioned in
relation to the ‘video nasties’.

9.5 A DISCURSIVELY CONSTRUCTED GENRE
To demonstrate how the component institutions of genre highlighted by Jenkins may
have contributed to an increased sense of the ‘video nasties’ as a distinct genre in
and of itself, it is necessary to consider how the institutions of production,
exhibition, and consumption can be seen to differ in a circulatory context, before
moving to consider how distributors and industrial categorisations have played a
pivotal role in extending and reinforcing the notion of the ‘video nasties’ as a genre.
This will illustrate the means by which these films were typically accessed by the
fans and consumers in the absence of any official availability via legitimate
distribution networks, and in doing so will provide further context for discussion of
the mutability of genre and its applicability to the ‘video nasties’.
The account of my own engagement with the ‘video nasties’ with which I
began this thesis is far from unique. Similar accounts can be found on web forums,
like the pre-cert forum and the cult film forum, or in documentaries such as The
Video Nasties: The Definitive Guide or, indeed, in academic work on the fan cultures
that surround the ‘video nasties’, most notably Egan’s Trash or Treasure (2007).
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Almost any horror fans who are old enough to have lived through the 1980s and
1990s in Great Britain will have some recollection and will have a similar story to
my own involving his or her own engagement, be that with a particular film, with the
emotions s/he felt or - crucially to this chapter - of how they accessed these films.
Again, to briefly return to personal anecdote, by the time I was old enough to want to
see the ‘video nasties’, the films were conspicuous by their absence. And by that
stage for me and many other horror fans, they had taken on a mythic quality that
required persistence and perseverance in order to see them all. On the one hand, the
implementation of the Video Recordings Act in 1985 halted the immediate
distribution of the ‘video nasties’ (albeit temporarily) and for most distributors, the
threat of criminal convictions and a possible custodial sentence was sufficient
deterrent to ensure that they would not attempt to release anything that did not meet
with the regulations of the BBFC. However in contrast to this change in practice,
whilst many retailers and rental outlets followed suit, a significant number of them
saw the widespread absence of the films as a chance to capitalise on the notoriety of
the ‘video nasties’. This led to horror fans around the country developing strategies
and networks through which these films would circulate: unable to be distributed
legally, the films passed instead from person to person, swapped in classified
advertisements, duplicated illegally and handed on as exemplars of transgression.63
As recorded in anecdotal, oral and web histories, through the 1980s and
1990s, it is clear that a national underground network had developed to facilitate the
circulation of these banned films. What is perhaps most significant in terms of genre
were the ways in which such films were classified for consumption within these
subcultural networks. They became understood as categories and sub-categories of
63

I myself, copied, sold, and traded in these films, and in an attempt to see them all, and by accessing
these networks, I became an active part of the exchange of films, in a way most closely mirrors
Jenkins’ distinction between distribution and circulation.
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horror that were regularly listed in classified advertisements in magazines, along
with detailed listings in fanzines and on the trestle-tables of film fairs, increasingly
becoming an extended (and expanding) category that was collectively grouped
together according to on their perceived ability to affect the audience in particular
ways. In her work on cult cinema mail order catalogues, Joan Hawkins observes that
in that context, the traditional notions of what might constitute genre are dispensed
with in favour of listings that prioritised the affective response that audiences might
be expected to experience (2000:4). As examples of this, she cites instances where
films that would conventionally be understood as European art cinema - such as Jean
Luc Goddard’s Weekend (1968) or Alphaville (1965) or Pier Paolo Passolini’s Salo
(1975) - are sandwiched between the ‘video nasty’ The Werewolf and the Yeti (1975)
or Cannibal Holocaust director Rugerro Deoadato’s The Washing Machine (1993).
Hawkins argues that the descriptions used to define these examples of art cinema
often relied on a kind of rhetoric that ‘film historians would take great pains to
avoid’ (2000:4). Citing Pasolini’s Salo as a notable example of this, Hawkins records
that the film is presented in the Encyclopaedia of European Cinema as one that links
‘fascism and sadism, sexual violence [sic] and oppression’, while the fanzine listing
‘simply notes that the “film left people gagging”’ (2000:4).
Building on Linda Williams’ work on body genres, Hawkins illustrates that
‘the operative criterion here is affect: the ability of a film to thrill, frighten, gross-out,
arouse, or otherwise directly engage the spectator’s body’ (2000:4). She also notes
that this is given priority over any other textual considerations. Hawkins cites
examples of German Expressionist Cinema like Nosferatu (1922), of New York’s
avant-garde like Andy Warhol’s Frankenstein (1973), along with pre-code era
oddities like Tod Browning’s Freaks (1932) and experimental surrealist classics like
Luis Buñuel’s Un Chien Andalou (1928), as well as notable examples in the
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European auteur cinema tradition such as Polanski’s Repulsion (1965), all of which
rub shoulders in catalogues more broadly devoted to horror. In so doing, Hawkin’s
work suggests a democratisation of genre in this context and a levelling of cultural
hierarchies to such a degree that notable examples of art-cinema can intermingle
indiscriminately with work arising from low cinematic genres, each film being
reclassified according to its affective capability.
This notion of an affective category is fundamental to a collective
understanding of the ‘video nasties’ as a set of films deemed to be of low cultural
value, and which because of the furore that follows them, brought with them a series
of expectations about the transgressive or horrific nature of the content. The very fact
that these films were banned and removed from the shelves suggests that there is
something inherently problematic about the content, with the added demarcation of
‘nasty’ reinforcing the sense of the affective experience contained within. However,
heeding Altman’s call to reject ‘generic fixity’, the final ‘video nasties’ list can be
regarded as merely an iteration in a working document that continued to evolve all
the way through the moral panic. Earlier versions of the list famously included films
like The Exorcist (1973) or The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974), while in less
well-known and less notorious films like Cataclysm (1980) or Mausoleum (1983)
made their way on and off the Department of Public Prosecutions’s lists. The
mutability sometimes reached ludicrous levels of censorship, with – most famously raids in the early 1980s confiscating the comedy musical The Best Little Whorehouse
in Texas (1982) and Samuel Fuller’s World War II drama The Big Red One (1980).
While The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas should hardly be reconsidered as a lost
‘video nasty’, that it was seized in raids clearly indicates that the likelihood of
finding shared formal, thematic and/or structural features in the list of films-forconfiscation is slim.
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When Martin Barker attempted to define the ‘video nasties’ in 1984, he
suggested that ‘whether well or badly made, [the video ‘nasties’] represent a society
without hope – what [he had] described elsewhere as “cynical anarchism”’ (2004:
118). However, thirty years later and outside of the moral panic, it is clear that there
were few thematic commonalities to the films and that the methods for inclusion
were less than scientific. However, if we reject the concept of ‘generic fixity,’ it is
possible to move beyond the final iteration of the DPP’s list. Purists may consider
the term ‘video nasties’ best suited to designating only the 39 films that had
prosecutions upheld against them. Others might choose to also include the 33 films
that were ultimately dropped from the final list. However, in recent years a third list
of supplementary titles has surfaced, which includes what has become known as
‘Section 3’ titles. These are films that the DPP believed could be prosecuted under
the lesser charge of Section 3 of the Obscene Publication Act, which in practice
would mean that a magistrate could order the confiscation and destruction of films
that were perceived as unlikely to achieve a conviction at the High Court.
Significantly, this Section 3 list appends the original list of 39 titles, and then the
secondary list of 33 titles, adding an additional 82 titles.
While purists might not accept the additional 82 titles as ‘video nasties,’ there
are many more who choose to include other films seized by the police or banned by
the BBFC but not typically classed as ‘video nasties;’ films such as Maniac (1980),
Mother’s Day (1980), The New York Ripper (1982), Straw Dogs (1971), Basket Case
(1982), Blood for Dracula (1974), City of the Living Dead (1980), Macabre (1980),
Madman (1981), Night of the Seagulls (1975) and Terror Express (1980). Even other
withdrawn or controversial films such as Kubrick’s A Clockwork Orange (1971),
The Exorcist (1973) and Scum (1979) are often associated with the ‘video nasties’
due to the challenging nature of the themes they address or because of the
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suppression of the films by their directors. This was certainly the case with A
Clockwork Orange and The Exorcist which though not on any officially-sanctioned
‘video nasty’ list were still banned by the BBFC. That the ‘video nasty’ became
synonymous with all kinds of extreme film violence can be seen in the cartoon
lampoon of Viz Magazine’s Vincent Damien O’Nasty’ in 1991, where ‘V.D.
O’Nasty’s’ habit of watching ‘gratuitously violent videos’ made reference to Psycho
II (1983) – of the era, but certainly not on the list (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Viz Magazine (McDonald 1991:31)
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All of this begins to complicate the label of ‘video nasty’ and makes it
increasingly difficult to discern the borders of the category and of what films should
qualify for inclusion. Making a significant contribution to the lack of transparency
around this issue was the second ‘video nasties’ scare in the early 1990s, which
followed in the wake of the murder of James Bulger and culminated in a campaign
spearheaded by The Sun that cried ‘for the sake of all out kids… burn your video
nasty’ (1993: 1). Consequently, completists could theoretically append the list even
further by incorporating additional titles that were targeted by the press campaign of
the 1990s, such as Child’s Play 3 (1991), Dolly Dearest (1991) and Pet Semetary
(1989).
Even more significant than addressing the complexity of pinning-down
exactly which films might warrant inclusion in an expanded notion of the ‘video
nasties’ is the question of why other films might warrant inclusion. The various
‘video nasty’ lists have grouped films together based on their perceived ability to
affect the audience and their legal status, and it this that marks them out as (as per
Brigid Cherry’s list) extreme examples of a genre that is already defined by its ability
to horrify. Implicit in this demarcation as ‘extreme’ is a suggestion of difference
from a more palatable and socially acceptable mainstream. Such a perspective is
reinforced when it is born in mind that the ‘video nasties’ are, by definition, innately
oppositional objects, being essentially outlawed films that have continued to
circulate illegally for the last thirty years.
It is not uncommon for films that fall outside of the mainstream to be
celebrated as inherently political texts, due in no small part to a dominant perception
of a marginal film industry that is in direct opposition with Hollywood. This
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perception can be seen to contribute to, and reinforce notions of cult fandom as
existing as separate from, and outside of, mainstream consumer practice, once more
placing the Jenkins’ topic of subcultural participatory cultures and ‘circulation’ at the
forefront of any analysis. In Fan Cultures (2002), Matt Hills observes that there is
‘an expressed hostility within cult fandoms towards commercialisation and
commodification’ and that this has created a tendency to theorise fan practices as
‘somehow anti-consumerist’ (2012:28). This idea of cult consumption as being
inherently oppositional undoubtedly has its origins in the dominant perception of the
films themselves as inherently oppositional, and an industry that pitches an
amorphous imagined marginal industry against an equally amorphous imagined
mainstream industry. This, in turn, reinforces a sense of the cult object as separate
from and resistant to commercialisation and commodification.
At a thematic level, Mark Jancovich, Antonio Lázaro Reboll, Julian Stringer
and Andy Willis have challenged an inherently oppositional reading of the cult
movie, suggesting that while ‘some fans clearly revere specific films as works of true
artistic and political independence, in which the distinction from the mainstream is
directly associated with political and/or cultural non-conformity, other fans view the
films they celebrate with a patronising affection or even downright contempt’
(2003:2). Nevertheless, the notion of resistance continues to play a fundamental role
in the construction of cult fandoms. At the level of consumption, Hills’ work
problematizes the construction of a fan identity that is explicitly at odds with more
traditional consumer identities, instead arguing that this resistance is representative
of a dualism between both identities that cannot be resolved. There is a temptation to
situate ‘video nasties’ outside of the traditional understandings of commercialisation
and commodification because of their legal status. There is also a tendency to
imagine that Video Nasties are exempt from typical frameworks for the analysis of
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commodification and consumption because of the ways in which they have
circulated and that they are therefore indicative of anti-consumerist practice.
However, on closer scrutiny, this appears to be unfounded. While many cult film
fandoms construct themselves as marginal or authentic, resistant to popular tastes
and differing from mass-produced commodities and mainstream commercial
products, this is a dialectic that seeks to construct value based on the perceived
difference from, and relationship to, the mainstream.
However, and explicitly in terms of genre, what is important here is that the
‘video nasties’ are not only discursively constructed as being thematically different
from the mainstream, as seen with the observations on cult by Jancovich et al (2003),
but also that they are discursively constructed as being different from the mainstream
in terms of practices of consumption. By this I mean through their status as illegal
objects that cannot be accessed via official means and therefore which sit outside of
typical consumer practice. This has undoubtedly contributed to a sense that such
engagement with the ‘video nasties’ is ‘somehow anti-consumerist’, and this
othering by consumption has served to reinforce dominant thematic and generic
perceptions that the ‘video nasties’ category is an embodiment of extreme and/or
transgressive films discussed by Jancovich et al that can be ‘celebrated as symbols of
political and/or cultural non-conformity’ because of their extremity and marginality
(2003:2).

9.6 AN INDUSTRIALLY REINFORCED GENRE
In recent years, the marker of the ‘video nasty’ can increasingly been seen as
representative of a particular “type” of film rather than indicative of a finite group of
films, and one that is created from an industrially reinforced perspective of consumer
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product status. Coffee table books such as The Art of the Nasty (1998), The Video
Nasties: From Absurd to Zombie Flesh Eaters (1998), and Shock Horror!:
Astounding Artwork from the Video Nasty Era (2005), take great care in reproducing
the sleeves of the video cassettes and to detail the original films included in the
‘video nasties’ list. However, even here, there is no clear consensus on which films
should be included. The Art of the Nasty suggests that, and in-line with the dominant
perception, there were 39 official ‘video nasties’, but then lists 34 dropped titles
when most lists usually include 33. The Video Nasties: From Absurd to Zombie
Flesh Eaters suggests that there are 75 titles altogether and then adds to this a
secondary volume, The Video Nasties 2 Strike Up the Banned: A Pictorial Guide to
the Movies that Bite!, that is described as documenting the ‘equally outrageous
releases that somehow missed being dredged up in DPP raids’ (2001: 6). Moreover,
while The Art of the Nasty includes a section devoted to the DPP 39 and the DPP 33
(or 34 in this case), it also details a numerous array of other films under the headings
of ‘the one’s that got away’ (2005:45), ‘nice and sleazy does it’ (2005:57), and ‘the
good, the bad and the vomit-inducing’ (2005:95).
These inconsistencies and additions point toward the fluidity of the category
but also illustrate the ways in which the category has been appended as part of a
deliberate market strategy to extend the genre through association, via of books or
sections in books, which concentrate on valuable supplementary titles, as well as by
distributors seeking to capitalise upon the brand. In publications similar to those
listed above, such as The Video Nasties 2 Strike Up the Banned: A Pictorial Guide to
the Movies that Bite!, and Shock Horror!: Astounding Artwork from the Video Nasty
Era, commercial strategy positions the ‘video nasties’ simply as the most visible part
of a wider tradition of transgressive horror or exploitation, a tradition that was first
made available to the United Kingdom on video in the early 1980s. Recent industrial
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constructions of the ‘video nasty’ from publishing houses like Fab Press, from Bluray and DVD distributors like Arrow Video, and from Vinyl Record distributors like
Death Waltz Recordings, expand the category beyond the restrictions imposed by a
limited number of films by framing their products as from the ‘age’ or ‘era’ of the
‘video nasty’. In this way, the category has been expanded and now can be seen to
incorporate other films that are considered as important or canonical, or even arising
from notable but largely industrially constructed sub-genres, such as Eurohorror or
the Giallo.
As the ‘video nasties’ become understood less as an anomaly or a specific
group of individual films, and are increasingly seen as being representative of a
genre in their own right, it is important to acknowledge how industrial attempts to
classify these films for consumption can be seen to extend the category, and how
attempts to capitalise on the notoriety of the ‘video nasty’ have contributed to a
broader understanding of that category, while shaping the marketplace in which they
operate.64
Rick Altman has suggested that ‘most generic labels carry sufficient prestige
that they are retained for the designation of newly formed genres’ (1998:34), an
assertion that is supported by the endurance and adoption of the ‘video nasties’ as a
generic term in the wider public sphere. To cite one obvious example, the Oxford
English Dictionary lists ‘video nasty’ as a colloquial term used to denote ‘an
explicitly horrific or pornographic video film’. This definition reinforces a notional
sense of extremity at the expense of any specific socio-political context, and
demonstrates neatly the degree to which the category has passed into common

Mark Jancovich et al have argued that ‘”cult” is largely a matter of the ways in which films are
classified for consumption' (2003: 5).
64
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accessible parlance, having shifted from journalistic and legislative rhetoric to a
broader generic marker. While broader cultural understandings of the ‘video nasties’
can be largely attributed to a collective understanding of the ‘video nasties’ as a
generic term, current industrial usage subsumes, extends, and adapts earlier subgenres and categories. To show this extension, I turn to the existing work on
Eurohorror, a category that can be seen simultaneously as contributing to, and as part
of, the ‘video nasties’.
Peter Hutchings, in his exploration of the evolution and application of the
label ‘Eurohorror’, suggests that in spite of the obvious existence of ‘European
horror’, it did not exist as meaningful category prior to the 1980s (2012: 18) and the
age of VHS. Significantly, Hutchings attributes its success and adoption as a
category with specific meanings in no small part to the success of European horror
films released on video during this period, many of which contributed to the concept
of the ‘video nasties’. Hutchings acknowledges that upon their first release, these
films were not separated as a distinct European sub-genre but were marketed simply
as horror, observing that over time what ‘emerges […] is a compelling sense of a
European horror cinema defined through marginality and resistance, defined
precisely through its extreme difference from more readily available entertainments’
(ibid.). He goes on to suggest that increasingly it would seem that ‘the identity of
Eurohorror resides precisely in its visible difference from what is perceived as the
American commercial mainstream’ or ,more specifically, ‘the more a film looks
American, the less value it has as an example of Eurohorror’65 (2012: 15). This
construction of difference, which is fundamental to the positioning of Eurohorror, is
Hutching’s essay is primarily concerned what does and do not become labelled as Eurohorror, often
in spite of what are obvious European credentials. He cites Resident Evil (2002), as a film that
perhaps should be considered as European: an American-British-French-German co-production,
filmed mainly in Europe, by a cast and crew that contained numerous Europeans and is based upon a
Japanese computer game – but is critically understood as American horror, and more specifically, a
mainstream American horror.
65
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accomplished through what Hutchings has termed ‘the romance of marginality and
the gravitational pull exerted by the idea of some kind of dramatic form of cultural
transgression’ (2012: 22); words which evoke and involve criteria that are familiar as
the defining features of the ‘video nasty’.
While the category of Eurohorror can be seen to incorporate the criteria of
the ‘video nasty’ in its emphasis on transgression and marginality, it is my
suggestion that the designation of a film as Eurohorror simultaneously allows for a
valorisation that is not based solely upon an ability to excite or to horrify but rather
reconstructs a sense that these films are important, canonical works in their own
right. While Hutchings’ work prioritises textual film analysis, it is important to also
acknowledge the role that object and paratextual materials play in these generic
constructions, particularly when considering market strategy. For example, Raiford
Guins has argued that previous understandings of European horror on video are
based upon the presentation of the product that frequently demonstrated a lack of
attention to detail paid to the packaging, to a lack of quality in the translations used
for the dubbing tracks, combined with an overall emphasis on extreme or gratuitous
content visible in both fan discourse and promotional strategies (2005:17). Guins
argues that this has reinforced a sense of video, in this context, as having a low
cultural value, or what he calls the ‘gore-object’ (ibid.). Conversely, he suggests that
with the introduction of DVD ‘another set of discursive practices can be observed,
which results in an elevation in the perceived value of the ‘gore-object’ transforming
its value into that of an ‘art-object’ (ibid.). For Guins, the introduction of DVD was a
reparative process, and he suggests that in a format that emphasized the restorative
capabilities of the medium, companies drew on a shift in fan discourse and
repositioned a raft of films as masterpieces of the genre, utilizing rhetoric previously
reserved for directors considered to be part of the auteur tradition.
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What becomes increasingly evident then, are the ways in which the process
of re-categorising films for consumption can alter the perception of value inherent in
the product. In this way, genrification can be seen as having a gentrifying effect, one
that re-classifies, re-values and re-positions a product based upon different sets of
generic criteria. While I will explore gentrification more fully in the next chapter, it
is important at this stage to acknowledge that the processes of genrification and
gentrification can be seen to be reliant upon each other and that they are concepts
that often overlap significantly. While Eurohorror can increasingly be seen as a subcategory or genre in its own right, re-appraised and re-valued through a process of
gentrification, this process is not always observed and often inconsistencies can be
seen in the market strategies adopted for films arising from the exact same traditions.
The sub-genre of the Giallo film and, in particular, the strategies employed by
Shameless Screen Entertainment, the most visible distributor of the sub-genre in the
United Kingdom, can be used to illustrate the inconsistent market strategies that
surround the ‘video nasties.’
Ostensibly a branch of Eurohorror, the Giallo (plural gialli) is an Italian subgenre that incorporates elements typical of the crime, horror and thriller genres.
Literally translating as ‘yellow,’ the genre takes its name from distinctive yellow
covers used by the Italian publishing house Il Giallo Mondadori (Mondadori Yellow
[books]) to package early Italian translations of crime novels from British and
American writers, such as Agatha Christie, Edgar Wallace and Raymond Chandler.
Over time in Italy, giallo became used as a synonym for the thriller and this was
quickly extended to incorporate film in the 1960s. While the giallo continues to be
understood in this way in its native Italy, applied to domestic and foreign films alike,
in the United Kingdom and the United States, ‘giallo’ is more generally used to
describe films of Italian origin that contain graphic and stylised sexual violence.
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Because of the scope of application in the Italian definition, the majority of the
‘video nasties’ may have been understood as ‘giallo’ in Italy, while in the UK this
label was reserved for Italian thrillers featuring graphic sex and violence. Therefore,
films such as The House on the Edge of the Park (1980), Late Night Trains (1975),
and Killer Nun (1980) may be variously positioned as ‘giallo’ (Italian thrillers with
graphic sex and violence), these can also be seen as examples of ‘Eurohorror’ (that
is, as films of European origin that are significantly different from the American
mainstream) or as official ‘video nasties’ (i.e., as films banned under the Obscene
Publications Act between 1982 and 1984). The multiple ways in which we can
position films that fall under the banner of the ‘video nasties’ demonstrates that a
categorisation of genre is not necessarily inherently one of identifying iconography
present in the film text but rather have much more to do with how they are
industrially constructed through the marketing strategies of individual companies.
Shameless Screen Entertainment is a company with a very clear marketing
strategy that trades upon the associations and connotations of both the Eurohorror
and the ‘video nasties’ sub-genres but, nevertheless, chooses more broadly to
promote itself as a company that specialises in releasing films in the giallo tradition.
This is most overtly recognisable in the company’s branding, which is inspired by
the yellow pulp fiction promotions of those early Il Giallo Mondadori paperbacks
(Figure 20). It is also evocative of the Astra Video Ltd. release of the controversial
‘video nasty’ I Spit on Your Grave (1978) Shameless Screen Entertainment can be
seen to problematize an idea that genrification leads directly to gentrification and
also complicates how value might be measured in relation to the DVD distributors
operating in this area. The garish yellow of the company’s branding provides a lurid
background for straplines that boast of ‘the sickest movie ever made!’ (Lucio Fulci’s
New York Ripper (1982)), ‘where whores meet saws!’ (Sergio Martino’s Torso
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(1973)) and ‘at last the slut is uncut!’ (Giulio Berruti’s Killer Nun (1979)). This
exploitation hyperbole is usually married to images of sex and violence on the rear of
the sleeve. Taking Flavia the heretic (1974) as an example, the rear of the sleeve
includes nine stills from the film. Of those nine, six feature eroticised images of nuns
either fully or partially naked. Of the remaining three, one features a nun being
impaled by a spear, while another features a decapitated head on a spike. This is
fairly typical of the promotional strategies of Shameless, and the company’s use of
stills that overtly promise sex and violence.

Figure 20: Mondadori book cover, I Spit on Your Grave VHS cover, The Strange Vice of Mrs
Wardh Shameless Screen Entertainment DVD cover

There is, however, an incongruity to the packing that suggests that much of
this aesthetic is appropriated from earlier ideas of how exploitation marketing should
function. Alongside the hyperbolic claims that are set among images of sex and
violence is a section that carefully details the technical specifications of the release.
This includes the original year of release, the aspect ratio of the film, the running
time and whether the film has been cut by the BBFC and, if so, by how much. This is
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situated moreover, below a section that details the film’s personnel and which not
only presents all of the cast and crew and their roles but also details earlier previous
significant credits, even providing historical portraits for their releases. Furthermore,
the company’s website is quick to clarify that behind what they call ‘the banter of
[their] sales pitch, […] is serious intent’ and that they are ‘determined not only to
source the best possible materials’ … ‘but also the closest possible version to the
director’s original – and / or the director’s preferred – vision of his film. This will
often detail the sources that the film was mastered from and will include
supplementary materials like alternative language tracks, subtitle options, audio
commentaries and other paratextual materials. This explanation almost functions as
an apology or at the very least a disclaimer that the company understands that its
chosen aesthetic might send mixed messages about the value of its product.
These approaches are illustrative of a contradiction that is not easily resolved.
Shameless has taken a great deal of care to position itself in the marketplace as a
distributor aligned with a particular product and a particular genre; namely, the
giallo. As a part of this, it has adopted a hyperbolic approach synonymous with
exploitation marketing; in other words, that of the carnival barker of the Golden Age
of Exploitation, of the 42nd Street poster, or even of the tabloid headline in the case
of the ‘video nasty’. This presents the company’s product as cheap, shoddy and/or
extreme, while reinforcing a sense of the films as being of low cultural value. Yet, in
spite of the gaudy “come-ons” and the carnivalesque lure of the titillation of this type
of promotion, what at first appears anachronistic, on closer inspection would seem to
be a superficially affected aesthetic, which re-appropriates elements of the golden
age of exploitation in a package that is positioned as having significantly more value.
In other words, under the shrill exterior is a secondary layer that emphasises a sense
of value to these films, and endeavours to position them as important through their
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sub-cultural pedigree (by detailing earlier significant credits for the cast and crew),
through the technical specificities of that release or through the mission statement of
the company that clarifies their intent. All of which suggests that the lurid
promotional devices are not to be taken at face-value.
While I will examine the reappraisal and repositioning of these films in
greater detail in the following chapter, it is important to acknowledge here that the
creation of a value in the products of Shameless follows the traditional notions of
value that might be expected to be seen in the marketing and promotional campaigns
of mainstream Hollywood film, demonstrating an emphasis on pedigree or awards,
or on restoration and supplementary materials. The significant difference here lies in
the marketing appeals that rework the notional cheap, shoddy and/or extreme
aesthetic into something that can be more broadly understood as genre. This involves
a re-positioning and re-valuing these films through the technical specifications of the
product and the inclusion of supplementary materials, despite simultaneously
reinforcing a sense that the films have no value by drawing on an established ideas
of exploitation. Steve Neale has argued that 'genres do not consist only of films: they
consist also, and equally, of specific systems of expectation and hypothesis that
spectators bring with them to the cinema, and which interact with the films
themselves (1990:46). In this way, films arising from these alternative European
traditions can be seen to carry with them specific systems of expectation, systems
that, in this case, capitalise on a sense that these films are of low cultural value. As
Eurohorror, as giallo, as exploitation and as ‘video nasties,’ they appear to be unified
by being inherently cheap and extreme, titillating and horrifying in equal measure, as
belonging to a genre recognised for being explicitly horrific or pornographic in
nature.
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9.7 VIDEO: THE GENRE
In 1983 and in a direct response to the censorious rhetoric of the moral panic, Martin
Barker asked a question that seems to have dominated any discussion of the ‘video
nasties’ ever since. ‘How nasty are the ‘video nasties?’ (1983:231). While the answer
is, of course, incredibly complex, it is also culturally subjective and influenced by
historical context. Given that most of these films are now over thirty years old (with
the oldest entry dating back to 1963), they have increasingly being surpassed in their
ability to shock by contemporary films, particularly those associated with more
recently formed genres such as the New French Extremism or the Torture Porn.
While some remain thematically challenging and some even retain the ability to
shock or offend, the inherent extremity of the films as a whole has lessened with
time; a fact evidenced in the increased availability of these films from legitimate
distributors. Nevertheless, the inherent nastiness of any given title has remained the
overarching emphasis of any discussion of the ‘Video Nasties’ and this is in spite of
the contradictions of a marketplace that simultaneously endeavours to perpetuate
ideas of nastiness and extremity, with all of the connotations of the cheap and the
shoddy that this brings, while simultaneously elevating this films as valuable and
important.
However, what is often left out of these discussions, especially now given the
obsolescence of the format, is how ‘video’ itself contributes to our collective
understanding of the ‘video nasties’ and how the peculiarities of the format might
inform a process of genrification. Altman previously suggested that the descriptive
categories used to describe cycles of film (as adjectives) can be seen to mutate into
fixed textual categories (as nouns), referring specifically to comedy, melodrama, and
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epic (1999: 50-54). While these examples refer to the properties of the text itself, I
would argue that similar mutations can be observed in the wake of the obsolescence
of video. However here, the process can be seen to function in reverse, where a
descriptive category can be seen to have formed from the noun rather than (in
Altman’s examples) being adapted into one. In other words, ‘video’ as a type of
technology and format has transformed into an adjective. To a significant extent,
‘video’ has become a descriptive category for the types of film that are being
preserved as important to this residual media form, irrespective of the type of
technological format on which they are currently distributed.
This terminological and cultural elasticity is not without precedent. David
Church highlights a similar conflation between exhibition space and exploitation
product in the evolution of the use of the term ‘Grindhouse,’ where a shift ‘from a
theatre type to a generic term applied to a range of exploitation subgenres in the
post-studio era’ is observed. Church suggests that the flexibility and application of
“grind house”66 as an overarching generic label can be attributed to its function as a
‘highly sellable commodity’ (c.f. Altman 1998: 34), and that what was often pitched
as a ‘struggle for (sub)cultural capital surrounding their genrified films now exposes
itself as the struggle for economic capital that it always was’. Based upon this then, it
is reasonable to suggest that video has begun to become to genrificated for a
particular group of people who are interested in a particular type of film, and for a
particular industrial sector that is interested in appealing to those consumers. In other
words, ‘video’ has become a signifier of a particular aesthetic, one that is
increasingly associated with a particular type of film.

66

Both Church in his article and Johnny Walker and Austin Fisher in their edited collection on the
Grindhouse make a distinction between the ‘compound word “grindhouse” as an adjective to describe
the culturally constituted concept under investigation, but to use the separate words “grind house” as
nouns when referring to the physical movie theaters that exhibited such films’ (2016:9).
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In 2013, British newspaper The Independent ran a story that speculated on
the cultural afterlife of the VHS Video Cassette Recorder (Beanland, 2013). The
article coincided with the release of two documentaries, Rewind This! (2013) and
Adjust Your Tracking - The Untold Story of the VHS Collector (2013). These films
not only wistfully celebrated the heyday of video culture of the 1980s but also
articulated a growing sense of nostalgia and loss that was being expressed from
certain communities over what was popularly being dismissed as a redundant and
obsolete technology. When describing the documentaries, journalist Christopher
Beanland, expressed what would appear to be the dominant perception of the format
as a ‘low-budget’ […] format for the ‘fag end of film – the video tape’ (2013).
However, less dismissive of the impact and significance of video, as might be
expected, was Josh Johnson, the director of Rewind This!. Johnson suggested that
‘video shaped who [he was] more than any other presence in [his] life,’ even going
on to claim that ‘the video revolution democratised media in a profound way’.
Similarly, and in the same article, British video collector Dale Lloyd (known as Viva
VHS) reminisced about his personal consumption practices growing up, renting
videos from his local video rental shop in the West Midlands. Lloyd suggests here
that although video was seeing a resurgence, he did not think that this would lead to
a widespread re-adoption of the format in the way that had been witnessed with
vinyl, attributing the vinyl renaissance to the dominant perception of the format as
having an intrinsically superior sound quality when compared to that of a digital
download.
Though Lloyd was keen to make a distinction between his own impulse to
collect and any wider resonance that video might have for broader popular culture,
he did suggest that ‘some movies, mainly low budget 1980s horror [movies], just
work better with a bit of grain,’ going on to suggest that ‘Hi-Def isn't as scary’
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(ibid). Lloyd is certainly not alone in holding such a view. Indeed, it is one shared by
many, being reiterated in director Neil Marshall’s account of his own engagement
with VHS in the 1980s.67 He describes video as a low-end format, which he felt was
defined by a ‘low-res, grubby, grainy, crackly, scratchy image’ but which he
suggests ‘lent an edge to those films that doesn’t exist anymore’ (Morris and West
2012). Both Marshall and Lloyd’s accounts articulate a fondness for the low
resolution aesthetic of video and a nostalgia that is increasingly common to most
recollections of engagement with the format. What is most significant here is that
both of these accounts speak of the horror film being improved by the poor quality of
the medium. Although Lloyd suggests that video would not be reappraised in the
way that vinyl has, the aesthetic of video is nonetheless being increasingly reappropriated for a new generation of consumers and applied to particular kinds of
film; most notably, horror and exploitation films. This, at least in part, suggests that
for certain communities, this process of reappraisal had already begun by the time
Lloyd was interviewed for The Independent in 2013.
The low-resolution aesthetic of video, with its grubby, grainy, crackly image
is increasingly being applied to digital platforms like DVD and Blu-ray, by
distributors seeking to position their films as evocative of what is increasingly been
seen as the United Kingdom’s Golden Age of Exploitation, namely, the precertification era video and of the ‘video nasty.’ This practice is most visible in the
branding of Arrow Video, a company that I explore in greater detail in the next
chapter. What is important to note in this chapter in relation to Arrow Video is how
fundamental the notion of video technology is to the company’s contemporary
identity – from its use of the format in latter half of its name to the re-appropriation
of an 8-bit or analogue aesthetic in its logo and ident as a generic indicator of the
67

Neil Marshall is the director of Dog Soldiers (2002) and The Descent (2005).
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type of film that specializes in. This may seem to align it with the marketing
strategies of distributors in the 1980s (see pages 146 to 152), but the application of
the typographic emblems, monograms and symbols of the 21st Century company’s
packaging are distinctly different to that observed in the branding of those early
distribution companies. In the 1980s, the aesthetic of rudimentary computer
animation and of an 8-bit computer-generated neon aesthetic (developed at the dawn
of home computing) was employed by future facing companies with technology at
their core. In Arrow Video’s application however, it is an anachronism, a stylistic
indicator of a redundant media form, which critically functions simultaneously as a
stylistic indicator of excess.
This borrowed aesthetic, if nothing else, reinforces a sense that video itself is
important to our understanding of the exploitation film in this context, and that
David Church’s observations of the evolution of the term Grindhouse are equally
applicable here. Similarly, in his exploration of myths that have grown up around the
Grindhouse, Glenn Ward highlights the fact that ‘Grind houses once existed, but
“grindhouse cinema” and “grindhouse films,” as they are imagined today, never did’
(2016:13). Ward points towards the inherent ‘tensions involved in any attempt to
circumscribe grindhouse as both a type of film and a type of venue (2016:15).
However, if Andrew Tudor’s suggestion that ‘genre is what we collectively believe it
be’ is accepted, then perhaps traditional notions regarding the formation of genre can
be dismissed in favour of Altman’s ‘user-oriented approach’ (Tudor 1986: 6-7).
Moreover, if this is also understood to involve a struggle for economic capital (as
David Church argues in relation to the Grindhouse), it would appear to also involve
an attempt on the part of distributors to dull the perceived high-brow cineaste sheen
of Blu-ray in order to more convincingly align their product with what is
increasingly considered to be Britain’s golden age of exploitation. Here, the low
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cultural connotations of cult and exploitation are reinforced in the application of a
low-resolution analogue aesthetic, applied to a high-resolution digital product. In this
way, Arrow Video can be seen to romanticise the domestic space of the precertification era video, effectively reinforcing a collective sense of genre, while
positioning itself as the most authentic representation of a British audience’s first
engagement with many of these films.
While it would be impossible to pinpoint the exact moment that the ‘video
nasties’ passed from governmentally imposed category to become understood as a
genre and economic commodity in their own right, it is clear that its current position
is the result of a negotiation between, academics, critics, fans, and industry.
Although Julian Petley’s intervention illustrates that this cannot be considered a
consensual view, it also raises important questions, not only about what might
qualify for inclusion in a list of ‘video nasties’, but also about how we understand
genre formation and its dialogue between audience and industry. With the absence of
a dominant and definitive perception of what an expanded notion of the ‘video
nasties’ might consist of, meaning is derived from those who use it and the context it
is used in. Where academics and critics have historically referred to the original
finite conception of the ‘video nasties’, increasingly fans and industry have
discursively constructed an understanding of the ‘video nasties’ which moves
beyond these traditional notions of what might constitute a ‘video nasty’. While one
conception does not invalidate another, equally, this lack of resolution does not
invalidate a reading that accepts the development and extension of the genre. Indeed,
many scholars have pointed to the relative instability of genre, and, in this way, the
‘video nasties’ are no different. While all conceptions of the ‘video nasties’ originate
and reflect the moral panic of the 1980s, recent industrial usage has moved beyond
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the rigid parameters of the original list, and extend the category to signify films of a
particular type.

10. GENTRIFICATION

10.1 INTRODUCTION
As much as the process of genrification discussed in the previous chapter extends the
category of the ‘video nasties’ by applying and reinforcing a collective genre identity
to these films, the grouping, re-classification and re-release on DVD and Bluray can
also be seen to have created an opportunity to reappraise these films in a
contemporary commercial environment. This reappraisal is not based solely upon
earlier conceptions of the ‘video nasties’ however, but has been complicated by the
idiosyncrasies and expectations of digital platforms like DVD and Bluray, which has
led to a process which can be examined as a process of (sub)cultural gentrification.
It is useful to briefly begin with a contextualisation away from the
specifically filmic. In 1964, British sociologist Ruth Glass coined the term
‘gentrification’ to describe an influx of affluent middle-class residents moving into
what had previously been poor working class neighbourhoods in central London.
This arrival facilitated the socio-economic transformation of the area, but in the
process forever altered the social strata and physical characteristics of the
environment. Jeremy Bryson offers a more contemporary account of gentrification as
it is used in the field of human geography, in which he suggests that gentrification
‘involves the reinvestment of capital after a period of disinvestment, the production
of an aestheticized landscape, and lower class displacement followed by middle class
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replacement’ (2013:578). These criteria can provide a model which can be usefully
mapped onto film studies, particularly the marketplace of the ‘video nasties’. In the
digital market that these films now belong to, the ‘reinvestment of capital’ comes at
the point of acquisition when distributors buy the highest quality negatives available
and digitally restore these materials. These are then paired with what are often newly
commissioned supplementary paratextual materials. After an imposed ‘period of
disinvestment’, where no distributor could legally handle these films, the films are
restored and rereleased as important cinematic milestones. This positioning
reinforces an ‘aestheticized landscape’, in which films are revered as the canonical
work of auteurs and in which the technical specifications of the releases (i.e.
subtitling, dubbing, High Definition, aspect ratio) are prioritised as much as the
status of the films themselves. This rejuvenation reconfigures traditional ideas about
these films, removing any sense of their illicit status and replacing these instead with
a different set of values that belie the trashy origins of the films themselves and
destabilise traditional notions of the ‘low and high’ culture debate.
Despite the positive and restorative aspects that gentrification as a process
can bring, in its original context it is not without its problems, with critics
highlighting the social, economic, political, and cultural issues that are inherent in a
restoration that displaces communities and reimagines environments. Sociologist
Sharon Zukin has suggested that the successful adoption of these reimagined spaces
is reliant on an agreement about what might constitute the ‘authentic space’, and that
this is based upon the values we collectively attach to the ‘historically old’ and to
the ‘creatively new’ (2010: xiii). These criteria are again neatly applicable to
rereleases of the ‘video nasties’, as objects that must appeal both as the ‘historically
old’ and ‘creatively new’. Indeed Zukin has argued that ‘the aesthetic appeal of
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gentrification is both selective and pliable. It can be abstracted into objects of
cultural consumption’ (2010:42).
This section will consider how authenticity and value are constructed in
relation to the ‘video nasties’, examining how the constructions of value that have
traditionally been applied to film, such as the canon or the auteur theory, can and
have been applied to the ‘video nasties’. It will consider how these reassessments can
be linked to broader trends that seek to reposition this category of films as ‘valuable’
and ‘authentic’ based largely on the technical specifications of a particular release
rather than anything inherently related to the film.

10.2 CRITERIA FOR CANON FORMATION
According to figures from the British Film Institute (BFI), the UK has the second
largest filmed entertainment market in the world, coming second only to the USA68,
and worth an estimated £3.8 billion (2016: 2). How we choose to navigate the sheer
volume of films available to us is largely a matter of taste, with Jonathan Rosenbaum
suggesting that within this number we can observe a segmentation of the discourse
surrounding film – where the mainstream, the film industry, and academia reinforce
and promote their own agendas (2000). Historically, academia was concerned with
legitimizing both film and the study of film, and consequently attempted to align
film analysis with that of wider historical approaches established in the analysis of
the fine arts. It was these resultant valorisations about what might constitute the
highest quality representations of film that led to the formation of the first canons.

68

Though positive, the report details the expectation that the UK market be overtaken by China
within the next four years.
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Paul Schrader argues that by definition, the film canon is ‘based upon criteria
that transcend taste’ (2006:34). For him, whether a film appeals to a particular
viewer/critic personally or whether the film was hugely popular are inconsequential
considerations, and that every effort should be made to separate out ‘personal
favourites from those movies that artistically defined film history’ (2006:34). Within
this separation lies what Janet Staiger has referred to as the ‘politics of inclusion and
exclusion’, where ‘some films are moved to the center of attention; others, to the
margins’ (1985:8). However, what constitutes that centre is largely a matter of
perspective, and while within academia established cinematic canons are reinforced,
films which might be considered as canonical outside of the academy are summarily
dismissed and moved to the margins.
Commercially, and mirroring the exclusionary cultural practices highlighted
by Staiger, many companies have made an asset of a product that is located outside
of a perceived mainstream, consequently creating a perceived value around them.
Though a gamut of companies operate within this market, these marginal offerings
can be most easily understood as being located in what has historically been
understood as opposite ends of the spectrum. Firstly, that of high art: the worthy,
canonical films of academia, often art-cinema or films of perceived artistic merit that
have been judged to have a significant cinematic value. And secondly, at the other
end of the spectrum, low culture, trash, or ‘B’ movies - films perceived as having
very little artistic merit which often revel in sex or violence and can collectively be
grouped under the umbrella of exploitation or cult movies.
Though processes of cultural distinction have historically separated these
cinemas based upon preconceived valorisations, in recent years an increased
convergence of these markets has been observed. This is largely commercially
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driven, with distributors reinforcing, extending and challenging traditional notions of
what might constitute the canonical film, and consequently further augmenting how
ideas of value are constructed for films which fall outside of mainstream
consumption. This chapter will examine the role that distributors have played in
maintaining and extending what for different groups are considered to be important
and canonical films. It will also examine the active role they play in collapsing prior
canonical boundaries, creating what is largely an ‘economic canon’ rather than an
artistic one. Fundamental to this is an underlying perception of what might constitute
‘the quality product’, and this chapter will consider how the qualities associated with
cinema have been deployed in the home entertainment market, mobilised as a
measure of quality, while exploring how these ideas have merged with the
technological expectations of laserdisc, DVD and Bluray. In doing so, it aims to
further challenge traditional notions of the canon, which is informed as much by the
technological capabilities of the medium and the specificities of the modes of
distribution as any of the previously understood criteria for canon formation.

10.3 THE NEW MEDIA RENAISSANCE
The current home entertainment market has partly been shaped by the opportunities
afforded by technological innovation and the demands of early adopters in the
marketplace – those who Barbara Klinger has referred to as ‘the new media
aristocrats’ (2006:17). Klinger suggests that the introduction of digital technology
brought with it an impression of quality which has helped to define ‘the home as a
site par excellence for media consumption’ (2006:18), which created a distinction
between more established analogue technologies, situating them as “lowbrow” in
relation to the new “highbrow” experience offered by digital. Significantly, DVD
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(Digital Versatile Disc) as a technology was explicitly promoted on those terms, with
an early trailer heralding its arrival by aligning the technology explicitly with a
cinematic experience. The trailer began:
This is DVD… the picture is twice as sharp as VHS, the sound is infinitely clearer,
it looks and sounds as if you are at the movies, but you can experience it at home.
Not to mention, you can watch it in widescreen, listen to audio commentary, choose
from features like director’s notes, behind the scenes footage, trailers and more…
see how good a movie at home can be. 69

Ironically, this trailer was most frequently screened as an advertisement on VHS
cassettes prior to the main feature and was therefore not representative of the actual
quality of DVD, but it did help to create clear expectations for anyone engaging with
the technology, while creating expectations which clearly aligned DVD with the
cinematic space and the cinematic experience. It is then no surprise that DVD
became associated with a kind of cinephilia that had previously eluded VHS, and
that it is this expectation that has continued to shape the market for DVD, and, more
recently, for Blu-ray in the intervening years.
James Kendrick details what he suggests was a battle to legitimise the home
theatre experience on DVD in the cineaste’s engagement with the films of Stanley
Kubrick. Prior to DVD, home theatre enthusiasts had typically opted for laserdiscs,
which as Kendrick notes ‘were almost always presented in their original aspect
ratios, thus aligning the viewing experience at home more closely with the theatrical
experience’ (2005:60). VHS by comparison, rarely offered widescreen presentations
as standard, which often resulted in widescreen-formatted films frequently being
adapted to fit the aspect ratio of a standard television screen - utilising the full screen
and avoiding the appearance of black bars on the top and bottom of the image.

69

This is DVD advertisement (1999)
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To achieve this reformatting, distributors typically approached the issue in
one of two ways: for films that were recorded in full frame with an aspect ratio of
1.33:1 (the 4:3 aspect ratio of standard televisions), the transition was less
problematic, employing a process known as open-matte. With the standard aspect
ratio of film essentially compatible with that of television, films recorded in this way
would undergo a process known as ‘soft-matte’ for theatrical exhibition, whereby the
projection would be masked top and bottom to achieve the familiar widescreen
appearance, a theatrical aspect ratio of 1.85:1 or 1.66:1. When these films came to be
transferred to video, since they already had an aspect ratio of 4:3 (and, as such, were
compatible with the native aspect ratio of standard television), distributors simply
took the decision to not mask the frame and instead deliver the image as full screen.
Though often contentious among cinema aficionados, many of whom deemed this
not representative of directorial intent and therefore not delivering an authentic
theatrical experience, the dominant perception from industry was that the average
consumer preferred a full screen presentation over the reduced image size of a
widescreen presentation on video. Indeed, so pervasive was this perception that if a
film was not available as an open-matte print, distributors would routinely employ a
process developed for broadcast television to facilitate full-screen presentation, a
process known as ‘pan and scan’. The process took its name from the technique
where an editor would select parts of the original widescreen image based upon what
they deemed to be important to the shot, they would then copy or scan this
subsection, and when the point of interest moved to another part of the frame, the
editor would then move the scanner based again upon their own perception of what
was important – it is this movement that creates the pan effect from which the
process takes its name.
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The benefit of the pan and scan process was the removal of the black
horizontal bars common to television broadcasts of widescreen presentations, which
Steve Neale describes as ‘‘re-compos[ing] films made in and for widescreen formats
[…] by reframing shots, by re-editing sequences and shots, and by altering the
pattern of still and moving shots used in the original film’ (1998:131). The process
proved to be a hugely contentious one, deemed to be infinitely more problematic
than the open-matte approach but despite this it was a surprisingly common practice
before the introduction of DVD and Blu-ray. As James Kendrick observes, neither
process was welcomed among home theatre enthusiasts, many of whom were trying
to recreate the theatrical viewing space. Kendrick details what he describes as a
conflict between the notion of cinema as an art form and the technological
specificities of its presentation, suggesting that for the majority of home theatre
enthusiasts, ‘the theatrical viewing space is the ultimate arbiter of authenticity, and,
therefore, the closer their home environments come to re-creating that space, the
more legitimate it becomes as a place to view films properly’ (2005:65).
This desire for theatrical accuracy went as far as to see groups of these
enthusiasts challenge directorial decisions over the presentation of particular films,
as is the case with the later films of Stanley Kubrick. Kubrick’s later ‘films were all
shot open-matte with a 1.33:1 aspect ratio but were projected in U.S. theatres in a
standard matted 1.85:1 aspect ratio. However, as it is well known, Kubrick insisted
that the films be shown open-matte on home video in order to fill the TV screen,
which is why none of these films are available on DVD in their theatrical aspect
ratios’ (Bracke cited in Kendrick 2005: 64). Kubrick’s decision to present these later
films as full frame presentations is the cause of considerable criticism, with critics
bold enough to suggest that ‘Kubrick did not fully understand the ramifications of
his decision to present his film open-matte on home video and that he died before
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being able to fully appreciate the development of high-definition televisions that
allow for widescreen aspect ratios and still fill the screen’ (ibid.).
Kendrick suggests that this conflict over the legitimacy of the presentation of
these films is largely an ‘issue of authorial versus technological intent (the director’s
artistic vision verses the medium’s technological properties as primary determinant
of film form)’ (2005:65). Fundamental to all of these debates is the construction of
cinema as an art form, which is therefore imbued with a set of preconceived values
and associations, and these in turn dictate the parameters of expectation in the
presentation of these films and then therefore the technological specificities of that
presentation. Implicit in all of this is an articulation of the economic, cultural, and
social capital of those invested in these debates, which partly reiterates Janet
Staiger’s ‘politics of inclusion and exclusion’ (1985:8), which, (if not complicating
the criteria for inclusion in the canon), certainly applies another layer of evaluative
criteria based ostensibly on the technological. It similarly moves some presentations
‘to the center of attention’, while simultaneously moving ‘others, to the margins’
though for very different reasons than those observed by Staiger.
While these arguments over aspect ratios have essentially been used as one
means of confirming Kubrick’s auteur status, and therefore reinforce traditional
notions of what constitutes the canonical film, they are also indicative of the ways in
which value has been constructed, firstly on DVD, and then subsequently on Bluray, and are equally a marker of the distinctions that have been made between these
digital formats and their analogue predecessors. The pan and scan approach used in
VHS presentations was quickly rendered obsolete by the technological expectations
of DVD and digital presentations. As much as this expectation could be seen to
reinforce established ideas around the construction of the film canons, and reinforce
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the perceived value of any director whose work is given this treatment, it is also
indicative of a shifting sensibility of what might constitute the quality presentation of
film across the entire industry and is not limited to canonical perceptions of
important directors.
Such arguments are by no means limited to directors who would be seen as
traditionally canonical directors, or even limited to film which may have been
deemed to be historically valuable cinematic interventions. Take, for instance Lucio
Fulci, regarded by many to be an important cult director. Noted for the extremity of
his films, he is often referred to as ‘The Godfather of Gore’ and has garnered a
significant reputation in cult circles for films like Zombie Flesh Eaters (1980), City
of the Living Dead (1980), The Beyond (1981), and The New York Ripper (1982).
However, even within cult circles, he is equally considered by many to be an inept
and overrated, talentless hack (Kanada 2009). Here, although ostensibly in the
margins, a hierarchy is constructed which tends to favour directors like Dario
Argento or Mario Bava as the auteurs of Italian horror, locating Fulci well outside
these valorisations. However, despite his reputation, the UK DVD

releases of

Fulci’s The Beyond and City of the Living Dead by the distributor VIPCO were
marred by the same expectations as those illustrated by Kendrick in relation to the
films of Stanley Kubrick. Though in most cases VIPCO’s releases of Fulci’s films
on the home entertainment market were cut and censored by the British Board of
Film Classification (BBFC), fan responses were typically accepting of these cuts.
Instead criticisms focussed on the presentation of the product, including the films’
lack of digital restoration, that they had clearly been transferred from VHS masters
and displayed damage typical of that associated with videotape, and, most vocally
that the films were pan and scan prints displayed in the incorrect aspect ratio.
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These elements, especially the latter, were all held as examples of VIPCO’s
disrespectful attitude towards the films. However, much of this can be attributed to a
technological misunderstanding. A blogger named Mattei's Nipple countered the
dominant perception of VIPCO as a company that released trimmed, pan and scan
prints, stating that in actuality, the full frame presentation was, in most cases, the
result of an open matte process and not the result of the pan and scan process.
However, unlike Kendrick’s observation that ‘the theatrical viewing space is the
ultimate arbiter of authenticity’, many of VIPCO’s releases, and indeed many cult
films more generally, never received an official theatrical release in the United
Kingdom in the same way that the cinema of Kubrick did, and are more commonly
explicitly associated with their dominant mode of exhibition; the home video
cassette recorder. However, this has not prevented the application of allusions to the
cinematic that continue to function as a framing device in the demarcation of cultural
value. This is particularly evident in non-mainstream markets, where mass-market
appeal is neither guaranteed nor expected, and this is perhaps best illustrated through
an examination of two labels that operate at what have historically been understood
as opposing ends of the cinematic spectrum, the Criterion Collection, as distributors
of ‘high-art’ quality film, and Arrow Video, as distributors of ‘low culture’
exploitation film.

10.4 THE PERCEPTION OF VALUE IN A CINEMATIC CANON
Significantly, when the Criterion Collection began in 1983 the brand released
exclusively on laserdisc. Its films, Kendrick details, ‘almost always presented in their
original aspect ratios, thus aligning the viewing experience at home more closely
with the theatrical experience’ (2005:60). Laserdisc has come to be seen as the
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technological forebear of the DVD format, allowing bonus features, production stills,
making-of documentaries, and audio commentaries, cut scenes and alternative
endings; features which Criterion were the first to incorporate as the staples of their
brand, and features which came to define quality DVD releases. Barry Schauer has
argued that laserdisc as a technology appealed to a ‘niche audience of cinephiles and
academics who were attracted to the format's superior picture and sound as well as
its ability to hold special features’ (2005: 32).
This emphasis on presentation and special features has become the defining
characteristic of The Criterion Collection, a brand which Schauer observes ‘has
come to symbolize quality in home video’ (ibid.). Intrinsic to that sense of quality is
an implicit allusion toward the cinematic, which in the case of Criterion comes from
the films chosen for inclusion in its catalogue. This can in part and be attributed to its
partnership with Janus films, a theatrical distributor that introduced American
audiences to many masterpieces of world cinema by such directors as Michelangelo
Antonioni, Sergei Eisenstein, Ingmar Bergman, Federico Fellini, Akira Kurosawa,
François Truffaut, Yasujirō Ozu, and who now licence their catalogue to Criterion.
Schauer also observes that ‘the Criterion Collection privileges the European and
Japanese art cinema of the 1950s and 1960s, at the expense of other national
cinemas, genres, and eras’ (ibid.), James Kendrick has convincingly argued that
Criterion has demonstrated an eclecticism in its catalogue with releases that have
resisted ‘restraints of politics, taste, geography, and time’ (2001:124). Nevertheless,
Kendrick concedes that the company has demonstrated a bias toward established
canonical titles and auteurs such as Ingmar Bergman. This concentration on the
established luminaries of film reinforces a canon of films that were established in the
art-house cinema of the 1960s and 1970s via the theatrical distributions of Janus
Films. Drawing from this, it becomes important to recognise that this connection to
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the theatrical history is equally as significant in the construction of ‘quality’ that
surrounds these films.
In contrast, Arrow Video is a company that is explicitly defined by its
association with the less prestigious medium of video and the VHS format. Referred
to as ‘the Criterion of Shit Movies’ (Bickel 2016), Arrow has redesigned the market
for cult film in the UK by adopting a similar emphasis to Criterion on the inclusion
and variety of special features on their DVD releases. In doing so, they have begun
to blur the distinctions observed by Barbara Klinger in relation the perception of
value in analogue and digital by creating a digital product that rereleases and is
evocative of, an analogue product. By emphasising quality and the importance of
paratextual material, the company has carved out a niche place in the market by
releasing films that have then been repositioned as canonical cult, horror and
exploitation films. Significantly, the vast majority of Arrow’s DVD catalogue was
never released in the cinema, only finding an initial audience in the early 1980s
through video distribution and exhibition. Despite this, Arrow Video has worked to
establish a link with the cinematic format recently by releasing a coffee table book
entitled Cult Cinema (2015) that includes details of releases and reprints of liner
notes, alongside commissioned essays and art works for a selection of their most
successful releases. Arrow Video’s repurposing of ‘Cinema’ as an umbrella term to
describe its releases - many of which were never available theatrically in the UK - is
demonstrative of a deliberate attempt to apply a quality distinction to films that have
traditionally been considered inferior texts primarily associated with an inferior
product (VHS). In doing so, Arrow attempts to reconfigure perceptions of value as
they relate to exploitation. The application of the mode of exhibition as a cultural
indicator of value, for films that were broadly not available theatrically may be
unique to Arrow, and is indicative of an attempt to capitalise on the increased
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romanticisation and cultural cache of the grindhouse circuit in the United States, as
well as the implicit valorisations we see applied to worthy canonical films arising
from “worthy” cinematic traditions.

10.5 CINEMA AND SNOBBERY
The elevation of cinema as the superior mode of exhibition is by no means a new
occurrence and existing discussions on the subject usually foreground a particular
type of film. Writing in The New York Times in 1996, Susan Sontag bemoaned the
loss of the experiential qualities of cinema in her lament of ‘cinema's glorious past’,
where she invoked the icons of its golden age. The Lumiere brothers, Melies,
Feuillade, D. W. Griffith, Dziga Vertov, Pabst, Murnau, Rossellini and Bertolucci
are all presented here as the ghosts of cinema’s once glorious past, before it
experienced a systematic industrial decline. Whilst much of Sontag’s eulogy is
concerned with the tensions between industry and art, or recalling with nostalgia ‘the
feverish age of movie-going’ in the 1960s and 1970s, the resounding message is (as
she describes) a waning in ‘the distinctive cinephilic love of movies that is not
simply love of but a certain taste in films’(ibid). Sontag openly acknowledges that
this type of cinephilia may appear ‘snobbish’ and extends this snobbery beyond mere
valorisations of particular types of film to the medium itself stating ‘to see a great
film only on television isn't to have really seen that film’. This distinction, perhaps
borne out of a life spent in a thriving metropolis where ‘worthy’ cinema was
available theatrically,70 clearly refuses to acknowledge films which for variety a of
reasons were never widely exhibited theatrically, and films whose very meaning was
constructed by the possibilities made available by the home viewing experience.
70

Sontag spent the majority of her adult life living between New York and Paris, having first
relocated to Paris in 1957 to complete her studies. Her perspective reiterates the manifesto of Cahiers
du Cinéma, echoing Francois Truffaut’s influential 1954 article ‘A Certain Tendency in French
Cinema.’
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‘Snobbish’ by her own admission, Sontag’s premature obituary of cinephilic culture
is demonstrative of the hierarchical structure that had dogged video as film’s ‘poorrelation’ since its introduction in the late 1970s.
A year after Sontag’s eulogy, the introduction of DVD would further
destabilise traditional notions of cinephilia. No doubt farther removed from Sontag’s
perception, which Mark Betz dismissed as ‘privileg[ing] [particular] sites and forms
of consumption’ in the ‘rarified, quasi-religious theatrical experience of the filmic
relic’ of Sontag’s youth, cinephilia’s evolution was incremental, and, as early as
1991, scholars were introducing terms like ‘videophilia’ (Tashiro,1991:7), or
‘telephilia’ (Price 2004: 36) to account for the increased influence of the small
screen on traditional notions of what might constitute the cinephilic experience.
Marijke de Valck and Malte Hagener introduced the concept of ‘videosyncrasy’ to
describe the modern cinephile’s ability to move easily between ‘different
technologies, platforms, and subject positions in a highly idiosyncratic fashion that
nevertheless remains connective and flexible enough to allow for the intersubjective
exchange of affect, objects and memories’ (2005: 14). Where videophilia, telephilia,
or indeed cinephilia might imply a hierarchical structure to technology, with priority
given to one specific medium over another, and even though de Valck and Hagener
define cinephila as an umbrella term which encompassed all engagement with screen
media, they suggest that ‘videosyncrasy’ might be better suited, as it implies no such
hierarchy and allowed for a levelling of all media under the umbrella of one allencompassing category.
Semantic categorisations aside, it is clear that the availability of film on home
media technology has destabilised traditional notions of what might constitute the
cinephilic tendency, and while this is often intrinsically linked to cultures of
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collecting, it has also, at least implicitly, impacted on what might be understood as
the canonical film. As I have demonstrated, historically these values have been
constructed through an alignment with cinema but, increasingly, and aside from the
emphasis on aspect ratio which can be clearly seen to derive from the specifics of
theatrical exhibition, a sense of quality and value has been further instilled by the
opportunities for paratextual extension available on digital formats and the specifics
of Blu-ray and DVD presentations. The aforementioned bonus features - production
stills, making-of documentaries, audio commentaries, cut scenes and alternative
endings - can all be seen as adding another layer of value and as Kate Egan has
suggested, can ‘serve as ‘historical portraits’ framing a film as an important part of
cinematic history (2007:186). Increasingly, the intrinsic functionality of digital
media is being applied in a way that reconstructs filmic texts as valuable and imbued
with implicit cultural value.
The most visible example of this can be observed in the processes of
translation that is required for foreign-language cinema to be understood outside of
its country of origin. There are, of course, many factors to be considered in the
decision to subtitle or dub (post-synchronise) a film, not least of which is cost. With
subtitling typically costing between ‘a tenth and a twentieth as much as dubbing’,
clearly there are obvious economic benefits to subtitling (Fong, Au 2009: 3).
However, historically, if a film was perceived to have broad demographic appeal
then it would be dubbed to ensure that the film generated maximum returns. If the
market was less certain or the film was considered as niche then it would likely be
subtitled, thereby reducing production costs and maximising returns.
Over time, however, and particularly visible in Western markets, the process
of subtitling has increasingly become associated with a particular type of marginal
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film – the foreign-language drama or the art-film and, perhaps because of this
association, the subtitle itself has become imbued with an implicit cultural value that
has come to function as a marker or signifier to the inherent value of any given film.
Similarly, over time, and in spite of the increased cost associated with the process,
dubbing has increasingly become associated with another kind of film; films which
are often genre productions, and therefore considered less prestigious, which are then
repackaged and dubbed into the destination language for maximum return. Miller
suggests that this can be considered as simply a matter of the most appropriate
process for type of films, and that films that are ‘largely narrative or action scenes
work well with a dubbed track, while if it’s a more cerebral production subtitling
may be better’ (cited in Dean 1987: 38). However appropriate these processes might
be, Miller’s delineation between ‘action’ and ‘cerebral’ reinforces particular
associations and, as such, assigns particular cultural valorisations.
Implicit in these distinctions is a reliance on the familiar arguments over
auteurism where established foreign-language canonical titles are frequently
presented with subtitled dialogue as the most authentic representation of the
director’s vision. This, of course, assumes that there is an absolute translation to the
subtitle and does not acknowledge that both the process of subtitling and the process
of dubbing are ultimately a negotiation, based upon the constraints of the medium,
which is inherently flawed as it is fundamentally reliant on a degree of adaptation,
what has become known as constrained translation. Jorge Díaz Cintas suggests that
constrained translation can be most easily understood as subtitling being subject to
the constraints inherent in the ‘physical delivery of the written message’ which is
governed by the ‘width of the screen that usually only allows for a total of 35
characters per line in a maximum of two lines’ (2010:33). Whereas the primary
constraints when dubbing are a need to ensure that ‘the target language message […]
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follow[s] the original movement of the lips’ (ibid). However, in order to ensure that
either the subtitled text or audio dub remains in harmony and is synchronised with
the visuals appearing on the screen, a process of adaptation must occur, and it is
unlikely that the origin language would match the destination language.
The fidelity of this process of adaptation is the subject of much debate.
However, often overlooked in this debate is the implicit cultural value attributed to
the subtitle and, as a direct result, the perceived lack of value inherent in the dubbed
film. Antje Ascheid suggests that when a film becomes considered as ‘an artistically
valuable ‘authored original’ (1997: 34), then subtitling becomes intertwined with its
distinction as high art over a film perceived to be of low cultural value. Indeed, films
arising from tradition the of exploitation cinema, which would have historically been
understood as being of ‘low cultural value’ are increasingly being repackaged as
‘artistically valuable authored originals’ which include options for these valuable
films to be dubbed or subbed. While much foreign-language cinema can continue to
be reappraised in this way, for much of the Italian exploitation film market - of
which Arrow Video is the largest distributor in the UK - no such remediation can
occur as these films were not produced in one consistent language. Italian producers
famously used post-synchronised audio tracks as standard practice (c.f. Frayling
2012: 68). This meant that location audio was not retained, and usually not even
recorded. Actors would record their own language tracks separately and these would
then be synched and applied to the visual component as part of the post-production
process. The significance of this is that there is no one language to these films and,
therefore, no authentic “authored original”. Even the original Italian versions of
these films are comprised of multiple dubbed elements, which raises interesting
questions over how we construct and navigate value in relation to “popular” foreignlanguage cinema produced in this way.
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Similarly Laurie Cubbison has observed that, as East-Asian cinemas major
exports, kung fu and Anime movies are more likely to be dubbed for international
markets. Cubbison also suggests that, outside of these genres, most foreign-language
films tend to be subtitled and would therefore be marketed as art cinema (2005: 46).
While I would argue that there is a large body of European foreign language cinema
that is also dubbed and, as such, have historically sat outside of the category of artcinema, there is no denying the vast body of work from Asia that is routinely dubbed
on its entry into foreign markets. However, digital media has begun to offer a
plurality of experience that cinema and then video did not. Recent releases of Lady
Snowblood (1973) on Arrow Video and Criterion, or even the perennial pseudo
‘video nasty’ Shogun Assassin (1980) on Eureka Entertainment (another label
specialising in releasing canonical film) suggest that although these films are
indelibly associated with the exploitation market - and if released theatrically would
have been presented with dubbed audio tracks to ensure a broad appeal - they are
increasingly being presented not only in their “authentic” dubbed form but also
presented as valuable subtitled ‘authored originals’. This shift in presentation is also
representative of a shift in the perceived value of these films and, where earlier
debates may have foregrounded obtaining the fullest version of any given film on the
basis of the extremity of cut scenes, increasingly this value is attached to the sense of
these films being culturally important.
Not limited to Asian cinema, similar reappraisals are increasingly evident
across a wide range of cult film releases. Recently, Arrow Video and Shameless
Screen Entertainment have begun the lengthy process of restoring footage to cult
European releases. However, as this footage was usually omitted from English
language versions prior to the films being dubbed, these sequences often never
received a dubbed English language translation and, since retrospectively dubbing
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these films would be prohibitively expensive, or often, as is the case with classic
films, increasingly difficult to source the original actors or even impersonators to
voice the characters, distributors have begun incorporating these scenes as subtitled
sequences in dubbed English-language versions, most visible perhaps in Arrow
Videos release of Argento’s Deep Red (1975). While the experience of viewing
subtitled sequences in a film with a dubbed English-language track can often appear
jarring, incongruous or disjointed, the decision to incorporate these sequences
nevertheless reinforces the increasing movement toward a construction of these films
as valuable cinematic entries and positions particular releases as ‘authored originals’.
This sense of the ‘authored original’ is something that would have
historically been reserved for worthy canonical art cinema, a form which has been
historically resistant to generic categorisation. David Bordwell has argued that what
we understand as ‘art cinema’ is itself now a ‘distinct mode of film practice,
possessing a definite historical existence, a set of formal conventions, and implicit
viewing procedures’ and, as such, could be considered a genre in its own right (1979:
716). Indeed, historically, even films that had explicit genre associations, such as
Akira Kurosawa’s Seven Samurai (1954) – as an action adventure, or Ingmar
Berman’s The Virgin Spring (1960) as a rape/revenge narrative, tend to be
considered as canonical world cinema or art cinema before the application of any
generic associations derived from the narrative. This is significant, as it not only
illustrates the elevation of art cinema above everyday traditional generic
classification but also, in doing so, it attempts to reinforce quality distinctions and a
good/bad binary.
What is increasingly evident in the distribution practices of Arrow Video and
Criterion is that, for them at least, these binaries no longer exist. Indeed, in a
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marketplace which was once defined by cultural distinction, distributors increasingly
demonstrate what Joan Hawkins has referred to as a ‘levelling of cultural hierarchies
and abolition of binary categories’ (2000: 8).This levelling sees both sectors – as
exemplified by Criterion and Arrow - extending their respective catalogues into what
would have previously been understood as the other’s territory, while still seeking to
position these new additions as canonical. So whilst Criterion will release Frederico
Fellini’s 8 ½ (1963), it is now equally comfortable releasing 1959s schlock Sci-Fi
The Blob (1958). Similarly, while Arrow’s mainstay is cult and exploitation, and it
releases the canonical works one would expect from a distributor aligned with that
sector, it has introduced Arrow Academy to release films that are more traditionally
identifiable as canonical works, such as Fassbender’s The Marriage of Maria Braun
(1979) or Vittorio De Sica’s Bicycle Thieves (1948).
What this does is implicitly assign a cultural value to films by association. So
for Criterion and Arrow, distributors that are known for releasing important
canonical film (albeit from what have historically been understood as different
sectors), when they release films that may fall outside of that categorization, these
take on an imprimatur of quality and value because they have been restored and
reconstructed with extras that serve as ‘historical portraits’ to the value of the film,
as well as being presented in their correct aspect ratio, with numerous audio and
subtitle options. They will include bonus features, production stills, making-of
documentaries, and audio commentaries, cut scenes and alternative endings and,
because they fall under the banner of labels that have reputations for releasing
important films, they will be understood as important films.
As such, distributors play a hugely significant role in contributing to the
formation of an new ‘economic canon’; a canon that is based as much upon the
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technological properties of the medium that, in turn, influences the presentation of
the product as much as any artistic considerations derived from traditional notions of
canon formation. If one accepts that these prestige labels are increasingly functioning
as cultural intermediaries and tastemakers, then one also should consider that much
of this may be formed from the economic remit of distributors to extend their
catalogue, rather than an traditional notions of canon formation, particularly through
auteurist status. In his discussion of art cinema, Bordwell challenges us to think
about canons differently. Whilst in doing so he continues to draw upon traditional
methodologies of categorical distinction: modes of film practice, formal conventions
and historical existence, beyond this, his positioning of art cinema as a genre can
also be developed to include distribution practice, when considered in the way I have
here.
Where previously, marketing may have foregrounded cultural distinction in
order to demonstrate product differentiation, i.e. the use of photographic imagery in
world cinema or illustration in exploitation, increasingly what is in evidence is how
value is constructed in the same way (i.e no product differentiation), and is more
likely to be based upon the technical merits of the release rather than anything
inherently related to particular release, irrespective of the target market, prestige
distributors displaying the same emphasis on the technological merits over the
artistic merits of any given film. In this way, any film can be constructed as valuable
and significant if the ‘historical portraits’ are in place to reinforce that perspective. In
this way distributors can be seen to be actively contributing to an ever-evolving
canon, and should not be regarded merely as passive agents facilitating audiences’
access to film in the way that they have previously been understood.
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10.6 THE ART OF EXPLOITATION
Nowhere is the collapse of these cultural binaries more visible than in the recent
reassessment of the work of the British commercial illustrator Graham Humphreys.
Humphreys is a leading figure in horror and cult film illustration and a figure forever
associated with the ‘video nasties’ due in no small part to the iconic imagery that he
produced for The Evil Dead in the early 1980s, and which Mary Whitehouse branded
the 'number one nasty'. In the intervening years, Humphreys had gone on to produce
a massive body of work, from VHS sleeves like the Palace releases of Frank
Henenlotter’s Basket Case (1982), or Dario Argento’s Creepers71 (1985), to UK
cinema posters like A Nightmare on Elm Street (1984), or The House of 1000
Corpses (2003), and even logos for revived horror brands like Hammer Films, or the
iconic Cult Classics logo that heralded VIPCO’s’ return to market in the 1990s.
In 2015, Humphreys appeared on the Channel 4 television programme Four
Rooms. The format was simple; guests would bring along their valuable and
collectible items and would enter four different rooms, to receive four different
offers from one of four different dealers for the lots that they had brought with them.
Humphreys had brought with him the original paintings for The Evil Dead 2 (1986)
and A Nightmare on Elm Street and hoped to achieve £10,000 from each of the
paintings in order to finance the creation of a deluxe coffee-table book of his own
work and a gallery exhibition with which to promote the book. While the dealer in
the first room did not recognise the value in the lot and was not prepared to meet
Humphreys target, in the second room was entrepreneur and gallery owner Alex
Proud, who was a lot more receptive to Humphreys’ goal. After some negotiation
Humphreys’ accepted a tokenistic £1000 for the two paintings, with an agreement

71

Creepers was retitled from Phenomena by the American distributor New Line Cinema. Subsequent
releases, such as Arrow Video’ release have returned to the original title.
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that the Proud Group would not only publish the book themselves they would also
develop the gallery exhibition with which to promote it.

Figure 21: Drawing Blood - 30 Years of Horror Art – front cover image.

Drawing Blood: 30 Years of Horror Art was published by Proud Publishing Limited
on Halloween, the 31st of October 2015, and the release was timed to coincide with
an exhibition which ran from 29th October until 22nd November at the Proud
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Camden gallery in London (Figure 21). The book was released in a limited edition
run of 500 books which retailed for £150, and which extended TO the buyer the
opportunity of adding them to the guest list for the official launch party of the
exhibition that took place on Wednesday 28th October 2015 at Proud Camden. The
invitation, as you would expect of any gallery show, focussed on the ‘skill and
imagination’ of Humphreys, and billed the exhibition as ‘an inside look into the most
celebrated files of the genre with this extraordinary collection of original artwork by
the last master of horror art’ (Proud Galleries, 2016).
Humphreys’ work is of course art, but it is art used in the commercial
promotion of a product. This alone is often looked upon with suspicion or regarded
as a crass industrial manipulation with commercial motivations. However, the
artwork’s elevation from pulp commodity packaging to deluxe coffee table book and
prestigious gallery exhibition marks a significant leap forward in the placement of
commercial art and in the placement the ‘video nasties’. Humphreys’ has worked for
Palace and VIPCO, distributors known for releasing the ‘video nasties’ originally on
video. Equally, he has worked with Arrow Video and Shameless Screen
Entertainment, distributors that specialise in the rerelease of ‘video nasties’ and cult
film. For a canon of film like the ‘video nasties’, where reputation is built upon
implicit transgression, a retrospective of related artworks would seem to destabilise
our understandings of the meanings of the ‘video nasties’. Not only does it bestow
legitimacy on Humphreys and his oeuvre, it reconsiders this work outside of its
original context, and independent of its original purpose, as simply culturally
significant paintings. In doing so, it forces a rehabilitation of the ‘video nasties’, a
reconciliation where they can no longer be considered as the ‘bad object’.
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By framing Humphreys as ‘the last master of horror art,’ the Proud Gallery is
not only acknowledging his ‘skill and imagination’ but also the fact that the industry
has changed significantly since these paintings were first commissioned. With many
modern designers preferring the ease, convenience and flexibility of computer
generated imagery, these paintings are increasingly archaic relics of a time and of an
industry that does not exist anymore. The exhibition and book signal the final
passage of the ‘video nasties’ from an object that was once feared into archaic relic,
devoid of the power that it once commanded but now reconfigured, yet still with a
sense that they are important films, but an importance based upon their status as
legitimate art works or as cultural oddities.
Cult Cinema: An Arrow Video Companion (2016), which followed
Humphreys’ book in 2015 and which is in-part illustrated by Humphreys, would
seem to be an attempt to capitalise on the success of Humphreys own volume. It
carries with it a similar aesthetic; that of a hard-backed coffee-table book printed on
quality paper. While Arrow’s book details its releases, reprinting the artwork and the
liner-notes, it sidesteps any allusion that this is a sales-catalogue detailing its
significant releases to date. Instead, this volume is divided into five sections; the
opening chapter featuring seven essays on key cult movies, followed by a section
devoted to directors, actors, genres (and sub-genres) and distribution, which
‘examines how different methods of seeing a film, from traveling shows to DVDs,
has allowed cult movies and their audiences to flourish’ (2016: 7). By doing this,
Arrow has positioned itself as a fundamental part of a romanticised tradition but,
critically, it has assumed the role of custodian, archivist, and preservationist.
This sense of the curatorial is reflected in the rhetoric of a trailer produced by
Arrow Video as an advertisement to promote the brand and which precedes all of
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Arrow Videos releases. The trailer is listed on the company’s YouTube channel as
‘Arrow Video Showreel’, a title usually reserved for the creative output of an actor,
an artist, or a director and used here to create deliberate associations of a brand that
is every bit as crafted and considered as output of an actor, artist, or director. This
trailer lists:
[A] choice of sleeve art for every title, double-sided fold-out posters, collector’s
booklets, collector’s comics, original artwork post cards, audio recollections,
interviews with crew, the history of Italian horror, directors cuts, commentaries,
documentaries, Interviews and Q&A sessions, multiple language and audio options,
newly created subtitle tracks including English, alternative versions of the feature,
newly restored material, expert’s notes, never seen before, newly commissioned
bonus features, publicity vault: trailers, tv ads, stills, promo artwork, radio ads,
transcripts and more!

As with the Criterion Collection, supplementary materials frame the releases
as historically important and/or culturally significant films, but Arrow quickly
moved beyond the Criterion model of simply incorporating production stills,
making-of documentaries, and audio commentaries, to commission original artwork
and alternative covers, and comic books. The emphasis here is on the paratextual
significance of the package, and the discs draw together old and new paratextual
materials to become the definitive edition, and the only version fans will ever need to
own. The elements of the films that are used in the trailer are cut together in rapid
succession without a title or an introduction. There is an expectation of a presumed
audience who will know these films as important cinematic milestones, and equally
recognise the directors as auteurs and neither of these elements requires an
introduction. Indeed, this is reiterated in the strapline - ‘for true connoisseurs of cult
cinema’, speaking to a collector’s market, an audience already familiar with the films
and reinforcing a process of differentiation and cultural distinction. What becomes
clear towards the end of the trailer, is that the emphasis here is not upon the films
themselves. Indeed, for anyone who is unfamiliar with the films used in the trailer,
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this advertisement could seem exclusionary or at the very least frustrating. The
emphasis here is on the product and the art of Arrow Video itself. It is about the
company’s emphasis on the paratextual framing of the films it releases, about
promoting its recognition of cult and exploitation film market as culturally
significant, and about promoting the ways in which its product responds to these
valorisations.
Returning to Antje Ascheid’s concept of what might constitute ‘an artistically
valuable “authored original”’, the emphasis here is on the product, and on the brand
as separate from the merits and appraisals of individual films (1997: 34). These are
collector’s editions that are appraised on the basis that as part of a set - the Arrow
Video collection – they are important. They are therefore judged against different
criteria to original VHS releases and are subject to differing interpretations of what
might be understood as the ‘authentic’ object. Arrow’s focus on the paratextual
included in its releases would appear to have been successful, and would seem to
have reinforced a sense of the artisanal qualities of the company within the more
general public sphere. A simple search on YouTube reveals over 2,000 videos of
fans discussing their own Arrow Video Collections. Many follow the same format,
typically lasting for around 15 minutes during which time the fans will take their
DVDs off the shelves and discuss their love of the label and when and why they
started collecting. Accounts typically prioritise the artwork of the releases, the
supplementary materials and the diversity of the films available, moving through
DVDs and Blu-ray, collectors’ introduce steelbooks, box sets, and ‘windowed
releases’. Windowed releases are a product pioneered by Arrow, in which a DVD or
Blu-ray would slot into a windowed cardboard slipcase, allowing the owner the
option to change the artwork of the release based upon their own personal taste of
the choice of alternative artwork provided. A Vlogger calling himself Logan Toxic
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suggests that for him ‘it’s hard to pick which one is their best release, because all of
them are superb releases’ (Logan: 2016), again, reinforcing a sense that is not
necessarily about individual films but rather a response to the specificities of the
product. Indeed, this emphasis on the product is something that is repeated again
and again. Vlogger Spidergeek’s review of his collection prioritises the artwork. For
instance, in his review of The Bride of Reanimator (1989) claims that the release ‘is
just fantastic, I love the artwork on that’ (Spidergeek 2016). Moreover, his collection
includes films that he unequivocally disparages. ‘Hellgate; I had it, watched it, hated
it, sold it, and bought it back again because I wanted to complete the collection. I
love the artwork on the cover, but the movie is just fucking awful’ (Spidergeek
2016). From this, we can begin to see that these collections are often not based upon
a consumer necessarily liking any particular film but upon their inclusion in a canon
of other notable film, and that critically, the value of the product as an artistic
authored original can supersede any admiration of the text itself.
Lincoln Geraghty (2014) has documented Stephen J. Swansweet’s move
from collector to curator, with a collection of Star Wars memorabilia that as of 2009
was estimated to be in excess of 55,000 items. Geraghty draws upon the work of
Paul Martin (1999: 4) to argue that ‘individuals like Swansweet, who have the
personal income, space and time to focus on acquisition, can become curators and
help to redefine what it considered worthy of keeping’ (2014:136). Swansweet’s
curatorial status is made explicit by the fact that he opened a museum with public
access to house his collection, but a curatorial status may also be assigned implicitly
on collectors, performing their role publicly on YouTube in this way. Indeed,
Geraghty has argued that ‘the mass-market nature does not detract from or
destabilise the meanings inscribed by the fan onto their collection’, and while
Geraghty’s work foregrounds the fan experience, it must also be acknowledged that
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the companies themselves are actively attempting to instil this sense of a valuable
object, while simultaneously constructing themselves as curators’ and custodians of
an archive of art objects (2014:124).
Of the strategies employed to create a greater sense of value to the massproduced object, perhaps the most successful is planned obsolesce. For companies
specialising in distributing film this is simply whether or not a film is out of print.
Arrow Video’s blog, Arrowvideodeck, details the variety of reasons that their
releases might go out of print, suggesting that firstly, a particular version may be
superseded by an alternative release as is often the case with releases that incorporate
special packaging, and are therefore only intended to be available for a limited
period before they are superseded by a standard release or, occasionally, an older
version may be superseded by a newer restoration based upon a better negative or
master. Another reason relates directly to the licencing of the films, and how long the
company retains the rights to distribute any given film. They suggest that while they
endeavour to retain the rights to all of their back-catalogue, occasionally licences
may lapse due to circumstances beyond their control and that this would lead to a
film becoming out of print. The article takes care to detail the variety of reasons that
a particular version might no longer be available and closes the article with a list of
titles that are either no longer available or have limited availability. While the article
is informative, detailing the inner-workings and processes of the company, it also
reinforces a perspective of these films as art objects with limited availability.
What becomes increasingly clear in the placement of Arrow Video’s product
in the marketplace and in the rehabilitation of Humphreys’ illustrations as legitimate
works of art that are worthy of a gallery exhibition, is that the value of the ‘video
nasties’ is no longer based upon the marketing hyperbole of exploitation that it once
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was, but is instead now dependent upon an understanding of these objects as art and
as artefacts. However, these objects and artefacts can be divided up further in
constructions that reflect Sharon Zukin’s argument of how we might understand the
authentic object as belonging to either the ‘historically old’ or to the ‘creatively new’
(2010: xiii). Indeed, authenticity is a vital component of the ‘video nasties’ in any
version, however, for the films to be understood as a valued ‘authored original’, they
need to be understood as belonging to either the ‘historically old’ or ‘creatively
new’, and this then dictates how their value as art object is constructed The
‘historically old’, that is the original VHS, Betamax or V2000 releases of the ‘video
nasties’, or what Kate Egan has referred to as ‘origin objects’ (2007:158) are now
over thirty years old and are a media format that is no longer supported. To a modern
eye, they may appear quaint or as retro objects or as objects of nostalgia but,
fundamentally, conceptions of retro and nostalgia are never illicit. They can,
however, be reconfigured as artistically valuable, and this is what is increasingly
happening with the original releases of the ‘video nasties’ and the related ephemera
from the period.
While the commercial focus of Graham Humphreys’ work could prevent its
acceptance by traditionalists, paintings are nevertheless a form typically associated
with the gallery space and something which would be expected to see exhibited in
that environment. Less familiar in traditional constructions of the arts however is
video, by which I mean the physical product and not the format itself as means of
exhibition. In July 2010 as part of ‘The Project for The Dictionary of Received
Ideas’, Darren Banks exhibited The Palace Collection; a project that drew upon
Marcel Duchamp’s theory of the ‘readymades’ by repurposing the mass-produced,
industrially manufactured object as art. In this case the object was The Palace
Collection or more specifically, 11 horror videos released by Palace and illustrated
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by Graham Humphreys in the 1990s. Basket Case (1982), Brain Damage (1988),
Carnival of Souls (1962), Creepers (1985),

Demon Night (1988), Dream Demon

(1988), Edge of Sanity (1989), The Evil Dead II (1987),The Hills Have Eyes (1977),
Trick or Treat (1986), Vampire at Midnight (1988), were all accompanied by a 6
minute manipulation of the opening ident for Palace Pictures, transformed into a
pulsing visual collage and arranged together in a living-room like space, where the
audience could interact with the environment by playing the films on the television
and video cassette recorder provided. Banks suggested that the installation was
designed to ask us to remember the ‘just forgotten’ and the ‘recently redundant’,
arguing that The Palace Collection ‘negotiate[d] collective horror history, [the]
effects of new technology, and ideas of the collection.’ And that by ‘viewing Palace
Picture videos as ephemera’ that the installation challenged the preciousness of this
collection by placing it on public display as a useable resource.
Irrespective of Banks’ motivations, placing horror videos in a gallery space
that mimics a living-room is a transformative process, collapsing any lingering sense
of these films as dangerous by removing all illicit association and by replacing that
with notions of a valuable art object that is worthy of inclusion as a gallery exhibit.
Moreover, and in-line with Duchamp’s Fountain, Banks takes an item that is
popularly considered to be worthless, the VHS cassette, a residual media format that
has been superseded by DVD and Bluray, and challenges the viewer to consider the
cassette, the content and the package as art. Indeed, their inclusion in a gallery may
now be appropriate as video, particularly horror videos and particularly those from
the period before the introduction of the Video Recordings Act, are now
commanding high prices as oblate artefacts
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Banks’ exhibition is not an isolated case. To draw on an example that I was
directly involved in, in 2014 I was invited to exhibit the research materials I have
collected over the course of developing this thesis at an event which coincided with
the 30th anniversary of the introduction of the Video Recordings Act in 1984. I
curated an exhibition of the ‘video nasties’ and related ephemera at Abertoir (an
annual international horror festival in Aberystwyth, Wales), and although the event
was framed as a commemoration of the 30th anniversary of the ‘video nasties’, any
residual sense of these films as dangerous or illicit was countered and ‘made safe’ by
the event being deliberately designed as ‘retro’ in tone and ‘80s themed. Mirroring
Banks’ approach, the event was heavily framed as a specifically nostalgic experience
with touches that included the event foyer decorated as a ‘video shop’, a Saturday
night ‘80s disco, a screening of Gremlins (1984), and an atmospheric Edwardian
steam train journey accompanied by a screening of Horror Express (1972). Whilst at
the event, the overall sense of nostalgia tempered the once illicit status of the films,
at the same time, they retained a sense of value as art objects (again reflecting
Banks’ exhibition) through the way my curated objects were exhibited. Explained as
rare, residual media artefacts, uncertified VHS copies, BBFC content, magazines and
newspapers, books and later DVD versions were all housed in a lockable secure
large glass case that had to be specifically commissioned and the content itself
insured (due to value of the materials being approximately £10,000). These objects
of prior consumption were reconfigured as cultural oddities and museum pieces, on
display to - but separated from - the general public. Although this is a personal
experience of the gentrification process, the Abertoir exhibition followed the same
pattern of neutering and legitimising the horror film that Banks’ work went through.
In these contemporary formations, the sense of value attached to the ‘video nasties’
is not dependent upon traditional understandings that seek to position the films as
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illicit, dangerous or transgressive, but rather on an understanding of them as ‘art
objects’. Be that as the beautifully presented ‘creatively new’ commercial art object
of Arrow Video or in the cheap and nasty ‘historically old’ residual media artefact of
VHS cassettes on display in a gallery exhibition. What is important here, is that the
‘video nasties’ retain their status as important and canonical films but that this
importance is based upon vastly different criteria to this which defined earlier
understandings of the films.
10.7 THE END OF EXPLOITATION
Many recollections of the ‘video nasties’ articulate a sense of disappointment in a
perceived lack of extremity in the films themselves, most noting that (barring a
handful of exceptions), the ‘video nasties’ were not as nasty as they had been
portrayed. In her analysis of the promotional strategies of the 1930s and 1940s, and
what is now considered to be the golden age of exploitation, Amanda Ann Klein
argues that ‘advertising for exploitation films promised an experience they did not
necessarily deliver’, referring to the hyperbolic ‘come-ons’ typical in the promotion
of this type of film (2011: 7). Indeed, Eric Schaefer has suggested that during this
period, ‘An exploitation film could be completely misrepresented by the advertising
and could disappoint spectators, yet the ballyhoo that preceded it was part of the
overall entertainment experience, a fact which the audience recognised and
appreciated and in which they were complicit’ (1994:111). In many ways, the ‘video
nasties’ were victims of the same kind of misrepresentation, initially in the rhetoric
of the press campaigns against them, and then in later years taken up by distributors
seeking to capitalise on their notoriety. Similarly, initially, there was a recognition of
the ‘video nasties’ as a sub-set of the exploitation film, with an appreciation that the
strategies and tactics at play in the promotion of these films that involved deliberate
misrepresentation.
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The complicity highlighted by Shaefer is increasingly not typical of modern
approaches to the marketing and distribution of these films, and they operate using a
different language which often contradicts the styling and aesthetic that have been
appropriated from earlier iterations of exploitation marketing. This lack of coherence
is probably best illustrated in Shameless Screen Entertainment’s apologetic
disclaimer that sought to clarify ‘the banter of their sales pitch’, and while I am not
suggesting that the audience does not understand the signs and signifiers of
exploitation marketing, there is clearly a struggle within the market to position these
films as both the bad object and the good object; the trashy, sleazy and exploitative
film that is simultaneously worthy of preservation, of being digitally remastered to
4K and is beautifully packaged as a collector’s edition with specially commissioned
documentary features. The tension between these two competing forces is not easily
resolved, but the way in which the products are presented is increasingly based upon
values placed on the latter. Arrow Video is easily the most successful of the UK’s
cult distributors and it has notably dropped any allusion to the exploitative trashy
origins of their releases. Instead, it favours the development of a catalogue where
value can be more overtly constructed through traditional ideas (that have their
origin in traditional approaches to film studies) of national cinema, the canonical
film, genre and auteur theory. These have all been married with ostensibly
technological concerns like HD presentations, 5.1 audio tracks, the availability of
subtitles and paratextual marketing materials to create a valuable object that shares
very little with the origins of the films themselves.
While industrially motivated, the expansion of the category of the ‘video
nasties’ into a commercial genre has nevertheless been accepted, in spite of the
commercial motivations to do so. The reliance on the language of film studies and
the technical specificities of the presentation of the product has moved the idea of the
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‘video nasties’ further away from the illicit origins of the films and has created a
sense of value that is not based upon excess or on the transgressive nature of the
films, but instead on an innate sense that the films are important and canonical film.

CONCLUSION: A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE

On 14th March 2006, David Cronenberg’s A History of Violence became the last
major Hollywood movie to be released on VHS. This marked the end of the format
that had popularised and commercialised film as a viable form of home
entertainment. Cronenberg’s film seemed an apt choice to bring to end a format that
been the focus of so much controversy and which had endured such a long and
troubled history. A few months later, in November, Diane Garrett provided a poetic
obituary to the failing format in Variety magazine entitled ‘An Obituary: VHS Dies
of Loneliness at Age 30’. It ran as follows:
The home-entertainment format lived a fruitful life. After a long illness, the
groundbreaking home-entertainment format VHS has died of natural causes in the
United States. The format was 30 years old. No services are planned. The format
had been expected to survive until January, but high-def formats and next-generation
videogame consoles hastened its final decline. […] VHS is survived by a child,
DVD, and by Tivo, VOD and DirecTV. It was preceded in death by Betamax, Divx,
mini-discs and laserdiscs. Although it had been ailing, the format’s death became
official in this, the video biz’s all-important fourth quarter. Retailers decided to pull
the plug, saying there was no longer shelf space. As a tribute to the late, great VHS,
Toys ‘R’ Us will continue to carry a few titles like “Barney,” and some dollar video
chains will still handle cassettes for those who cannot deal with the death of the
format.

However, Garrett’s obituary to the format was premature, while her prediction that
Toys ‘R’ Us and US dollar chains would be the last to ensure the format’s survival
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was ultimately proved to be wrong given that in recent years there has been a
steadily growing grass-roots movement to preserve video in the UK and the US. In
the UK, this has been inspired by documentaries like Video Nasties: Moral Panic,
Censorship & Videotape (2010) and its sequel Video Nasties: Draconian Days
(2014). In the US, meanwhile, Adjust Your Tracking: The Untold Story Of The VHS
Collector (2013)72 and Rewind this! (2013) have done much to revive interest in the
apparently defunct medium. In August of 2015, Yale University library announced
that it was leading the charge in the digitization and preservation of nearly 3,000
video cassettes on the failing format, many of them horror and exploitation titles.
Though derided by many, the aesthetic of VHS has become a visual
shorthand in films like the American portmanteau horror film V/H/S (2012), which
uses the concept of found video cassettes as a mechanism with which to introduce
each segment. Meanwhile, the ABC sitcom The Goldbergs (2013) uses the aesthetic
of video to nostalgically evoke the home movies of the 1980s. Indeed, it is perhaps
appeals to this kind of nostalgia that have contributed to many companies releasing
their films on video as limited edition collector’s items, such as Magnet Releasing
with V/H/S or Severin Films with the American release of the British ‘video nasty’
Exposé (1976). Nowhere is the potential for profitability of the sector more visible
than with the American distributor Wizard. After claiming to have stumbled upon
hundreds of big box VHS cassettes that were lost in a warehouse for thirty years
(among them the ‘video nasties’ I Spit on Your Grave, S.S Experiment Camp, and
Zombie Flesh Eaters), it was later revealed that the company was simply
,reproducing the cassettes to capitalise on the unexpected video boom (112 Video:
2013).

72

This was developed as a Kickstarter project that ran between April and June 2012 and was
delivered Jan 2013
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Alongside the persistent and durable medium of video, the application of the
term ‘video nasty’ has continued, also moving beyond Britain’s borders to become a
genre understood in the United States. In October 2012, Cinefamily at the Silent
Movie Theatre in Los Angeles programmed an event entitled ‘Nightmare City: A
Video Nasties Celebration’. The event coincided with the 30th Anniversary of the
beginning of the moral panic in Britain and included screenings of 30 of the most
notorious ‘video nasties’ over consecutive nights leading up to Halloween. The
significance of this cannot be underestimated. In other words this was a celebration
of the anniversary of the censorship of films that were never banned in the United
States and were certainly never understood collectively as ‘video nasties’ in that
country. The adoption and application of the category in an American context
therefore reinforces the fact that the ‘video nasties’ can no longer be understood
simply in terms of the moral panic and national crisis or by attributing this to the
advertising materials used. As this thesis has shown, it is no longer useful to just
think of this group of films in this way, not least because this preoccupation has
limited discussion and prevented further exploration of the formative years of the
video industry in the United Kingdom.
Returning the questions posed in my Introduction, this thesis has argued the
following:
1) The marketing used in the promotion of the ‘video nasties’ was largely
comparable with that of campaigns used historically to promote horror films in an
international context. Comparisons have been drawn between the imagery used in
video industry to promote these films and that used in the promotion of other media
(i.e., comic books and pulp horror fiction), which has revealed that this imagery is
proportionate with these other forms of publishing, bearing a strong resemblance and
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being no more shocking or contentious. What appears to single the ‘video nasties’
out as different was the media coverage that they received as part of the ‘campaign
to ban the sadist videos’ and, as it has been extensively argued here, these
supplementary paratextual items can be regarded as an insistent marketing campaign,
one that continues to shape a more general understanding of the industry that
produced the ‘video nasties’.
2) The examination of the branding of the companies that specialised in the ‘video
nasties’ has revealed that it was only retrospectively that the companies attempted to
capitalise on the notoriety of the ‘video nasties’ as a brand and that this, combined
with the introduction of digital formats like DVD and Bluray, altered consumer
expectations when approaching the ‘video nasties’ as a brand.
3) The success of these branding strategies have contributed to an increasing sense of
the ‘video nasties’ as a genre, the success of this genre in turn facilitating an
increased sense of the films as valuable.
4) The sense of value, while incongruous with traditional ideas of exploitation
cinema, has been facilitated by the technological expectations of digital formats like
DVD and Bluray. The inclusion of supplementary paratextual materials on DVD and
Bluray have reframed the films in such a way as to reconstitute them as important
cinematic milestones via historical portraits. In this way, the ‘video nasties’ can be
understood as a category defined by its paratexts; initially, through a newspaper
campaign that sought to ban the films and, latterly, through the release of prestigious
limited editions that prioritise special features.
5) This project has investigated these questions by reconsidering the ‘video nasties’
beyond an explicitly British context and by aligning the films with the exploitation
traditions that the films were always part of and, in this way, it has been possible to
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move beyond the rhetoric of censorship and accept the ‘video nasties’ as part of
much longer and wider global film traditions.
Writing in 1993, Peter Hutchings said of the Hammer horror film that
‘rendering the films worthy and respectable would be doing them a disservice. More,
it would be like forcing them into the light and watching helplessly as they crumble
into dust’ (1993:187). Indeed, it is a similar valorisation process that has reshaped
the ‘video nasties’ and has, as demonstrated, rendered the films worthy and
respectable. Yet, as those films incorporated under the heading of ‘video nasties’
transition from cinematic and exploitational trash into ‘respectable’ canonical works,
they are prevented from crumbling into dust by a process that provides an expanded
notion of what these films are and how they can be understood. The new
formularisation, in other words, provides for a plurality of meaning that
simultaneously accepts the films as both trashy and exploitative, while being
simultaneously worthy and respectable. It further suggests that, as film scholars and
historians, we can move beyond the moralistic judgements that gave rise to the
category of the ‘video nasties’ in the first place in order to appreciate them at a
number of different levels; as industrial products, as technological innovations, as
social and cultural artefacts, and as artistic achievements (not only at the level of
film production but also in terms of marketing and branding).
In many respects the work here only scratches the surface of what needs to be
done on the video industry in the UK. As the first significant revisionist history of
the period, this thesis was required to provide a significant amount of contextual
material in order to bring together different aspects of the history. While necessary
and rigorous, these parts of the thesis are nevertheless limited in scope, if for no
other reason than because they were not the main focus of the study. There is more
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work that needs to be done on the economic and technological histories of the
period, and this work is beginning to be done by scholars such as Johnny Walker
(2017) and Julian Upton (2016), who rather than ignore the ‘video nasties’,
acknowledge the need to move beyond the moral panic generated by them in order to
grasp the significance of this group of films in more productive ways.
In 2007, Julian Petley argued that it was a ‘dead certainty that Driller Killer
could not now be distributed with the original artwork’ (272), the gory imagery that
was credited with launching a moral panic. However, on November 28. 2016, almost
ten years after Petley’s statement and thirty-four years after its original release, The
Driller Killer was released in its original controversial packaging. Rowan Righelato
argued in an article for The Guardian that the film is ‘far from a mere video nasty’,
suggesting that ‘Abel Ferrara’s gory gem shatters our complacency and forces us to
confront our moral choices’ (2016). Moreover, Righelato convincingly argued that
the film now had a cultural value beyond its generic label. However, rather than
reappraise The Driller Killer by claiming its superiority over all other ‘video
nasties’, the time has come to move beyond the label and examine the industry
beneath.

.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I
Films Prosecuted under the Obscene Publications Act in 1984
Department of Public Prosecutions (DPP) 39

Title

Absurd
(original title: Rosso
Sangue; AKA Horrible; The
Monster
Hunter; Anthropophagus
2 — released with 2m 32s
cut in 1983, but was
withdrawn post VRA, and
has never been re-submitted
for classification. Has a
release in the United States
uncut under the
title Horrible)

Video Label/
Catalogue
Number
MEDUSA
CAT MC002

Previous UK
Theatrical Release

Theatrical
Distributor

Country of Origin

Production
Year

Release
Year

Director

Yes

Eagle Films
Ltd
22/08/1983

ITALY

1981

Nov 82

Joe
D'Amato

281

VFP
Anthropophagous: The
CAT VFP001
Beast
(original
title: Antropophagus;
AKA Anthropophagous; An
tropofago;Gomia, Terror en
el Mar Egeo; Man
Beast: Man-Eater; The
Savage Island — released
with approximately 3m of
pre-cuts as "The Grim
Reaper" in 2002. Has a
release in the United States
uncut under the
title Antropophagus: The
Grim Reaper)
Axe
(AKA Lisa,
Lisa; California Axe
Murder; The Axe
Murders — released with
19s cut in 1999, re-released
uncut in 2005)
The Beast in Heat
(original title: La Bestia in
Calore) (Banned outright)

Blood Bath
(original title: Reazione a

VRO
(VIDEO
NETWORK)
CAT
VN0004

JVI (JAVED
VIDEO
INTERNATI
ONAL)
CAT JVI006
HOKUSHIN
CAT VM75

Yes
As
California
Axe
Massacre

Rejected

Mark Associates
15/04/1982

New Realm Pictures Ltd

ITALY

1980

UNITED STATES

1977

ITALY

1977

ITALY

1971

Joe
D'Amato

Jan 82

Frederic
k R.
Friedel

Luigi
Batzella

Feb 83

MARIO
BAVA
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Catena; AKA A Bay of
Blood; Twitch of the Death
Nerve — released with 43s
cut in 1994, released uncut
in 2010)
Blood Feast
(released with 23s cut in
2001, re-released uncut in
2005)

ASTRA

UNITED STATES

1963

May 82

Herschel
l Gordon
Lewis

Blood Rites
(original title: The Ghastly
Ones) (Banned outright)

SCORIO
CAT SVP101

UNITED STATES

1967

Mar 83

Andy
Milligan

Bloody Moon
(original title: Die Säge des
Todes — released with 1m
20s cut in 1993, released
uncut November 2008)

INTERLIGH
T
CAT ILV107

WEST
GERMANY

1980

Nov 81

Jesus
Franco

The Burning
(released with 19s cut in
1992, re-released uncut in
2001)

THORN EMI Yes
CAT
TVA9008362

1980

Oct 82

Tony
Maylam

Cannibal Apocalypse
(original title: Apocalypse
Domani — released with 2s
cut in 2005)
Cannibal Ferox
(alternate title: Make Them

REPLAY
CAT R1015

ITALY/SPAIN

1980

1983

Antonio
Margheri
ti

REPLAY
CAT R1016

ITALY

1981

Aug 82

Umberto
Lenzi

Yes

Amanda Films Ltd
26/01/1982

Handmade Films (Dists) Ltd UNITED STATES
23/09/1981
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Die Slowly — released with
approximately 6m of precuts plus 6s of additional
cuts in 2000)
Cannibal Holocaust
(released in 2001 with 5m
44s cut to remove most
animal cruelty and rape
scenes, new version
approved with 15s cut in
2011
The Cannibal Man
(original title: La Semana
del Asesino; AKA The
Apartment on the 13th
Floor — released with 3s
cut in 1993)
Devil Hunter
(original title: Il cacciatore
di uomini) (Passed uncut
November 2008)
Don't Go in the Woods
(released uncut in 2007)

The Driller Killer
(released with cuts in 1999
— re-released uncut in
2002, now considered to
be public domain
Evilspeak

GO
CAT GO121

ITALY

1980

Mar 82

Ruggero
Deodato

INTERVISI
ON
CAT AA0348

SPAIN

1972

Nov 81

Eloy de
la Iglesia

CINEHOLL
YWOOD
CAT V1590

SPAIN/FRANCE/
WEST
GERMANY

1980

Nov 81

Jesus
Franco

VRO
(VIDEO
NETWORK)
CAT
VN0012
VIPCO
CAT VIP029

UNITED STATES

1981

Mar 82

James
Bryan

UNITED STATES

1979

Feb 82

Abel
Ferrara

FILMTOWN

UNITED STATES

1981

Aug 83

Eric
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(released with 3m 34s cut in
1987, re-released uncut in
2004)
Exposé
(released with 30s cut in
1997)

(VIDEOSPA
CE)
CAT FT02
INTERVISI
ON
CAT AAE0201
ATLANTIS
Faces of Death
(released with 2m 19s cut in CAT
2003)
AVP601
VISION-ON
Fight for Your Life
(Banned outright)
CAT
VOV016
VIPCO
Flesh for Frankenstein
(AKA Andy Warhol's
CAT VIP046
Frankenstein — passed with
56s cut in 1996, re-released
uncut in 2006)
Forest of Fear
(AKA Toxic
Zombies; Bloodeaters —
re-released uncut in 2006

Weston

Yes

Target International Films
Ltd
12/02/1976

No

1980

James
Kenelm
Clarke

UNITED STATES

1979

Sept 82

John
Alan
Schwartz
Robert
A.
Endelson
Paul
Morrisse
y,
Antonio
Margheri
ti
Charles
McCrann

Production Associates

UNITED STATES

1977

1982

Yes

EMI Dists
08/01/1975

ITALY/FRANCE

1973

Nov 82

UNITED STATES

1979

Nov 82

ITALY

1976

1983

Cesare
Canevari

ITALY

1981

Jan 83

Lucio
Fulci

MONTE
CAT MON1

VAMPIX
(VIDEOME
DIA)

1975

Rejected

VFP
Gestapo's Last Orgy
(original title: L'ultima
CAT VFP004
orgia del III Reich) (Banned
outright)
The House by the
Cemetery
(original title: Quella villa

GREAT BRITAIN

Yes

Eagle Films Ltd
29/12/1981
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accanto al cimitero —
passed with over 4 mins cut
in 1988, re-released with
33s cut in 2001, released
uncut in 2009)
The House on the Edge of
the Park
(original title: La casa
sperduta nel parco —
released with 11m 43s cut
in 2002, re-released with
42s cut in 2011)
I Spit on Your Grave
(original title: Day of the
Woman — released with
7m 2s cut in 2001, rereleased with 3 mins cut in
2010)
Island of Death
(original title: Ta Pedhia tou
dhiavolou — released with
4m 9s cut in 2002, released
uncut September, 2010)
The Last House on the
Left
(refused a video certificate
and passed with 31s cut in
2002, passed uncut on the
17th March, 2008)
Love Camp 7
(refused a certificate in
2002) (Banned outright)

CAT
HVM1027

SKYLINE
(VIDEOFOR
M)
CAT CL003

Rejected

Target International Films
Ltd

ASTRA
CAT WV016

ITALY

1980

Oct 82

Ruggero
Deodato

UNITED STATES

1978

Jan 82

Meir
Zarchi

AVI
Rejected
CAT AVI003

Hologram Video

GREECE

1976

Nov 82

Nico
Mastorak
is

REPLAY
Cat R1013

Oppidan (UK) Ltd

UNITED STATES

1972

Jun 82

Wes
Craven

UNITED STATES

1968

MARKET

Rejected

Lee Frost
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Madhouse
(original title: There Was a
Little Girl — released uncut
in 2004)
Mardi Gras Massacre
(Banned outright)
Night of the Bloody Apes
(original title: La
Horripilante bestia
humana — released with
approximately 1m of precuts in 1999; later released
uncut in 2002)
Night of the Demon
(released with 1m 41s cut in
1994)

Nightmares in a Damaged
Brain
(re-released with pre-cuts in
2005)
Snuff
(Passed uncut in 2003,
however it has not yet been
re-released)

MEDUSA
CAT MC006

UNITED STATES

1981

MARKET

UNITED STATES

1978

MEXICO

1968

Jan 83

UNITED STATES

1980

Jun 82

James C.
Wasson

UNITED STATES

1981

May 82

Romano
Scavolini

ARGENTINA

1976

1982

Michael
Findlay
(archive
footage)
(uncredit
ed)
Horacio
Fredrikss
on
(archive

IFS (IVER
FILM
SERVICES)
CAT
FF30218

IFS (IVER
FILM
SERVICES)
CAT
FF30173
WOV2000
CAT XF140

ASTRA/UN
KNOWN

Yes

Yes

Grand National Film Dist
Ltd
26/03/1974

Oppidan (UK) Ltd

Jan 83

vidio G.
Assonitis

Jack
Weis
René
Cardona
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SS Experiment Camp
(original title: Lager SSadis
Kastrat Kommandantur —
released uncut in 2005)
Tenebrae
(original title: Tenebre —
released with 5s cut in
1999, re-released uncut in
2003)
The Werewolf and the
Yeti
(original title: La Maldición
de la Bestia) (Banned
outright)
Zombie Flesh Eaters
(original title: Zombi 2;
AKA Zombie — released
with 23s cut in 1999, rereleased uncut in 2005)

GO
CAT GO118

VIDEOMED
IA
CAT
HVM1032

Yes

Anglo American Film Dists
Ltd

CANON
CAT CV005

VIPCO
CAT VIP024

Yes

Miracle Films Ltd
02/01/1980

footage)
(uncredit
ed)
Simon
Nuchtern
(new
footage)
(uncredit
ed)
Sergio
Garrone

ITALY

1976

Jan 82

ITALY

1982

Jun 83

Dario
Argento

SPAIN

1975

Apr 83

Miguel
Iglesias

ITALY

1979

Dec 80
Cut
Nov 81
Uncut

Lucio
Fulci

288

APPENDIX II
Films Listed in the Department of Public Prosecutions List but not Prosecuted under the Obscene Publications Act in 1984
DPP ‘DROPPED’ 33
Title

The Beyond
(original title: E Tu
Vivrai Nel Terrore ‒
L'Aldilà; AKA Seven
Doors of Death — rereleased uncut in
2001)

Video
Label/Catalogue
Number
VAMPIX
(VIDEOMEDIA)
CAT HVM1021

VIPCO
DVD/Catalogue
Number

Country of Origin

Production
Year

Release
Year

Director

ITALY

1981

March 82

Lucio Fulci

The Bogey Man
(original title: The
Boogeyman —
released with 44s cut
in 1992, re-released
uncut in 2000)
Cannibal Terror
(original title: Terror
Caníbal — released
uncut in 2003)

VIPCO
CAT VIP014

UNITED STATES

1980

November
81

Ulli Lommel

MODERN FILMS
(MOUNTAIN)
CAT MD10

FRANCE/SPAIN

1980

October 81

Contamination
(released uncut in
2004 with a 15
rating)
Dead & Buried

VIP (VIDEO
INDEPENDENT
PRODUCTIONS)
CAT VIP001
THORN EMI

ITALY/WEST
GERMANY

1980

Alain Deruelle (as A.W.
Steeve) Olivier Mathot
(uncredited)Julio
Pérez Tabernero
(uncredited)
Luigi Cozzi

UNITED STATES

1981

July 82

April 83

Gary Sherman
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(released with 30s cut
in 1990, re-released
uncut in 1999)
Death Trap
(original title: Eaten
Alive — re-released
uncut in 2000)
Deep River Savages
(original/alternate
title: Il paese del
sesso selvaggio, The
Man from Deep
River — released
with 3m 45s cut in
2003)

CAT TVA 901286
2

Delirium
(Alternate
title: Psycho
Puppet — released
with 16s cut in 1987)
Don't Go in the
House
(released with 3m 7s
cut in 1987, passed
uncut in December
2011)
Don't Go Near the
Park
(released uncut in
2006)
Don't Look in the

VIPCO
CAT VIP035

UNITED STATES

1976

July 82

Tobe Hooper

DERANN
CAT FDV305

ITALY

1972

November
82

Umberto Lenzi

VTC
CAT VTC1022

UNITED STATES

1979

March 82

Peter Maris

ARCADE
(VIDEOSPACE)
CAT AV007

UNITED STATES

1979

HOME VIDEO
PRODUCTIONS
(INTERVISION)
CAT A-AE0429
CRYSTAL

UNITED STATES

1979

May 82

Lawrence D. Foldes

UNITED STATES

1973

February 83

S.F. Brownrigg

Joseph Ellison
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Basement
(original title: The
Forgotten — released
uncut in 2005 with a
15 rating)
The Evil Dead
(re-released uncut in
2001)
Frozen Scream
(Banned outright)

The Funhouse
(Released uncut in
1987, re-classified 15
in 2007)
Human
Experiments
(released with 26s cut
in 1994)
I Miss You, Hugs
and Kisses
(released with 1m 6s
cut in 1986)
Inferno
(released with 20s cut
in 1993 — rereleased uncut in
September, 2010)
Killer Nun
(original title: Suor

(DERANN)
CAT FCV604

PALACE
CAT PVC2018A

UNITED STATES

1982

February 83

Sam Raimi

HOME VIDEO
PRODUCTIONS
(INTERVISION)
CAT A-AE0433
CIC VIDEO
CAT VHA1058

UNITED STATES

1981

1983

Frank Roach

UNITED STATES

1981

June 83

Tobe Hooper

JAGUAR
(WORLD OF
VIDEO 2000)
CAT XF121
INTERCITY
CAT ICV111

UNITED STATES

1979

August 81

Gregory Goodell

UNITED STATES

1978

April 82

Murray Markowitz

20TH CENTURY
FOX
CAT 1140-50

ITALY

1980

September
82

Dario Argento

TECHNO FILM
(FLETCHER)

ITALY

1978

April 81

Giulio Berruti
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Omicidi — released
with 13s cut in 1993,
re-released uncut in
2006)
Late Night Trains
(original
title: L'ultimo treno
della notte —
released uncut in
2008)
The Living Dead at
Manchester
Morgue
(original title: Non si
deve profanare il
sonno dei morti;
AKA The Living
Dead at Manchester
Morgue; Let Sleeping
Corpses Lie; Don't
Open the Window —
passed with 2m precut in 1985, rereleased uncut in
2002)

CAT V111

Nightmare Maker
(AKA Butcher,
Baker, Nightmare
Maker; Night
Warning on the
credits of some

VIDEO
WAREHOUSE
(WORLD OF
VIDEO 2000)
CAT GF506

ITALY

1974

1979

Aldo Lado

VIP (VIDEO
INDEPENDENT
PRODUCTIONS)
CAT VIP002

SPAIN/ITALY

1974

June 82

Jorge Grau

ATLANTIS
CAT AVP702

UNITED STATES

1981

Unknown

William Asher
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versions) (Banned
outright)
Possession
(released uncut in
1999)
Pranks
(AKA The Dorm
That Dripped
Blood; Death
Dorm — re-released
with 10s cut in 1992)
Prisoner of the
Cannibal God
(original title: La
montagna del dio
cannibale;
AKA Mountain of the
Cannibal God —
released with 2m 6s
cut in 2001)
Revenge of the
Boogeyman
(original
title: Boogeyman
II — released with
additional footage in
2003)
The Slayer
(released with 14s cut
in 1992, re-released
uncut in 2001)

VTC
CAT VTC1031

FRANCE/WEST
GERMANY

1981

September
82

Andrzej Zulawski

CANON
CAT CV002

UNITED STATES

1981

June 82

Stephen Carpenter,
Jeffrey Obrow

HOKUSHIN
CAT VM27

ITALY

1978

November
80

Sergio Martino

VTC
CAT VM27

UNITED STATES

1978

February 84

Bruce Starr
Ulli Lommel

VIPCO
CAT VIP036

UNITED STATES

1981

June 82

J.S. Cardone
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Terror Eyes
(original title: Night
School — released
with 1m 16s cut in
1987)[19]
The Toolbox
Murders
(released with 1m 46s
cut in 2000)

GUILD
CAT GH201

UNITED STATES

1980

February 83

Ken Hughes

HOKUSHIN
CAT VM61

UNITED STATES

1977

November
81

Dennis Donnelly

Unhinged
(released uncut in
2004)
Visiting Hours
(released with
approximately 1m cut
in 1986)
The Witch Who
Came From the Sea
(released uncut in
2006)
Women Behind
Bars
(original French
title: Des diamants
pour l'enfer) (Banned
outright)

AVATAR
(CBS/FOX)
CAT 6238-50
CBS/FOX
CAT 1171-50

UNITED STATES

1982

April 83

Don Gronquist

CANADA

1981

November
83

Jean-Claude Lord

CANON
CAT CV005

UNITED STATES

1975

September
82

Matt Cimber

GO
CAT GO128

BELGIUM/FRANCE

1975

May 82

Jesus Franco
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Zombie Creeping
Flesh
(original title: Virus;
AKA Hell of the
Living Dead —
released uncut in
2002)

MERLIN (VCL)
M264D

ITALY

Bruno Mattei (as
Vincent Dawn)Claudio
Fragasso(uncredited)

APPENDIX III
DPP SECTION 3 TITLES
The DPP had a list of 80 titles (in addition to the 72 'nasties') which were "liable for seizure and forfeiture under Section 3 of the Obscene
Publications Act, 1959, but not prosecution".
Title

Abducted
Alternative Titles
Schoolgirls in
Chains
Let's Play Dead
Aftermath
Black Room, The

Video
Label/Catalogue
Number
Astra
CAT WV022

World of Video
2000
Alpha (Intervision)

VIPCO
DVD/Catalogue
Number

Country of Origin

Production Year

Release Year

Director

UNITED STATES

1973

Nov 82

Don Jones

UNITED STATES

1980

Unknown

Steve Barkett

UNITED STATES

1981

Elly Kenner
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CAT A-A0453

Norman
Thaddeus
Vane
Marijan
Vajda

Blood Lust

Derann
CAT DV130

SWITZERLAND

1976

1981

Blood Song

IFS (Iver Film
Services)
CAT FF30174
Canon
CAT CV003
Derann
CAT DV103
Derann
CAT DV133
Cinehollywood
V1000
---------------------Serpent (IDS)
CAT 002
Walton
CAT WLG17
-------------------------

UNITED STATES

1974

Aug 82

Alan J. Levi

SPAIN

1973

Oct 82

Carlos Aured

UNITED STATES

1975

1980

Arthur Davis

ITALY

1976

Aug 81

FRANCE

1980

Nov 81
-----------------UNKOWN

Ruggero
Deodato
Jesús Franco

AUSTRALIA

1978

Aug 82
---------------84

Fred Schepisi

UNITED STATES

1976

1981
Unknown
unknown

Robert
Voskanian

Blue Eyes of the
Broken Doll, The
Brutes and Savages
Cannibal
Cannibals

Chant of Jimmie
Blacksmith, The

Child, The

Odyssey (CBS/FOX)
CAT 6431-50
VRO (Video
Network)
CAT VN0002
Prestige
Star
CAT A117
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Christmas Evil

Communion
Dawn of the
Mummy

Dead Kids

Death Weekend

Deep Red

Demented
Demons, The

Don't Answer the
Phone!
Enter the Devil
Erotic Rites of
Frankenstein, The

IFS (Iver Film
Services)
CAT FF30177
VCL
CAT P219D
FilmTown
(VideoSpace)
CAT FT01

UNITED STATES

1980

DEC 82

Lewis
Jackson

UNITED STATES

1976

Aug 82

Alfred Sole

UNITED
STATES/ITALY

1981

1983

IFS (Iver Film
Services)
CAT FF30171
Vampix
(Videomedia)
CAT HVM1025

NEW ZEALAND,
AUSTRALIA

1981

July 82

Frank
Agrama
[Farouk
Agrama]
Michael
Laughlin

CANADA

1976

June 82

William Fruet

Techno Film
(Fletcher)
CAT V188
Media
CAT M179
GO
CAT A102
GO
CAT GO116
Jaguar (World of
Video 2000)
CAT XF132
Inter-Ocean
CAT IOV059
GO
CAT GO117

ITALY

1975

Oct 82

Dario
Argento

UNITED STATES

1980

1983

FRANCE/PORTU
GAL

1972

1981

Arthur
Jeffreys
Clifford
Brown [Jesús
Franco]

UNITED STATES

1979

Nov 81

Robert
Hammer

UNITED STATES

1972

Feb 83

SPAIN, FRANCE

1972

1981

Frank Q.
Dobbs
Jess Franco
[Jesús
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Evil, The

Executioner, The

Final Exam

Foxy Brown
Friday the 13th

Friday the 13th
Part 2

GBH (Grievous
Bodily Harm)
Graduation Day

VFO (Video
Network)
CAT VN0008
Video Film
Organisation
CAT VN0008
VRO (Video
Network)
VTI
HELLO
CAT H18
ACTIVE
Embassy
CAT EV1618
Embassy
CAT ELV1618
Guild
CAT GH125
Warner
CAT PEV 61172
Warner
CAT WEV 61172
CIC
CAT VHE2035
CIC
CAT LVG2035
World of Video
2000
CAT XFV180
IFS (Iver Film
Services)

Franco]
Gus Trikonis

UNITED STATES

1978

Oct 82
Unknown
Unknown

UNITED STATES

1974

Unknown
July 82
July 83

Duke
Mitchell

UNITED STATES

1981

Jan 83
1984

Jimmy
Huston

UNITED STATES

1974

May 82

Jack Hill

UNITED STATES

1980

1983
June 82

Sean S.
Cunningham

UNITED STATES

1981

Nov 82
1983

Steve Miner

GREAT BRITAIN

1983

March 83

David KentWatson

UNITED STATES

1981

May 82

Herb Freed
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Happy Birthday to
Me

Headless Eyes
Hell Prison
Hills Have Eyes,
The
Home Sweet Home
Inseminoid
Invasion of the
Blood Farmers

Killing Hour, The

Last Horror Film,
The

CAT FF30167
RCA/Columbia
Pictures
CAT CVT10108
RCA/Columbia
Pictures
42011
Sapphire (AVI)
CAT SV100
KM
CAT A012
Jaguar (World of
Video 2000)
CAT XF122
Media
CAT M177
Brent Walker
CAT BW07
Rainbow (Mountain)
CAT MVT2009
Videon
CAT N8
L.U. Productions
(World of Video
2000)
CAT XF143
-----------------Ariel
CAT AFV84-011
Alpha (Intervision)
CAT A-A0469

CANADA

1980

1983
unknown

J. Lee
Thompson

UNITED STATES

1971

April 83

Kent Bateman

ITALY, SPAIN

1979

1982

UNITED STATES

1977

April 81

Wes Craven

UNITED STATES

1980

Aug 82

Nettie Pena

GREAT BRITAIN

1980

Nov 81

UNITED STATES

1972

Nov 81
Unknown

Norman J.
Warren
Ed Adlum

UNITED STATES

1982

March 83
1984

Armand
Mastroianni

UNITED STATES

1982

June 83

David
Winters
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Last Hunter, The

Love Butcher, The
Mad Foxes, The
Mark of the Devil
Martin
Massacre Mansion
Mausoleum

Midnight
Naked Fist

Nesting, The

New Adventures of
Snow White, The

Inter-Light
CAT ILV108
Intervision
CAT A-A0476
Intervision
CAT A-A0144
Merlin (VCL)
CAT M249D
Intervision
CAT A-A0343
Hello
CAT H14
VIPCO
CAT VIP059
FilmTown
(VideoSpace)
FT03
Alpha (Intervision)
CAT A-A0451
VRO (Video
Network)
CAT VN0009
Video Film
Organisation
CAT VN0009
Prestige
VIPCO
CAT VIP043

ITALY

1980

Nov 81
1983

Anthony M.
Dawson
[Antonio
Margheriti]
Mikel Angel
Don Jones
Paul Gray
[Paul Grau]
Michael
Armstrong
George A.
Romero
Michael
Pataki
Michael
Dugan

UNITED STATES

1975

1979

SWITZERLAND,
SPAIN
West Germany

1980

May 82

1969

Nov 1981

UNITED STATES

1976

July 82

UNITED STATES

1975

June 83

UNITED STATES

1982

Oct 83

UNITED STATES

1980

March 83

John Russo

UNITED STATES,
PHILIPPINES

1981

1982
Unknown
Unknown

Cirio H.
Santiago

UNITED STATES

1980

Oct 82

Armand
Weston

Mountain
CAT VCSS 2/044

WEST
GERMANY,
UNITED STATES

1970

1980

Rolf Thiele
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Night Beast

VIPCO
CAT VIP052

UNITED STATES

1982

1983

Night of the Living
Dead

Alpha (Intervision)
CAT A-A0356
Intervision
CAT H07
VTC
CAT VTC1199
VTC
CAT VTC1006
Filmland
CAT FV101

UNITED STATES

1968

July 81
1979

Don Dohler
[Donald M.
Dohler]
George A.
Romero

ITALY, SPAIN

1980

Feb 84
June 82

Umberto
Lenzi

SPAIN, FRANCE

1981

Entertainment in
Video
CAT EVV1002
VCL
CAT P096D
IFS (Iver Film
Services)
CAT FF30176
Vampix
(Videomedia)
CAT HVM1017
Embassy
CAT ELV2049
Alpha (Intervision)
CAT A-A0354
Entertainment in
Video
CAT EVV1006

UNITED STATES

1982

1983

A.M. Frank
[Jesús
Franco]
Charles Band

UNITED STATES

1978

April 81

UNITED STATES

1972

November 82

GREAT BRITAIN

1977

May 81

Norman J.
Warren

CANADA

1980

1983

Paul Lynch

CANADA

1976

July 1981

UNITED STATES

1981

October 1983

David
Cronenberg
Joseph Zito

Nightmare City

Oasis of the
Zombies
Parasite

Phantasm
Pigs

Prey

Prom Night
Rabid
Rosemary's Killer

Don
Coscarelli
Marc
Lawrence
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Savage Terror

Go
CAT Go127

INDONESIA

1979

1982

Scanners

Guild
CAT GH084
Intervision)
CAT A-A0376
VIPCO

CANADA

1980

August 1981

UNITED STATES

1979

1982

JAPAN, UNITED
STATES

1980

1981

Robert
Houston
Kenji Misumi

Astra
CAT WV021
Mega Films
CAT MGA101
VTC
CAT VTC1036

ITALY

1977

October 1982

Sergio Grieco

UNITED STATES

1977

UNITED STATES

1982

December 1982

Suspiria

Thorn EMI
CAT TVB 900265 2

ITALY

1976

August 1982

Dario
Argento

Terror

Hokushin
CAT VM51
IVER FILM
SERVICES
CAT FF30022

GREAT BRITAIN

1978

August 1981

UNITED STATES

1974

November 1981

Norman J.
Warren
Tobe Hooper

CIC
CAT VHA1062

UNITED STATES

1982

July 1983

John
Carpenter

Horror Time

PHILIPPINES,

1968

January 1983

Eddie

Scream for
Vengeance!
Shogun Assassin
(re-released uncut
in 1999)
Street Killers
Suicide Cult
Superstition

Texas Chain Saw
Massacre, The
(passed uncut with
an 18 certificate in
1999)
Thing, The

Tomb of the Living

VIP025

Sisworo
Gautama
Putra
David
Cronenberg
Bob Bliss

Jim
Glickenhaus
James W.
Roberson
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Dead

CAT A14HT

UNITED STATES

Toy Box, The

TCX
CAT TCX802

UNITED STATES

1970

November 1981

Werewolf Woman

Cinehollywood
CAT V1770
Inter-Ocean
CAT IOV05
Spectrum
(PolyGram)
CAT 790648 2

ITALY

1976

November 1981

UNITED STATES

1972

November 1981

Great Britain

1982

May 1983

Harry
Bromley
Davenport

VTC
CAT VTC1110

ITALY

1980

September 1983

Alpha (Intervision)
CAT A-A0358
Modern Films
(Mountain)
CAT MD09

UNITED STATES

1978

July 1981

Spain, France

1980

November 1981

Frank Martin
[Marino
Girolami]
George A.
Romero
: J.A. Laser
[Jean Rollin]
Julian de
Laserna

Wrong Way
Xtro
(Released uncut in
1987, re-classified
15 in
2007; Xtro was a
common title seized
during police raids
in the North of
England prior to
the official list
being published.)
Zombie Holocaust

Zombies: Dawn of
the Dead
Zombies Lake

Romero
Gerardo De
Leon
Ron Garcia

Rino Di
Silvestro
Ray Williams
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APPENDIX IV
Locations of the premises of video distributors that released the DPP 39
Title
Distributor
Catalogue
Film Country
Number

Year

Video Production Country

United States

1963

Astra Video Unit 11 Airport
House, Purley Way, Croydon

Blood Feast

Astra

I Spit on Your Grave

Astra

WV016

United States

1978

Faces of Death

Atlantis

AVP601

United States

1979

19 Prebend Street, London, N1
8PF | Atlantis House, 60
Wapping High Street, London

Island of Death

AVI

AVI003

Greece

1976

Suite 18 -19, 29 Great, Pulteney
Street, London, W1R 3DD

Werewolf and the Yeti, The

Canon

CV005

Spain

1975

VPD
Building No.1 G.E.C. Estate in
Wembley, Middlesex
Subsiduary of VPD Video
Programme Distributors Limited

Devil Hunter, The

Cinehollywood

V1590

Spain, France, Wes...

1980

VPD
Building No.1 G.E.C. Estate in
Wembley, Middlesex
Subsiduary of VPD Video
Programme Distributors Limited
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–

Cinehollywood Italian brand
Evilspeak

FilmTown
(VideoSpace)

FT02

United States

1981

63 New Cavandish Street,
London.
W1

272 London Road,
Wallington,
Surrey,
SM6 7DJ

35-37 Wardour Street,
London.
W1A 4BT

Cannibal Holocaust

Go

GO121

Italy

1980

SS Experiment Camp

Go

GO118

Italy

1976

Blood Bath

Hokushin

VM75

Italy

1971

2 Ambleside Avenue,
London.
SW16 6a

Night of the Bloody Apes

IFS (Iver Film

FF30218

Mexico

1968

Pinewood Studios,
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Services)

Iver.
Bucks.
SL0 0NH

Night of the Demon

IFS (Iver Film
Services)

Bloody Moon

Intervision

Cannibal Man, The

Intervision

A-A0348

Spain

1972

Exposé

Intervision

A-AE0201

Great Britain

1975

Beast in Heat, The

JVI (Javed
Video
International)

JVI006

Italy

1977

Unit 2,
31 Milkstone Road,
Rochdale.
Lancs.
OL11 1ED

Nightmares in a Damaged
Brain

L.U.
Productions
(World of
Video 2000)

XF140

United States

1981

Maine House
15 Lyon Road,
London.
SW19 2SB.

FF30173

United States

1980

1, McKay Trading Estate, Kensal
Road, London. W10

329 Hunslet Road,
Leeds
Love Camp 7

Market

United States

1968

82/84 Peckham Rye,

Mardi Gras Massacre

Market

United States

1978

London.
SE15 4HB

Absurd

Medusa

MC002

Italy

1981

Madhouse

Medusa

MC006

United States, Italy

1981

109 Bancroft,
Hitchin.
Hertfordshire
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Forest of Fear

Monte

MON1

United States

1979

Cannibal Apocalypse

Replay

R1015

Italy, Spain

1980

VPD

Cannibal Ferox

Replay

R1016

Italy

1981

Building No.1 G.E.C. Estate in
Wembley, Middlesex

Last House on the Left, The

Replay

R1013

United States

1972
Subsiduary of VPD Video
Programme Distributors Limited

Blood Rites

Scorpio

SVP101

United States

1967

Forest House,
8 Gainsborough Road,
Leytonstone,
London.
E11 1HT

House on the Edge of the
Park

Skyline
(VideoForm)

CL003

Italy

1980

7 Deanston Wharf,
Bradfield Road,
London.
E16

Burning, The

Thorn EMI

TVA
900836 2

United States

1980

Snuff

Unknown

Argentina, United ...

1976

HVM1027

Italy

1981

70 Wardour Street,
London.
W1V 3HP
104 Wigmore Street,
London.
W1H 9DR

House by the Cemetery, The Vampix
(Videomedia)
Anthropophagous the Beast

VFP

VFP001

Italy

1980

Gestapo's Last Orgy

VFP

VFP004

Italy

1977
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Tenebrae

Videomedia

HVM1032

Italy

1982

70 Wardour Street,
London.
W1V 3HP

Andy Warhol's
Frankenstein

VIPCO

VIP046

Italy, France

1973

9 Sentinel House, Sentinel
Square, Brent Street, Hendon,
London

Driller Killer, The

VIPCO

VIP029

United States

1979

Zombie Flesh Eaters

VIPCO

VIP024

Italy

1979

Fight for Your Life

Vision-On

VOV016

United States

1977

Axe

VRO (Video
Network)

VN0004

United States

1974

Don't Go in the Woods...
Alone

VRO (Video
Network)

VN0012

United States

1981

Vision On Video Co.: 76
Holmesdale Road, South
Norwood, London SE25 6JF
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APPENDIX V
British Videogram Association Full Members as of 24th September 1986
3M (UK)

MGM/UA

A & M Records

Media Communications

BBC Home Video

Odyssey Video

Cannon Screen Entertainment

Palace Virgin & Gold

CBS / Fox Video

Picture Music International

Chrysalis Visual Programing Production
company

Polygram Video

CIC Video
Embassy Home Video
Express TV and Video Services
GMH Entertainments
Granada Video
Guild Home Video
Hendring
Heron Home Entertainments

Rank Audio Visual
Select Video
Thames Video
Trillion Pictures
Vestron Video (UK)
Virgin Vision
Walt Disney Productions
Warner Home Video Major
Weekend Video
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APPENDIX VI
Theatrical exhibition of the ‘video nasties’ prior to their release on video.
Section 2 Prosecuted films
1. Absurd
2. Anthropophagous: The Beast
3. Axe
4. A Bay of Blood
5.
6.
7.
8.

The Beast in Heat
Blood Feast
Blood Rites
Bloody Moon

9. The Burning
10. Cannibal Apocalypse
11. Cannibal Ferox .
12. Cannibal Holocaust
13. The Cannibal Man
14. Devil Hunter
15. Don't Go in the Woods .
16. The Driller Killer
17. Evilspeak
18. Exposé
19. Faces of Death
20. Fight for Your Life
21. Flesh for Frankenstein
22. Forest of Fear
23. Gestapo's Last Orgy
24. The House by the Cemetery
25. The House on the Edge of the Park
26. I Spit on Your Grave
27. Island of Death
28. The Last House on the Left
29. Love Camp 7
30. Madhouse
31. Mardi Gras Massacre
32. Nightmares in a Damaged Brain
33. Night of the Bloody Apes

Theatrical Release
Eagle Films Ltd
22/08/1983
Not Submiited
Mark Associates
15/04/1982
New Realm Pictures Ltd
Rejected
Never submitted
Never submitted
Never submitted
Amanda Films Ltd
26/01/1982
Handmade Films (Dists) Ltd
23/09/1981
Not submitted
Not submitted
Not submitted
Not submitted
Not submitted
Not submitted
Not submitted
Not submitted
Target International Films
Ltd06/11/1975
Not submitted
Not submitted
EMI Dists
08/01/1975
Not submitted
Not submitted
Eagle Films Ltd
29/12/1981
Target International Films Ltd
Rejected
Not submitted
Winstone Film Dists 13/04/1976
Oppidan (UK) Ltd
Rejected
Rejected
Not submitted
Not submitted
Oppidan (UK) Ltd
22/04/1982
Grand National Film Dist
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34. Night of the Demon
35. Snuff
36. SS Experiment Camp
37. Tenebrae
38. The Werewolf and the Yeti
39. Zombie Flesh Eaters .
Section 2 Non-prosecuted films
1. The Beyond
2. The Bogey Man
3. Cannibal Terror
4. Contamination
5. Dead & Buried
6. Death Trap
7. Deep River Savages
8. Delirium
9. Don't Go in the House
10. Don't Go Near the Park
11. Don't Look in the Basement
12. The Evil Dead
13. Frozen Scream
14. The Funhouse
15. Human Experiments
16. I Miss You, Hugs and Kisses
17. Inferno
18. Killer Nun
19. Late Night Trains
20. The Living Dead at Manchester Morgue
21. Nightmare Maker
22. Possession
23. Pranks
24. Prisoner of the Cannibal God
25. Revenge of the Bogey Man
26. The Slayer
27. Terror Eyes
28. The Toolbox Murders
29. Unhinged

Ltd26/03/1974
Not submitted
Not submitted
Not submitted
Anglo American Film Dists
Ltd16/02/1983
Not submitted
Miracle Films Ltd
02/01/1980
Eagle Lion Distribution Ltd
27/08/1981
Miracle Films Ltd
16/10/1980
Not submitted
Not submitted
G.T.O. Films 28/04/1981
Tedderwick Films Ltd 06/10/1978
Mark Associates
Rejected
Not submitted
G.T.O. Films 13/11/1980
Not submitted
Columbia-Warner Dists
05/09/1977
Palace Pictures
04/10/1982
Not submitted
Cinema International Corp.
UK19/02/1981
New Realm Entertainments
12/12/1979
Not submitted
20th Century Fox Film Co.
Ltd20/03/198
Not submitted
Oppidan (UK) Ltd
Rejected
Miracle Films Ltd
20/01/1975
Not submitted
New Realm
Entertainments20/10/1981
Not submitted
Entertainment Film Dists Ltd
14/09/1978
Not submitted
Not submitted
Rank Film Dists Ltd 24/03/1981
Miracle Films Ltd
21/11/1979
Avatar Communications
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30. Visiting Hours
31. The Witch Who Came From the Sea
32. Women Behind Bars
33. Zombie Creeping Flesh

Ltd04/05/1983
20th Century Fox Film Co.
Ltd22/01/1982
Not submitted
Not submitted
Miracle Films Lt 10/05/1982

